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PREFACE

It IS OBVIOUS to all who know the conditions of the Syrian desert

and the region of the middle Euphrates that the security of excava-

tions at Dura depends upon the French and Syrian authorities. It is

to them, therefore, that we owe most sincere thanks for the possibility

of continuing our work and for the success of the 1931-2 campaign.
We may mention in particular our obligation to the Haut Commissaire
de la Syrie et du Liban, the General Commandant Superieur des

Troupes du Levant, and the General Commandant des Regions Nord
de la Syrie, but we should like to extend our thanks to include all

those officers civil and military, who through their kind offices have
helped to make the 193 1-2 campaign most agreeable as well as most
successful.

Through the kindness of M. H. Seyrig, Directeur du Service des

Antiquity de la Syrie et du Liban, and of his staffmany ofthe practical

difficulties of organization were smoothed over and through M. Sey-

rig’s personal interest and wide understanding many of the scientific

problems were resolved. The Emir Djaflfar, Conservateur du Musee
de Damas, has always placed at our ^sposal the valuable records of

the museum. It was through his kind assistance this year that we were
able to secure a mold of the basrelief of Aphlad.
The hospitality and sympathy of the President and Faculty of the

American University at Beirut never fail to add much pleasure to the

sojourns of the expedition in Beirut.

Needless to say, without the whole-hearted cooperation of the Yale

School of Fine Arts, the preservation of our material and the publica-

tion of these reports would be impossible. The enthusiasm of Dean
EverettV. Meeks and of Professor Th. Sizer and the untiring efforts of

the museum staffhave made it possible to put on exhibition at once our

most important finds and to study at leisure the results of the campaign^

To name all who have contributed to this work would form a list

far too long for this preface. May all who have so generously rendered

their services read this brief mention and accept our gratitude for a

success due largely to their efforts!

M. R. Dussaud and M. F. Gumont stand always first in the list of

scholars to whose wide learning and sympathetic understanding the

interpretation of results is largely due. The kindness ofHerr W. Andrae
made available the Parthian collection from Assur in the Vorder-
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asiatische Abteilungof the Berlin Museum and Professor H. Lietzmann

lent his wide knowledge of early Christian archaeology to the study

of the Christian Chapel. Professor Carl H. Kraeling ofYale has contrib-

uted largely to the interpretation of Semitic names and Professor

C. C. Torrey to the solution of Semitic problems. Pere Poidebard took

air-views of the site in December 1932 and to his generosity we owe
our photograph.

The reader will note that the names of my colleagues. Prof P. V.

C. Baur and Prof. Alfred Bellinger, who collaborated with me in

editing the previous Reports, do not appear on the title page of the

present volume and that consequently I alone assume the responsi-

bility of editing it. The temporary absence during the academic year

1932—1933 of Prof. Bellinger from Yale where this Report was pre-

pared for publication, prevented him from taking his usual part.

Since this Report is being printed in Prague, Prof. Baur has not been
able to read the proofs nor to criticize or endorse my editorial notes,

though he has assisted me in preparing several chapters of the man-
uscript for the printer. I take this opportunity of thanking Prof.

Bam: for this assistance and I hope that the responsibility for the

subsequent Reports will again be borne by the three of us. In reading

the proofs I have been aided by Mr. G. K. Boyce, now Fellow in

the American Academy in Rome.
Finally, I wish to thank the Kondakov Institute at Prague and

Prof N. P. Toll for the assistance they have generously given me
in seeing this volume through the press.

The publication of parchments and papyri will occupy a separate

volume and the account of pottery, glass-ware, and small bronzes
enlarged to include the discoveries of subsequent campaigns will be
published in later reports.

M. I. R.
Rome
November 1933



INTRODUCTION

by Clark Hopkins, Field Director 1931—2.

The expedition to Dura-Europos was during this season composed
ofM. Andre Naudy, first assistant; Messrs. H. Pearson and R. Deigert
of the Yale School of Fine Arts, architects

; M. Antoine Walter, photo-
grapher and Mr. D. Clark. The staff was augmented in the middle
of the season by M. Emile Bacquet, expert from the Musee Guimet,
who took charge of the delicate work of removing the frescoes.
Camp was opened the last week in October and work was begun

at once. On November first, the number ofworkmen increased to 300
and three large chantiers were begun. The largest group under the
direct supervision of M. Naudy excavated a district in the center of
the city and uncovered in the course of the season a large portion
of the market place. Mr. Clark with a second group began work in
two blocks of houses (B 8 and C 7) along Main Street, then moved
at the completion of this task to the northwest section ofthe city where
the Roman Praetorium and the Temple of Azzanathkona were dis-
covered. Mr. Pearson and I took charge of a third group excavating
the Temple Df Aphlad, a group which was later moved to the south
end of the citadel. In completing the excavation of a building in front
of Tower 17, a building largely excavated during the previous cam-
paign, the Christian Chapel was brought to light.

M. Naudy took entire charge of the largest group of workmen and
bore all the duties of assistant director. M. Walter not only acted as
photographer but took charge of supplies and assisted in the organi-
zation ofthe work-groups. Thanks largely to the experience and ability
of these members of the staff, the organization and operation of the
camp was carried foward with the utmost smoothness. The plans of
buildings excavated, except that of the Christian Church, were drawn
by Mr. Pearson, who also supervised the dangerous work in the south-
west tower, drew the finds for the card catalogue, and made a special
study of private houses. To Mr. Deigert we owe a large scale (1/500)
map of the entire city, the map of the Christian Church, a study of
the redoubt, and copies of the frescoes. Mr. Clark directed one team
ofworkmen during the entire season and kept the daily record of finds.

In writing the report I am especially indebted to the notes ofMr. Pearson
for details of the towers and the Temple ofAphlad and ofMr. Clark for
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accounts of the Roman quarter and the Temple ofAzzanathkona. The

chapters on these districts are largely the results oftheir efforts and I take

this occasion to record my indebtedness to their careful observation and

untiring study. The study of graffiti is made difficult in many cases by the

poor condition of walls, and by a script often very carelessly rendered.

I considered it best, especially as plaster walls are not always secure, to

record as much as possible at once and to publish the results in this

account. I hope, however, that future study may clear up many of the

difficulties of"reading and interpretation. Since excavations in the cit-

adel were continued during the current season, the publication of the

map of this work has been left for the report of the 1932—3 campaign.

The season was cold but exceptionally free from rain, and the work

was continued almost without interruption until the middle of March.

At that time the actual work of excavation was stopped and the de-

parture of M. Naudy, M. Walter and Mr. Clark at the end of the

month brought the season officially to a close. M. Bacquet remained

during April to complete his work on the frescoes and this extra month
gave the opportunity to the architects and myself to continue work
on the plans and the study of inscriptions. M. Bacquet worked with

such success that all the frescoes of the Christian Chapel, one from

the Temple of Palmyrene Gods and a drawing from the Temple of

Azzanathkona were removed before camp was broken at the end of

April. All have been subsequently transported without injury to the

museums.
I shoiild like, in closing, to express my special gratitude to two friends

in Syria, Colonel Goudouneix in charge of the district of the middle

Euphrates, and M. Seyrig, Directeur du Service des Antiquites. Colonel

Goudouneix interested himselfpersonally in our work, visited our camp
several times,and offered us every possible service throughout the season.

MonsieurSeyrig not only put at our disposal every facility ofhis department

for the organization ofour work, but joined himselfin the difficult task

of interpreting the results of the campaign. Certainly no report would
be complete without a personal acknowledgment of their great services.

Needless to saywithout the constant help ofProf. Rostovtzeffthis report

could not have been written. Were I to mention in every case his sugges-

tions, criticisms and judgments largely incorporated in this report, the

chapters would be studded with these references.



I.

THE FORTIFICATIONS
BY C. HOPKINS

WALLS AND TOWERS
During the campaign of 1930—31 the clearing of the southwest

bastion was begun, one of the towers between the main gate and
the south wadi was entirely cleared and a good part of the debris in

the other two removed. Tlds last season the work along this section

was continued, the towers were completely excavated and a special

study made of the construction of these towers and walls including
the main gate. The clearing of the temple of Aphlad and of the
Christian church brought to view details of the mud brick wall con-
structed inside the battlements, and a cut from outside along Tower
15 allowed a study to be made of the mud brick embankment outside

the stone wall, of the flange and the method of linking towers and
walls. Chance through the preservation of certain crenellations intact

beside Tower 15 gave us exact information of the battlements them-
selves (PI. VIII, 2), and a large graffito from a shop added an ancient

illustration of main gate, curtine and towers. Finally the clearing of

the south entrance and tower of the citadel furnished material for

comparison of types of construction in citadel and circuit wall.

Excavations on the citadel during the campaign 1928—9 showed
the existence of a small Arab settlement, apparently of the ninth

century A. D. Probably to these inhabitants was due the partial block-

ing of the lower entrance into the south tower of the citadel. Very
probably the upper floors were still standing at that time, and the

ground floor therefore was utilised as a house, at which time for greater

safety and warmth the doorway was partially blocked to allow only
a very narrow entrance. On the other side of the arched entrance into

the citadel a make-shift wall on dirt fill probably belonged to the same
period, but no remains either in the tower or among the house walls

gave any further indication of the identity of these late inhabitants.

As was to be expected the south tower of the citadel was very

similar in construction to the north tower.^ In the method of defense

through loopholes and windows as well as in the special method of

^ The plan of the citadel will be published later when the excavations are com-
pleted.
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building the corners, these towers follow Hellenistic models. The north

tower has a niche with loophole on the south side to cover the postern

door, and two windows on the floor above, one on the north, one on

the west side. The south tower has no opening against assailants on

the ground floor but three loopholes, one on each side, on the second

story. At Assos exactly the same system was employed in the towers

beside the west gate, for no openings were made on the ground floor,

but a series ofloopholes introduced in the second, to cover the entrance

to the gate and allow fire to the front.^ The Hellemstic fortifications

of Asia Minor at Ephesos, Priene, Assos and Heraclea at the foot o

Latmos regularly show a system of defense employing windows sew-

ing as Pecknasen and loopholes. It is astounding therefore to find that

at Dura this method is only employed in the citadel towers. There

are two windows in each tower ofthe main gate high above the ground.

Otherwise as far as can be seen in the six towers of the circuit wall

thus far excavated there is not a single loophole or window, a most

startling contrast to the citadel and Hellenistic models. To be sure

much of the towers above tht chmin de ronde has been destroyed. The

side walls preserved in Tower 15 and Tower 2 clearly have no windows

or loopholes however, and the side toward the desert in Tower 2 shows

no trace of opening. The walls of the citadel towers are roughly cut but

at the comers the edges have been cut more carefully for a few centi-

meters to allow more exact fitting. At Heraclea at the foot ofLatmos this

same method is employed^ as it is also at Priene.^Againwe have a Hellen-

istic feature in the citadel not followed in the towers of the enceinte.

It is worth remarking that at Assos the only gate spanned by a

tme arch is gate No. i, a small postern 1. 15 m. wide just beside a

tower, an entrance veiy similar to the arched postern just beside the

north tower in the Dura citadel. Again the Dura fortress seems to be

following Hellenistic precedent, and it is therefore significant that at

Assos this gate is considered to be of later date.®

If in certain details, however, the citadel recalls Hellerdstic con-

structions of the third century, in certain other respects it differs very

essentially. The two principal entrances to the citadel are formed with

® Clarke, Bacon, Koldewey, Investigations at Assos, Boston, 1902—^21, p. 193.

3 Theodor Wiegand, Mikt, Band III, 2: “Die Befestigungen von Herakleia am

Latmos”, von Fritz Krischen (Berlin, 1922), Taf. 18.

^ Wiegand and Schrader, Priene, Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersuchmgen in

den Jahren 1895—98, p. 39 Abb. 23 and Tafel VI.
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barrel vaults, and stone screen in front to make a square head for the
door. The true arch was by no means unknown in the third century
for it is found at Priene and Heraclea as well as in fortifications out-

side Asia Minor. I know of no case, however, where barrel-vaulted
entrances were used to support a platform or tower above. At Dura
in the Palmyrene Gate, the arch is found, the only arch in the circuit

wall. It is used only to cover the gate, not as part of a barrel vault.

Finally, there is the use of the keystone in forming a square headed
door top, perhaps the most curious and characteristic feature of the

citadel. The doors to the second stories of both south and north
towers have straight tops all the way through but instead of flat lintel

blocks, a keystone is introduced to link the blocks of the top. The
ground floor entrances ofboth towers have corbelled vaults with screen

of stone concealing the triangular tympanum and making a square
head for the door. The triangular tympanum is employed at Assos,

sometimes with and sometimes without screen.® The screen, however,
is always constructed of straight blocks supported on piers to either

side, while on the citadel at Dura the keystone is widely made use of.

The excavations of 1929—30 along the south wadi revealed that the

construction of straight topped doorway with keystone had also been
employed in the towers of the south rampart.'^ It is rather striking
that in these towers the corbelled vault is not found, in all the other

towers of the enceinte, thus far cleared, the low corbelled arch is

employed but an arch without the^ screen to make a flat topped door.

In the Palmyrene Gate where straight tops for doorways are employed,
lintel blocks are used long enough to span the entrance.

I had remarked in the second preliminary report that the doorways
of citadel and circuit towers were distinguished not only by the stone

screens but also by the height of the triangular tympanums, those of
the citadel rising through four courses of stone, those that we knew
in the circuit towers employing merely two courses for the vault.

Excavations this year revealed not only that the doorway of the south
citadel tower had a tympanum only three courses high, but also that

some of the doorways in the towers south of the main gate employed
doors with vaults of the same height. These towers along the south
wadi, therefore, and those between this wadi and the Palmyrene Gate,

though still separated in construction from the towers of the citadel,

5 ® Op. cit. p. 207, Fig. 1, Gate 4; p. 219, Fig. 4, Gate 10; p. 203, Gate No. 3.

’ M. Fillet, by mistake, reports that these doorways have the triangular corbelled

vaults (/?«/). /F, p. 6).

1 *
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come closer to the type of work in the citadel than other towers^ along

the circuit wall. One may still say with certainty that the circuit wall

was built later, but I do not believe the difference in time was as

great as I first suspected.

The barrel vault was used commonly at Hatra in the great halls

of the palace and the stone screen was employed to form one end of

the room. At Hatra also the high corbelled vault was not infrequent.

In the latter walls of Halibeyeh, 150 kilometers up the river, the

keystone is used in the screen forming a straight top for the door in

front of a barrel-vaulted entrance. I suspect that these methods of

construction were the result of eastern as well as western influence.

Clearly the oldest tower along the desert is the southwest bastion

for it does not meet the chemin de ronde of the circuit squarely. So

awkwardly is it placed in fact, that there was no space for a door on

the side, and it was necessary to erect an additional buttress in front

to allow access to the interior of the tower from the top of the wall

(See plan PI. I). At the northeast interior corner, in the north wall,

was a doorway closed with inferior masonry which would have opened

outside the city wall. Another peculiarity of this tower was the fact

that the entrance is not in the center of the building as in the other

towers, but close beside the buttress. Clearly it was not constructed

on the same model as the others or with the later circuit wail in view.

Certain pecularities in the Palmyrene gate also call for consideration.

The walls of the southwest and northwest towers (Nos. 14 and 3) as

well as of towers in the citadel rise straight from the rock itself. The
three towers between the Palmyrene Gate and the south wadi (Nos.

15, 16, and 17) have two tiers of foundation stones forming a slightly

wider base than the wall above. In the Palmyrene Gate a regular

foundation of cut stone made a wider base for the south and north

wall of the tower. The .first step was to cut a channel in the bed rock

to a depth of one tier of stone. On the outside of the tower the line

of the foundation was left flush with the wall above
;
inside the towers,

the second, third and fourth tiers diminished in width, thereby forming

a wide foundation base which stepped up to the wall thickness above.

The circumference wall of the Palmyrene Gate had another pecu-

liarity. For five tiers above the base the wall is composed of stones well

cut on the sides and laid together with very little mortar. The ends
of the stones however were left so rough that the interior seems to

be rusticated. The rustication is similar to that which appears on the

exterior of other towers facing the desert, especially noticeable on the
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southwest tower. The logical explanation seems to be that a tower
similar in construction to the other desert towers, was destroyed to

make way for the gate, and the stone from this tower was re-used for

the lower tiers of the new gate fortifications. If stone, smooth on all

sides but one, was re-used in building a thicker wall, it is likely that

the rough surface would be placed inside since a better joint could

thus be formed. The interior stone partitions of the tower have neither

the broad foundation courses nor the rusticated tiers. Nor do they

link with the rusticated base of the outer wall, although above this

base all walls link together. This evidence linked with the fact that

the Palmyrene Gate is off-center from the circuit wall but in line with

Main street, leads to the conclusion that there were two building

periods. Apparently then an original tower or gate which must have
been in accord with the line of present fortifications along the desert

was destroyed to form a new tower conforming to the line of Main
Street. Since however, the present towers tie in with the circuit wall

on either side, they must have been contemporaneous with the build-

ing of the circuit wall. At this time probably Main Street was laid

out and though the old line of defense along the desert was kept, the

new gate was swung to the angle formed by the chief street of the

city. Partition walls in the towers linking with the upper tiers of stone

but not with the lower rusticated tiers, suggest that the gate had first

been a low building, and built to its present height only when the

partition walls were constructed. Inscription D. 72 of 17/16 B. G.

written on the circumference wall of the gate gives us the terminus ante

quern for the new low tower. It is worthy of remark that the remod-
elled gate with three doorways forming two small chambers is the

Parthian type employed in the walls at Hatra.® One suspects, there-

fore, that the towers without loopholes or windows were based on
Parthian models. If the low walls of the new gate were constructed

about 16 B. G. the part above and the curtines could not have been
erected much later for the upper sections were completed when the

frescoes of the Palmyrene temple were painted about 75 A. D. and
perhaps when inscription D. 33 of32—3 A. D. was written. The earliest

inscription from the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods is 55 A. D. As
the temple occupies an important corner of the wall it seemed prob-

able that the temple was built soon after the wall was completed.

Excavations during this winter revealed a temple of Aphlad in the

southwest angle in which one of the sanctuaries was dated in the year

* Andrae, Hatra, II, Abb. 25,
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53 A. D., and a Temple ofAzzanathkona also resting against the wall,

a temple whose earliest monument was 12 A. D. One may say, there-

fore, with certainty, that the wall was complete in this first half of the

first century A. D. The uniformity of dating which places the erection

of all three temples within a period of 50 years of one another is strong

evidence that in this period the fortifications were first completed.

One more item may be added to this review of the chronology of

the stone fortifications. The foundations of every tower so far dug

along the desert wall (the southwest Towers [14], 15, 16, 17) except

the Palmyrene Gate, are alike in construction and differ from the

tiers above. They are 2.50 m. thick and appear to be all of header

construction. The stones, well cut and without mortar, are 0.53 m. by

0.33 m. on an end. The wall is made secure by varying the length of

the stones (0.53, 0.73 and 0.93 m.) so that no cleavage joints are

formed in the wall. This type of construction extends upwards from

six to eight tiers above the ground level and is 0.40 m. wider than

the later superstructure. We know that the section of wall between

the southwest tower and the wadi did not link with this foundation,

nor did the chemin de ronde buttress before the same tower. Outside

of Tower 16 the rubbish was cleared down to the rubble flange at the

exterior base of the wall. Tower and wall were here found to link in

the upper part but the flange may well have served to screen the lack

of joint in the lower part. If this is so then we had as a first period

of construction a series of low stone towers across the desert not con-

nected by a stone wall. Only after the Palmyrene gate was remodelled

was the present connecting wall erected, and at that time walls and
towers were built to their present height.

The large graffito from shop B 8, H 17 (PL XXXIII, i) adds one
or two details of interest to our study of walls and towers, especially

of the main gate. We see once more in this drawing as in previous

graffiti the crenellations which adorn walls and towers, and are added
even to the little space above the arch of the gate. The curious marks
on the stones, a symbol resembling a capital D written backwards and
carelessly were found actually cut in many of the stones in the towers

of the gate and may be interpreted confidently as masons’ marks.
Finally the ladderlike designs across the towers to the top of the arch
probalsly represent staircases leading to the top of the arch.® In the

® For this method of portraying stairs see the late representation of altar stairs in

Egypt, Sieglin and Schreiber, Amgrabungen und Forschmgen (Leipzig, 1908), p. 213,
Abb. 151 and p. 243, Abb. 181.
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design, the wall between the towers runs just above the crown of the

arch and the stairs run up from a point level with the springs of the

arch. Actually we know that the wall above the arch was much higher

than the chemin de ronde, probably as high as the towers themselves.

Inside of each tower a staircase led from the level of the chemin de

ronde to the top of the wall above the arch. I think the artist intended

to represent these stairs though they would not be visible to one out-

side the tower. Mistaken in the height of the wall above the arch, he

was forced to represent the bottom ofthe steps at a lower level than was
actually the case.

THE CHEMIN DE RONDE

Both walls and towers above the lower tiers are of gypsum blocks

laid in alternate tiers of headers and stretchers. Where in parts of the

towers the wall was, in thickness, equal to the length plus the width

of one block an inside tier of headers is laid against an outside line

of stretchers. Where the walls of the towers diminish in width, the

difference is accomplished by shortening the headers. In the wider

curtine walls, no attempt was made to fit the interior blocks closely

together and gaps usually small but sometimes as large as an ordinary

block, were filled with rubble.

The circuit wall along the desert is 8—9 meters high and the top,

decorated inside with a simple coping formed by projecting the top

tier about 5 centimeters is 3.05 m. wide.^® Thus ample room was given

for a chemin de ronde behind the crenellations.

The crenellations themselves were preserved intact from Tower 15

to a distance half way to the southwest tower for at this point the

assaulting Persians had heaped a great ramp against the wall. To
meet this attack the defenders had erected a wall of mud brick above
the stone fortification thus encasing the crenellations solidly between
mud brick and ramp. As the photograph (Pis. V and VIII, 2) shows

the battlements were composed of a regular series of bays each with

its opening and protecting partition. The screen wall was 0.60 m.
wide, the buttresses 0.60 m. square and the height to the opening

about a meter with the total height of the wall 1.80 m. The lower

tier is composed of a double series of long thin blocks set on edge.

The outer course runs in a regular line, the inner is broken to intro-

duce the header blocks of the buttress. Above this tier a horizontal

Compare the similar arrangement at Heraclea at the foot of Latmos, Wiegand,

MiUt, III, 2, p. 13.
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layer was laid linking the whole together. Finally on top a third row

of blocks was laid similar in construction to the bottom tier except

that the double block on one side of each buttress was omitted to give

the necessary opening. Through these crenellations the defender could

shoot, protected by the screen from shots to the front, by the buttress

from cross fire. Even so, there is evidence that additional protection

was given the soldiers in defense, for on either side of the open bays,

just below the horizontal base block, a hole flat on top, rounded beneath

(0.07—0.08 m. by 0.06 m.) was cut through the stone. These must
have held the sliding supports of a shutter of wood which blocked the

bay. When an attack was made against the wall, the sliding supports

were thrust forward. The half opening allowed the defendant to fire

straight down the wall, while he was protected by the wooden screen

from arrows of the assailants. This form of Pecknasen is well known
in Hellenistic fortifications (Knidos, Jasos, Chalcis in Aetolia, Samos
and Athens). These regularly were covered with stone; at Dura we
must suppose wooden beams were laid across from which the shutters

were suspended.

Excavations of the towers along the desert show that as a rule the

chemin de ronde met the towers close to the inner wall. Here doorways
were made in the towers to allow the watch to pass through the upper
story of the tower. Supporting no great weight above, the doorways
are straight lintelled. The doorways of Tower 15 show that at some
period they were given plaster jambs and thresholds which reduced
them in size, but which allowed the hanging of doors. It is worth
remark that in no case where the sill is in place, is it near to the stone
floor but rather rests on a thickness of dirt. Either then the upper
stories were strewn thick with reeds and dirt or a long period elapsed
before the jambs were constructed and much rubbish had accumu-
lated in the meantime.
To support this upper story and the chemin de ronde additional walls

of rubble or mud brick were constructed making partitions in the
towers. Thus in a country where beams were expensive and difficult

to obtain, the upper stories could be supported with a shorter span.
In the southwest tower as in the northwest the partition runs the depth
of the tower. A similar wall was found in the northwest chamber of
the Palmyrene Gate. In the other front towers, all less long than those
of the southwest and northwest corners, the wall runs across. In Tower
15 a high pier of rubble was erected and across the top a stone lintel

ran to a buttress on either side. Later the two openings thus formed
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were closed but for a door, and a low mud brick wall was added to

the top. The walls in the other towers are of mud brick on a high

rubble foundation.

At the Palmyrene Gate a special construction was required to allow

the continuance of the chemin de ronde. The arch toward the city had
a lower spring than the others, and above the crown of the arch the

Curtain wall diminished to less than half the depth of the arch. Thus
was formed a ledge wide enough for passage. An awkward space still

remained, however, between the arch and the doorways, since the

doorways of the towers were not in line with the arch but in line with

the course of the circuit wall. This was spanned by a wooden walk
or balcony that extended across each side of the second chamber of

the central passage. The holes for the supporting beams of this walk
are still visible.^^ ^

^

^

^

^

^

^

In the angle of the high wall just south of the southwest bastion,

three buttresses of mortared mud brick rise against the wall on high

rubble piers. Mr. Pearson believes that these probably were built to

support the chemin de ronde after the southwest bastion had been wracked
and the wall was no longer considered solid. I am inclined to believe,

however, that the chemin de ronde was continued on top of the wall

and the buttresses erected merely to strengthen the high fortifications.

As has been said the chemin de ronde all along the desert was 8—9 me-
ters above the ground. Just beyond the southwest and northwest tow-

ers, however, where the circuit walls met the wadis the walls ap-

parently dropped to ground level. So in the southwest angle the high

wall is kept to chamber 3, then it drops perpendicularly to the lower

level. There we know that the top of the wall was accessible and used

from the ground level because at that height it is plastered on top

behind chambers 3 and 4. Along the wadis also the chemin de ronde

was less broad, the top of the wall measuring 2.15 m. wide instead

of 3.05 m. along the desert.

THE MUD BRICK WALLS

Changes in the walls as revealed in patches close by the Temple
of Azzanathkona, in alterations within the southwest tower and in

new constructions in the temple of Aphlad may best be left to the

separate discussions devoted to these ^stricts.

Before the final capture of the city in 256 A. D., however, tremen-

dous changes had been made in the fortifications by the erection of
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a series of mud brick walls inside and outside the stone fortifications.

Just when this work was done we do not know. On the back wail

of the Christian church, a wall blocked by mud brick which must
have made part of the first embankment, was scratched a graffito

dated in 232 A. D. It was drawn on an inner layer of plaster and
presumably therefore marks a year some time before the erection of

the mud brick. A graffito of the 1930—31 campaign records the fact

that the Persians descended upon Dura in 238 A. D. It seems reason-

able that at least part of the embankments was constructed to meet
that raid or to avoid a repetition of the attack. Mr. Pearson remarks
that the dSbris of the first embankment seems only to come from the

city since it contains cinders, broken bricks, bits of pottery, rags, metal,

and even whole vases and jars. A potsherd dated in 252 A. D. and a
papyrus dated in 251 A. D. found more recently in the fill of block L 7
proved that the wall in this section was not erected until the very last

years of the city’s existence.

The first embankment was made by condemning the buildings

along the curtine toward the desert, piling great quantities of dirt and
debris against the city wall at the angle of repose and covering the

bank with a steep embankment ofmud brick mortared with clay. The
brickwork is about three meters wide at the base, but tapers slightly

toward the top. Brickwork and fill together are eleven and a half
meters thick at the base; they taper to three meters from the top of
the wall where the dirt fill ceases. Above the mud brick is solid with
a width of three meters at the height of the wall. How high it extended
above the top of the stone wall is not known. Near Tower 15 the
height was still above two meters but I am inclined to think this was
exceptional, the special height at this point being due to the ramp
of the Persians directed against this spot.

At the Palmyrene Gate a staircase of plastered mud brick was
erected leading to the top of the wall from either side of the main

street. At Tower 15 another similar stairway led to the top of the stone
wall. Here a plaster doorway on the inside edge of the stone wall led
into a small mud brick passage, contained in the thickness of the wall,
and built to give access to the doorway of the former chemin de ronde.

The embankment when finished was smoothly covered with a coat-
ing of mud. In the southwest angle were found also two plaster drains
running straight down the slanting face of the embankment, mute
evidence of the careful drainage system involved. These two drains
may well have led from a platform ofmud brick in front of the south-
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west tower on which perhaps stood a shrine to replace that covered

by the embankment.
By this first embankment, the place i'arm was filled and the lower

entrances to the towers were blocked. Access to the lower story of

the towers could be gained therefore only from the story above. In

the southwest angle, the bank engulfed the furnace and the subter-

ranean passage, and blocked up both the shrine of Aphlad and the

naos leaving only their facades exposed. It was built carefully and
walls covered by its construction were carefully strengthened with mud
brick to withstand the pressure of the fill. In the Christian church the

same care may be observed. Instead of continuing through the build-

ing the slanting embankment stops on either side. Within the church
a heavy tapering wall of mud brick was constructed against the back
wall of the building, then the space between back wall and tower

filled with debris. In the baptistry the aedicula was carefully protected

by packing it in dirt before the mud brick was added. The temple of

the Palmyrene Gods was also carefully covered and due to this care

alone the frescoes of the church and the temple were so well preserved.

This supplementary mud brick wall was continued along the wadis

as the excavations in the temple of Azzanathkona and along the south

wadi show. In the temple of Azzanathkona, the chambers along the

wall were filled with dirt and across the face of several of them a mud
brick wall was constructed. Even the salle aux gradins was halfway

blocked by a mud brick embankment. At the eastern end ofthe temple,

a mud brick staircase was uncovered, obviously to give access to the

top of the mud brick additions. That access to the top of the wall was
provided indicates that here, at least, there was a chemin de rortde pro-

vided along the new fortifications. The wall of mud brick that paral-

lels the back of the salle aux gradins and is perpendicular to the city

wall could hardly have been constructed for fortification purposes.

Possibly it was built to protect a part of the temple or to alter the

arrangements in such a manner that part of the temple could still

be used.

Along the south wadi a heavy mud brick wall running parallel to

the stone wall was constructed and the space between this and the

stone enceinte filled with In the southwest angle, where the

stone wall did not go above the level of the ground, the mud brick

wall still stands to a height of two meters above the surface ending

in the face of the first embankment. Certainly another wall was built

along the stone battlements, perhaps merely blocking the crenella-
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tionSj perhaps reaching some distance above. Between these two was

a fill of dirt similar to that behind the first embankment.

Some time after these fortifications were completed, another em-

bankment of mud brick was constructed against the first. This was

about three meters wide at the base, and tapering more rapidly than

the first, reached a thickness ofone and a half meters at the highest

point still preserved. The purpose was obviously to allow the height

of the wall to be increased as well as to make it more impregnable.

To add to the height already established by the construction of the

first embankment, and preserve a chemin de ronde along the top, this

second wall was essential. Perhaps also the settling of the first embank-

ment made the addition of another to bolster it imperative. It is the

tendency of such a mass of debris as that created by the first embank-

ment to settle considerably, and that this actually occurred is apparent

at the shrine ofAphlad where the embankment has broken and twisted

the walls as it settled more firmly behind them.

This second addition completed the obliteration of the buildings

along the wall. While some Care had been taken in the first embank-

ment to preserve the buildings covered, the second ignored them. The
exposed fagades of the southwest naos and the shrine of Aphlad were

completely buried and in the church, the baptistry walls were razed

where they extended above the second embankment. In front ofTower

15, the staircase was buried and another put above it in the same

position. It is significant that this later plastered staircase is steeper

than the one below it indicating that the wall was made still higher.

The embankments covered the two comer temples, the Christian

church and the Temple of Artemis Azzanathkona. Since in the south-

west temple and in the Temple ofAzzanathkona, bas-reliefs were found

carefully left, and since the embankments gready impeded the temples,

it is almost certain that they were regarded as a temporary expedient,

and were to have been later removed.

Probably at the same time that one of these embankments was

erected inside the wall a somewhat similar construction was raised

against the surface toward the desert. This consisted of a fill of dirt

covered with mud brick, an embankment whose width at the base

was seven meters and whose height was slightly less than that of the

wall. It was therefore much smaller and steeper than the first embank-
ment inside. The purpose must have been to protect the base of the

wall against battering rams, perhaps also in tliis case to support the

wall against the tremendous weight of mud brick inside.
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Significantly enough, the recent excavations at Ctesiphon revealed

just such an embankment of mud brick and dibris constructed outside

the walls. It is described as a steep scarp of dumped dibris covered

with mud brick.^^ As far as I know this method of defense was un-

known in the west. Apparendy then the inhabitants ofDura borrowed
the methods of their assailants in the last desperate effort to defend

the town. One may surmise that this embankment was the result of

improved methods of attacking machinery. Probably also the embank-
ments inside the wall were designed for the same purpose of defeating

more powerful battering rams and better methods of sapping.

THE SOUTHWEST BASTION

Certain peculiarities of the southwest bastion have already been
mentioned, and reasons given for considering it and the early north-

west tower as the earliest constructions along the desert front. One
might mention again the blocked up doorway on the north side of

the tower, which opened outside the circuit wall. It was of the straight-

topped type with keystone, a type found in towers along the south

wadi and in the citadel. This is especially interesting for the later door

opening into the city has the regular corbelled vault characteristic of

the tower doors along the desert. It remains to give an account of

a most striking feature and to list the series of graffiti which adorned

the lower courses of its blocks.

It was evident as soon as the clearing of the tower began that at

some period the northeast corner had sunk. The whole front of the

structure tips toward that corner and the south portion of the circuit

wall has a similar dip (PI. VIII, i). One suspects that the buttress

must have been erected after the corner had settled for the buttress

shows no signs of wrack. Possibly, however, the buttress had been

previously constructed but not being linked to the tower stood fast

when the rest gave way.

A slight earthquake seemed sufficient reason for the displacement

especially since, as Pearson pointed out, the surface of the desert is

a hard stone layer beneath which one frequently finds caves or soft

fill. What was our astonishment, however, to find that beneath the

very walls of the tower a great cave had been opened out by artificial

means, perhaps merely by enlarging a natural grotto. Entrance was

O. Reuther, Die Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Ktesiphon-Expedition im Winter

1928—9, p. 7.
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obtained from room 20 of the temple where the stones of the tower

wall project over a low opening, or from in front of the tower where

the passage emerges from beneath the wall and runs along the front

covered with heavy planks supported on poles. From this entrance it

rims beneath the buttress at the northeast corner of the tower, then

branches, one part extending beneath the north and back walls of the

tower, the other for a short distance, at least, beneath the circuit wall

toward Tower 15. Although it is completely collapsed, and filled with

blocks fallen from the foundations, it was possible to enter through

a low fissure beneath the back wall. Here it was found filled to capa-

city with charred wood, sticks, poles and planks. The rear wall of cut

stone and the ceiling are blackened by soot. Evidently fire had burned

much not only in this section but also in the passageway in front of

the tower for the timber and planking of the passage roof were also

badly charred. In the passage there was no such miscellaneous collec-

tion of wood but part of a wooden door made of wide boards was

found. The carpenters had joined the pieces by cross sections intro-

duced through the center of the heavy planks, an example of difficult

and skilful carpentry.

For what purpose this grotto was constructed and how it was related

to temple and tower it was impossible to determine. As the only

entrance appears to be that from the ground floor of the tower it is

very possible that it was used as one of the temple chambers. Possibly

the cave was used as a storehouse for material such as wood for the

furnace. Perhaps it was connected for cult practice or employed as

treasure house. It is at any rate mctraordinary that having the tower

above they should so undermine the walls with the cave, or having

the cave they should erect the tower immediately above. The collapse

of the northeast comer of the tower is evidence of the risk run. It may
be said, however, that this readjustment occurred before the destmc-

tion of the city and that the walls have stood solidly ever since. One
is the more amazed at this when one sees the west section of the cave

so constructed beneath the wall blocks, that the wall for several meters

seems suspended in the air. Excavation is impossible unless the whole
wall is removed for some blocks have already dropped from the ceiling

and the whole wall may collapse without warning. Very interesting

is the suggestion of M. le Cte. Du Mesnil du Buisson that the cavern

is the work of sappers. Apparently the city was taken by the construc-

tion of a ramp between the southwest angle and the next tower to

the north. I think the evidence is conclusive that a large cave existed
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beneath the tower before the Persians made their attack. For this very
reason sappers might have been set to work beneath it and enlarge-

ments of the cavern endangering the whole structure of the building
may have been made by the Persian enemies.
The walls of the tower much blackened in parts by soot were in-

scribed with a series of graffiti. Curiously enough, except for a small
drawing of a horse there were no designs. The three towers between
this and the main gate, on the other hand, had designs hammered
in the stones but no inscriptions. The southwest bastion should, there-

fore, be compared with the passage of the main gate which was
covered with inscriptions and with the tower of the temple of the
Palmyrene gods decorated both with inscriptions and designs. In all

three places the common type is the pvtiCTSfi inscription, a type placed
apparently either where many might read as in the main gate, or
within the precinct of a temple as in the northwest tower. The graffiti

in the southwest tower therefore suggest that this part of the forti-

fications also fell within the special province of the god. Finds within
the tower included cloth, reeds, a skeleton, arms and armor. It was
not possible to tell with certainty, however, which belonged to the
ground floor and which to the fallen floor above.

INSCRIPTIONS (For the position of the blocks see PI. VII).

372 and 373 (Blocks E 10 and 4). Most important for the history

of the tower are these two which may be taken together. They belong
to the same man, are both found on the same side of the tower and
are on relatively the same level. Evidently Seleukos inscribed his name
at the level most convenient for writing. The interesting feature is

that while 372 on block E 10 is engraved on the second tier of stones

below the ledge level, 373 on block E 4 is written on a stone of the
tier above. At this point, however, the sinking of the north end of
the tower caused the stones to tip at such an angle that block E 4
on a higher tier settled to the level of block E 10 in the tier below,
excellent evidence that the sinking of the tower occurred before the
city was abandoned and that the tower continued to be used even
after the tower was tipped. Inscription 372 is cut through the soot

which coated the block, and was accordingly cut after the tower had
been in use for some time. Probably the sinking of the tower with the

probable collapse of upper floors accounts for the mud brick walls

built across the middle of the tower perpendicular to its axis, though
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previously a long rubble and mud brick wall had been erected through

the center of its length.

372. Tracing. • _

M CEA YK02 NEAPXOY
nPOBBONNAOYA

ZANOY

The letters 0.025—0.05 m. high are scratched with a point. The

second E of SAafKOS is written above the line. The reading of the

second line is by no means clear, but apparently the name is related

to that in inscription 380, 'Papovivdou. Azanoswe may perhaps connect

with the name of the goddess Azzanathkona. Seleukos is of course a

common name at Dura, Nearchos occurs for the first time.

373. Tracing.

M CEAEYKOC
N[E]APXOY

The letters are faintly scratched in a scrawling hand.

374. (Block W 23). Squeeze and Tracing. With these first two may
be taken the graffito on the back wall of the tower (Block W 23) which

gives us the date 93 A. D.

ETOYI AY OAOilOY K
fr NAYKPATOZ KAAAIZTPATOY

TOY'eEOnPOITOY EYPAinAlOC

Letters scratched with a point 0.015—0.02 m. high. The name
Kallistratos occurs in Cumont’s inscription No. 43, the other two

names though common in Greek, are new at Dura. Not uncommonly
the citizens signed themselves Europaios though this addition to the

name is usually connected with early inscriptions. In every case it is

connected with names entirely Greek and I am inclined to think it

was a title of honor belonging to the leading families. It would mean
that the family held full citizenship, a privilege denied to the non-

Greek settlers.

375. (Block N 26). Tracing. Letters 0.03—0.05 m. high.

nNHIGElHZ (DAAOTINAPOC
KAI PABOPFATHI TTPOI ©EOYC
KAI ANGPOinOYC
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Time has treated kindly the little graffito D. 139 in the north

doorway of the Palmyrene Gate, and the letters are clearer than they

were three years ago. Not all is readable by any means but the phrases

analogous to 375 may be read with certainty. I suggest instead of

Johnson’s reading

nNHIGElHI AAAAOI A
KAI BAi2-KAf ZABAAAH2
nPOZ TOYI 0EOYI KAI AN
GPWnOYZ KAI.......

It is very interesting to find that in both cases in which the phrase

Trpos SsoCfs Kai dvSpcbiTous is used, the form of the verb is the second

person singular. Very probably in the other graffiti in which livticrSEiTis

is found, some such phrase as ixpos Ssoug Kai dvSpcoTrous is understood.

The form has been discussed at some length in Rep. II, pp. 96 ff. No
explanation of the form, however, is entirely satisfactory and the pres-

ent instances accentuate the difficulties of interpretation rather than
clarify the meaning. Obviously the inscriptions ask that the dedicants

be remembered by gods and men. Since the verb is second person, one
expects the names of the dedicants to be in the vocative case and the

verb to be interpreted as passive or to find the names in the genitive

or accusative as objects of the verb. With the phrase Trpog Beoijs xai

dvSpdbiTOUs it seems more reasonable that unless the verb is used in

a passive sense the passer-by rather than the divinity was addressed.

Such an invocation followed by the signatures of the dedicants with the

phrase ‘before gods and men’ added, makes literal translation exceedingly

difficult. Perhaps it is better for the present to leave the question still

open and hope that future inscriptions will bring the true explanation.

The middle of the first name is not at all clear and the faint scratches

may be read cDavnnvapos or OoviTivapog. M. le Cte. Du Mesnil du
Buisson, however, suggests its connection with the roots “falethi” “has

delivered” and“Nehar” “Nahr” “the river” and this seems the best

reading.

In the second name we may have the name of the goddess ’Ate.

Bapya-rns is of course a common compound formed with this root.

We may have the same name here with omicron written for alpha.

Gumont found (Inscription 33) a 'Popog, which he says is written for

the common 'Pd|3os or ‘PdjBpog (Gumont, p. 392). More satisfactory

is the suggestion of M. Du Mesnil that the last part of the name be

connected with the name ’OapeydSog (Wuth. p. 160).
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376. Squeeze. (Block S 35). Letters 0.02—0.04 m. high and cut

clearly in the stone.

APAGH TYXH

The inscription may be compared to that found in the first campaign

scratched on the Palmyrene gate (C 3) eOxapicrrw tq TOxia AoOpa(s).

377. The remaining inscriptions from the southwest tower are of

the common type of pvriCT-Si^ dedication, sometimes with and sometimes

without the verb. The large proportion are found on the north wall

of the tower.

The first (377) is scrawled across two blocks (N 32 and 31) with

letters 0.04—0.14 m. high. It gives the name

CAAAMANAIOC

The reading of the nu is very doubtful for the marks on the stone

look more like lambda, delta, or a mu. SotAapocvns is a common name
at Dura, however, (D. 32, D. 116, R. 18, Pg. III. 8 and 115; Cumont,

127) and ZoXaiidvos occurs elsewhere in Syria (Wad. 2262 and Wad.

2337). Probably then this is the root we have here with SaXapocvalos

as a variation of ZoXaiJidvios.

On the tier of stones below this name (Block N 50) is a right handed
swastika; a left handed one occurs on the south wail (Block S 41).

378. (Block N 43). Squeeze. Hammered across 2 blocks in letters

0.045—0.09 m. high.

nNHCGHC
rOPAC

KAI OYBABNHC

It is interesting to see the form uvria.9^S occurring again for it con-

firms the reading in inscription H. 45. In H. 45 the dedicant is Aicxyopas

but as the name Fopag is common at Dura (Gumont, 50, 121, D. 36)
there is no necessity to restore three letters in front. The reading of the

first part ofthe second name is byno means clear and the unique appear-
ance of the name here makes the reading more than doubtful. Ov^pocp-

vris is probably to be connected with the name (Wuth., p. 92)

.

379. (BlockN 24). Squeeze. Letters 0.030—0.055 higi^ hammered
in the stone.

AAOYAAIOC
rOPAlOC
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The first name is cited by Wuthnow (p. 18). Fopyaios is known
at Dura (D. 131) and Topiaia (Cumont, 58). Fopalos must be a
form of the same root.

380. (Block N 47). Letters 0.015—0.04 m. high scratched with a

point.

n<N>HC0ElHC GEOACOPOC
KPATEOY tOY
PABONINAOY

The verb is misspelled for the m is omitted. The final eta looks

more like omicron thzxi eta, but must be restored as eta. Theodorus is

well known at Dura and Kporreas occurs in the genitive in Cumont,
104. For the last name compare 372. The last syllables are probably
to be connected with the root Nocvvaicx.

381. (Blocks N 46 and 45). Tracing. Letters o.i—0.13 m. high are

scrawled with a point.

0EOAa)P[OC] KPAT[eOY

A repetition of the name in the inscription above.

382. (Blocks N 29 and 28). Squeeze. Letters 0.05 m. high hammered
in the stone, quite carefully made and running across two blocks.

EHAICAIAIAIOE

Though the letters were regularly cut, the reading is particularly

difficult. The first delta may be alpha, sigma may be omicron, the second

delta, beta, and the combination iota-lambda may be omega or alpha.

Under the circumstances a satisfactory reading is impossible but com-
pare the name ZaSeiXos (Wuthnow, loi).

383. (Block 29). Tracing. Letters 0.015 m. high scratched with

a point.

HAniAC AACAPEKOC BAPAAAC AKKA

The genitive riocniou occurs atDma (Cumont 57, Rep. IV, 276 and 341).

BapXaas is common at Dura. The name "Akkcs with genitive "Akko occurs

in the second—third century A. D. in Egypt (Preisigke, Namenbmh)

.

Com-
pare also "Akksos genitive and accusative in Palmyra (Wuthnow, p. 15).

384. (BlockN 29). Squeeze. Letters 0.02—0.025 scratched deeply

with a point.
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(a) M CKOP
(b) nocDi

The letters of the first word are very well cut but the only suggestion

I can make is to connect it with the soldier’s name SKOcupicxvos Ma^ipou
(D. 158) found in the 1929—30 campaign.

385. (Block N 44). Letters 0.025 high scratched with a point.

MNHCG<E)1HC AANY
MOC

written for pvriaSeii^s perhaps through carelessness, per-

haps with the common shift from si to i. Advupos is common at Dura.
After this graffito had been engraved someone scratched the syllable

pvTiaS on the stone in letters six centimeters high. The first two letters

come just before the -pos of this inscription, and the last three after it,

obviously avoiding the letters previously written.

386. (Block N 4). Squeeze. Letters 0.09—0.13 m. high hammered
in the stone.

NABOYBAPAKOCC
ABBAC

NapoupApoKOS occurs for the first time this year but was found
several times. ’Ap^as was found at Dura in H. 18.

387. (Block N 22). Squeeze and Tracing.

Gumont found (Inscription 27) the words tcov Aa65a. The occur-
rence of this formula tcov followed by a proper name in the genitive

designates he believes (p. 344) the tribe or family to which the indi-

vidual belongs. It is equivalent to the Beni of a person. In our in-

scription the ending is not clear, but the tcov Aa56 is certain and it

seems clear that we have the name of the patriarch or genearches. What
is strange, is to find one with such an entirely Greek name, especially

with the title Europaios, which I believe belongs to privileged families,

belonging to a tribe the name of whose genearches is entirely Semitic.
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This can only be explained, I believe, by postulating a complete mix-
ture proved by the Semitic and Greek names in the same family

found on the blocks of the salle aux gradins. Probably this same tribe

title we have after the word Europaios in inscriptions H. 46 and 47
from the tower No. 3. {Rep. //, p. no).
Johnson restored in D. 122

'HAi[6]6co[pos

'HpaK[A£l5ous.

Our inscription confirms his reading.

388. (Block N 59). Squeeze and tracing. Letters 0.035
faintly traced with point.

riMHC^ gt,l+crieNA/V!::^oc:

Toy
hAl A rop/\Non\-^ ^

The first three names are well known at Dura. This is the first

mention ofan dyopocvopos at Dura. Possibly the same office is referred

to, as Welles remarks, in the graffito 6iTl]oKO-rros from the Church
{Rep. IV, p. 177). Probably the letters AT in the last line (not repro-

duced on the facsimile) are not a date but part of another name.
The date, however, of n/io B. G. would not be improbable in the

tower.

The graffito is almost on the ground level. If the floor were so low,

however, as to make this level convenient for writing, the series of

graffiti above would be entirely out ofreach. As the stone floor level is

clearly marked just below this block, the low position is good evidence

ofan early date. The breaks in the walls show us that this portion of the

tower sank into the cave beneath, to the depth of two tiers of blocks.

389. (BlocksN 65—63) . Tracing. Letters 0.06 m. high hammered with
a succession of dots.

AIKAIOC niMAlOC

AiKaioKAqs occurs in H. 60 but not Aikqios. It seems more
probable that Skaios is here used as an adjective especially since
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the following name is in the nominative case (cf. poyepos in inscrip-

tion 391). As the first letter of the second word is clearly a three bar
mu, the third symbol must be read as double rather than mu.
The name, however, is not known at Dura. M. Du Mesnil suggests the
name is connected with the word “Milelai.” Compare also Malhae,
Malleos (Wuthnow, p. 70 and p. 148).

390. (Block S 43). Letters 0.04—0.07 m. high, cut with point.

AeeNOA
AThC

Apparently the last part of the name is written below, a name
formed by combining the Persian form -Bcnrris with the name of the
Greek goddess.

On block S 51 the first four letters ofan abecedarium are written in
letters 0.055 high. On block S 56 a horseman is scratched.

391. (Blocks W 15 and 14). Tracing. Letters 0.06—0.07 m. high
hammered in the stone.

norepoc AnoA[AOAa)Poc

The first letter might be pi or gamma. Afa seems the best reading,
however, and the name Moysepos occurs in South Syria (Littmann,
Magie, Stuart, Syria, Section A, Southern Syria, Leyden, 1921). Per-
haps, however, the word is an adjective qualifying the name as in
inscription 389 (cf. inscription 595 from the Christian Chapel).
A figure is hammered in the stone between the two names and the

names probably have nothing to do with one another.

392. (Block E 16). Letters o.oi—0.015 high scratched with point.

opocoe
HAIOA[copos]

ninoNAioc
ZeBIAAAC
BO... B

The genitive form ZspsiSdou occurs in the Dura parchment VII,
9. The first and last words are unsatisfactory. The letters of the third
word seem clear except for two near the end, but I can find no other
occurrence of such a name.
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393. (Block S 10). Scrawling letters scratched with point.

AinANAI

394. (Block N 8). Letters hammered in the stone 0.05—0.0$ m,
high.

GAinoc

The reading seems perfectly clear and though it has not occurred
hitherto at Dura the name is not uncommon (Wuth., p. 52).

395- Squeeze. Letters 0.09 m. high hammered in block outside the tower

just to left of entrance.

AFArrAn.-AA

The letters seem clear but no such name occurs. Probably we have
the same root as in the name, Ayyatos (Gumont 25).

396. Photograph. Letters 0.0 1—0.015 painted in red on
white plaster. The fragment 0.225 wide by 0.17 m. high was found
in the debris in front of the southwest bastion and should be included
here. It was probably part of the same inscription to which the frag-

ments D. 155 (ACrpfjAios
I qsy.-.os) and D. 156 (’A]Tr6AAco[vil ’ApT^-

Ui[6i) found in the 1929—30 campaign belong.

AYPjhAIOC ©eOjAOTOC
ZhNOAOTOY A 0[..
KOACi)NIOA[OYPANOC
AYPhAiON
ZhNOA[OTON KAl
A]YPh[AION 0GOA
[OTON TOYC YlOYL]

The plaster on which these names were painted was apparently

attached to the tower probably at the end of the ckemin de ronde for

fragments were found high up in the dibris. The position is significant

for it suggests that the inscription was written after the first mud brick

embankment was constructed when the only entrance to the towerwould
be by means of the chemin de ronde.

Since all the men mentioned in the inscription bear the gentilicium

of the Emperor Caracalla, they must have lived during or after the

reign of this emperor.

f 'nii 1
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Professor RostovtzeflF suggests KoAcovioSoupcxvos for the third line

and this seems the best suggestion though it is curious that a citizen of

Dura should so sign himselfwhen the term ’Eupcoiraia was used in the

Roman title of the city rather than Aoupccvfi. Note however that

Gumont (Inscription 50) found reference to certain KoAcovss at Dura.

It would be most interesting if we could interpret the fragment

D. 156, part of this same inscription, with certainty as a dedication

to Apollo and Artemis (see Rep. Ill, p. 58). There is no reason why
dedications to any gods should not be made in a temple dedicated to

special gods. Such, as a matter of fact, is the case in the Temple of
Azzanathkona, in which a soldier’s inscription is erected to Jupiter.

We know however that at least part of the southwest temple was
dedicated to Aphlad whom I am inclined to associate with the sun.

Fragments of plaster show part of the face of a goddess or priestess.

Very possibly, therefore, there was a divine pair in the temple, whose
Greek equivalents would be Apollo and Artemis. Not very much
weight can be placed on the painted fragment, however, for the parts

of the two words may well be sections of proper names, formed from
the names of the divinities.

397. Block 55. Tower of Palmyrene temple. Tracing. Letters

0.005— written in ink on the stone. Mrs. Pearson who was
our guest at camp at the beginning of the season was kind enough
to assist in studying the interesting series of figures hammered in the

stones of this tower. In this study she discovered the two following

ink inscriptions whose letters had been completely lost to view in the
soot of the walls.

erOYC ZAT lANAlKOY H
NAB[OY]BAPAKOC
MAROON
PA[rH]AAAAOC
BA...

The year 26 A. D. is the earliest we have for the tower and indeed
for this section of the city including the temple. We know that this

part of the tower is older than the west and upper portions of the
structure, however, and the date, therefore, is of no assistance in

fixing the date of the circuit wall.

There is no trace of ‘ou’ in the first name or of‘yn’ in the third. A space
sufficient for the letters is left in both cases, however, and restoration in
view of the occurrence of the names elsewhere at Dura, seems certain.
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The name Mapicov occurs in Cumo
For the final dedicant probably the common Semitic name BapxotAj3os

or Bocpoas should be supplied.

398. Block 55. Tower ofPalmyrene temple. Letters 0.005—o.o i m. in

ink and very faint.

€TOYC[rA]Te[TO]VC TAT

Apparently we have the date 21—2 A. D. repeated.

399. Block 55. Letters 0.0 i m. high scratched with point. Rubbing.

nNHC00[H]C ANT[10X0C

Of the names beginning with ’Avt-, Antiochus is the most common
at Dura.

FIGURES IN THE TOWERS

The curious fact that in the towers between the southwest bastion

and the Palmyrene Gate there were no inscriptions but several figures

whereas in the southwest bastion there were many inscriptions but
almost no figures has already been remarked. The figures like those

cut in the stones of the northwest tower are hammered in the blocks

with a dull instrument. The whole surface of the figure is uniformly

marked so that all details except the outline is obscured. The work
is often most crude and the figures sometimes by no means clear.

The figures in the newly-excavated towers are entirely scenes of

daily life; many representations of river boats (PI. XXXII, i) with
high prow and stern, guided down the current, or pushed along with
a pole; a man leading a horse; two dogs or jackals fighting; a man
with hands raised in prayer.

In the tower of the Palmyrene temple the river boat with crew is

found again and the representation of the man with hands raised as

if in prayer is most common. In addition there is the group of warriors

fighting and a scene, scratched with a point, of a man fighting a lion.

Closely related to the suppliant is the figure of a man whose hands,

raised in the attitude of prayer, apparently hold a band or fillet which
arches over the head (PL XXXII, 3). A similar posture is found in

one of the little figures of a Palmyrene altar.^2 \ closer and very

significant parallel, however, is found in a little figure, now in the

J.-B. Chabot, Choix Inscriptions de Palmyre (Paris, 1922), PL XXIII, 4.
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Vorderasiatisches Museum of Berlin, from a Parthian faience slipper

coffin.^* Not only as the photograph shows is the gesture the same
with the same type of circlet going over the head from hand to hand,

but the style of work, in which the figure is very roughly blocked out

and outlines alone clearly marked, is strikingly similar to the hammered
representations.

It is probably the Parthian element that explains best certain de-

tails in the large figure ofa god (PL XXXII, 2) . The divinity, portrayed

with rayed head, stands just over a meter high, and is drawn in the

eastern fashion with feet and legs in profile, waist and head full front.

The cleaning and study this year revealed that he carries in the left

hand a wreath or crown adorned with ribbons, in his right a spear.

Two of the ribbons stretch straight down to the feet, the third extends

to the right then twists back across the other two. The hair forms a
broad semicircular band around the head, and from this two trian-

gular points representing rays project. Additional lines emanating
from the head at various points increase the effect of the radiated

crown. Since an altar dedicated to larhibol was found just outside

the entrance to the tower, the drawing doubtless represents this pop-
ular deity. In the Palmyrene representations, moreover, as well as

in the Dura paintings, larhibol is usually portrayed as a warrior with
spear. The wreath with tassels, on the other hand, is most common
in representations of Parthian and Sassanian kings and deities. It

seems, therefore, that we have here a mixture of Semitic and Parthian
elements, a mixture by no means uncommon in the cults of Dmra.
Another representation of great interest is that on block 59 por-

traying steeds with riders standing before altars (PI. XXXII, 4). One
of the animals is clearly a camel and the presence of the altar in
front must identify him as the caravan god ’Arsu. Whether the second
rider is mounted on a camel or stands on the back of a horse is not
clear. One is tempted to consider him a horseman and to compare the
scene with the representations of ’Arsu and Azizu on the famous relief

of Palmyra (Chabot, PL XXII, i; Ingholt, PL VII and pp. 42 ff.).

The drawing, however, though too crude for complete certainty seems
better interpreted as a second representation of camel and rider. Pro-
fessor Rostovtzeff has recently published some of the Palmyrene tes-

serae with representations of these two popular gods.^^ ’Arsu was the
more important at Palmyra, leading the caravans in the desert by

Sarre, Die Kmst, PI. 64.

Journal ofRoman Studies, XXII (1932), Part I, pp. 107— 116.
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night, as divine star (and perhaps the moon also) while Samas and
perhaps Bel leads them by day. It is no surprise to find one or both
at Dura, but it is interesting to see that the representations of these

gods so popular at Palmyra are drawn in a tower which was certainly

included in the precinct of the trinity Zeus-Baal, larhibol and Aglibol,

a trinity also most prominent at Palmyra. It is not impossible that in

the great painting of five divinities found in room K beside the tower

we have beside Zeus-Baal, larhibol (the sun), Aglibol (the moon),
also the portrait of ’Arsu, the divine star even though his symbol, the

camel, is absent.

A second relieffrom Palmyra^® depicts a nude boy, in profile sitting

on a throne or altar, turned to right and raising some object to his

mouth. Three women reclining on a couch are also turned to the right

but hold their heads face to the front. Professor RostovtzelD® has

called attention to the fact that the male or female figure reclining

on a couch is common among the so-called Parthian terra cottas and
that such figures occur on many a Palmyrene tessera. They represent

either deified mortals (the deceased as hero) or gods, sometimes in

groups of three. The Palmyrene relief Professor Rostovtzeff interprets

as representing perhaps a group of gods, perhaps one god (the boy)

and worshippers reclining and partaking of a sacred meal. With the

example of this relief and the other Palmyrene tesserae, one may
recognize the design in a small scene hammered on block 49. A couch

is represented and apparently three small figures recline upon it. In

the foreground a boy seems to be seated on the ground. Details are

obscure but there can be no doubt that the whole falls into this class

of reclining god or hero representation.

Special mention should also be made of the series of altars some
scratched, some hammered on the surface of some of the blocks. The
altars before the caravan gods have columns rising from a fairly wide

base and supporting a wide semicircular top. The second type, ofwhich
there are four in the tower, has a more or less square base. The lines

of the sides are continued some distance above the top of this base and
from the top of each a line descends to the middle of the altar forming

a pointed projection whose highest point is immediately above the

outside edge of the altar. In the center of the altar fire is represented

by a series of lines in shape like a standing branch. It is this type of

Ghabot, PL XXII, 1 ;
but Ingholt, p. 42 fF. has shown it does not belong to

the representation of the caravan divinities.

Loc. cit, p. 109.
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altar which was the common one among the Parthians and Sassanids
as the coins show.

In this group of altars there might be included also a design ham-
mered in the stone close to the representation of the great god. Lines
rise from the center as towards the horns of an altar but here a series

of steps is formed to depict a top similar to the altar horns represented
on some coins from Persis.^’ Unfortunately the design was never com-
pleted and identification is not entirely certain.

STATISTICS OF TOWERS

Tower ly. Length, 5.30 m. Width, 5.27 m. Height from foundation
tier to ledge supporting second floor, 2.09 m. The ledge is 0.485 m.
deep and runs around all the walls except the front. The first foundation
tier projects 0.32 m. and the second o.io m. A rubble wall, 1.14 m.
wide, is built up across the middle of the width of the room to the
third story. The door in the middle of the wall had a straight top
supported by wooden beams. The tower doorway placed in the center
is 1.56 m. wide, 2.20 m. deep and x.20 m. high plus an arch of 0.70 m.
runniag through two courses of stone.

Tower 16. Length, 5.86 m. Width, 5.26 m. Height from foundation
tiers to ledge of second floor, 2.13 m. The ledge is 0.415 m. deep and
runs around the back and two side walls. The first foundation tier
projects 0.30 and 0.36 m. A rubble wall 1.36 m. wide, is built up
across the middle of the width to the third floor. The door at the
north end has a straight top supported by wooden beams. The tower
doorway placed in the center of the front wall is 1.645 m. wide, 2.17 m.
deep and 1.25 m. high plus a corbelled arch 0.78 m. high running
through two courses of stone.

Tower ij. Length, 6.49 m. Width, 5.26 m. Height from foundation
tier to ledge of second floor, 2.02 m. The ledge is 0.44 m. deep and
runs around the back and two side walls. The first foundation tier
projects 0.36 and 0.33 m. from the wall. A rubble wall 1.08 m. wide
is built up across the middle of the width to the third floor. Above this
part of a mud brick wall remains. The door in the south section of
the wall has a stoaight top supported by wooden beams. The tower
doorway placed in the center of the front wall is 1.63 m. wide, 2.20 m.

vv’ of the Greek Coins ofArabia, Mesopotamia and Persia (London,
1022}} A Is, 2—~~~8 etc.
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deep and has an arch 1.20 m. high running through three courses of

stone.

Tower 14. (The southwest tower). Length, 10.55 m. Width, 5.40 “i-

There are no projecting foundation tiers but the walls rise directly

from the stone desert floor. The ledge 0.43 m. wide supporting the

second story is found on the north, west, and south sides. This on the

south is 3.06 m. above the rock, on the north where the wall has

settled down it is i .90 m. A rubble wall, i .32 m. wide, is built along

themiddle of the length of the room leaving only space enough at

either end for doorways. This rises to a height of 1.77 m. above which
a mud brick wall is placed. In addition mud brick walls have been

built from the center of each side wall to the middle rubble wall.

These were 0.67 m. wide. The tower doorway placed in the front wall

only half a meter from the north wall of the tower, is 1.62 m. wide,

2.22 m. deep and its present height above the rock is 0.76 m. (this

section of the tower has settled down) plus a corbelled arch 1.03 m.
high running through two and a half courses of stone.

The blocked doorway is in the north wall, half a meter from the

east wall. It was made with a straight keystone top and is 1.60 m.

wide.

Southwest Citadel tower (9). Length, 5.87 m. Width, 5.02 m. There
are no projecting foundation tiers but the walls rise directly from the

desert rock. Along the south and north walls runs a ledge approxi-

mately 0.40 m. wide, some 4.44 m. above the ground. These ledges

supported the beams of the second floor. On the east and west walls

a ledge only a few centimeters wide and some 0.20 m. higher helped

to support probably the smaller cross beams. The second floor pos-

sessed three niches with loopholes, one on each side (north, west and
east) . Each was built with corbelled arch running through three courses

of stone and screened with a wall of stone at the back through which
a narrow opening had been made allowing space for shooting with

bow and arrow. In the front (the east wall) a doorway with straight

keystone top running completely through had been built, immediately

above the first floor doorway.
The doorway to the ground floor placed at the north end of the

east wall is 2.82 m. high plus a corbelled arch i.oo m. high running

through three courses of stone. The width of the doorway inside is

1.60 m. The stone posts supporting the screen of the arch project,

however, 0.14 m. on each side narrowing the doorway to 1.32 m. The
depth of the screen is 1.06 m. and of the whole doorway including
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screen, 2.74 m. The screen forms a square top for the door, blocking

the arch and one tier of stones (0.41 m.) below the spring of the arch.

Just inside this top screen a great beam ran across the top of the door.

One end of this still shows the round hole into which the jamb of the
wooden door fitted.
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PRIVATE HOUSES
BY C. HOPKINS

GENERAL SURVEY

From a topographical point of view our most important work this

year was the excavation of a large section in the center of the city.

The previous campaign had disclosed two houses in block C one
of which contained the Sassanian wall paintings. At the beginning
of our campaign work was begun here and the entire block cleared.

At the same time the last two rooms (3 and 4) in the House of the

Archives (B 8, H) were excavated and work continued along Street H
north of Main Street. Finally a large section comprising parts of

Blocks G I—6 was dug to reveal the market center of the city, and
some study made of the routes from the lower levels of the city beside

the citadel to the upper plateau.

In this work a series ofhouses in block G 7 was brought to light, a group
ofhouses on either side of alleyG 3 were found, and linked to the shops

a few private houses around the market place proper were revealed.

The private houses were found to conform in general to houses

excavated in previous campaigns. The street entrance does not lead

directly to the court but makes an elbow turn thus screening the

court from the gaze of the passer-by in the street. The court was
uncovered and gave entrance to the series ofrooms which surrounded it.

The largest room of the house invariably had its entrance in the middle
of one side of the court. It was approached by one or two steps, in

all but the largest houses was adorned with a bench of plaster a few
centimeters high and a meter or so wide, running from the doorway
completely around the chamber, and was often decorated with a
narrow plaster molding. The largest houses probably had the same
type of bench, but made of some more cosdy material such as wood
which has disintegrated. The houses were of one story but a staircase

either in the court or beside it led to the roof. In the middle of the

court was constructed an underground cistern. Analogy with the houses

in Delos suggests it was used for storing water. At Dura, however, in

many cases the opening at the head was too narrow to allow easy

access to a water supply. Lack of any other provision for latrines

suggests it was used for this purpose though its position usually in the
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center of the court does not speak well for the modesty of the inhabit-

ants. The cistern served also the useful purpose of draining the court

in the occasional hard rain. Excavations of a few of these pits con-

firmed the theory that at least many were used as latrines.

In the second Preliminary Report the ground plans of houses at

Dura had been compared with those of Olynthus in Macedonia, for

in Olynthus also one finds the central court surrounded by a series

of rooms, and the chief room adorned with the same type of low
plaster divan.^ Since that time excavations at Ur and the publication

of houses in Assur have revealed an eastern type remarkably similar to

houses in Dura. The usual plan at Ur is a series of small rooms around
a central court. One may compare the Dura houses especially with
house III on Store Street, house IV on Straight Street, and house
XIII on Church Street, for in all three the entrances make an elbow
turn to screen the court from public view.^ Parthian houses at Assur
dating from the early third century have even more details in common
with the Dura constructions. They have almost invariably the angle
turn into the open court, a staircase leading to the roof and around
the court a series of rooms one of which is adorned with the same
type of low divan. A new and peculiar element at Assur, however,
was the Liwan, a. vaulted room whose side toward the court was left

open. Oelmann has shown that the type is a Syrian creation,

dating from early times.® Andrae and Lenzen, on the other hand, in
their recent publication, suggest that though to a certain extent the
Liwan could be called Assyrian, the examples at Assur, sinailar to

chambers at Hatra, have been perhaps introduced from Persia or
Arabia.^ Certcdnly it seems that in the private houses at Assur, the
Liwan room has been introduced into the usual type of eastern house,
not that an entirely new type of structure has superseded the regular
eastern form. The modern Arab house in Deir-ez-Zor and Meyadin
preserves the open court, the stairs to the roof, and the series of rooms
about the court, but allows the street door to open directly into the
court, a convenience in driving the sheep and donkeys in and out.

Quite commonly there are no rooms on the street sides of the courts.

With these analogies we must discount the Macedonian element in

^ Rep. II, pp. 58—59.

2 The Antiquaries Journal, October 1931, Vol XI, No. 4. “Excavations at Ur
1930—31,” pp. 433 fF. House plans in plate XLVII.

® F. Oelmann, “Hilani und Liwanhaus,” Bonn. Jahrb., CXXVII, pp. 189 fF.

* W. Andrae und Heinz Lenzen, “Die Partherstadt Assur” (Leipzig, 1933), p. 5.
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the house plans at Dura though one reason for the adoption of this

eastern style may have been its similarity to the houses already familiar

to the Macedonian settlers. V. Muller, in his excellent article on the

palace of Vouni in Cyprus,® suggests that to eastern influence is due
the house-type at Olynthus and subsequently that at Delos. This theory

explains admirably the similarity in plan of houses at Olynthus and
Dura, and, stressing the very wide acceptance of the eastern type,

throws into relief at Assur the innovation which superimposed a Liwan

room on a common house-type.

Special features of arrangement may best be discussed in the de-

scription ofthe individual house but certain details should be mentioned
here. They are illustrated by the drawings of Mr. Pearson (PI. VI)
who made a study of all the houses excavated at Dura. The plan of

a typical house illustrates many of the domestic arrangements, the

location of the kitchen screened from the court and equipped with

oven, trough for kneading and storage jar; the bowl set beneath the

stairs and supplied with pipe to catch rain water from the roof, the

position of the latrine, character and disposition of the divan and its

entrance, etc. The court or entrance way of almost every house was
equipped with a heavy plaster bowl, the inside of which was coated

with successive layers of plaster.® Obviously the method of repair of

walls and doorways was the same as at present, to mix a little plaster

at a time in the bowl and apply it to the house. Three types ofstairways

were employed, one with two turns in a little chamber beside the court,

a straight stair up the side of the court, and one in the court with a

right angled turn close to the bottom. The profiles of lintels and jambs
are most interesting for they differ so strikingly from the usual Greek
type. In profile the lintels remind one somewhat of lintels in the

Hauran but there the lines of the lintel turned at the jambs and
continued to the ground. This Hauran type still remains apparently

in the entrance to the pronaos of the temple of Nannaia for the cutting

of the side posts reminds one of lintel blocks.’ The lintel block itself^

however, was not found. The other doorways at Dura have ornamental
cutting only on lintels and jamb capitals. None of the cast plaster

s V. Miiher, “A. J. A.,” (XXXVI) (1932), pp. 408 ff.

* Compare the similar plaster bowls found in late Parthian houses at Assur;

Andrae und Lenzen, op. cit., p. 10.

’ For the Hauran see the Princeton University Archaeological Expedition to Syria,

Div. II, Section A, Part five, HI. 283; plate XXIV, etc. Compare also the doorways
in Galilee, Kohl-Watzinger, Antike Synagogen in Galilaea, p. 90.
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blocks with busts in reliefwas found in situ but the discovery of similar

plain blocks left no doubt but that they were all employed in sup-

porting wooden benches. Parts of columns with deep flutes were found
in the palace on the citadel, in the entrance doorway of the redoubt,

and in drums utilised as blocks in the rear wall ofthe temple ofNannaia.
Other columns in the redoubt had very shallow flutes; the rest of the

columns at Dura were plain. Interesting is the peculiar decoration

of the underside of the lintel stone. That found in the redoubt still

preserved the red and black paint with which it was colored. A second
came from the temple of Nannaia, a third from the building of cut

gypsum blocks excavated this year inG 3, G. Only these three have been
found, all cut from exceptionally large blocks of gypsum. Apparently
they belonged to the most important buildings and to a period very
early in the city’s existence.

BLOCK C 7

This block lies on the east side of Street H between Main Street

and the north corner of the temple of Atargatis. Main Street between
blocks G 7 and B 8 was adorned with an arch spanning the thorough-
fare on the east side of Street H. Between the arch and the wadi Main
Street narrows considerably, the middle of block B 8 jutting out into

it sharply and block C 5 reaching forward in successive steps until the
wide avenue of the middle city becomes little more than an alley less

than four meters wide. It is obvious, therefore, that the traffic of the
city did not proceed straight through to the wadi but turned aside

on Street H, either left to approach the wadi and the river gate through
Street 2, or right to the entrance of the temple of Artemis, the south-
east quarter of the town as a whole and perhaps to the lower city by
the south branch of the wadi. Block G 7 then fronts on the less impor-
tant section of Main Street beyond the arch, and on the thoroughfare
which bore the chief traffic southward from Main Street. The block
as a whole is divided into series of houses (eleven in all) and a few
shops (six) in a manner probably differing only in details from many
blocks of the residential district (for the plan see Rep. IV, PI. V).

House A.

One expects that a residential block will be divided into two groups
of houses ranged along the length of the block and separated by a
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common back wall which divides the block longitudinally. This plan

is followed in general by block C 7 except that house A with its en-

trance in the middle of the block on Main Street interrupts the conti-

nuity of the design. It is an interesting feature for it suggests that

house A was the first constructed, built before the regular scheme of

lot divisions had been made. This priority of construction in the case

of A seems borne out by the entrance alley g which ends in a blank

wall to the west. Originally it must have led into one or two rooms

separated from the rest of the house, in the space which is now taken

up by house E. This arrangement of an entrance alley leading on the

one hand to the court, on the other to rooms isolated from the rest

of the house is already known at Dura for the house beside the little

temple ofthe Roman archers showedjust such a plan {B£p. /-/, pp. 57 fF-) •

In this latter case the alley led to a series of two rooms (see the plan

Rep. II, PI. VIII) which one might enter without going through the

central court of the building. Since M. Cumont also found in his ex-

cavations [Fouilles, 242 ff. and PI. LXXXIX) a series of two
rooms set aside from the rest of the house it seems reasonable to con-

clude that our house originally had this same feature. None of the

other houses in the block has followed this arrangement except perhaps

house B, which had also lost these rooms in later alterations. The
question presents itself, therefore: was the style of additional isolated

rooms given up because of a change of fashion or for the sake of

economy? Here, at least, in block G, I am inclined to think it was due

to economy for the block contains an exceptionally large number of

houses besides several shops and must therefore in the third century

have been inhabited by people of moderate means.

House A has many other peculiarities in its arrangements due, in

part at least, to changes in the course of its existence. The divan (10)

is placed in an unusual position for its entrance is from a corner of

the court into one end of the room. Clearly at one time this room
belonged to house A®. Its entrance then would have been much more
appropriately placed near the center of the sides of court and room.

The double wall between rooms 3 and 10 shows that room 10 did not

form an intrinsic part of the early building. It is unusual also to have

in a small house an inner room not opening on the court as does

room 2 here. Beneath room 2 a small cellar was constructed. A gypsum
cover to the entrance rested on a narrow plaster rim and beneath

a few steps led down to the chamber. M. Cumont believed the cellars

served as refuge for the inhabitants in the heat of the summer. Most

— ..i.-ritr •
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of those excavated this year were, however, so small that they would be

suitable only for storerooms.

The kitchen seems to have been located between the curtain wail

which screened the entrance and the stairs for the plaster trough for

mixing or kneading lay beneath the top of the stairs. Quite commonly
a column or two helped to cut off the kitchen from the rest of the

court. Perhaps in deference to this Custom the curtain wall here was
treated to form a quarter-engaged column at the outer end. In the

wall just above the plaster bench in the divan and beside a series of

three niches, a round socket of plaster was made approximately 0.12 m.
in diameter. This type of socket is found in many houses usually in the

divan. It appears to be designed to hold one end of a beam but there

is never more than one in a room and the purpose it served remains

a mystery. A curious feature were two disks of plaster one in room 3,

the other in room 2, both disks colored with paint. That in room 3,

0.80 m. wide, had a bottom layer of plaster apparently encircled by
a black band, and a concentric row of red dots. Red dots also adorned

the inside of the circle. Similar red dots and a light blue pattern of

some sort adorned the later layer of plaster. The small disk of room 2

was circled by a raised band of plaster and apparently also had been
marked with red dots. Two graffiti of horned altars had been scratched

on the plaster with a point. Possibly the disks were used as background
for an image or ornament. On the west wall of room 10 a series of

graffiti had been scratched. Unfortunately the plaster had been badly
damaged and only a part could be read.

400. Tracing, Letters 0.02 m. high.

MNHCGh
TIBeP[IA]NO[C]

The name is probably Tiberianus found in Dessau, /. L. S., 5911, or

Tiberinus, written with epsilon iota for iota. The Latin ‘u’ is written

for the Greek upsilon in the ending of the name.

House and Shops 4—5.

The house A* was one of the smallest found, consisting really of
only the court ^d the small chamber 8 whose wall helped to screen

the court from the street. Probably originally the house contained
rooms 4 and 5 and also, as has been remarked, room A 10. Room
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A lo was ceded to house A and rooms 4 and 5 though retained by the

owner of house A^ were turned into shops with openings on Main
Street. From A^ 4 came an immense quantity of coarse pottery

fragments. Very probably, therefore, the owner dealt in this ware
or perhaps he was a dealer in wine and employed many vessels to

separate the vintages. In the court A^ 6 was discovered a small camel

of green faience equipped with pack saddle (now at Yale) in the form

of a little bowl (PI. XX, 4). Traces of fire in this bowl showed it had
been used for burning incense. F.gurines offaience are comparatively

rare at Dura though common in Assur in the Parthian period. Our
figure of a camel may be compared with the many faience camel

figurines from Assur though I know of none made in just this form.

The work is very crude and may well be of local workmanship.

In the court was found also an alabaster figurine of a bird (PL

XX, 3). The square stand of the same material found near by was
evidently designed to support it. Apparently the bird was a hawk or

eagle, though the loss of the head makes identification difficult. The
modelling was done with some care and indication of the feathers

carefully made. One must associate this representation with the great

bird perched on the horns of an altar painted in the temple ofAphlad.

Very probably here also, the base represented not merely a perch for

the bird but a small altar.As the court of house B also contained a cult

statue, we may judge the court to be the cult center. It was the appro-

priate place for in the court the common family life must have been

concentrated.

House B.

House B consists of merely two rooms beside the court, the divan

adorned with usual low plaster bench and a leaf and acorn molded
frieze; and a little side chamber from the court. As the space was very

limited and the narrow entrance gave on a corner of the court no
additional screening was considered necessary.

House jB*.

House B® is distinguished by its unusual arrangement of rooms,

rooms 3 and 4 opening only into the divan, a disposition undoubtedly

dictated by the corridor-like space allocated to the building. In the

divan much of the molding (leaf and acorn similar to that of house B)

is preserved. It is placed immediately above the lintel of the door,

'-'r?
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and some distance below the ceiling. Two mortar bowls and a great

storage jar were found in the corner of the court beside the entrance

to the divan.

House C.

House G was more pretentious as its size and its covered stairway

showed. Interesting was the arrangement of the kitchen, separated

from the court by a column and a low wall later changed to a partition.

The column must have supported a roof sheltering the fire. In one
corner was a high plaster socket in which was part of a wooden pole.

A doorway from the divan through the back wall gave entrance to

house G. Possibly as in house D an additional room had been pur-

chased. Perhaps, however, friends living in the two houses constructed

a means of communication between the two residences.

In room 4 a series of graffiti was scratched on the wall. Along the

south and east walls a number of large deer with branching antlers

were outlined. There is good reason to believe that large deer inhabited

the banks of the river in the early centuries of our era. Ammianus
records a great lion killed in the ruins of Dura itself. For these great

beasts there must have been game larger than the little gazelles and
the frequency with which big deer and lions are drawn at Dura sug-

gests that both were most familiar to the inhabitants. One would then
consider the deer antlers found in the dibris at Dura as local trophies

of the chase. Above the deer were written several lines of an illegible

graffito apparentiy relating to certain accounts. Close by was the rep-

resentation of a round bottomed river boat, propelled by a man
with a great pole, and adorned at stem and prow with a palm branch
(PI. XXXIV, 3).

The north wall is cut by a doorway and niche. On one side of this

niche, a bird probably an eagle was crudely drawn, and above a water
buffalo approaching an altar (PL XXXIII, 2). On the other side of
the niche there was a more elaborate scene (PI. XXXIII, 3) . The front

of a temple is here represented, the pediment supported by two
spirally fluted columns. In the pediment is represented the sun in the

shape of a circle with crossing ^ameters. Two gladiators stand in the
temple front one armed with trident and probably net, a retiarius, the
other equipped with legionary shield and probably with sword. Both
wear greaves. Beside the temple two eagles, one above the other, both
with outspread wings are drawn. Professor Rostovtzeff suggests that
the building represents the little Roman temple dedicated by the
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soldiers of the second Ulpian cohort and the warriors, the gladiators

brought to Dura to celebrate the games at the dedication.

It is tempting to connect the scene with a graffito scratched on the

east wall.

401. Photograph. Letters o.oi m. high:

MNhCGh OYAA€NTlNOC
KAl KACCIC OYTOl 01 AI6) KONTOBGPNAAIOI

KAI TONA[G M]OY OC ANArOlNCOCKIC OlXhCON KAI CIThC
MNhCGh O rPA'PAC
KAI O ANAriNIdCKOlN

5 MNh]CGh OYCPNA YIOC CAAAA AAAGOC
IGOC-TCON nAOKdN TOYTCON OYCPNA
T0YT6) ArOPACe KAI nOIAhCI

(Below in a different hand) OYGPNAIOI.
The chief difficulties in this inscription he in the third and seventh

lines, in which the letters are almost all clear but the constructions are

not regular. Apparently dvcxyoivcboKis is written for dvocyivcboKeis.

oixTiaov Kol CTiT^S seems to be an independent phrase expressing a

good-luck wish with kocAcos understood. The combination ofimperative

and subjunctive might be compared to the combination of imperative

and optative on glassware of this period, e. g., •irT[v]£ si^aais del a*

dyaSoTs (Kisa, Das Glas im Altertum, pp. 960—961, No. 240). In line

seven the wish of the writer is expressed again, this time with the

infinitive dyopdas (for dyopdaai) and the subjunctive iTcoAfjs probably
with koAcos again understood. The writer, then, asks that the two con-

tubernales be remembered, as well as the reader of his inscription; offers

a welcome to the guest oikt)ctov (written o\y^r\aov) xai aiT^S, or a
general good-will wish to the reader, then requests remembrance of

writer and reader in the usual phrase; and remembrance also of the

slave boy and the boatman. Finally he demands that they deal (buy
and seU) fairly, or favorably with the slave.

L. 2. Kdaois for Kdcraios, 5ico for 6O0
L. 5. In the 1929—^30 campaign an altar was found dedicated to

2d55ou5on; (D. 160). Probably the slave’s name has this same root.

Waddington (2044) reports a name 2a56d9ov which gives us our
closest parallel. It would not be uncommon to separate the deltas

though the doubling of each is unusual.

This graffito might well explain the drawings just mentioned, on
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the walls of this same room. The two soldiers are comrades who share

quarters in the house. They record on the walls the dedication of

the temple, the gladiatorial games, and the sacrifice (the bullock beside

the altar). The eagles recall at the same time the standards of the

legions and the god (Jupiter) to whom the temple was dedicated.

Most important of all, the graffito proves that the Roman soldiers

were actually quartered in the town. Either then the camp in the

northwest corner of the city was designed to hold only a part of the

troops or before the permanent camp was erected, soldiers had been

quartered in the city.

Home C^.

The oven is preserved in situ in house and allows us to envisage

the culinary arrangements. The kitchen was sheltered by the screen

wall of the court and two columns in front supporting a roof. Just

behind one of the columns lay the oven, a beehive shaped contrivance

of baked clay with a square opening some o. 1 2 m. on a side. Probably
the fire was placed beneath and the cooking done by introducing

spits in the door or by raking out the coals and placing the bread in

the hot stove. To-day the natives fry their bread over the top of a
shallow iron bowl turned upside down. The unleavened bread of the

ancients may well, therefore, have been cooked over the hot top of

this stove. Through the screen wall in a small arched window was
constructed to allow the cook to observe the arrival of persons at the

house.

Attention might be called to the monumental doorway to the divan
8 and to the lack of a low plaster bench. Clearly the owner was one
of the richer inhabitants of the block. At one period a doorway had
been made between 3 and G 3. When this was blocked up the

opportunity was taken of constructing a series of niches in its place —
a usage very common at Dura.

Home D.

House D was one of the largest on the block, but the walls had been
made almost entirely of mud brick and the deposit of dibris was not
deep so it is difficult to ascertain the exact arrangements. One appar-
ently entered through a fairly large room. The court was small and
connected directly only with the series ofrooms in the southeast corner.

An isolated group of rooms, perhaps for women’s quarters was con-
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strutted in the opposite corner, the only approach being through

room I I . One could, therefore, enter these rooms from the outer door
without having to go through the court. An additional room in this

group was G® 24 and a doorway had been built through the back wall

to give access to it.

Houses E and F.

These two houses were excavated in the 1930—31 campaign and
no further description is needed here. One might notice the very small

doorway to the inner room E 3 from which access is obtained through

room 2. Perhaps this was used as a storeroom for valuable articles and
its entrance concealed by a curtain. In E 2 was found again the

curious disk (0.60 m. in diameter) adorned with red dots and raised

edge of plaster, similar to the two foimd in rooms A 3 and 2.

On the south wall of F 4 were found the Sassanian paintings. This

house had at first contained rooms 5, 6, and 13. When these were
turned into shops the entrance into 6 was retained probably because

the owner of the house was proprietor of the shop. Room 5, however,

was made into an independent booth and the doorway to room

4 blocked. Three large bowls were sunk in the floor of shop F 5 and
a series of niches constructed in the wall on the other side. Probably

some kinds of foodstuffs were dealt in. The doorway between F 5 and

13 had been blocked and an entrance into G 16 made. Later this also

was sealed up with a thin wall of plaster to make the room an inde-

pendent booth.

House G.

The only suggestion of windows was the discovery of a large trans-

parent piece of mica in G 10. In the house located beside the temple

of Roman Archers it seemed certain that panes of mica and glass had
been used for windows looking on the court. Room 10, however, did

not give on the court and one must suppose the window was placed

on the street side, probably introduced because the room would nor-

mally be exceptionally dark. A very curious feature is the little hallway

8 between rooms 4 and 10. This can be most easily explained by the

supposition that rooms 5, 7, and g originally belonged to house G
rather than to G^, Here then once again we should have had the

little series of rooms isolated from the rest of the house.

Four columns were found in the court G i. Disappearance of the

bases precluded the possibility of determining their position. Probably,
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however, the Palmyrene fashion of having a column in each corner to

support a small portico had been followed. By the portico had been

sheltered the little shrine whose image was found not far from the

stairs in the northeast corner of the court.

The cult image was a statue of the god Hadad (now in Damascus)

seated between his bulls (PL XVII, 2). The gypsum block is 0.45 m.
high arched at the top, 0.24 m. wide, 0.085 thick above and 0.13 m.
below. The relief of the upper part of the body is 0.04 m. deep, that

below with the lap of the god and the bulls about 0.09 m. The god is

seated on an armless throne, but the small figure of a bull on either,

side gives the appearance of side rests. He is clad in chiton, himation,

and low shoes, carries a double ax in his right hand and probably a

bundle of wheat {sec Rep. Ill, pp. 100 ff.) in his left. Above the left

shoulder is portrayed the thunderbolt in the form of four undulating

pointed incised lines, two on each side of a straight double-pointed

incision, the whole bound with a crescent-shaped band.

Between the chiton which covers the knees and the shoes, the legs

are bare. The himation covers both shoulders and both arms, falls to

the waist and ends apparently at the left hip where a section from the

left shoulder coming across beneath the left hand covers the other end.

Folds are stiffly drawn with incised lines and planing of the surfaces.

Those which fall from the right shoulder are drawn almost parallel

and practically straight. They make almost a right angled turn at the

waist then curve up and over the left forearm making a thick band.
Over the left shoulder a series of lines culminating in a point beside

the left elbow makes a quite unnatural series of folds over the shoulder
and upper arm. The border of this part of the himation is caught
together in several folds making a thick band similar to that over the

forearm. Apparently it went beneath the forearm, was concealed by
the other fold of the himation for a short distance then falls down over
the left knee. This best explains the arrangement of folds in the lap.

One can in fact see in the photograph the tag end just below the left

knee above the chiton. No border is apparent on the neck-band of the
chiton whose more or less semi-elliptical folds fall from either shoulder
where the edge ofthe chiton meets the himation. Below the knees a series

of folds not so different from those below the neck falls in semi-elliptical

folds from either knee. One sees the tongue projecting from the top of
each shoe. The shoes were made in two sections, one part covering the
fore foot the other protecting the heel (perhaps simply making another
covering over the inner slipper), and fastening over the tongue.
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A drooping mustache, a heavy beard and a thick mass of hair

falling low over the forehead adorn the face of the deity. The beard
is made in three bands separated by incised horizontal lines. The
last of the three, that beneath the chin is marked only by a series of

straight and almost straight incised lines. Above in the second band,
the straight lines of the side are varied by a series of curls over the

chin itself, each represented by two or three semicircular incised lines

making little raised surfaces around a central point. The point is cut

but not bored. Eight instead of six curls adorn the upper band and
run almost from ear to ear. Above, short straight vertical lines cut

in the cheek immediately above the curls, and scarcely noticeable,

indicate the top of the beard. Into the magnificent array of curls

fall the ends of the mustache. The mustache is rolled, not curled,

for the lines are spiral running toward either end.

A second double band of curls adorns the forehead, the curls circling

the head. They are larger but similar in construction to the curls of

the beard. On the side they are in low relief but are cut gradually

as they reach out over the forehead. In the second row the middle
of the curl is placed more or less between the tops of those in the

lower row. On top, behind and level with the top of the curls the hair

is marked with slightly incised lines representing other curls for they

curve semicircularly about a central point. As far as one can judge
from the part remaining there was a series of three across the top

of the head. Between the tops short straight incisions were cut.

Eyebrows and eyelashes are unmarked. The pupil of the eye is a

projecting point of plaster and the iris a raised band made by incised

lines within and without. The iris is almost in the middle and almost

entirely shown, merely the very top concealed beneath the upper lid.

Quite wide and staring the eyes are though they have not the exces-

sive roundness of early Palmyrene work. From the end of the eye a

deep cut is made back toward the hair above the ear.

The lips protrude far too much to be natural between mustache
and beard; a single incised line marks the lips; and the mouth as

a whole, small and rounded, presents quite a comical, ape-like ap-

pearance. Far too thick is the neck and too long, for its folds extend

to the chiton edge and completely conceal the collar bone.

The bulls resemble to some extent those portrayed on a bronze

statue of Jupiter Heliopolitanus in the collection of Charles Sursok in

Beirut (Syria, I, PL I) though ours are less well sculptured. The horns

must have been short and stumpy as are those of the Jupiter statue.
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The ears of our animals are laid flat against the head, sculptured with

elliptical projections cut by a horizontal line across the middle and

two small vertical incisions. A deep incision surrounds the eye and

the pupil is represented with a cut point. Hair over the foreheads,

made with three series of short vertical incisions comes to a point over

the nose. It extends to just beyond the ears on either side and between

them along the top of the forehead. The heavy necks hang low between

the legs. Their fleshy wrinkles are represented with sKghtly undulating

lines and inclined surfaces much as the folds are represented in the

robe of the god. Two incised lines along the length of the foreleg

attempt to block off roughly muscle and knee. A single incision marks

the split of the hoof. Obviously the statue is to be seen from below

and in front for on the backs of the bulls no hair is marked and the

general outlines of the body are only roughly blocked off.

Professor Baur has presented so detailed an account of the types

and cult symbols of the god Hadad in his description of the relief of

Hadad and Atargatis (Rep. Ill, pp. lOO IF.) that it would be super-

fluous to discuss them here. Our relief combines in a most interesting

way Palmyrene and Eastern influence. The plastic representation of

the iris with the help of two concentric circles, and the lack of eye-

brows are characteristic of the earliest group at Palmyra (end of the

first and first half of the second century A. D.) .® Except for the crude

image of Sadrafa, however, the members of the first group are un-

bearded. When beards came into fashion after Hadrian’s reign, they

were represented by little snail curls. The hair at the same time was
arranged in the type of Roman curls dating from the time of Marcus
Aurelius.^ The folds of the himation and chlamys became at Palmyra
gradually more natural.

If a year ago, however, we should have said the Palmyrene influ-

ence was supreme, now we may judge more accurately for the relief

of Aphlad has brought a new criterion. This piece of sculpture (see

page io6) dating from the middle of the first century A. D. presents

a bearded god standing on winged eagle-griffins. The iris is represented

plastically by two concentric circles, there is no indication of eyebrows
or eyelashes, details which would have appeared typically Palmyrene.
Furthermore, in both the relief of Aphlad and of Hadad the iris is

represented in exactly the same place, the upper part just covered
by the upper lid. With such an analogy before us we may conclude

® H. Ingholt, Studier over Pdmyrensk Skulptur (Copenhagen 1928).
® Ingholt, op. cit, p. 33.
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not so much that these details in the Dura reliefs are due to Palmyrene
influence, as that these peculiarities at Palmyra are due to custom
already widespread in the East. If then we assign our piece of statuary

to the period between the first and second series at Palmyra (middle

of the second century) it is only until such time as other pieces at Dura
give us more accurate data. Probably, at least, it should be assigned

to the second century for in the third the method of representing the

eye changed at Dura, just as it had done previously at Palmyra.

House G^.

House G® is a small house apparently made up of rooms formerly

belonging some to house G, others to house G®. A doorway links the

courts of G® and G® together and there seems to be but one stairway,

that in G®, to the roof. Perhaps originally the court of G® had included

the space now used by the two courts. It seems as if the owner of G®,

a relative or close friend of the occupants of G® had been given some
of the rooms of that house and purchased rooms 5, 7 and 9 to form
a separate dwelling. It is a good illustration of how easily arrange-

ments might be shifted through the opening or closing of common
doors to suit the convenience of owners.

In the entrance to G^, room 14, a gypsum torso of a man or god
with a ram (now in Damascus) was found (PI. XVII, 3). The large

house in J I, close to the Praetorium possessed as ornament the relief

of a great hand holding the thunderbolt, clearly a protecting symbol
against evil spirits and robbers. Probably in this statue we may see

also a patron divinity guarding the approach to the house.

The torso measures 0.39 by 0.19 by o.io m. and the ram 0.16 by
0.06 m. (broken). The figure is nude except for the end of a mantle
which descends over the right shoulder to the top of the stomach and
ends in a small tassel. One incised line down the middle marks a hem
or fold. The left hand resting just over the left hip clasps the staff of

a shepherd’s crook. Few details of modelling are shown. The fingers

are distinguished by incised lines, the navel is marked with a bored
hole and the line between hip and abdomen is rendered on the right

with a deep cut. Otherwise body and limbs are merely modelled in

the round without details; the line of the right side is straight from
shoulder to hip, surfaces are planed off to give some indication of the

knee, but only a very slight round on the top marks the knee-cap.

Apparently the right hand rested on the upper leg but the arm did
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not rest against the body and it has been broken off. The hand and
in general the whole statue is very much too thick, showing that it

was intended to be seen only from the front. The ram reaches only

to the knee, the wool marked with diamond-shaped incisions and
straight incised lines. The ears project and hang down to the sides,

but with rather deep incisions. A deep elliptical incision marks off the

eyeball in which the iris was apparently painted black. Above, the

horns curved out to right and left making a curve along the side of

the head. The nostrils are two little incisions on the end of the nose,

the mouth is one straight incised line drawn at a slight angle across

the end of the nose. The back and the sides of the figures, behind the

immediate front, are left roughly chiselled.

The work is very crude and the lack of distinguishing details does

not allow accurate dating. The god represented may be Zeus Ammon
with the ram or merely a special patron god of flocks. We know that

the ram-god had a great vogue in Assur. This, however, is the first

indication of such a cult in Dura. The nudity of the figure would
preclude the possibility of its being a Christian representation. One
recalls the sculptured figure from Palmyra, the boy holding the lamb
in his arms (Chabot, Choix, PI. XX) and the similar representation

in the Louvre.^® The pieces ofsculpture portray probably the shepherd
and his flock and are designed, as offerings to the god, to place the
dedicant under the protection of the divinity. Possibly the Dura piece
represents the patron divinity of flocks himself, but evidence of such
a deity is too scanty at present to allow us to lay much stress upon
the point.

House G®.

As in house D the walls of G® were poorly constructed, being almost
entirely of mud brick covered with plaster, as opposed to the rubble,
or rubble beneath mud brick in the other houses. Changes in the
arrangement of the house have been discussed in the descriptions ofD
and G^. The little room on the corner (20) was made into a shop,
though it kept its communication with rooms 21 and 19. It was the
owner of the house then who carried on the business, an arrangement
very common in this block. Possibly incense and tapers for the cult of
the goddess whose temple lay diagonally across the corner, were sold.

Louvre, No. 26774-A. O. 4084. Cf. F. Sarre, “Studien zur Kunst des Ostens,”
Festschriftfir Strzygowski, pp. 69 ff. Cf. also the statuette of a youth carrying a lamb
found last season (Rep. IV, PI. IX, 5 and pp. 245—^).
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HOUSE IN BLOCK B 8,

The House of the Archives had been largely excavated last year.^^

Two rooms were dug during this last campaign and some clearing

completed in others. A large number ofnotable features deserve special

attention. At the end of the entrance passage an arch of plaster dec-

orated this vestibule. Many rooms (4, 5 and 13) had low plaster

benches besides the divan (2). The molding in the ^van was the type

of ornament usually used for lintel blocks. It crossed the door in the

usual fashion forming a decorative lintel then continued around the

room. Room 12 must also have been adorned with a molding for the

retaining holes were visible in the walls. The pieces of molding were

held in place by wooden pegs fixed in the plaster of the molding then

set into holes in the wall. Some of the wooden pegs were found intact

in portions ofplaster molding from other houses. Ofa common practice

in Dura many examples were found in this house. This practice was
the habit of increasing the depth of reveals to make the doorway
longer and more massive in appearance. The doorway to the street,

the doorways from the court to rooms 2, ii and 12, and the doorways

from 2 to 4, 5, and 13, all show these projecting pilasters against which

the doors were fastened. Usually just behind the jambs plaster sockets

were made above and below for the doors and at a convenient height,

a square cut hole was made in the wall to hold the fastening bar.

Doors were of two panels one larger than the other, the smaller one

usually fastened in place with foot catch to the floor while the other

swung free. When the door from 2 to 13 was blocked the reveal was
used for a series of shelves. Again a practice common at Dura of sup-

porting the shelves on poles held by plaster was employed. A series

of decorative shelves (in room 12) constructed with columns and little

arches, were made of plaster reinforced by wooden poles.

Rooms 8 and 9 were small shops opening into Main street. Beneath

both, however, small chambers had been erected, approached from

the court by low doorways and two or three steps. The room beneath 8

had evidently been used for a kitchen as the plaster trough and the

comer supports for the oven showed. These supports were low ridges

of plaster along the walls of one corner and a third support bisecting

the angle. The fire was probably made in one or both of the two

compartments so formed. The plaster lintel of both doorways had

Rep. IV, pp. 79 ff.
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been supported by wooden poles, holes for which still remained in
the plaster. A little niche beside the entrance to 9 probably contained
a lamp. Along the walls of the cellar 9 a series of plaster walls forming
niches was constructed. The graffiti showed that many goods were dealt
in by the owners ofthe house and this may well have been the storeroom.
Room 5 contained a curious square basin made by setting low

sides of plaster on the floor. Possibly it was used as a fire-box for
heating the room in winter. A little niche in the corner of room 5
concealed a right angled turn at the back to a little secret pocket.
The house treasure was not found here, however, but six inches under
the floor of room 2 not far from the door to the court. The jar there
found contained three or four hundred coins, and at the bottom a
gold necklace. Perhaps this is good indication that the divan was used
as the sleeping apartment.

On the south wall of room 4 was scratched a graffito of a winged
Victory. The figure is most similar to that of the painted panel found
in the second campaign. The winged goddess clad in the same type
of high girded flowing robe, is alighting on a ball, bearing the palm
branch of victory in her hand.^^ The skirt is pleated, was made with
a bustle, and apparently split (as in the painted representation) ex-
posing the lower leg. Above, the close-fitting tunic has a band of
embroidery up the middle. The right arm crosses the chest and grasps
the branch just below the level of the shoulder while the left hand
held probably the end of the branch close to the thigh. On the head
rests a high miter-shaped hat adorned with a cross just above the fore-
hpd. Probably the headdress was intended to represent the type of
high, pointed turbans seen in the graffiti of the priestesses pictured
beside the shrine of Aphlad.

Inscription 402. Photograph and Squeeze. Letters 0.005 m. stamped
in jar.

We may add one little inscription from this house to the series of
inscriptions found on the walls for the fi'agment of a storage jar showed
a stamp of arrow heads and palm branches around a central point
in the middle and the following name of the maker or owner around
the edge.

ABEMMHC BAPXAAB

^

As fragments of the same stamp (Cat. E 195® S’D.d 1484) were foundm block G, we may suppose the name is that of the maker.
” Compare also the graffito of Victory in Tower 15 {Rep. IV, p. 213).
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Cumont found the genitive form ’ApsjjiiJious (Cumont, Inscription 98),

The name BapxdX^as was found again this year in the salle aux

gradins and previously in D. 78, 80 and 81.

HOUSES IN BLOCK G i.

House A.

The largest and most elaborate house in block G i, is house A,

Entrance and court are tiled with square bricks, the stairway is locat-

ed in a little room between the court and the street, so arranged

that the space beneath the stair gave exit to the street and a great

series of rooms surrounded the court. One notices that rooms 28, 36
and 38 form a series by themselves with a single entrance from the

court; and rooms 14, 32, 34, 21, 17, and 20, a second series giving

on the court and the divan. From the divan alone one entered rooms 2,

2 bis and 4. Finally a doorway cut through the wall of house B gave

entrance to room 12, probably purchased from house B. The entrance

has the usual angle turn, the court has the latrine in the middle, and
the divan shows no sign of the plaster bench which adorned the less

pretentious houses. A very unusual feature was the pavement of brick

tiles in an inner room, No. 34.

One expects that the group 28, 36 and 38 would have been used

as women’s quarters. Significant finds were a bronze ornament inlaid

with polished glass or stone, a bronze swastika clasp pin, a small stone

altar, a very handsome little bronze altar of the pointed Parthian type

(PL XXIII, 3), a bronze rosette, a bronze pendant, and a handful

of gold thread. Less easy to explain, if this was the women’s quarters,

were a few bronze armor plates, still attached to the cloth of the suit,

a square lead plaque probably used for a measuring weight, and a

basalt platter with bull’s head decoration, a type of object and of

ornament common in the East. We have only half of the platter, a

stone 0.14 by 0.15 m. and 0.09 m. high. Above each of the two legs

remaining is cut the outline of a bull’s head. The horns and ears

have disappeared, the eyes are represented by large round knots, the

nose is blocked off squarely at the end. Probably the vessel was used

for grinding grain or face powder.^®

Room 2 yielded a crude %ure of a man, probably a doll, and room

Similar platters adorned with bulls’ heads in the museum in Aleppo, and dating

from the sixteenth to the sixth century B. C. are called tahks d'qffrande.
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three a bronze lamp and one of the pilaster busts (of a woman) used

to support a wooden bench. Three faience vases were found one in

room 4, a large three-handled one of ornamental type in room 14,

and parts ofa greatjar ofstorage type embossed with knobs in room 13.

From room 4 came also & faience handle in the shape of an animal’s

head.

Most interesting was the great bas-relief head of a man (now in

Damascus) found in the doorway between the court and room 14.

The block of gypsum on which the head is cut is 0.40 m. high by 0.53
by 0.115 m. thick, the relief of the head extending 0.125 further.

The relief broken offjust below the chin, made part probably of a full

length representation (PI. XV, i).

The modelling is very crude and reminds one strongly of the earliest

portrait busts at Palmyra. Obviously there is a wide gap between
this work and the sculpture in the relief of Hadad. Here the eyes are
very wide and round, the upper eyelid moving up almost vertically

from the corner of the eye, curving over the eyeball, then dropping
sharply in an oblique line to meet the almost horizontal line of the
lower lid. The corners of the eye are cut in sharply throwing into
strong relief the round ball which covers almost all the area. No
special designation of the iris is given and the resulting staring expres-
sion is closely paralleled by first century work at Palmyra. No indi-

cations of eyebrows or eyelids are given. The hair as in early Palmyrene
busts, is divided, except on the sides of the head into three bands of
snail curls separated by incised lines. In front the curls are very flat

scarcely raised above the level of the forehead, on the sides they
extend 0.05 m. The second band is very much narrower than the
other two (0.025 ^.s opposed to 0.045 the other two), and
it is less flat. The spiral lines of the curls all move to the right, except
for one curl just to the left of the center in the first row, and that
on the extreme left in the top row. The number of curls are 7, 8,
and 7) iu the three rows. Modelling of the chin is very poorly done,
and, though one cannot judge very accurately from the little that
remains, the neck seems to have had the length and stiffness so
characteristic of the first Palmyrene work.
The end of the nose is broken, but one can still see that a very

wide round nostril was portrayed. In contrast to this the mouth was
small, probably represented merely with a couple of horizontal incised
w The earliest Palmyrene portrait bust (65—66 A. D.) is published by Ingholt

in Acta Arckaeologica^ I (1930), p. 191.



lines, and the lips scarcely modelled at all. The face as a whole is

made very long and oval through the extension of the chin. No in-

cisions for a mustache or beard remain but short horizontal lines

represent sideburns along the side of the face to the level of the mouth.

Perhaps a piece of metal was fastened beneath the chin, but there

are no holes for fastening though the round sharp cut beneath cheek

and chin would be appropriate for such an appendage.

The forehead is almost square cut, practically flat on top and cut

away very sharply on the sides. Beside the neck the closed fingers and
thumb of the right hand were represented. The hand, palm to the

front, grasps something the end of which extends to the level of the

ear. If it is a straight spear, it is grasped very awkwardly for the hand
is represented not at all in a vertical position. As far as one can judge,

the great semicircular projection is the thumb placed around the object

grasped, and one may discern part of the object running between

thumb and forefinger. Possibly the object is a spear very badly rep-

resented. I am more inclined, however, to see a serpent and to liken

the statue to that of Sadrafa in Palmyra (Ingholt, Studier, PL I, and

pp. I and 2) . One recalls that Sadrafa grasps in the right hand a spear

around which a serpent twists, and that the beard goes around the

bottom of the chin from ear to ear. This Palmyrene piece is dated

in 55 A. D. Analogies with Palmyrene work would place our head

just about in that period.

A far closer parallel to this remarkable head, however, is a head

cut in black basalt found on the mound of Mishrife,^® a head which
Contenau^® and Dussaud^'^ date in the thirteenth century B. G. (PI. XV,
2). Glermont-Ganneau^® considers it to be an example of ancient Syr-

ian sculpture related to the primitive art of Ghaldaea and Assyria,

but Dussaud^® with greater reason attributes it to an independent

Syrian school, which, though developed from older cultures, possessed

a vigorous personality of its own. Like the Dura head, the head from
Mishrife is exceptionally long, and possesses a forehead almost square

cut, flat above the eyes, and cut away sharply at the sides. The noses

of both are long, and apparently both have wide nostrils, though the

« Du Mesnil, “Les Ruines de Mishrife,” Syria VII (1926), p. 312—3.
G. Contenau, Manuel d^Archeologie Orientale (Paris, 1931), II, p. 1015.

R. Dussaud, ‘‘L’Art syrien du deuxi^me mill^naire avant notre ere,” Syria^

VII (1926), pp. 336 ff.

Glermont-Ganneau, Recueil d^arch, or, II p. 26.

Dussaud, op, cit,^ p. 346.
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flare is much more clearly marked on the Dura countenance. As was

customary in early Syrian art, the Mishrife head had eye cavities cut

to receive colored stones. The eye sockets are as usual very large,

however, and enhance the similarity to the Dura head with its fashion-

ed but wide staring eyes. Most astonishing are the relations between

the two types of headdress and hair representations, relations brought

into relief as well by their differences as by their similarities. The
Mishrife head, carries a qalpaq,^ a bonnet made of fur always repre-

sented as curling like Astrakan wool. For this reason the curls stand

out far from the brow, and one sees the band of leather along the

forehead. In contrast to this heavy head piece, the lines of the beard

are so lightly incised along the cheeks as to be scarcely noticeable

except by close scrutiny. In addition to the band of leather along the

forehead, the curls of the wool are marked off from the forehead by
incisions in the bonnet itself, incisions which perhaps mark another

layer of leather. The cap does not cover the ears. In the Dura head

it is the hair and not a bonnet which is represented and the semi-

circle of curls covers the ears. The curls stand out prominently from

the forehead however and give a very similar impression to that pro-

duced by the qalpaq. Most striking is the separation of the side curls

from the head by incisions just above the forehead, an exact parallel

to the incision marking the edge of the second thickness of leather

in the Mishrife qalpaq. Moreover the side-burns of the Dura head, so

lightly cut as to be invisible in a front view, and so much in contrast

to the heavy curls of hair, furnish a striking parallel in the contrast

between qalpaq and beard in the head from Mishrife.

More than a millenium separates the two heads; the treatment of

the eyes has changed; the hair in the Dura head covers the ears, yet

they obviously belong to the same school. Apparently the seat of the

Syrian school was the desert between the Euphrates and the Anti-

Lebanon. Perhaps then it is not surprising to find that this art survives

in a purer form along the Euphrates, whence the new Western in-

fluences penetrated more slowly, than in other places. It is, however,

this same school which formed the foundation of the early Palmyrene
art, and it is for this reason that this great head links closely both the

Palmyrene work of the first century A. D. and the ancient Syrian

sculpture of the thirteenth century B. C.

The qalpaq was a survival from the Sumerian period and our best examples
are found on the heads of Gudea and of his son. Gontenau, Manuel, pp. 720 ff.

and Figs. 505—8 and 513.
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House B.

House B is an excellent example of a more or less typical house of

the man of moderate means at Dura. The space covered is roughly

a square, with court in the center and rooms opening from it. Two
columns block off a section for the kitchen, and the entrance to the

women’s quarters. The plaster trough for kneading has been built

between one pillar and the wall. The staircase is in a separate alcove,

but has not the turn usual to such a position; the divan possesses the

usual low plaster bench and the monumental doorway with steps and

widened reveal. The latrine here, in constrast to that in the middle

ofthe court in house A, is more modestly concealed in the little chamber
between the court and room 37. Here almost certainly we may des-

ignate chambers 29 and 37, set aside from the rest of the house, as

women’s quarters, for the workmen recognized the two basins in

room 37 as equipment for the loom and for wool-dyeing. As at present

the loom was placed against the wall and the weaver sat with his

feet in a shallow hollow to carry on his task. A special feature is the

extra staircase to the roof in the private apartments of the ladies.

In rooms 8 and 23 parts of a fmence altar were found. Other

parts were found later in block G i, 9. With its base it stands about

0.16 m. high, the top supported by four columns (PI. XXI, 3). The
columns are square but adorned on the outer sides with crude flutings

and imitations of capitals and bases. Four fluted points rise one from

each of the corners, and in the middle of each side was represented

a head. It is very interesting to see this type of molded head, not

uncommon on ornamental jars, fastened between the horns of an

altar. The whole is, of course, typically Parthian both in the horned

form of the altar, and in the decoration by a series of heads. As nothing

of similar type has been found at Dura, I think this must have been

imported from Parthian centers to the south or the east.

In room 23 a bronze rosette and a bronze bell were found, and

in 29 a sherd with the following stamped inscription:

403. Squeeze. Design of arrow points around a dot, the name
inscribed in a circle around it.

ABAPNAIOC EN_NU

The name may be Bapvaios which is common at Dura (Cumont,

121 and 127, and Rep. II, D. 3.). Either the two straight lines before
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the however, make a division between the words or they belong

to zxL upsilon at the end of the father’s name. It seems preferable, there-

fore, at present to read ’ApapvaTos. In the second word a break,

sufficient for two or three letters, bears no stamp.

A second stamped design on the same fragment consisted merely

of a stem and petal pattern around a central point.

Once again the most interesting finds came from the court, certainly

in this case the center of the family cult. One of the objects was a
little gypsum altar 0.0675 m. high, of the usual Palmyrene shape. The
shaft is stepped in from the base and supports a top which projects

over the four sides and carries a small bowl for incense on top. A little

inscription adorns the four faces of the altar as follows:

404. Photographs. Altar 0.0675 by 0.0425 m. Faces 0.025 by 0.035

KYPI

AAA
6YTY
XIA

CYN
0603

AIA
BIOY

KupiAXpc sCrtvxia oOv 5i<3c piou

This is the first occurrence of this common name at Dura.
The inscription has an especially monotheistic sound, but may be

only the common wish for happiness through the aid of the god.

Of cult images two pieces were recovered, one part of a bas-relief

showing an individual beside a column (PI. XIX, i), the other part

of a relief of Heracles (PI. XIX, 2). The former fragment (now in

Damascus) measured o. 1 5 high by o. 1 7 by 0.06 m. with reliefof0.02 m.
All but the lower part of a column, one leg from the knee down, and
a fraction of another leg of the figure have disappeared. It must have
represented a man or a god standing before an altar fashioned in the
shape a of column. A round of plaster at the ankle may represent the
roll of the shoe-top, but possibly the end of a close fitting trouser leg.

The column rises perfectly straight from a conical base cut by three

parallel incised lines. On the whole, from the modelling one sees, one
judges the work to be crude. The general form, however, with the
single figure and the altar shows a pleasing sense of balance.

Of the figure of Heracles (now in Damascus) we have a little more.
The stone is 0.18 by 0.25 by 0.08 m. with a relief of 0.02 m. and
represents the lower half of a nude Heracles. In this piece the god is

advancing to right with the left leg advanced and slightly bent at

the knee, the right leg behind and quite unnaturally bent. The legs

are in profile and both feet are flat on the ground in the Assyrian style.
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Apparently the body was full front as far as one can judge from the

little that remains. The proportions are extremely poor for the

left shin and foot are represented four times as long as the leg from

knee to thigh, and almost the same proportions are kept in the right

leg. The left shin is cut with a decided curve as in many of the Assyrian

statues. Muscles of the lower leg are most prominently displayed, but

they have not the semicircular line defining the inner side of the

muscle, a line which so distinguished the prominently-marked muscles

of the Assyrian epoch. One sees the right hand grasping the top of the

club which rests on the ground. Probably the lion’s skin hung over

the left forearm, but possibly the hand is represented as grasping the

top of the skin. Just as in another relief found this year, the skin

hangs down to the ground with the head to the front. Details, however,

are not clear, and one sees merely the two folds of the skin falling not

quite vertically and the projection which must have represented the

head. Fragments of the plaster which evidently fastened the relief in

place, still remain between the right leg and the club.

A final ornamental piece of sculpture was a fragment of a flower

pattern cut in relief. Possibly it adorned the lintel of a door.

House C.

This is a very small little house crowded in between B and D. Never-

theless it yielded some rather interesting finds. The only architectural

detail worthy of remark is perhaps the large pilaster at the end of the

vestibule, a construction which helps to screen the court from the street.

In room 5 was found a very handsome bronze lamp of Roman
style (PI. XXI, 2), and a small bronze arrowhead, and in the court

part of the /aiewce altar described above and part of the statue of a

girl. A second part of this statue was found in room 22, and a third

part in block G 6, i . It is worthy of remark how widely scattered the

parts of this little altar and this statue were. One might not be sur-

prised to find parts of the same object in different rooms of a house

but the fragments could scarcely be carried half a block or so without

some special agency. Possibly the MtUt fdierwe altar should be assigned

to this house rather than room 23 of house B, a supposition borne out

by the find of the little altar in the court of B. Of the statue the legs

and the upper breast were found in the court of house C and in room 22,

the middle part which linked the two in the Agora, G 6, i . The head is

still missing, presumably deposited in still another section ofthis district.
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The figure (now at Yale) stands 0.68 m. high, is 0.32 m. wide
across the chest and 0.17 m. in depth (PL XVII, i). The bird and
grapes in the hands are common symbols in the Palmyrene representa-

tions of children and show this to be the statue of a child. She wears
a long-sleeved chiton reaching to the ankles, with deep folds falling

between the legs, and a himation which covers the left shoulder and
arm to the wrist and ends in a little tassel just below the forearm. The
other part of the garment comes round beneath the right arm across

the abdomen and disappears under the folds on the left. From this

portion of the garment also is suspended a tassel, which rests on the

center folds of the chiton. Details of the arrangement of the himation
over the left arm are not easy to discern. Apparently the end was
caught up from the back over the forearm and allowed to fall between
the arm and the body. The folds from the neck, however, seem to

fall straight over the forearm and down to the hips. The folds, them-
selves, are made with deeply incised lines and planed edges. The folds

of the himation over the left shoulder fall almost straight, but over the

forearm a series of four converge toward a point near the wrist. The
treatment is the same for the chiton on the right arm except that the

folds are less deeply cut and are one less in number. From the neck-
band of the chiton, roughly semicircular folds fall across the chest.

The same type of semicircular or rather semi-elliptical fold is carried

down the legs on either side of the heavy vertical middle folds. The
left knee, slightly bent forward, is indicated by the projection of the
leg as a whole, not by any change in the folds. Plain shoes cover the
feet. From the neck to the right elbow the chiton is adorned with a
headband ornament perhaps of embroidery. A second band of this

type starts on the right shoulder, disappears beneath the arm at the
elbow, and reappears again around the wrist. It must be this same
type of ornament which circles the collar of the garment.
Two thick bracelets of the spiral bead and band type circle either

wrist, and around the neck is hung a necklace of three bands of metal
to which is attached a trapezoidal plate set with a stone. The fore-

finger of the left hand is adorned with a small ring. The arms are bent
and the hands rest just beneath the breasts, the left holding the bunch
of grapes upright, the right a bird with half-upraised wings. Part of
the head and breast of the bird have disappeared, but one perceives
the beak above the tip of the left wing, the diamond shaped feathers
of the right breast and the long incisions marking the right wing.
From beneath the elbows the back is cut in sharply at equal angles
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and runs back to leave a flat unworked surface only o.o8 m. wide.

Along the two inclined surfaces semi-elliptical folds are cut. Behind
the shoulders the stone has been only roughly blocked off and no
details of dress are portrayed. A small space along the backbone has

been levelled off to allow the statue to stand easily against the wall.

The work, as in the case of the great head, is under very strong

Palmyrene influence and must be compared to the full length bas-

relief of a girl dated 1 14 A. D. (Ingholt, A'to&r, 2) and to the high

relief cut in 130 A. D. also of a girl. In the first, brother and sister

are portrayed together, the boy in this case holding bird and grapes.

The girl wears around her neck three necklaces one of amphora-like

pieces, the second of rectangular links, the last of small cylinder shaped

stones. Wrists are adorned with bracelets, a twisted thread of metal

with balls in the middle, then broad armbands. Both wear sandals in

this relief but in the relief of 130 A. D. the plain type of shoe similar

to that of the Dura statue is found (Ingholt, Studier, 3) a shoe similar

in form to some of those found by Cumont {Fouilles, p. 253, PI. XCIV,
I and 2). The girl in this case wears only the chiton with short sleeves,

but the boy wears a chiton and a himation the end of whose sleeves

end in tassels as in our own monument.
As Ingholt remarks, birds and grapes are characteristic attributes

of children at Palmyra. Sometimes one holds both, sometimes brother

and sister each hold one. The birds go back to Greek antecedents and
represent perhaps a sort of plaything, perhaps the sacred bird of

Atargatis or with stronger Greek influence the dove of Venus. The
grapes also seem to go back to Greece; but there is no agreement as

to their meaning. Some believe them to be a general attribute for

children, some merely a choice morsel for the bird, the marks of partic-

ular affection for the deceased, or a reference to Dionysian mysteries.

(See Ingholt, 2 for the discussion).

It is not easy to date a headless statue, for the treatment of eyes and
hair gives the best indication of the period. Nevertheless, the type of

ornaments similar to those of the early Palmyrene bust (114 A. D.),

the circular folds over the chest paralleled in both examples from
Palmyra, and the treatment of arm folds with lines converging at the

wrist found also in the Palmyrene relief of 130, must date our statue

to the first part of the second century A. D.

It is worth remark that of all the pieces of statuary found at Dura,

the two (the great head, and this statue of a girl) which show most

strongly the effect of Palmyrene influence, both date from a compara-
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tively early period. We know that Roman influence was strong in

Palmyra in the last half of the first century A. D. and from the coins

that trade with Palmyra was not great at least in the third century.

It is not unlikely that trade with Palmyra was most active before Dura
became a Roman center, perhaps especially active when Palmyra was
still free. It was in this period (the early part of the first century A. D.)

that the temple called that of Palmyrene gods was erected and one
may see in the popularity of this trinity both at Palmyra and at Dura
evidence of a close connection at this time.

This does not mean, however, that our figures were actually made
at Palmyra. There is no relief at Palmyra which really parallels that

of the great head, and the statue of the girl differs from Palmyrene
work in that it is in the round, albeit the figure was designed to stand

against the wall, with details of the back very little developed. Parallel

schools ofwork may be postulated, therefore, rather than importations

from one center to the other.

Houses D and E.

Only two rooms of house D and the little shop which had entrance

to its court have thus far been excavated. Its arrangements in general

must have been similar to house C, though D, as the size of its court

indicates wais smaller.

House E had its entrance through alley 8i and must have included
all the space not excavated except for a room or two of D. The line

of the shops on the south and of house F on the east make unbroken
walls which separated distinct dwellings. No finds of importance were
made.

Houses F—I.

In the middle of block G i
,
a series of houses was built, their walls

made of mudbrick and plaster. They were occupied apparently by
people of very moderate means for the finds were small. They follow

in general the usual arrangement of a series of rooms around a court,

though the exigencies of space have caused many changes in the dis-

position of the rooms. Houses H and G probably belonged to shop-
keepers for the court lies beside the row of shops. The condition of the
walls is such, however, that it is often very difficult to locate the
doorway. As the excavations stand it is difficult to see how one obtained
access to house F except through the court of house G. Even G was
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not easy to approach unless rooms 83 and 88 were used as an alleyway.

More probably there was an alley into the center of the block in the

space not yet dug.

One may remark the very great differences in the types of the

houses belonging to this block. House A is one of the largest and hand-
somest excavated at Dura, B is average in size, C below the average,

but equipped with ornaments above the usual. The rest of the houses

are poor and in general small. Apparently then the districts for the

wealthy and for the people ofvery moderate means were not separated,

but members of different classes were grouped together in the most
democratic manner imaginable.

The two finds of importance in this group were a little, gypsum
plaque with the bas-relief bust (0.095 by 0.08 by 0.03 m.) of a woman
and a sculptured head. The edge of the bas-relief, uncut arches over

the head and makes a frame for the relief (PI. XX, 2). The head is

broken so badly that only side locks of the hair remain visible, not

enough to allow one to be sure of the arrangement of the hair as

a whole. Shoulders are very broad and square. A long-sleeved chiton

covers the arms and fits close to the waist. Folds along the arms are

marked with almost parallel incised lines along the upper arm and
lines converging to the inside of the elbow at the bend. The breasts

are modelled with round incised lines and beneath, a series ofhorizontal

lines marks folds in the robe along chest and abdomen. The left arm
is bent across the chest and holds a spindle which rests just below the

right breast. Details of hand and spindle have, however, disappeared.

An incised line just below the collar of the garment marks either the

hem of the chiton or a necklace.

In the earliest group of female bust-reliefs at Palmyra, a spindle

and distaff is held in the left hand and a veil covers the head. In our
figurine one might see a veil in the border band for it rests on top of

the head, but the lack offolds makes such identification very uncertain.

Perhaps the smallness of the figure accounts in part for the crudeness

of the details.

A relief from the 1929—30 campaign, however, gives us another

and most striking parallel. In the relief of Hadad and Atargatis {Rep.

Ill, pp. 100 ff.) the goddess is portrayed with very high wide shoulders,

and a dress whose folds along the sleeves are marked with almost

parallel oblique lines. The great globular earrings which adorn the

ears of the goddess, remind one so strongly of the little which remains
of the headdress on our relief that one must recognize the ball below
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the ear not as a curl but as an earring. Professor Baur remarks (p.ioi)

that in the left fist of Atargatis is bored a hole for an attribute, perhaps

a spindle. In our plaque we have the spindle still grasped in the hand.

The little relief is infinitely cruder than the relief ofAtargatis, so crude

that analogies are dangerous. Nevertheless, similarities are so striking

that we cannot but assign our representation to the class of Atargatis

reliefs, and its work to the same period as the Atargatis figure (third

century). Probably then the loss of detail about the right breast was

due to the position of the right hand, raised in the gesture of blessing.

Folds along the sleeves in our figure are represented with lines more
horizontal than in the Atargatis relief, and these same horizontal

lines are employed to represent the folds beneath the breast. One
recalls that in Parthian figures, (e. g. Rep. II, Pis. XXIV, 3 and XXV
1—3) the representation of folds by horizontal parallel lines is a most

common characteristic. (Compare also the almost horizontal chiton

sleeves in the Palmyrene bust of 130 A. D. [Ingholt, Studier, 3]).

Work of quite a different type was discovered in room 95 of house H,
a gypsum head (now at Yale) cut in the eastern style, 0.22 m. high

and 0.145 broad by o.io m. (PI. XVI, i). Apparently this head

was designed to stand alone for it is unbroken and yet shows no sign

of ever having been attached to or fitted into another piece. It was
set in plaster and may have made an ornament in the wall as the

famous heads in the great hall at Hatra. The fragments of plaster are

chiefly around the bottom, however, and there are no indications that

the back had been set into a wall. I believe, therefore, it stood alone

on a shelf or pedestal much like the modem busts. And a gallant

figure it made when it was new; the flesh parts of the face painted

red, the beard black and the wide, black irises staring out between
the whites of the eyes and the red of the lids. Above and on the sides

a thick curly mass of black hair surrounded the oval of the face. The
frame-like aspect of this ornament was accentuated by the deep
cuts beneath the side locks so that they in part overhang the cheeks.

Apparently completely circling the head was a band of curls repre-

sented sometimes with irregular concentric circles, sometimes with

spiral incisions and all deeply bored in the center. Above this band
of curls the flat hair is portrayed with undulating incisions. One un-

dulating wrinkle running completely across the forehead, a second

over the right eye, and a short vertical incision between the eyebrows
belie the smiling, smug expression of eyes and lips. The curved incised

line of the eybrows is placed high above eye-socket apparently to
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portray the upper edge. No indication of eylashes remains. The irises

are blocked off with incised lines making a rough circle cut by the

upper and lower lids. The eyes themselves slope downward, and are

set slightly too far forward. The iris protruding between the lids ac-

centuates the staring, intent expression of the countenance.

Not enough room has been left between nose and mouth to allow

for upper lip and mustache so the lip has been sacrificed. Oblique
incisions mark the hair of the mustache. Above the mustache a depres-

sion is quite corectly given between nose and cheeks, but the line

along the fleshy part of the cheek has been pushed too far up and to

the side, thus causing a probably unintentional, smiling effect. A hori-

zontal line marks the mouth, the lower lip protrudes and beneath, the

beard is represented with irregular incisions arranged more or less in

three bands. Five bored holes may suggest snail curls, but their

arrangement is not that which one would expect if snail curls were to

be represented.

In the same class with this head belongs the head, found in the

1929—1930 campaign, which Professor Baur compares with a Phryg-

ian head of Zeus Bronton.®^ Rodenwaldt calls attention in this Zeus

Bronton to the great almond shaped eyes with deep cut outlines, the

flat, trapezoidal nose and the small, thin mouth. All these character-

istics belong to the north Phrygian school of sculpture dating from
the second, third, and the beginning of the fourth centuries A. D.

Baur (p. 104) notes that on the Phrygian coins one perceives the

same tendencies, the sloping eyes, the same surface effect in the

modelling, everywhere a stylization purposely carried out to the most
logical conclusion. The portraiture no longer materialistic but purely

ornamental makes even the heads of emperors on Roman provincial

coins difficult to recognize.

For the identity of our head, we can go litde further than to repeat

the remarks of Professor Baur. His head, he says, may be a priest of

Hadad, or Hadad himself, for Hadad both artistically and in ritual

is a close relative of Zeus Bronton. Hadad is Thunderer and Storm-

god in Syria as Zeus Bronton is in Phrygia. Possibly the head may be
the direct descendant of the colossal, curly-headed Adad from Senjirli.

The head of the 1929—30 campaign was found in the street just

O. Wulf, Amtliche Berichte aus den kgl. Kunstsammlungen, XXXIX. Jahrgang
(Aug. 1918)5 PP* 238 flf.. Fig. 85, a and b. Rodenwaldt, "‘Zeus Bronton” in Jahrb.

XXXIV (1919), pp. 77 ff. Photographs reproduced in Rep, III, PI. XV, 2 and
PL XVI, 2.
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outside the sanctuary of Atargatis, our own was found in a private

house. The large proportion ofour pieces ofsculpture consists, however,

of images of the god, and I think the discovery of a second head of

the same style strengthens the supposition that they belong to a

divinity, ?. e. Hadad.
Rodenwaldt {loc. cit., p. 85) goes on to state that the transposition

of plastic forms into lineal and flat is seen as the sign of reaction in

the whole provincial Roman art in all times and in all provinces of

the Empire. Baur (p. 103) agrees with this conclusion stating that the

close analogy between northern Phrygian and Syrian sculpture must

be found not in any direct influence of the one on the other but in

the general tendencies of the times. As proof of this hypothesis Roden-
waldt cites in the East two groups, the Palmyrene and the Phrygian

in which more strongly than in other places there entered beside the

modification of the plastic, the positive element of the known purely

ornamental tendency.

This is on the whole, I believe a sound conclusion. When Roden-
waldt goes on to say, however, that we must accept the Palmyrene
and the Phrygian not as direct sources for Byzantine art but rather

as previous parallel expressions of the same development, I think some
modification must be made. Palmyrene art was based at first on
certain definite characteristics of the Eastern Hellenistic schools of

sculpture. From this foundation it developed on lines of its own
partly under western, i. e. Roman influence. It kept always a styliza-

tion and an ornamentalization, but one has only to compare the late

with the early busts in Ingholt’s series to see that it was developing

away from the lineal and the flat rather than in the direction of the

Byzantine. The Parthians accepted some of the eastern Hellenistic

characteristics, but brought in certain definite traits of their own.
Among these were, an almost universal frontality, the almond shaped
eyes, and an increasing flatness in the modelling. In the south they

carried on the manner of doing the hair in three separate parts or

bunches, in the north this influence was less strong. The Phrygian
art developed at this later epoch and retained these tendencies more
persistently than did the Palmyrene. Still later the Byzantines accepted

the oriental forms almost in toto as the base for their own art. It is

more just to say, therefore, not that there were parallel expressions

of one development, but rather different stages in the same develop-

ment. Eastern Hellenistic art becomes more oriental under Parthian
influence, the Parthian influence itself develops in the course of cen-
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turies, and in the north receives modification under influences from

Asia Minor. The Byzantine is the result of this growth. At Dura we
may see all the stages and mark the gradual progress from Hellenistic

with early Palmyrene to Parthian, and from the Parthian to the types

of Asia Minor, beneath them all the characteristics of Byzantine art,

characteristics which become more marked as the centuries go on.

On this account especially. Professor Baur well remarks that it is

mere chance that the closest number of parallels to these third century

heads are found in north Asia Minor. Certainly at Dura they must

have marked a progress made in Asia Minor and north Syria as a

whole. So analogies and differences between the heads at Dura and

those in northern Asia Minor are particularly interesting, for they

give at once the general progress of the group as a whole, and within

that the result of various and different elements at work in the different

districts. We may note especially the curls in the hair of the Dura
heads, a persistently Syrian characteristic, as compared with the wavy
band ofthe Phrygian, the flatness of the hair in one Dura head compar-

ed with the great crown of hair in northern Asia Minor.

It is perhaps worth while to add a few remarks about the development

of styles at Dura, particularly since the discovery of Christian frescoes

has given new weight to the question of indigenous and imported

characteristics. A special study of this intricate subject may better

be made when at the end of the excavations even more material will

be available. For a short account, the subject is complicated by the

number of different types and styles found at Dura. Nevertheless,

a definite sequence is already, I believe, apparent.

In the middle of the first century A. D. as shown by the Aphlad

relief, the Hellenistic influence was still strong though already modified

by the introduction of eastern elements. Local artists at Dura copied

this Eastern, Hellenistic style even less skilfully than did the Palmyrenes.

Their work, reflecting to a large extent ancient Syrian tradition,

resulted in the statue of the girl (pp. 55 1?.) and the great bas-relief head

(pp. 50 ff.). When toward the close of that century the great frescoes of

Konon were painted in the Palmyrene temple, the eastern Parthian

tradition was very much stronger, the body is disproportionately long,

the pose is statuesque, the face is ovoid almost pointed in the Parthian

manner, even the later Byzantine style of architectural details to block

off personages is introduced. Professors Rostovtzeff and Baur assign

to the last half of the second century the painted panel of Victory

found in the second campaign {Rep. 11, pp. i8r ff.). The figure retains
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the disproportionately long body, and has adopted the Parthian tri-

partite hairdress. In this same century may be placed the heads and
graffiti of Parthians with this characteristically Parthian manner of

arranging the hair. The painted panel shows the almond eyes, prob-

ably reminiscent of far-eastern types. A Parthian head to be described

later (pp. 291) reveals not only this coiffure and almond eyes but

eyes which slope down to the sides from the middle of the forehead,

and a sharp tendency to flatness in modelling as opposed to the earlier

rounder style.

These three Parthian elements, the almond eyes, eye sockets which
slope downward toward the sides, and a tendency toward flatness

were continued in the northern tradition which came in with the

Romans and brought the two heads of Hadad and a bas-relief of a

warrior (pp. 86 ff.) all with parallels in Asia Minor. At this time there

is a very decided tendency to represent the face with narrow upper
lip, very thin lips, and often with exceptionally small mouth. At the

same time the Romans exerted an influence of their own as the frescoes

in the Palmyrene temple show. As usual the types were modified by the

eastern tradition. In the figures of the Tribune and of Otes we may
see reminiscences ofthe long body characteristic of the Konon pictures,

and in the Roman frescoes as a whole the universal frontality. Perhaps

Roman methods of doing the hair caused the flatness of the represen-

tation of hair in the third century head from the third campaign. For
the body as a whole, the Roman tendency was to depart from the

disproportionately long body. One may see both tendencies if one
compares with the long figures of Otes and the Tribune, the stocky

little figures of the gods in the same paintings.

In the Christian work the same influences are at work. In the scene

of the Myrrhophores, there is a recrudescence of the long body with

sweeping robe, and of the statuesque pose, details which so marked
the frescoes of the first century and which continued to Byzantine

times. In the other scenes, however, the short, stocky body is more
apparent, and one may well compare the little figure of Christ in the

Paralytic scene with the figures of the gods in the Roman paintings

from the temple. Into this same group fall the representations of the

Good Shepherd and of David. Everywhere in the Christian scenes,

the eastern fi*ontality is insisted upon. The special contributions of

Christian art, the direct presentation of a story and the insistence on
the action at the expense of pose and artistic detail come to Dura
as innovations. Nevertheless, the same elements are found in the pagan
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scene of the shepherds found in the Palmyrene temple. The most
interesting feature is that the new elements in the Christian frescoes

are as foreign to the Roman style as exhibited in the Roman pagan
paintings (all except the scene of the shepherds), as they are to the

Parthian pictures. The origin of the new style is left open. Certainly

one may say that it came down from north Syria or northern Meso-
potamia. This question, however, will be dealt with by Professor Baur
in his account of the Christian paintings.

From the entrance of house E (G i, 81) came a little relief (0.21

by 0.075 by 0.06 m.) very much mutilated. The raised border of stone

which frames the head represents the veil for it descends only to the

waist. Beneath one sees the heavy end of the himation falling to the

hips. The chiton is girded very low at the waist, a cut in the stone

representing the difference in the plane surface of the garment. The
left arm was bent at the elbow, probably rested against the chest, and
may have held a spindle, as did Atargatis in the relief described above.

The right arm extends straight along the side and the hand probably
held some object for a fragment remains at the hip. Folds along the

arm are portrayed with short, straight incised lines extending obliquely

down either side of the arm to the front of the arm. All details of

chest and face have disappeared unless the three holes in the counten-

ance represent eyes and mouth. One sees at least that the neck was
poorly done for it was made too long, and comes to too much of a

point at the top.

One may assign the relief tentatively to the same group of Atargatis

reliefs represented by the bust described above, but the lack of details

renders any certainty impossible.

HOUSES IN BLOCK G 2.

Block G 2 is divided into two sections, one of which has not been
dug at all except for the shops along Street H. Two small houses were
constructed in the north section, probably built before the shops along

Street G 2 were made, for they break the line of the route. The small

size of the houses probably accounts for the entrances giving directly

on the courts. The most unusual feature in the two buildings is the

entrance from the street directly into the divan (Room 23) in house G.

It is the only case of such an arrangement in Dura. One might call

attention in the block as a whole to the pilasters constructed at corners

not protected by the colonnade. Here certainly we have a good
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example of the common Roman practice, to protect exposed block

corners from the axles of passing wagons.

Only two noteworthy finds were made, part of a little statuette in

house C, room 40, and a graffito scratched on the north wall ofhouse C,

room 44. The fragment of statuary (o.io by o.io by 0.04 m.) was

probably a copy of a draped Venus. The robe is caught up at the

waist, was probably held in front by the hand and girdles the thighs

with a heavy fold. Only a fragment remains above the robe, enough

to show that the body was bare. A wide, straight band of the robe,

marked- with transverse incised lines, falls between the legs and rests

on the ground in front. The irregularly incised lines which mark
folds ofthe robe to either side ofthis band are rendered fairly naturally,

and some attempt has been made to portray the bend in the right leg.

The dress over the left leg, however, is merely blocked off with no
attempt to give careful modelling. Traces of color in the folds show
the central band, and the heavy fold about the thighs was painted red,

the rest of the robe black. The edge of the base still retains much of its

original red color. It is evidently a very poor copy of the Venus of Melos.

The graffito scratched on the plaster in letters r cm. high is evidently

part of an account.

405. Tracing.

A
MAAXOC
flAT TA
ANT TZ
MAN TUA
NOM TA
BO TB
BAIA TB
ANT€ TA
ePO)’

The name MoXxos occurs in Dura in Nos. 245, 248, 358, cf. Rep.

IV, p. 164. TTCCVTOS is not at all certain for both the pi and the tau

are doubtful. The first letters may well be abbreviations for names
with the numbers after the name giving the account. The fact that

all the numbers have such a narrow range, 301—307, means the

account was probably not amounts paid for different materials. There
was no evidence in the house to elucidate the meaning. Almost all

the letters were perfectly clear.
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HOUSES IN BLOCK G 3.

In the last period of the city the block G 3 was apparently devoted

to private houses except for the building in the southeast corner,

which was apparently of a public character and belonged to the

market place. Part of this building was a structure made of great

gypsum blocks and had been of quite unusual character. Future ex-

cavations will be needed to show the complete arrangements, but it is

worth while noting now the characteristics already apparent. The map
shows the walls of gypsum as opposed to the later walls of rubble.

Probably the building reached only to Street G following the older city

plan. In the south side, three doorways had been made, the two side

ones opening on rooms whose length is perpendicular to the axis. The
middle one ran back farther and had its length parallel to the axis.

There was evidently a balance in the plan, the two end rooms each

opening into two small chambers behind, the central one having its

only entrance from the street or court. Later house walls obscure at

present the original arrangements in the south. One sees only a single

doorway in the gypsum wall, an entrance whose doorstep was some

two meters below the later floor level.

It is obvious from the irregularity of the rubble wall along alley

G I, compared with the precision of the gypsum wall that these houses

are later. The patching is most clear on Street F where the rubble

wall meets the corner of the gypsum building. In the houses them-

selves there is little to engage our attention. Houses B, C, and D, all

follow the orthodox arrangement with entry-way or vestibule between

court and street, and a series of rooms about the court. The kitchen

in C 2 is cleverly placed in a corner of the court. One notices that

house D, a far larger and more elaborate one than either B or C,

interrupts the line of the gypsum building. Through the top of the

staircase in D a pipe had been placed, probably to bring water from

the roof to the court. Houses F and D both have the entrance directly

into the court. This is less strange in F for the house is very small.

In G, however, there was a large series of rooms for a doorway pierces

the gypsum wall in the back and allows access to rooms in the middle

of the block. In G the divan is in an unusual position for it does not

communicate directly with the court. This is the more strange as one

side of the room makes a wall of the court and an entrance could

have been easily constructed. The wall and column in the court of G,
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and the staircase in the court of F help to screen the courts from the

streets.

The usual number of small finds were made but the only piece of

statuary was a bas-relief of Heracles (PI. XVII, 4) from the court of

house G. Three pieces of the relief (now in Damascus) were recovered,

but the head, the left hand and foot, and the right hip are still missing.

At present the stone measures 0.39 by 0.26 by 0.14 m., with a relief

of 0.055 m. Heracles stands in the characteristic attitude, facing full

front, holding the end of the club with the right hand, and supporting

the lion’s skin with the left. The relief is deeper and on the whole the

work is more carefully done than in the other Heracles pieces, even
though so much is still left to be desired. The chest muscles are raised

in slight relief but details of the abdomen are omitted. The incised

line which separates right shoulder and arm is placed too far down
and the muscle of the upper arm is not given except by making the

whole arm slightly thicker. The left leg is perhaps the most successful

part of the sculpture for the upper leg tapers quite naturally to the

knee, the knee-cap is indicated by the rounding of the stone into a
slight projection and the modelling of the calf, though perhaps a little

too symmetrical, is not unskilfully cut. A tremendous club marked
with six bands of knots descends from the right hand, along the right

side and rests on the ground. The lion’s skin is decorated with angularly
marked incisions

;
ears of the lion are presented laid back against the

skin and pointing to the front, eyes are small incisions and the nose
is merely roughly rounded off.

Heracles rests his weight on his right leg and holds the left slightly

advanced with knee bent. The right foot is carelessly modelled, the

top being planed flat with a slight incline and the lower part cut with
three incisions to make four toes of almost equal length. The lower
part of the foot has not been marked and the block is left thick almost
as if the foot rested on a small pedestal.

Discovery of this piece in a house of late period suggests that it is

work of the second or third century. Evidently it is a copy, but the
lack of accurate dates for pieces of this sort, the differences in modelling
obviously due to the skill of local cutters, and the lack of outstanding
characteristics, preclude at present precise dating.
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HOUSES IN BLOCK G 4.

In the little block G 4 a series of houses was constructed behind

the row of shops. Only one, house A, has been excavated completely.

Entry to the court is obtained not only through the vestibule to street G
but also through shop 47. Apparently the divan was connected with

a second shop not yet excavated. House B was also connected with a shop

(50) besides having an entry-way arranged in the usual manner. Ofhouse
G only the divan has been cleared, but again we find it connected with

a shop. Evidently the whole block is given up to small store-owners.

On the south wall of room 58 in house A, there is a graffito of

several lines, apparently names. The letters are very difficult to read,

however, on account of the condition of the stone. Close by in letters

0.0 1 m. high is scratched our next inscription.

406. Tracing.

0EMAPCAC

The name ©Tipapaas is very common at Dura (R. 4, H. 5 and D. 25)

.

Our name must be a different spelling of the same word.

In room 55 of house B a bas-relief of Heracles (E. 1186) now at

Yale, was recovered (PI. XVIII, i). The stone measures 0.30 by 0.195

by 0.09 m. with a relief-depth of 0.025 The head, the right arm,

and the right leg below the knee are gone. The weight of the body

was evidently supported by the straight left leg, the right being slightly

bent at the knee. The lion’s skin falls over the left forearm and the

club resting on the ground is grasped by the left hand. The body is

a little better modelled than in the other two reliefs of Heracles found

this year, for the proportions are more normal and the details more
carefully brought out. One sees the three parallel incised lines which

mark the lower abdominal muscles and the attempt to render the

breasts. This latter attempt, however, has not been too successful for

they are made quite differently, the left being rounded very much
more than the right. Little or no attempt has been made to model

the chest and arm muscles. The left shoulder has a slight muscle

round, the right none, and the left upper arm comes down in straight

lines with no modelling of muscle at all. The upper leg is almost one

and a half times as long as shin and foot together. Modelling of the

knee is very faintly made. The right leg is a little better done but

even here the upper leg is too long. Toes are marked with little in-
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cisions but no modelling. The club is merely a straight long piece of

unknobbed wood becoming slightly heavier along its length. Folds in

the lion’s skin are made with vertical incised lines converging some-
what over the forearm. Beneath these an irregular herringbone pattern

marks the mane. The head is roughly but quite clearly blocked out.

One sees the diamond shaped ear lying back along the head, the

elliptical incisions for the large eyes, and the square cut nose protruding

a bit beyond the cheeks. Apparently the whole statue including skin and
club was formerly painted dark red for many traces ofcolor still remain.

One may remark again on the extraordinary popularity of Heracles,

whose reliefs make up a large proportion of the pieces of sculpture

found at Dura. Perhaps the popularity is due in part to the strength

of his cult among the Parthians. Most of the reliefs, as is this one, are

very poorly cut, and are of local workmanship. They should, as a rule,

I believe, be assigned to the last period of the city’s existence, i. e. the

third century.

HOUSE IN BLOCK G 6.

The only house excavated in this block is an excellent example of
the house connected with a shop, perhaps with two shops. The house
entrance is on the open place between blocks G i and 6 5. From the

interior vestibule, however, one could advance into the wine-shop C 4,

or to the shop, room C 8. The court was very small, but tiled and
equipped with staircase so well constructed that it has remained almost
intact. From the court one could enter the chief room C 1 1 and from
there advance to the only other room in the house, C 5 ;

or from the

wine-shop itself one could enter C 5 by a side door and so proceed
to C II and the court.

Graffiti from house and shop were:

407. Tracing. Scratched with point in C 4, east side of room, left

of the big niche.

(a) HAIOAOQPOC Letters 0.0075 m. high.

(b) TTPOC Letters 0.010—0.015 m. high written above and not

connected with the preceding.

AB
(c) Letters 0.02 m. high.

For similar bas-reliefs, signalizing a like popularity of Heracles in Parthian
Assur, see Andrae and Lenzen, Die Parthersladt Assur, Taf 59 e and f.
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Heliodorus is, of course, a very common name at Dura. Other

writing, at present indecipherable is found right of the niche.

408. Scratched on plaster in pillar of north doorway.

(a) M AA Letters 0.005 m. high.

(b) M AlCAMCOC Letters 0.005 m. high.

(c) AFPINOC Letters o.oi m. high.

These names are apparently not in the same graffito. The first

might belong to any one of several names, Addaios, Admalichos,

Addes, Adadmathes, etc. The first letter in the second name looks

more like raw than lambda but probably the last line is an accident for

though the name Lisamsos is common at Dura and Palmyra, Nisamsos

is not known. Agrinos is not found but the letters seem clear. Wadding-

ton (2465) mentions a Tpaivti from the Harran and perhaps the roots

of the two words are the same. As there is a Latin name Agrinus,

however, (Dessau, 5488) it is not necessary to look for Semitic parallels.

409. Tracing. Letters scrawled on south wall and not clear. 0.02 to

0.03 m. high.

ADI]V[T]OREM
E . K SIVOR CADEMVRO

A]AIVfOREM . LO

HOUSES IN BLOCK D 3—4.

For the sake of discovering the nature of the buildings and of

attempting to determine something of the history of the quarter, a

small dig was carried out between the redoubt and the south wall

of the city.

Mr. Deigert in tracing the blocks for the new plan of the city noticed

that street seven, running through the center of section D was blocked

by foundation walls between blocks 3 and 4. At the same time it was

remarked that the side walls of this building cutting through the

street, were constructed of solid gypsum blocks instead of the more
usual rubble or mudbrick. For these reasons as work was completed

in the temple of Azzanathkona, a small chantier was transferred to

the new quarter.

The clearing revealed only a private house, or rather parts of two

private houses, but brought to light several interesting details. The
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house most completely dug, consisted of a large court with a single

column, a divan without plaster bench, an inclosed staircase, and two
other chambers one of which has not yet been dug. The large divan
without plaster bench and the inclosed staircase argue a home of the

richer class. This hypothesis is borne out by the plaster molding of

the satyrhead and dolphin type which decorated the divan. Most
interesting of all, the south wall of the court was built in part of large

blocks of gypsum some of which had rustication at top and bottom.

Such blocks belong to the early period and to houses of wealth. In
the house was found an alabaster jar such as priests use (see the

representations of priests at Palmyra and our own relief of Aphlad),
the bronze foot of a tripod in the shape of a lion’s paw and fragments
of an ornamental faience vase, finds of more intrinsic value than those

in most houses.

Of the house to the north there was time to dig only two rooms.
Two walls of one room were made of gypsum blocks without rustica-

tion. The large doorway and general size of this chamber indicate it

as the divan. There were here no finds of importance.

Apparently the east side of these houses followed the regular line

of Street K. The north-south streets in this section of the city must
therefore have been defined before the houses were constructed. Street

F, however, had no been pushed through. The most important ques-

tion is whether at the time the house was constructed the whole plan
of the city had been realized and the cross streets perpendicular to

Main Street defined even though some cross streets in the more distant

quarters of the city had not been constructed, or whether at this

period the chife streets radiating from the district of the redoubt had
been made, but only a few of the cross streets laid out. We may say

at once, that from blocks 3—4 Street F runs without interruption to

the desert wall. Secondly as far as can be observed none of the houses
along it has walls ofgypsum blocks. In fact, if the gypsum construction

may be taken as a criterion for age, as I believe it can be, the houses
dug in D 3—4 will antedate almost all the houses along the Main
Street and in the south section of the city. The question of the focal

point for the first streets, cannot as yet be settled. The excavation has
shown, at least, that from the redoubt to this house in D 3—4 an old

section of the city was inclosed and the interest in excavations in this

district is consequently increased.



III.

THE MARKET PLAGE
BY C. HOPKINS

THE AGORA AND THE SHOPS.

The topography of the market place furnishes many irregularities

to the general block plan of the city and provides rich material for

a study of the city’s development. It seems clear that when the market
place was constructed the outlines of the city blocks had been defined.

Not only is the section as a whole composed within an eight-block

district which preserves around it the regular streets of the city plan,

but within this large section, though the blocks are not of the usual

size or placed regularly, the streets which separate them are all

straight and all follow the alignment of city streets. Apparently then

the general plan of the city was observed but the district of the market
had not been encroached upon by private houses and so the ancient

architects felt free to arrange the section as best suited the convenience

of business.

The principal entrance from Main Street was probably through

Street Hfor at the junction ofthese two streets an arch had been erected

across the Main Street (PI. II). Immediately beyond this on Street H
the shops began, both sides of the street being lined with booths each

just large enough for the proprietor and a small stock of goods; exactly

the arrangement in a modern suk to-day. One could advance beneath

the colonnade which adorned the west side of Street H and then turn

into Market Street with its double row of columns. Along this one
saw a row ofshops on either side, uninterrupted except for the entrance

of Street G on the left. Beyond one perceived the doorway in the high

wall which bordered the square of the agora proper. The little shops

along the north side of this square evidently continued to Street D
for Street E is not cut through and excavations in the northwest

corner of the agora show the line of business booths continuing to

the west. This fact may well account for the arch which spanned
Street D at its entrance to Main Street, for this street made the second

entrance to the business district. Apparently, however, this western

end was not as important from a business point of view, for, as far as

we can tell, block G 8 remained intact, whereas in G 2 a little alley

had been introduced so that additional place might be secured for
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stores, some being built back to back with those on Market Street.

Northwest of the agora proper an open square had been formed, made
by widening very considerably Street F. Time did not allow the exca-

vation of more than a small portion of this square but the work re-

vealed an important public building located on the north side and
two large bases, probably altar bases, near the southwest corner.

Clearly the square was an important and intrinsic part of the business

center as a whole.

Unfortunately no definite proof of the date of the first occupation of

the market place was brought to light. In the cleaning of the temple
of Atargatis in the 1929-30 campaign, some numismatic evidence was
discovered of its foundation in the Seleucid period. One would expect
therefore, that a considerable portion of the city above the wadi had
already been built, and that already at this period the market place
had been laid out. In the market place itself, different floor levels

were discovered in some of the shops showing a long period of occupa-
tion, but no pottery of the Seleucid epoch was found. From ceramic
evidence, therefore, we should place the foundation of the market
during the rSgime of the Parthians. Perhaps the thousand or so coins

picked up in the different shops will allow us to date this foundation
more accurately, possibly to push it back into the end of the Seleucid

regime.

Certainly when the great walls were constructed to shelter this

rapidly growing community, the development of the agora had al-

ready begun. The caravan route entered the city by the great Palmy-
rene gate, proceeded down the broad main street to the ornamental
arch spanning it at Street H then split to proceed down the wadi
by three routes. Main Street itself continued straight on but rapidly

became more narrow, block G 5 projecting into it at the corner of
Street I and the house on the edge of the wadi projecting again to

leave a passage scarcely four meters wide. From the top of the wadi,
a narrow steep stairway descended to the lower level. It is clear, there-

fore, that not all the through traffic passed this way but rather

turned to right or left on Street H, passing to the right in front of
the temple of Atargatis, then down the side of the wadi to the plain,

or left to Market Street then east to the head of the wadi. Hereby a
shorter, less steep stairway descended the zigzag road to the river gate.

It was this last route which probably determined the position of
the market. To obtain the shortest and easiest route down the wadi,
a street was cut through block B 8 making it very much shorter than
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the average. This street continued to the west, formed the central

artery of the market and led to the ornamental central squares which

marked the middle.

It will be noticed on the map that the street widens as it advances

west, block G 4 being only half as large as an ordinary block. Possibly

the architects intended to combine parts of G 4 and G 2 in such a

way as to make a block of the usual size but one whose length would

be placed perpendicular to the lengths of the rest. I am inclined to

think, however, that the route down the wadi was the most important

reason for the continuation of this street. On this street the market

center, tapping as it did the main artery of trade, is logically placed.

The details of the market were then planned to link with this concep-

tion. Market Street (photograph, PI. IX, i) widened considerably at

the end of block G 2, probably to give room for the open market.

At the end of this street with its principal entrance giving on Market

Street, lay the colonnaded market square. Probably the little alley

which divides block G 2 was made later for it makes a jog to give

room for houses in the northwest corner of the block.

At first sight it seems strange that the entrance to the chief square,

G 6, A, should not be opposite the center of Street G i (Market

Street), but should be almost in a line with the facade of the shops

on the north side of the street. The explanation is probably that the

row of shops, 42, 62—69 and those just north of 69 (Nos. 79, 80, 75
and 74) were later additions. Between shops 75 and 80 the entrance

way to house E has been extended making it unnaturally long. This

combined with the fact that the five shops in this corner project beyond

the line of the houses B—D is sufficient evidence that the shops are

later additions. Perhaps the strong partition walls in shops 42, 62 and

63 are due to the fact that formerly these walls formed the facade

of shops, and were later formed into partitions as the merchants en-

croached on the streets.

There is, however, an additional piece of evidence. One of the

oldest buildings in the district was that located in the southwest comer
of block G 3. As the outer wall of great gypsum blocks shows, the

building originally included rooms A 2—5, the rooms of house F and

the rooms of house G. It was an imposing and important building

and, ifone canjudge from the later use of the rooms ofA, was devoted

to some public purpose. Its chief entrance was the doorway in the

center of the east side, the present door to room A 3. Originally A 3

was the central room with the long room A 2 on one side, a similar
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long room later divided into G 4, 5, and 6 on the other. In this period

if, as seems likely, the room A 3 gave on the open campus then the

houses on the west side of block G i had not yet been constructed.

It will be noticed that later when the rubble wall around the court

was built, the entrance was placed not in the middle of the south

side but toward the west so that it should open directly on the campus.

Probably then before this time the group of houses G, B—E were

standing. One notices the straight strong wall on the west side of

house A running completely through block G i . It is this wall which

probably first limited the east side of the square.

Originally then the business center consisted of Street H between

blocks B 8 and G 2, Market Street both east and west of Street H,
the colonnaded square in block G 6, and a great open campus, bound-

ed by a part of block G 3, parts of Blocks G 5 and 6, the north side

of block G 4, and the west side of houses A and G in block G i. Later,

as the city grew, encroachments were made principally in the oblong

campus. First houses B—E were erected in block G i, and the little

shops on the west side of houses B—D. Then an additional series of

shops was built around house E further limiting Market Street and
the open square. Probably before this last change was made the little

street G 2 was cut through to allow for still more shops. Apparently

houses G 2, C, and E had previously been built, thus necessitating the

jog in the alley.

The Hellenistic cities of the East seemed to follow no regular model
in constructing their market places. Compare for example the long

colonnades on each side of the open agora at Assos^, its single temple

on one side, the bouleuterion on the other, with the great square at

Priene^ with temple and altars on one side, the colonnades with

ecclesiasterion and prytaneion above the steps on another, shops behind

a colonnade bounding a third; and these again with the agora at

Ephesus,® adorned with a double row of columns around the square,

porticoes shading on three sides rows of shops. It is to this last we
must compare the square at Dura and we can only express surprise

that the general arrangements were so similar. At Ephesus, as has

been said, a double row of columns and shops was set on three sides

' Clarke, Bacon, and Koldewey, Investigations at Assos (Boston 1902—21), p. 33.

® Wiegand und Schrader, Pnene (Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersu-

chungen in den Jahren 1895—1898) (Berlin 1904), Tafel XII and XIII.
“ W. Wilberg in Forschungen in veroffentlicht vom Osterreichischen

Archaeologischen Institute, III (Wien 1923), p. 5, Fig. 4.
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of the square, on the fourth, there were no shops and the space was
taken up by an extra row of columns. At Dura, the shops go around
tloree sides, the fourth was left open. Along this open side, however,

a wall was raised and within a row of great columns to form a portico.

The columns continued along the north side to form a portico over

the continuation of Street 2. It is apparently the bases of altars that

we have found in the open quadrangle just north of the agora.

According to the excellent study of A. von Gerkan,^ a sharp distinc-

tion must be made between the plans of Greek cities based on the

Hippodamean system and the plans of Roman centers based on the

system of axial streets meeting in or near the center of the community.
The original Roman scheme inspired by considerations of military

defense, employed a regular circuit wall, generally with right-angled

corners. The gates were more or less in the middle of the sides, and
from these gates the axial streets led to the center of the city, where
were constructed the government offices, originally the praetorium.

One side of this forum, then, was bounded usually by one of these

streets, while the other, generally the Decumanus was directed to the

center of the place.® The forum began, therefore, with important build-

ings in its center, and, as the real center of official life, tended to

attract other important and ornamental structures, temples, monu-
ments, etc. Thus it became the artistic as well as the civil center of

the city. Within the quarters of the city bounded by the chief avenues,

the streets were frequently irregularly placed.

The Hippodamean system employed no regular system of fortifica-

tions, marked out the whole city as far as possible into blocks, laying

no stress on axial streets meeting in the center of the community, and
made the civic center not the district of government offices, but the

region of business activity, the agora. The course of fortification walls

was determined by topographical considerations, the line following

where possible the rise of the ground and often extending to include

a high point which would otherwise have given the enemy a dom-
inating position. The wall, therefore, zigzagged along the crest of

ravines and circumscribed an area wholly irregular in shape. The stra-

tegic position of gates determined the lines of principal streets, but

within this limitation the whole city was laid out on a strict principle

of squares, or blocks. The location and arrangements of the agora,

were determined by considerations strictly of commercial activity.

A. von Gerkan, (Berlin 1924).

^ Op: cit: p. 137.
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Necessarily it lay on or near one of the wide chief streets so that

traffic would have easy access. Conforming to the block plan, it com-
prised one or more block units, and so was bordered by streets, which

made tangents, as it were, from this center. Usually as von Gerkan

has pointed out® it has the shape of a horseshoe, though with right-

angled corners, its open side lying on a main street. Since it was

entirely a business center, ornamental buildings such as temples, had
no place within its circumference. Porticoes were employed as useful

facades to protect shop fronts not for purely ornamental purposes

;

public buildings such as courts, senate house etc., were located else-

where. It was only in its later development, under Roman influence,

that the agora assumed its decorative aspect with elaborate porticoes

and imposing temples. One suspects that the Roman love of ostenta-

tion led to the great colonnaded avenues of Palmyra, Jerash etc. and
that this last development signalized the origin of the covered market,

an innovation introduced into Rome by Trajan.^

The amazing feature at Dura is how closely the plan of the city

follows the original scheme of Hippodamus. That the system of forti-

fications, following the edges of the cliffs, was based on Hellenistic

conceptions, and that the regular series of blocks was of Hippoda-
mean origin, were long ago pointed out.® It is the market, however,

which provides the most striking proof of Hippodamean influence.

The open square is located half a block from the main street, and
conforms to the block requirements, incorporating less than one unit

in its area. The regular horseshoe shape is employed, with the open

side lying along the street front, and the others enclosed with series

of shops. Ornamental features are almost entirely lacking and public

buildings, except for one in the corner of block G 3 are conspicuous

by their absence. Only one irregularity from the Hippodamean scheme

is apparent, i. e., the blocks G 2 and G 4 were shortened to allow

Market street to approach the middle of the agora. It was under the

Roman rigime that the ornamental arches at H and Main Streets were

erected and probably the arch at Main and E Streets. Very probably

at this time, also, some of the colonnades on Market Street were built,

though in general they serve merely the purpose of protecting the shop

fronts and are far from the elaborate constructions oftrue Roman centers.

® Op. cit. p. 97.

’ Cf. A. Boethius e R. M. Riefstahl, “Appunti sul Mercato di Traiano,” Roma,

X (1931), pp. 447 fF. and 501 ff.

® Cumont, Fouilles, p. 26 and pp. 1 IF.
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The date of the construction of the agora at Dura we do not know
and it may have been erected under the Parthian regime. If this is so,

it was, at least, built very early in this epoch and certainly under

Greek architects. But in Syria and Palestine, there have been no good

examples of the Greek Hellenistic city brought to light, for the chief

centers excavated, Palmyra, Jerash etc. bear too much the imprint

of Roman alterations. Even in Asia Minor it is very difficult to distin-

guish the original Greek elements from the Roman additions. Dura,

therefore, as a city of purely Hellenistic plan, must be of prime im-

portance for any consideration of Hippodamean city-planning in Hel-

lenistic times. Of very great significance therefore is the arrangement

at Dura, a system which locates the market on one side of Main Street,

the two great temples on the other; for in Dura almost alone, the

Hellenistic architects found no temples or shrines previously consecrat-

ed. The plan of the agora, also, unaltered by the Romans, lends

added weight to the theory that the general lines of the agora at

Ephesos, similar to those in Dura, are of real Hellenistic origin.^

Further excavations are required before the complete plan of the

market center can be drawn, and before the methods by which the

city architects overcame the difficulties of the block system in sloping

terrain can be determined.

Both at Ephesus and at Dura the center of the agora seems to have

been left open. At Ephesus a horologium was constructed near the

middle. By no means all of the square at Dura has been cleared but

in the half dug there was no sign of foundation walls. Three pieces

of statuary were, however, found : a part of the statue of a girl, already

described (p. 56), a small bas-relief of Heracles and a gypsum bust

of a man. The first belonged apparently to a private house in G i;

the last found in the southeast corner probably stood against or beside

one of the columns in this section.

The bust of the man (now in Damascus), 0.265 m. high, 0.21 m.

wide and 0.155 thick, is quite different in style from the other

pieces of sculpture found this year (PI. XVI, 2). In the cut of the hair,

the rather mournful expression of the whole and especially the arrange-

ment of mouth and beard it reminds one of Hadad in the Hadad-
Atargatis relief of the 1929—30 campaign. The hair falls very low

over the forehead, makes almost a straight line across the top and is

arranged in short locks which the sculptor has represented as curving

® G. Gultrera, “Architettura Ippodamea,” Accatfemia Maziomle dei Lincei,

XVII, (1924), Ease. IX, p. 67.
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out to either side of the center of the forehead. In detaii the first lock

on either side of the center is thrown straight back, the second on
each side makes an angle turn around a very small lock on the fore-

head and turns back to the forehead. To either side of these, incised

oblique lines running back from the forehead mark the lines of hair.

Since the forehead is very low and the hair rises only a centimeter

and a half the top of the head is low and square cut. No indications

of eyebrows or eyelashes are given. The eyelids of the right eye are

set a little too far apart and both eyeballs project too far. Nevertheless

there is a noticeable improvement over the work of the great head.

The nose was broken in antiquity and has been patched very crudely

with plaster. On either side the cheeks round up with little detailed

modelling from the base of the eye and fall sharply away at the sides

of the face to disappear beneath the beard. Very little space has been

left between nose and mouth for the upper lip and mustache. Appar-
ently the upper lip is almost concealed by the mustache. On the

right side of the face the hair extends to make a flat curl on the cheek.

The lower lip protrudes slightly and makes a semicircular curve just

as the lip of Hadad in the Hadad-Atargatis relief. On the front and
sides of the chin a series of flat curls and waves is depicted on either

side of a little curl placed just below the point of the chin. None of

the curls is bored. Some make a complete curve, some a slightly laby-

rynthine pattern along the cheek. The ear is well placed, is fairly well

drawn and marked with incised lines which form a sharp angle at

the top. The neck is a little thick projecting far toward the point of

the chin. Deep incisions below and on either side of the chin running

down to a point at the bottom expose the ovoid shape of the Adam’s
apple. No details of the chest are shown except the line of the collar

bones. The bust has broken along its height just behind the ears and
part of the left ear and side of the head is gone.

The head is perhaps the bust of the dedicant but may be regarded

with more certainty as a representation of the god Hadad. In this

case it may be associated closely with the work of the Hadad-Atargatis

relief relegated by Professor Baur to the third century.

The relief of Heracles (now in Damascus) (E. 1261) is a little block

0.245 W O ' ^7 W 0.065 01. with a relief depth of 0.03 m. The head,

the feet, part of the club and the left forearm with most of the lion’s

skin are gone. The stone is badly weathered so that details are not

clear. The nude figure stands full front, with right leg held straight

and supporting the weight of the body, the left leg slightly advanced
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and bent at the knee. The shoulders are made very broad and the

muscles of the upper arms are prominently displayed. The proportions

in both arms are bad, but whereas in the right the forearm is too long

in comparison with the upper arm, in the left as far as one can judge

from what remains the disproportionate sizes were reversed. The right

arm is bent at the elbow and the hand grasps the end of the great

club which extends to the ground. The left elbow was probably more
sharply bent and over it hung the lion’s skin. One seems to discern the

lion’s head hanging close to the ground with the forepaws on either

side. The chest muscles were apparently prominently rendered. Details

of the treatment of the abdomen have become effaced. Legs are quite

well blocked off but little attempt is made to render the knee exactly.

The most interesting structure of the agora is the curious building

in the southwest corner of block G 3. Part of this building was very

old for the walls were made of great gypsum blocks, one of the lintels

is similar to that found in the redoubt, and the old door level on Street 4
is a meter and a half lower than the door sills of the latest houses.

Just what the arrangements of the building were when it was first

erected, however, is not clear, for part of the building is not yet ex-

cavated, and many of the old foundation walls are obscured by later

alterations. In any case long before the city was abandoned arrange-

ments were made so that certain rooms might be devoted to the public

service. To accomplish this a rubble and mud brick wall was built

out in the southwest corner of the block to form an open court. The
entrance was placed on the open campus of the market and beside

the door was constructed an altar or statue base 1.80 m. wide by

1.65 m. deep. At present the height is 0.80 m. plus a base block of

0.40 m. Rooms A 2—5 the new owners found ready at hand and
they simply blocked up the little doorway which had led from A 4
to F 2 in order to segregate the group of four rooms. At the same
time probably they erected the stand in front of rooms 4 and 5, a

base 1.565 m. wide, 0.80 m. deep and something over a meter (the

present height) high. In room A 3 a series of niches was constructed

around three sides of the room.

The finds of chief importance, and almost the only ones made in

the building were a great bronze foot (PI. XX, i) a little more than

life size from A 4, a silver crown with nine points and a small stone

altar from A 2 and from A 3 a group of graffiti, cut in the plaster

bands between niches, the graffiti representing a series of numbers.

The silver crown (PI. XIX, 3) might better be described as a sort

6
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of halo for it is crescent shaped with projecting points, and large

enough to be placed behind the head of a statue and thus to portray

the beams of light radiating from the head of a deity. Clearly then

on one or both of the pedestals was placed a bronze statue or statues,

one representing the sun god larhibol, perhaps the other the founder

of the city or its patron emperor Caracalla.

In the long narrow room A 3, a low bench 0.33 m. high and 0.85

to 0,90 m. wide had first been built around three sides of the room.

On this at intervals of 0.45—0.47 m. low narrow walls of plaster and
mud brick 0.25 m. wide had been placed, and from these diagonal

lines formed a series of niches. These are intact only in the northwest

corner where the surface of the ground is 1.32 m. above the bench.

Four series are almost entirely preserved, very probably others now
entirely destroyed had stood above. The diagram shows the arrange-

ments of the niches and the position of the graffiti. There were

no numbers at the junction of base and diagonals. Above, numbers
were probably inscribed beside each niche. Unfortunately, at the cross

point just at ground level no trace of the writing remains. It will be
noticed that the two niches in the second series bear the numbers
from 266 to 271, those in the third series from 458 to 478. Along the

length of the west wall some 9.25 m. long there was room for eleven

or twelve niches on the bottom row, the north side contained four, and
the east probably ten as the comer for the space of 0.90 m. was left

vacant. Since the length of the series of numbers differs from three

to thirteen in the four in situ it is impossible to calculate exactly the

allocation of different figures. Since a difference of roughly 200 sepa-

rates the numbers in the second and third series, and since a total of

twenty five or more niches in each series was built around the room,
it seems logical to conclude that the average number in a niche-series

was about eight. The bottom row, therefore, marked in some other

manner than with the scratching on the plaster bore the numbers from
1 to 200 the second row from 200 to 400 and the third from 400 to 600.
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Probably, therefore, the junction at the surface of the ground whose

numbers are now effaced, bore about the figures 660 to 670.

In addition to the graffiti still in place, a number of fragments of

plaster were found bearing parts of graffiti.

All these together form inscription 410 as follows. (For the position

of parts a—d on the niches see the diagram. See also the photograph,

Pl.XXIX, 3.)
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Epigraphically speaking the most striking feature in this series is

the presence of the four bar sigma. In the many hundred inscriptions

and graffiti found at Dura thus far, only two others have this form

ZEAE
of sigma, the fragment published by Bellinger and Rowell {Rep.

///, pp. 54—55) and the inscription of Seleucus, the son of Lysias found

by M. Gumont {Fouilles, No. 52). M. Cumont believes (p. 409) that

the letters in his inscription are archaistic and the inscription should

be placed in the third century A. D. Bellinger and Rowell, basing

their conclusions partly on the presence of the fourbar sigma, partly

on the association of the name Sele[ucus] Nika[tor] with the same
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name on an inscription of Antiochus III, 222—187 B. C., believe

this block was erected in the third or second centuries B. G. Fortu-

nately now we may date the inscription of Seleucus son of Lysias

definitely to 32 B. C. {See Rep. VI). Since there are a number of

inscriptions beginning with the year 9 B. C, and all employing the

three bar sigma, we may state with certainty that the change from
the four to the three bar sigma occurred in the last quarter century

before our era. It may be that though the change was universal in

inscriptions and graffiti, the old form was retained in numbers but

this is very improbable. Until further evidence is brought to light it

must be supposed that the room of niches was erected and the graffiti

inscribed before the change took place in the last quarter of the first

century B. C. The first development of the market place must have
occurred almost as soon as the foundations of the temples of Artemis

and Atargatis were laid on the other side of Main Street. These foun-

dations were laid as will be seen (see Rep. ///, p. 19 and 35, also the

results of later investigations to appear in Rep. VI) considerably before

our era. There is no reason, therefore, why the room A 3 should not

have been built in its present form by 32 B. G. when the four bar

sigma was still in use. Interesting it is in this connection that a sounding

in the court whose pavement is on the same level as that in A 3 showed
a considerable deposit beneath the floor (approximately 0.50 m.) prov-

ing a considerable period of occupancy before the present pavement
was laid.

Just what purpose the building A served it is difficult to say. In
Ephesus just beside the south door of the agora lay the library.

Libraries as a rule, however, at least under the Empire, had a pretty

definite form consisting of colonnaded hall lined with niches and
adorned with an apse at the end.^^ Undoubtedly our building

contained books or documents ofsome sort filed according to catalogue

numbers. It may have been either a library or the depdt for state

archives. I am inclined to think it was the latter simply because there

was no trace of dedicatory inscription, a monument which one might
reasonably expect if a library had been donated by a private citizen.

At the same time the building served as a public center of some sort,

a center connected with the cult of the sun god. On one side of the

10 Wilberg in Forschungen in Ephesos, III (1923), p. 5, Fig 4.

See R. Cagnat, “Les bibliotheques municipales dans FEmpire remain,” Me~
moires de rinsiitut National de France, Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, XXXVIII,
(1909), pp. 1—26.
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agora at Priene stood the FrytamionP' Here stood the hearth ofthe state,

here the Prytamis dined with their guests. One expects such a building

in Greek Europos, and apparently the building Ain blockG 3 is the only

one which might meet the requirements. If the house in the presence of

the god represented all the houses in the city, it would not be unusual

to find a representation of a god in the court. Possibly also a statue of

the founder of the city Seleucus Nikator adorned the structure and in

the great bronze foot we may have a part of this work of art. But
these speculations carry us too far beyond the ground of solid evidence.

The question of the location of various types of shops is not easy

for finds were small. It must be remembered that a great proportion

of the goods sold, the food, clothing, rope, wood, leather etc. was
perishable and would disappear without leaving a trace. One would
expect that the richer merchants would have their places of business

in the colonnaded square and that the more modest establishments

would be located on side streets. Except for the find of a bronze ring

with intaglio in G 6, A 8 nothing indicated merchants of especial wealth
in the square, and the uniform size of the shops suggests no great

difference in the prosperity of the owners. The ring was a plain silver

band set with a stone, probably agate, in which was cut the represen-

tation of a warrior. He is portrayed standing, a spear held upright in

the left hand. Apparently a high helmet or a peaked cap with neck-

covering behind covered the head. Details of the features are only

roughly cut, however, and a break in the center of the stone has

destroyed a large part of the body. Since several rings similar in type

have been found in various parts of the excavations, one is inclined to

attribute its presence in shop G 6, 8 to a chance loss rather than to

see in it indication of merchandise sold here. A few small bronze
objects were almost the only other articles found in the group of shops

on the south and west of the square. One might mention here the little

bronze gazelles (PI. XXIII, i) though a special study of the bronzes

as a whole will be made separately. The two found in G 6 were part

of a series of six, all almost exactly alike found in various places during

the campaign. The animal stands on a little pedestal, the feet quite

close together. Body and head in spite of the small size are quite well

proportioned. One sees the short horns above the head, and obtains

from the representation, quite a good idea of the lightness and grace

of the animal itself. The work is especially interesting for it reminds
one strongly of the Anatolian-Hittite figurines.

Wiegand und Schrader, Priene, pp. 233—4.
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Shops 72 and 76 in block G i, G 12 and C 14 in G 6, and shop 31

in G 2 by contained small central fireplaces, probably for forging and
water basins set in the floor for tempering the metal. Apparently, then,

a small group of shops on the west side of block G i, were devoted to

metal working, and another series of similar shops beginning with

G 12 and G 14 stretched from the agora west along the north side of

Street 2. In shop G 2, B 29 some armor plates and a bone instrument

for boring holes in leather were recovered. Perhaps these finds might

be connected with the forge in G 2, B 31, and the section be assigned

to the armor makers.

In the middle of the north side of Market Street, the stone cutters

seem to have been located for in shops 54 and 59 of block G i, two

great blocks of stone were found, one a lintel too large for the shop

itself, the other an uncut block standing upright on the floor. From
shop 57 came fragments of an inscribed stone plaque beginning with

the letters ETOYC and from shop 41, next to 57 part of a bas-relief of

a man with a spear (now at Yale). Just in front of shops 41 and 42
three stone slabs marked with black, red and orange, probably slabs

formerly used for the grinding of pigments, were recovered. Since the

letters on practically all the inscriptions at Dura were partly filled

with red pigment, we are not surprised to find these stone palettes

in the shops of stone-workers. One may, however, suppose that shop

42 was especially devoted to furnishing colors to stone cutters and
painters.

The bas-reliefdeserves more than passing notice. The stone is broken

and the part preserved (0.145 ^Y 0*065 m. with relief depth

of 0.015 shows the warrior only to the waist. He stands full front,

his left hand raised and clasping the shaft of the spear (PI. XVIII, 2).

He wears a sleeveless chiton which covers the body and a chlamys

which is caught around the neck and flares out in a wide semicircle

behind. Folds in the chiton are drawn with five deep incisions between

partly planed surfaces. The band of the chlamys around the neck is

marked by one deep incision, the rest of the garment is represented

by a flat raised semicircle without details. A great sweep of hair low

on the forehead and parted in themiddle circles the head. The long

locks falling on either side are boldly drawn with undulating incisions.

Perhaps on both sides the next to last lock curled back to the head
circling the final curl but the representation remains clear only on the

right. Details of the face are not very clear. The figure is beardless,

the eyes are rather wide, round and protruding, the mouth was
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apparently drawn too close to the nose. The neck is carelessly repre-

sented for the incision which marks the edge of the chin is not carried

far enough and little care is taken in the modelling of the neck itself.

The left arm moves behind the spear at shoulder height, is bent at the

elbow and grasps the spear opposite the forehead. Fingers distin-

guished merely with incised lines are made too long and too straight.

The end of the spear has disappeared. On the whole the figure is

crudely but boldly drawn, rather a pleasing change from the cramped
style of many of the Dura artists.

In Persian art there seem to be two types of heads sharply distin-

guished from one another, one with round full face, the other with

long visage almost ovoid in shape. One may contrast the wide, almost

moonlike masks of the halls of Hatra^^ with the face of the little silver

statuette of the Achaemenid period,^^ or with the unnaturally long

countenance of the victory-panel found at Dura in the second cam-
paign.^® Compare again on the coins the round smug face of the

unknown King with the long thin melancholy countenance of Vola-

geses In the figurines the difference is no less striking and one

need only cite now as representatives of the round type two figurines

of Parthian riders,^’ of the ovoid variety a clay plaque from Dura of

the 1929—30 season.^® We may perhaps see in the Konon frescoes at

Dura Parthian influence at work through the very fact that there are

both types of faces represented, the long narrow type in the features

of the chief priest, the round figure in the countenances of the priests

in Tableau IV (Cumont, PI. XLV). In the sculpture of

Parthian style at Dura, the second type with long ovoid face is far

more common. One sees a reflection of this tendency in the Parthian

head already described in Chapter II and in the male head from

Dura found in 1929—30.^® Interestingly enough, it is the latter piece

which has been compared with the Zeus Bronton head in Berlin, a

head of the first type, very round, very smug in appearance. The great

sweep of hair which adorns the head in the bas-relief has parallels in

the representations of the priests in Tableau IV from the Palmyrene

W. Andrae, Hatra, Pis. XIX and XX and p. 130.

F. Sarre, Die Kunst des alien Persien, PI. 43.

15 //, PI. 1.

16 w. Wroth, B. M. C., Parthia (London 1903), PI. XII. 1—6. and pi. XXXIV, 9.

The first No. 4507 in the Semitic Museum, Harvard University, the second

from Nicosia, Cyprus, both published in Rep. 11, Pis. XXIV, 1, XXV 2.

^ Rep. II, PI. XIII, 2.

>9 J/J, PI. XV, 1.
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temple, in the warrior on the Parthian altar found in the southwest

temple,^® and in many of the small clay plaques of Parthian design at

Dura. One may call attention again to the Berlin Zeus Bronton for

one has there the same aureole of hair, though the locks are quite

differently represented.

The closest parallel to the general style of our work is found in the

figurine of a Parthian horseman from Nicosia, Cyprus, mentioned

above. One has the same round countenance, the same flowing hair

circling the head, even the robe flying out in a crescent curve behind.

In the figurine the shield of the horseman conceals the chest, but the

folds of the sleeve are modelled with the round bands so common in

Parthian work. The arms are bare in our sculpture but the deep

semicircular cuts across chest and hips to represent folds in the chiton

betray the Parthian influence. Possibly the Dura relief portrays merely

a warrior standing with spear. More probably it represents one of the

armed gods so common in Palmyra reliefs and in Dura paintings.

There is no trace of rays of the sun or of the crescent tip of the moon.
One hesitates, therefore, to assign the piece definitely to the category

of larhibol or Aglibol representations. The god is represented, however,

holding the spear in the fashion so typical of these warrior gods. For
the present, then, it maybe assigned to the general class ofwarrior gods

without further specification. I am inclined to date it in the period before

the fashion of short hair and hair done in three parts came so much
into vogue, the period, therefore, ofthe early second or first century A. D.

In shop 24 of block G 2 was found a small bronze hand holding

lion’s skin and club (PI. XXIII, 4), a large iron ladle and a bronze
weight. From Street H were recovered half of a mold for a small

pendant and a bronze dish. Perhaps we might connect these bits of

evidence together, and assign to this quarter of the suk, the jewellers.

With more certainty the caterers may be given shops in G 2 around
the corner of streets H and G 2 for two plaster molds for bread and
cakes were found there, one in G 2, 5, the other in the street G 2

itself. The first is a more or less round plaster plaque approximately
o. 1 1 m. in diameter and one to two centimeters thick. The border is

raised a bit above the rest leaving a round centre approximately

0.08 m. in diameter. Here is inscribed (Inscription 41 1) in letters

OMO Q2
0.0 1 m. high ION and beneath . When impressed upon the cakes the
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words oiiovoia and 301^ ‘concord’ and ‘life’ were formed, wishes most

appropriate for and common on wedding cakes. On the back a palm
leaf 0.09 m. long and 0.0375 "‘i- broad at its widest point was scratched.

This also was formed from a mold. Possibly the design was used in

one form or another around the inscription on the wedding cakes.

The second is a round plaster mold (now at Yale) designed to make
a medallion 0.12 m. in diameter with the busts of a man and a woman
facing the head of a small child in the center (PI. XXI, 4). Beneath

in letters 0.0075 high is cut an inscription (412). The letters are

not very clear and largely to the kind assistance of M. Seyrig I owe
the interpretation. The impressions read apparently E] 1S Af(x)NA TO
KPATOS TCON KYPKdN. Beneath in slightly larger characters is drawn
S. G. The heads of the man and woman are in profile, the child’s

full front. Details are not very clear. The man apparently wears a

laurel wreath about the head, the woman the band which fixes the

hair in the fashion found on coins of Otacilia and Herennia Etruscilla.

The busts drawn in three-quarters view allow one to see part of the

heavy robe which covered the shoulders of the woman, and the neck-

bands fastened in front; and part of the toga ofthe man. The inscription

expresses a common wish for the eternal rule of the emperors.

The mold presents probably the busts of Otacilia, Philip and their

son. It was Tranquillina, wife of Gordian III, who apparently intro-

duced into fashion the new hair-dress with crest curving to the top

of the neck combined with the raised band circling the top of the

head. After this reign three emperors are represented with wife and

child on the coins, Philip, Trajan Decius, and Gallienus.^^ Herennius,

son of Trajan Decius, however, was already a man when his father

came on the throne, and Saloninus, son of Gallienus, was about eleven

years of age when his father mounted the throne.^^ On the other hand,

when Philip ascended the throne in 244, his son whom he made
associate with him, was but seven years of age.^® Such an age would

be appropriate for the youthful figure on the mold. On the coins the

son is never represented between the parents but the arrangement

with the young associate in the middle had been introduced just pre-

viously when Balbinus and Pupienus struck coins with the bust of the

young Gordian between the two emperors. The celebration of the

4^ H. Cohen, Medailles Imperiales, 2“^ Ed. (Leipzig 1930), V, pp. 134—5, 207

and 496.

Op. city p. 516.

,

23, Op.- city p. 93.
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one thousandth and one year of Rome in 248 A. D. might have been
the reason for the making of the mold but I believe that an earlier

date is more fitting since the small figure seems nearer seven years

of age than eleven. Probably the fact that Philip was close to Dura
when he succeeded Gordian, and very probably entered the city as

emperor occasioned the striking of medallions. The inscription carries

a formula frequently found in the Empire: e. g., sis alcova to Kpdros

Twv Kupicov TAM., Ill, i, 876; cf. SEG.,V1
, 64; E. Peterson, EI5 Geos,

1926, pp. 168 ff.

Special mention might be given to the finds in three shops for they

furnish some clue as to the merchandise dealt in. The discovery of a
pair of small bronze scales in B 8, H 16, parts of glass bottles and
phials, a bronze spoon-like instrument and a smooth stone plaque

seems best explained by considering it an apothecary’s shop. In G 6

the room G 4 seems clearly to have been a wine shop since a number
of large jars are set in the floor around the room. In shop 63 of block

G I, the great quantity of iron nails discovered, contrasting with the

almost total lack of them elsewhere in the suk must betray a carpenter’s

workshop, or a dealer in iron goods.

A good example of the different periods in the district was furnished

by the strata in shop B 8, H i8. Below the top floor level of plaster was
found a deposit of soft soil some 0.40 m. in depth reaching to a second
floor level. Coins, a small bronze bowl, a bone stylus and fragments

of pottery found in this earth showed that the deposit represented

an accumulation of some time. Below this floor was a stratum 0.20 m.
deep, then a third floor 0.04 m. thick, another deposit of earth and
a fourth floor level placed on virgin soil. Goins and sherds in the

second level, as well as sherds and bronze fragments in the two lowest

indicated successive periods of occupation.

Human bones were found in shop B 8, H 17, in B 8, H 19 and in

G I, 63. Traces of fire in B 8, H i8 might be evidence of a particular

catastrophe which destroyed house and owner but they are not enough
to explain the skeletons in other shops. The numismatic evidence points

to the destruction of the city in 256 A. D. at which time the Persians

raided the Syrian territory. Very probably then the bones found in

the agora are those of shop owners killed in defending their property

or lost in the conflagration which followed the capture of the city.

Finally, in an account of the market place as whole one must de-

scribe the few but most interesting graffiti found in the shops along the

east side of Street H. The drawing of the Palmyrene gate and the city
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walls has been already mentioned. In the same room B 8, H 17 on
the west wall was found the representation of a great ship under full

sail.^^ The graffito itself, a meter high and 1.33 m. long is drawn with
considerable skill. The round bottomed boat advances right the sail

billowing in the favorable breeze. The prow in the shape of a great

horse’s hoof rises high above the deck, along the bow one sees the

crenellations for the scuppers, from the bottom beneath the water
protrude two great steering oars. The water line is portrayed by a
series of crude semicircles drawn up to a line along the boat. One is

rather surprised not to see the usual fish or two swimming beside the

vessel. Details of the deck are not clear though the deck in the bow and
amidships where the mast is set, is strongly drawn. The mast is an
immensely thick shaft of wood supported by a number of stay ropes.

The whole sail is marked off in a series of squares. The representation

is very similar to the splendid sail boat portrayed on the sarcophagus
in the Beirut Museum. The excellent article in Syria, I, pp. 37 ff.,

illustrating this ship (PI. VI) reviews the evidence we have for Phoeni-
cian vessels in the early centuries of our era. The type is well known
from coins. From the arrangements on the deck of the vessel, the Beirut

boat seems to belong to the second century A. D. Our own differs

from this principally in the location of the steering oars. Lack of pre-

cise details as to arrangements on the stern-deck makes close comparison
impossible. That it is the type of sea-going ship rather than river boat
seems clear, for we have numerous representations of the latter pushed
by oars on the walls of Dura. On the other hand not infrequently a

drawing of a more striking form of boat might be made without

reference to the specific use for which it was employed. So, for example,

in the Christian chapel the boat in which the apostles sit appears to

be of this same type with high mast and lofty stern. In drawing,

however, the artist must have had in mind the Phoenician boat of the

Mediterranean. Probably the drawing is of the second or third century

and the result of caravan visits to the coast or perhaps a sea voyage

to more distant regions.

In shop B 8, G 6 two scenes are represented, one of a secular the

second of a religious character. The first represents a Parthian warrior

hunting on horseback. The sturdy Httle steed leaps forward with

flying gallop while its rider draws back his great curved bow to shoot.

From the back of the rider the wide cloak flies out behind. A sword

is attached to the belt and the quiver full of arrows lies just behind

®*A drawing is given in Rep. IV, PI. XXIIl, 1.
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the saddle. The horse is in profile but the rider turns full front to shoot.

He is clad in a long sleeved chiton with a band of embroidery up the

front. The face is crudely drawn with great round eyes, large nose and
small mouth. His right arm is stretched up above the shoulder in

drawing back the bow string, and the left reaches forward above the

horse’s head with the stretched bow. As usual in the Parthian pictures

the bow has a double curve, as if it were made of two rams horns

fastened together. The picture is made from an angle in front and
above, so that though the horse is in full gallop the left foot is consid-

erably higher than the right and the oflf hind leg somewhat in front

of the near. This angle seems characteristic at Dura in representations

of horses in full gallop and is found not infrequently in Parthian and
Sassanian reliefs. The horseman apparently wears high boots, but the

lower left leg is so carelessly presented it seems as if the boot were
suspended in the air.

Below this scene one may just discern part of the figure of a standing

Parthian warrior. He holds a spear in the right hand and rests the

left on the hilt of the sword at the hip. Like the horseman he wears

a full sleeved chiton with short wide skirt. The face is of the ovoid

type, surmounted with the three masses of hair, a Parthian fashion

very common in the early third century. The band of embroidery

up the front of the dress is clearly visible but no folds are marked.

The neck is unnaturally long and the figure as a whole must be
related to the class with almost abnormally long, thin bodies, a class

very well represented in Parthian art.

Some distance from this picture is the second scene (PI. XXXIV, i).

On the left, set on a pedestal of two steps, is represented a horned
altar with the fire of sacrifice blazing upon it. On either side has been
placed an upright branch, perhaps a palm branch. In the centre of

the scene stands a small individual in Persian dress and the rayed

head of a divinity. He wears the full sleeved chiton with short wide
skirt and baggy trousers and seems to carry a double ax in the right

hand. Folds are represented by hatched lines on either side of the

centre. Apparently the hands rest on the hips. On the right an im-

mense figure advances left holding in the outstretched right hand a

flaming torch or bundle of twigs. The figure is represented full front

and the outlines of features are quite clear. The upper part of a wing
is represented above each shoulder, but other details of the body have
been effaced. Below the arm a second very much smaller figure is

represented in an analogous position. More clearly here one sees the
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torch in the outstretched arm, the turban effect of the hair, the wing
reaching down along the right side. Above the outstretched arm of

the great figure, a third figure is represented in a similar position.

This last figure is smaller than the others, and apparently without

wings. He holds torch in right hand and supports the left on the hip.

All the figures are naked. Apparently the three advance toward the

altar and the figure with rayed head, but the interpretation of the

scene as a whole is far from clear. The altar is of Parthian type and
the branches on either side correspond well with the standards which
so often stand beside Persian altars on the coins. A figure with rayed

head usually represents the sun god. With Mithra, the Persian sun

god, are most commonly represented figures with torches to represent

the rising and the setting sun. Here, however, instead of having one

of the torch-bearers on each side, one raising, the other lowering the

torch, both are on one side and both raise the torch. Mr. Kraeling

of the Semitic department recognized the Gnostic character of in-

scription No. 413 from this room and suggested that this drawing
be taken with inscription 413 and inscription 414, also from this shop,

as part ofMithraic or Gnostic representations. I append the inscriptions

with the note which Mr. Kraeling was kind enough to write.

413. On fallen pillar probably from the north wall between rooms
B 8, G 6 and B 8, G 7. Letters 0.03 m. high and perfectly clear.

ABAANA0AABA

414. On the south wall of room B 8, G 7 is scratched a rectangle

0.36 by 0.28 m. divided into a series of smaller rectangles. In some
of these parts of alphabets are written as the tracing shows. The
middle squares have a few words connected with letters.

In the third row from the top

carra rjKiaiApa

AP
Fourth row Tocura yqSSo

P
Fifth row Toura accpas

n
Sixth row Tocura aaos

mN
Seventh row Totura a .aias
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Other graffiti in the little shops are as follows:

415. On the south pillar between rooms B 8, G 6 and B 8, G 7
many letters scratched crudely with point among which one can
distinguish:

(a) PIFAGAC ZEBl Letters 0.02 m. high.

(b) Written vertically in letters 0.015 m. high BOYAhOC.
(c) Written horizontally in letters 0.02 m. high

BAP MB
TAMA

(d) IGIAGAA
The pillar is so covered with scratches that it is difficult to be sure

of the names.

(a) M. Cumont found (114) 'Piyourai. More probably, however,

it should be associated with the name ’OapsyaSos (Wuthnow, p. 85).

(b) Compare the name Bov/3105 /F, 194). Possibly one may
connect it with the name of the Indian god.

(d) Compare this with the -aSaA^a of the Gnostic word inscription

413. Possibly some of the other letters represent magic formulae rather

than proper names.

NOTE ON ROOMS B 8, G 6—7.

BY. C. H. KRAELING

Of the graffiti on the walls of rooms B 8, G 6—7, three, when taken

together, afford an interesting insight into the religious thought of the

individual who made them. The first is No. 413. It is nothing more
or less than the famous dpAaSocvAA^a formula, familiar from Gnostic

and syncretistic texts and gems.^® The second is the checkerboard

design, with its inscriptions, contained in No. 414. This I am inclined

to regard as an uncompleted diagram of the celestial topography as

conceived in Oriental religious thought. Particular importance attaches

in this connection to the block ofrectangles in the middle ofthe design.

The spaces are eight in number. Spaces two to six, counting from the

bottom, contain inscriptions beginning with the word TOcOra. Of the

words following the TOcOra only that in the fourth space from the bottom

is intelligible to me at present. It is the Semitic word for “sun”, here

On the use of this formula see Cabrol, Dictionmire, s. v. Abrasax.
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transcribed cTotiJias. The fact that the sun is mentioned in the fourth

of the eight superimposed areas shows what the design is, for eight

is the number of the heavenly zones in Oriental thought,^® and the

fourth from the earth is that of the sun.^'^ The words TccOra odpas are

then to be understood as an abbreviation of the sentence TCxOra rd
pepp ToO Sdpas.®®

The importance of the celestial realms for Oriental faiths of various
kinds in the period of our graffiti requires no particular comment, for

it was by conveying a knowledge of the spheres through which his

soul must pass at death and by acquainting him with the powers he
would meet on his journey and with the pass-words necessary to get

by them, that these faiths conveyed the assurance ofattaining a blessed

immortality to the believer. The use of diagrams to explain the

celestial topography is by no means unusual. The elaborate drawings
of the Coptic Gnostic Books ofJeu and the famous “diagram” of the

Ophites are cases in point. Perhaps the closest approach to the partic-

ular type of drawing with which we are dealing is that to which
Celsus makes reference. In the mysteries of Mithra, he says, “there is a
representation (ot^p^oAov) of a ladder with seven gates (xAIpa^ eirra-

ttuAos) and on top of it an eighth gate.” The “ladder” in question,

the report goes on to say, represents the eight celestial realms. The
middle portion of our Dura diagram may well be taken to represent

such a “ladder”, the columns of rectangles at the right and left of the

design affording space in which to furnish additional information of
a magical kind. The presence of inscriptions of an alphabetical type
in these columns supports this view, for the magical use of the alphabet
in syncretistic religion is common.
The suggestion thus offered for the interpretation of graffito No. 414

raises the question to what extent Mithraic beliefs entered into the

religious thought of the man who inhabited these rooms. It should
be said at the outset that the sequence of the heavenly zones in the

Mithraic “ladder” design of Celsus is not identical with that of our
Dura graffito, for in Celsus the sun is the seventh from the bottom

The lower seven are the zones of the planets, the eighth that of the sun.

On the general conception see Cumont, Astrology and Religion among the Greeks

and Romans (New York, 1912), pp. 119, 127—128, and After Life in Roman Paganism
(New Haven, 1922), p. 100. Cumont speaks of this particular form of celestial to-

pography as “Chaldean”.
The names contained in the other five spaces are not the names of the planets

in Semitic idiom.

Origen, Contra Celsum, VI, 22.
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instead of the fourth.®® But this does not rule out the possibility of

Mithraic influence here because, as Cumont has showed, Helios-

Mithras was as frequently assigned to a position in the middle of the

celestial system as at its apex, and thus came to be thought of as

lagaiTTis-^^

With this in mind we turn to the third of the three graffiti under
consideration. Here Professor Hopkins has correctly spotted additional

Mithraic influence. The question what the scene represents is not

easy to answer. The figure standing beside the fire-altar and the trees

with an ax in his hands reminds one of nothing so much as the mosaic

of the god Silvanus found in the vestibxile of the Mithraeum at Ostia.®®

This deity, associated with the cult of Mithras, was also worshipped

in the East, inscriptions to him by soldiers of the IV Scythian legion

having been found at Enesh on the Euphrates.®® The three figures

approaching from the right in the graffito I am inclined to regard as

Mithras and the two dadophoroi. All three are either winged, or what
is in my estimation more probable, are showed with cloaks flowing

behind them, like Mithras on the Mithraic reliefs. The small figure in

the foreground carries what appears to be a torch. The large central

figure has in his outstretched hand what may be a torch but what
looks more like the branch carried by Silvanus in the Ostia mosaic,

or the barsom branch of the Persian priests. The small figure in the

background is very indistinct but apparently has its hand outstretched

and should therefore be carrying something, possibly an inverted

torch.

These three graffiti, taken together, show that fundamentally the

man who made them identified himself with the cult of Mithras, or

more especially with that of the god Silvanus, but that he included

in his religious purview elements of the syncretistic and Gnostic type

of belief. His use of the alphabet for magical purposes, his use of the

dpAaSovoApa formula and his interest in “diagrams” of the celestial

spheres are testimonies to this fact.

Gelsus’ sequence, beginning at the bottom, is: Saturn, Venus, Jupiter, Mercury

Mars, Moon, Sun, Fixed Stars.

The Mysteries of Mithra (Chicago, 1903), pp. 127—128.

*2 /Aid., p. 66, fig. 17.

Cumont, £tudes syriennes (Paris, 1917), pp. 159—166, 327.



IV.

THE TEMPLE OF APHLAD
BY C. HOPKINS

The temple of Aphlad is built in the southwest comer of the city,

in an angle of the ancient wall, a position corresponding closely to

the position of the temple of the Palmyrene gods in the northwest

corner. A curious feature of both these corners is that the towers do
not stand at the comers themselves but a few meters removed from
them (see the plan, PL I) so that spaces for one or two rooms are

left between them and the turn of the wall. Both temples use the forti-

fications as back and side temple walls, and they both must therefore

have been built after the city walls were constructed.

As is usual at Dura the temple consists of a series of rooms about
an open court. The Aphlad temple differs from others, however, in

being more irregular in plan. This is partly due to the fact that the

ground level at the east end is extremely low and has not preserved

the foundations of the main entrance. Secondly the temple apparently
had two sanctuaries, as did the temple of Azzanathkona, so that there

was no singleness of purpose. The most curious feature, however, was
the number of altars located in the court, erected apparently with no
definite relationship one to another.

As the temple stands, one enters through the wide open space

between rooms 5 and 6 at the east end. Just beyond room 5 there

stands a series of three large altars built with approach steps in the

customary manner, one (17) immediately in front of the west entrance

to room 5, a second (16) just beside the northwest corner of the room,
and a third (15) a little further north and west of 16. Altar 17 may have
been associated with room 5 but one would expect the steps in that

case to be on the west side of the altar. It seems better, therefore, to

take them as a group and consider them built before room 5 was
completed. Their bases are not parallel to one another but they seemed
designed to be turned roughly to the same focal point, perhaps the

sanctuary 2 a—b. In the passageway itself traces of bases are seen

at points 21 and 22 but not enough of the walls remain to establish

the forms. Just west of the series of three altars 15—17, were built

two small bases 12 and 13. If one considers these statue-bases for

images of gods it gives good reason for the altars immediately in front
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and beside them. Altar lo clearly goes with sanctuary 2 a—-b. It stands

in the middle of the court opposite the entrance of room 2, is aligned

with the room, and is of a size proportionate with the size of the

sanctuary. A small pillar base is found on either side of the altar and
just to the south, a small pedestal base. To the north not far from
the entrance to room 7 there remains another pillar base beside a small

pedestal. Apparently here again one had an ornamental pillar beside

a pedestal. Beyond this curious group of altars and pedestals is found
on the left backed against the wall, a room (3) with immensely thick

walls. The foundation is of rubble 2.30 m. thick, above which had
been built a solid mud brick wall. Excavations revealed that the rubble

foundations had formed the walls of a small cellar, its roof formed of

wooden beams let into the top of the rubble. On the front of this

building at the west corner had been built a little rubble stand (18)

with seven cup-like depressions marked with fire. At some time this

had been covered with a wooden roof for the marks of beam holes are

still clearly visible in the mud brick wall above. Just in front of this is

seen the low base of an altar (9) whose approach steps lay on the north

side, in such a position that they screen in part the entrance to room 2.

The two chief sanctuaries r and 2 lay right and left of the entrance

passage; beyond and close to the southwest corner of the tower lay a

great furnace (19), its walls made of mud brick, coated inside with

deeply calcined clays. At the north end is a small opening below the

present ground level. A wall running from this to the wall of the

enceinte, made a room in the angle two sides of which were bordered

by the enceinte wall, the third by a portion of the tower.

As the altars and pedestals are all founded on bed rock, it is not

easy to determine the chronological order of their erection. Tentative

conclusions may, however, be drawn from their arrangements and
their final disposition. One of the earliest was certainly altar 9 which

partly blocked the entrance to room 2, and whose base was later cov-

ered by the second pavement of the court. The foundations of room 2

go down to the lower pavement of the court but at the west end of

the room this pavement rests on a fill half a meter deep. I believe that

when room 2 was built, therefore, the first pavement was in use. With

the construction of room 2, altar 9 was destroyed, and the floor level

raised to cover the base. Altar 10 which goes apparently with room
2 was probably built at this time. One suspects that the altars and

pedestals 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 were not yet erected, otherwise altar 10

would probably be set nearer the sanctuary in a place less crowded

7
*
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with other altars. On altar 1 7 nine thin layers ofplaster can be counted.
Probably therefore, this altar at least was in use for a long period
of years. There is the possibility that after the mud brick wall had
blocked some of the temple, additional altars were constructed in front
01 the wall, to make up in part for the sanctuaries lost. Altar 18 was
one of the last constructed for it is attached to the wall of room q at
the height of the later floor level. Possibly it was designed to take the
place of altar 9 which had stood immediately in front of it.
Room 4 differs from the others and may well have been one of the

earliest constructed. It is built against the city wall and consists of
three walls, the fourth side toward the wadi, being open. The doorway
was at one time very wide with a column, marked with a Safaitic
inscription,! m the center. By a later alteration the opening to the
left of the^column was closed with a thin rubble wall and the right
side considerably narrowed by the addition ofjambs between which
a door could be hung. The two side walls impinge upon the city wall
a short distance, and a block of plaster set on the city wall very nearlym the center between the sides suggests that a central pier or column
formed with the side walls two large openings overlooking the wadi.
Ibe top of the city wall was plastered and raised only a low step
above the floor of tWs chamber, proving that it was used at this height

platform. Later the east wall was continued blocking
off the corner of the temple and forming the front wall to room
Chamber 5, almost square, is small and has a low bench on the

north and east sides. In front and to the right of the once lintelled
doorway is a low plaster platform similar to that before chamber 2.
1 he construction is poor and the rear wall has entirely disappeared
probably destroyed by the late fortifications.

While rooms 4 and 5 are of rubble, the three north chambers are
of mud brick on rubble construction. First of these was chamber 6now almost entirely gone. A wide doorway, probably arched, leads
into a long chamber with the usual plaster bench extending from the
left side of the door and along the west and north walls. Towards the
southwest corner a T-shaped plaster block was found. Having no
foundations beneath it and being askew to the chamber’s orientation
It seems to have no close connection with the original construction.

Next built was room 8, perfectly rectangular and containing nothing
but a larp b^alt miU. The front wall of this chamber, as the easternwaU of chamber 4, was extended as a curtain wall in both directions

^ Rep. Ill, pp. 66 ff.
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connecting the shrine of Aphlad to chamber 6. Thus was formed a
fairly complete enclosing wall to the temple area on both the south

and north sides. Later room 7 built with a wide arched door was
added beside 6. Using the continued wall of 8 and the west side of 6,

little construction was necessary. Perhaps the projection, shown as

a buttress on the west wall had some cult significance for it is exactly

opposite the doorway of the shrine of Aphlad.
Between the back of the shrine of Aphlad and the city wall no in-

closing wall was constructed. Elsewhere along the length of the city

wall, an open place or street has been left between wall and house

constructions. This space in the temple probably, therefore, remained
open to allow free passage to the defenders of the city in case of

emergency.

Room 3 was probably later, for it blocks the space immediately
behind altar 9, a space which originally must have contained some
shrine connected with the altar. On the other hand the foundations

of room 3 are very much lower than the foundations of other rooms
for they descend to a bed rock sloping toward the wadi. Perhaps

chamber 3 was a late addition to the city’s fortifications for another

chamber very similar in size and construction appears against the wall

further east. Chamber 3 is built at the point where the high wall of

stone fortifications which circles the corner drops to the low level

along the wadi, it was erected with walls extraordinarily thick (2.30 m.)

and in it were found several stone catapult projectiles. On the other

hand it is the wall toward the temple that had the strongest as well

as the most ornamental material, rubble instead ofmud brick. Though,
therefore, it probably played its part in the ramparts of the town, it

served also in the service of the temple priests. The only find of im-

portance beside the catapult balls, was a tile, painted with a head
surrounded by a red and green wreath. Unfortunately the painting

is in very poor condition.

Altar 18 was a late addition attached to the walls of room 3 at the

height of the last floor level of the temple. It consists of a short rubble

pedestal, probably used for a bust or statuette on the right and seven

cup-like depressions ranging in a line along the low block to the left.

These cups all had a sediment of the thick soot peculiar to oils in them
and one concludes they were used as lamps or as incense burners.

The first embankment covered much of the temple. First a heavy

mud brick wall was constructed to the back of Aphlad’s shrine running

north, parallel to the city wall. Behind this was dumped rubbish and
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cinders. On &is the first mud brick embankment (I) was built, com-
pletely blocking Aphlad’s shrine and the naos {2 a) though leaving their
facades carefully exposed and intact. It continued across the precinct
behind chamber 3 to the city wall. In connection with this, probably,
another mud brick wall, wedge-shaped, was built from chamber 3
against the slanting embankment. Another embankment was built
across the front of 4, and the curtain wall joining 4 to 5 was destroyed
to allow it to continue parallel to the city wall. A small retaining wall
of mud brick was built in chamber 5 against the south side to with-
stand the thrust of the larger wall behind.
Even then the temple probably continued to operate. On top of

the embankment was discovered in the third campaign the altar with
Parthian reliefs (see Rep. ///, pp. 88 If.). Several meters above the
ground level and immediately in front of the tower were brought to
light many fragments of fresco, at one time attached to a mud brick
wall. An interesting fragment shows the feet of a bull, another the
head and shoulders of a figure dressed in Parthian costume. Other
fragments show parts of two other heads and many bits of floral and
border designs. Perhaps this new shrine reproduced the frescoes and
the arrangements of the naos beneath it. Another embankment (T)
erected hurriedly, probably just before the city fell to increase the
height of the walls, covered the facades of the two shrines and even
buned altar 18.

The naos itself (2 a—b) had been located eight meters in front of
the tower, to the left of the lower door. Roughly square in plan, it
IS divided by a thin partition into naos and pronaos. Because of its
central position one supposes it to be the earliest chamber of the group
I he walls were thin and the foundations reached only to the first floor
level of the temple. One entered by the door on the east side and
ound oneself in a chamber divided into two shallow rooms separated
by short partition walls which probably supported an arch. No altar
was found. Probably it was removed when the mud embankments
v\^re constructed. The walls of both chambers were frescoed and an
abundance of fragments was recovered. Buried as they were beneath
a huge embankment ofmud brick, they preserved their original colors
excellently^ but were crushed into innumerable small pieces. One can
only say that in the naos a decorative border in black and red lines
with a pattern of yellow flowers seems to have bordered all the rear
wall of the naos. To the left was a picture done in bold reds and black
with a design of large pattern. Parts of a female face with high head-
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dress show that the work was quite good. To the left were other large

scale figures and also a series of black line pictures on white plaster.

Among them was the tiny drawing of a woman’s bust on a pedestal.

In the pronaos no design was recovered and probably only a part of

the room was painted since much plain plaster appeared among the

colored bits.

A curious feature of the shrine is a bowl set in the plaster floor just

within the wide doorway. Its only use could have been to hold water,

and one supposes from its position that it was the custom of those

visiting the shrine to leave their sandals outside, probably on the small

platform to the left of the door, and to use it for ritual ablutions.

The shrine of Aphlad (Photograph PI. X, i) lies to the right, very

slightly behind and not quite aligned with the naos. It is well con-

structed and of a regular plan. The rubble foundations extend breast

high, above which was laid mud brick. The roof was probably made
of poles overlaid with matting and plastered above and beneath. The
door jambs were strengthened by continuing the rubble wall to a
height of 2.5 m. Outside and to the right a rather high rubble shaft

is fastened to the wall by plaster. The top is indented as if it might
have served as an incense altar, but no sign of burning was discernible.

Like the little altar of larhibol (also unmarked with fire), just outside

the tower of the temple of Palmyrene gods, it probably served only

for libations.

The shrine itself consists of a single large chamber with low wide
benches running along both sides and the back. To the left of the door
a narrower, lower bench may have been used for the sandals of wor-
shipers. In the wall to the left a deep niche is set in the rubble. Directly

opposite the door is the rubble niche which contained the bas-relief

of Aphlad. This niche projects from the wall and probably extended

to the ceiling. A rubble block, projecting to the edge of the bench,

rises to the height of more than a meter, forming a shallow shelf before

the niche itself. Probably it is on this that offerings were laid. Before

this block, on the floor, is a small well-cut gypsum altar with the

four points about an incense dish, a form common in Parthian cults.

Slightly raised from the shelf before it is the niche proper. Its two
sides meet in an arch about a meter high. Set in this is a small rubble

block supporting the plaster frame for the bas-relief of the god.

The niche was covered with several layers of plaster. The last layer,

a thick crude coating which blocked the gypsum incense burner and
covered the niche unevenly was obviously applied as a protection
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when the chamber was finally blocked with mud brick. Beneath were

found at least two layers of good plaster, the lower one being black.

On this layer, over the face of niche, block, and shelf, were scratched

many graffiti, principally names of worshipers with the usual uvpaSfj

formula.

In the rear wall of the room on either side of the shrine, a small

niche had originally been built into the rubble wall. That on the left

was completely covered with plaster and was only disclosed when part

of the covering fell away in removing the fresco. In the niche to the

right had been deposited the bas-relief from the shrine and stone with

inscription dated in 54 A. D. The niche still retained a raised border

of plaster and it too had probably been completely covered with

plaster. When a place was needed to dispose of the monuments of the

shrine, part of the covering had been removed and the niche once
more utilized. The fact that both stones were found carefully turned

face down and then covered with the mud brick embankment suggest

that either the embankment was considered only temporary or that

there was hesitation in removing the god from his sanctuary. Since

in the temple of Azzanathkona, the bas-relief was also left in place

when the mud brick wall was built, the embankment was probably
regarded as a temporary expedient.

Left of the niche, on a thin layer of fine gray plaster was drawn
in red a crude but most interesting cult scene (PI. XXXVII, i—2).

The picture is drawn in outline with red and black lines on the gray
background and depicts a great bird mounted on the horns of an altar.

Behind the bird a little winged Victory clad in a long red and black
robe strives to place a crown on the bird’s head and in front a priest

is offering sacrifice on a blazing altar. The whole scene is framed by
the representation of the front of a sanctuary or temple. On either

side stands a column adorned with crisscross bands, supporting the

pointed arch of the roof. Palm branches take the place of acroteria at

the eaves and the top. To the left a man armed with sword and clad
in Persian costume with long sleeves advances with palm branch in

the right hand.

Whether the bird carries anything in its mouth is not certain. A little

line above the beak suggests it may have held a palm branch. Notice-
able above the head are three little wavy lines running to the left.

Perhaps they represent some sort of fillet bands. One remarks at once
the difference in the two altars, the large one with two horns supported
by two blocks resting on stepped foundations composed of two larger
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blocks, the second with shaft composed of four rounded knobs with

cup shaped top and slightly conical base. Details of the priest beside

the little altar are not clear. He apparently faces full front and wears

the cylindrical hat so well known on the reliefs of priests at Palmyra.

His dress with short flaring skirt and band of ornament up the front

is similar to the dress of the second figure. In the latter figure one

sees more clearly the ornamental front border of the jacket. The sword

is clearly drawn and the round scabbard butt carefully marked.

The very crudeness of the scene in a way enhances its historical

importance for it proves the picture to be the work of a local artist

depicting the Dura cult. In the great pictures from the Synagogue at

Dura, a common device is that of showing in the open doors ofa temple

the cult objects which would ordinarily be concealed within the build-

ing. So twice the great branched candlestick reaches up across the

doorways, once one sees in the doorway of the temple of Dagon the

furniture which adorned the interior. In this bird scene the same
arrangement must have been adopted. The shrine or temple is de-

picted by the arched and columned front. In the foreground has been

placed the altar and cult image which must actually have been con-

cealed within the recess. Perhaps the bird on the altar is a copy of

a larger and finer painting which adorned the real sanctuary. No other

trace of bird-cult was found in the temple of Aphlad. In one of the

private houses, however, parts of two birds sculptured in stone were

found. One was mounted on an alabaster base, very possibly an altar,

and should probably be connected with this cult.

The scene itself throws some new light on the representations de-

picted on a little altar found at the Palmyra gate in the first campaign

(Rep. I, pi. V). One side of this little altar represents a bird on an

altar in front of a standard. The altar was allocated to the Roman
period and it was thought the stepped construction must represent

the tomb of an emperor. Now we may recognise it more satisfactorily

as a horned altar built up in steps and supporting a bird which plays

a chief part in the cult. The palm branches above are paralleled by

those of the acroteria in the fresco and the winged figure with palm on

another face is comparable to the flying Victory with crown in the

painting. From another point of view, the representation of the bird

with standard is undoubtedly related to the designs of birds perched

on standards pictured beside the horned altars on the coins of Persis.^

2 G. F. Hill, Cat. of Greek Coins of Arabia, Mesopotamia and Persis (London, 1922),

pi. XXX, 1—14 etc.



The cult may, therefore, have been originally Persian, or adopted by
the Persians from the Semites. The horned altar, so common in Par-

thian centers seems to bear out this contention. Interestingly enough
also, it is from the Parthian settlement at Assur that one obtains the

closest parallel to the smaller altar. A drawing in ink on a potsherd,

now in the Berlin museum, depicts not only an altar of the same type,

but a priest beside it offering sacrifice with the same gesture. Certainly

then, the Parthian elements, if not the original and sole contributors

to the cult, played a very large part in its development.

In passing it is worth while noticing the relation of this smaller

altar to others depicted at Dura. The altar on the stele ofAphlad like

those in the frescoes of the Tribune and of Otes (Cumont, PI. LI and
LV) has one knob in the middle. The chief priest in the Konon
scene (PI. XXXII) and at least one of the people among the sacri-

ficants, stand beside altars with three knobs in the shaft. One might
conclude tentatively, therefore, that though both types were contem-
porary in the first century, the more elaborate was gradually given

up in favor of the other. If this is so then the drawing would go back
to the first century A. D. l am, in any case, inclined to date it before

the Roman period.

Some distance below the cult scene and a little to the left, so far

that there could scarcely be direct connection between the pictures,

is drawn the figure of a Parthian warrior shooting a bow. He wears
the regular Persian dress with short skirt, raises the right hand shoulder

high to draw back the string, and holds in the outstretched left a bow
with the usual double curve which marks those of Parthian manu-
facture. A little below and to the right the outlines of a standard are

drawn. As the same types of standards are found in the fresco of the

Tribune, in the painting of Israelite tribes in the Synagogue, and on
the little altar with Parthian affinities from the Main Gate, it is im-
possible to draw from its presence any evidence as to the nationality

of the painter. Some distance below the standard, parts of two smaller

figures are drawn. The lower in Persian costume offers sacrifice on
a small altar, the other advances right. Both seem to be chance sketches

without relation to any general scheme.
The relief of Aphlad (now in Damascus) is cut on a stone whose

surface measures 0.51 by 0.31 m. A raised border 0.02—0.025
left around the stone. The bottom is left plain but the top and sides

are cut to form a moulding as frame around the bas-relief. The god
stands on a flat pedestal on the backs of winged griffins, a pedestal
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0.13 m. above the base. The top of ih.& polos touches the molding.
The relief at its greatest depth is 0.075 m. but the god himself has
a maximum depth of 0.035
The stone has an exceptionally fine grain which contrasts with the

usual rather coarse-grained local gypsum stones. M. Bacquet was kind
enough to make a careful comparison between this stone and stones

in Palmyra and reports that they are not the same type. Perhaps the

relief was cut at Anath, the home of the god, and imported. If so it

was made expressly for export since the original domicile of the god
is expressly mentioned. I see no necessity, however, for regarding it

as an importation. A little altar very simply cut, and made of the same
type of stone was found in the sixth campaign. I believe, therefore,

the stone is local, at least obtained not far from the city, though it

is not as common as the coarser gypsum.
The god faces full front and is clad in the dress of the Hellenistic

officer with buckled shoulder straps supporting a cuirass that reaches

almost to the knees (PL XIII). Knees and arms are covered with a
thick garment whose folds are cut in the Parthian manner with cir-

cular bands. Two rows of fringes mark the edges of the cuirass above
the knee and just at the knee the end of an undergarment appears,

its folds falling in semi-circular lines above the knees. The cuirass

itself consists of a breastplate of metal fastened to its leather backing

by one row of nails at the neck and a second around the waist. This

second row fastens in place also the top row of two series of lamboys
which like a kilt form the lower part of the cuirass. Ornaments of

the god of heaven: a star on either shoulder strap, one in the center

of the chest and one just below the knot of the belt mark the breast-

plate. Around the central star are crosses representing the less brilliant

stars of heaven. Such ornaments on the breastplate are not uncommon
in Parthian times for they appear on the edge of the cuirasses of kings

on many Parthian coins especially from the time of Phraates IV and
thereafter.^ On the coins only a fraction of the cuirass appears and
a single star alone is shown. Antiochus I of Commagene had adopted

this Parthian custom however and his jacket in the three scenes at

Nimrud Dag which portray the monarch successively with Comma-
gene, with Heracles and with Zeus,* is studded with stars.

A curious feature of the costume of Aphlad is the cloth belt which

3 B. M. C. Parthia, Pis. XIX, 6; XXI, 2; XXVI, 1 ;
XXVII, 1, 3 etc.

* Humann and Puchstein, Reisen in Kleinasien und Nordsyrien (1890), Taf. XXXVII,
1 ; XXXIX, 1, 2.
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dreles the waist and is looped up with a double knot in front, for on
tho metal breastplate it seems to serve no useful purpose. Such a belt
bed loosely around the waist and with loose ends hanging down in
front is a feature of the costume in the little silver statue of a Parthian

representation of the priest on the gold cup
of the British Museum.^ More ornate belts appear on the statues of
Antiochus and of Mithra at Gommagene and we may consider a belt
as^an essential part of the standard Parthian costume. To Parthian
influence also must be ascribed the braided torque set with a brooch
which arcles the neck. Horace characterizes the Parthians as wearers
of torques and belittles their wealth by inferring that their “poor little
torques' were their only ornaments.

Jam bis Monaeses et Pacori manus
Non auspicatos contudit impetus

Nostros, et adjecisse praedam
Torquibus exiguis renidet.®

The torque of Aphlad, set with a brooch, and so combining torque
and ne^ace, is of the more elaborate type which Horace suggests is

common ornament ofhe Celts ^.s well as the Parthians is too well known to require further
comment. The brooch with inset stone is a not uncommon ornament

^ cSra Palmyra and the sculptures

The body IS well proportioned and has none of that excessive length
oi waist w^ch characterizes the fresco of Konon. The head is large
in proportion to the body and the impression of size is increased by
Je heavy beard and the row of snail curls. Undulating incisions fof

e same type which mark the fringes of the cuirass) portray the hair
o the beard, the ends of the incisions curving toward the center.A mustache drawn with oblique lines which curve down a little at the
ends, droops a little into the top of the beard. Beneath the beard, theneck IS disproportionately wide, left so probably because of the dif-
ficulty of cutting beneath the beard.

Neither eyebrows nor eyelashes are represented but the planingaway of the surface of the forehead just before the eyesocket to make
a shght inchne toward the eye breaks the transition between eye and

® Sarre, Die Kunst, Pis. 42 and 43.
^ Odes, III, 6, 9—12.
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forehead and gives a suggestion of eyebrow. The raised circle of the

iris is entirely represented except for a fraction hidden beneath the

upper eyelid. The pupil is just a dot separated from the iris by an
incised circle. The snail curls (unbored) curving away from the center,

are represented as heavier at the sides, and those which conceal the

ears are turned out to show the front rather than the side. A diadem
covers the hair behind the front row ofcurls and from this the.polos rises.

It consists oftwo rows ofjewels with a band ofcloth above andbeloweach
row. From the polosthe two ends of the diadem, one to either side of the

head, fall to the point ofthe shoulder. Quite unusual is the combination
of diadem and polos. On the Parthian coins the kings are represented

either with diadem alone or with diadem and
helmet. The diadem itself, an inheritance from
the Assyrian epoch,^ was widely accepted in

the east under the Parthians. In Bactria the

royal band accompanies the casque or causia.

The representations of Antiochus at Nimrud
Dag show the diadem girding the tiara. On the

Parthian coins, where its employment is most
general, one finds both ribbons represented,

one on either side ofthe head, with the frontal

portraits of Vardanes II, Phraates III and
Volagases III.® Perhaps the ribbons represent-

ed falling to either side of one of the masks at

Hatra are also part ofa diadem.® Through the

kindness of M. Seyrig we are able to publish

a tessera from Palmyra with the same royal bands (fig. i). A second

tessera from Palmyra Seyrig publishes in Syria, in order to compare the

representation with a bas-relief ofunknown provenance but of Palmy-
rene style. Both the tessera and the relief show the bust of a male god
whose head facing full front is adorned with diadem and polos or

calathos. In both cases we have the ribbons hanging down to either

side so that they present almost exact parallels to the Aphlad repre-

sentation. The polos of Aphlad however is set with two horizontal

rows of precious stones, ornaments which belong neither to the polos

ofrepresentations from Palmyra, nor to thepolos ofHadad in the Hadad-

’ For its use by Assyrian kings see Gontenau, Manuel, Figs. 790 and 819.

8 B. M. C. Parthia, PI. XXIX 15—1 7, and Sarre, Die Kunst, Pi. 66, 4 and 14.

® Andrae, f/aira, PI. XIX.
i» 5jna, XIII (1932), Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.
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Atargatis relief.^^ On the Parthian coins, the kings do not wear the

but Musa, motherofPhraataces wears the tiara set with horizontal

bands of jewels and the diadem.^^

The right arm is bent at the elbow and the hand resting on the

right breast holds a short instrument which may be a stylus. The ends

of the instrument are not cut in the round so it appears as if the thumb
which is shown on either side, went through the piece. Probably the

intention was, however, to represent the object as round, and the

thumb as passing behind it. The outlines of the middle finger can be

seen on the stone bent under so that it does not touch the stylus. The
little finger is entirely destroyed.

The left hand of the god, held just above the left shoulder, grasps

a long staff adorned with a knob surmounted by a ring of metal. The
break in the stone at the fingers does not allow us clearly to discern the

details of the manner of holding the rod. Apparently the hand holds

partly a rope or metal band which circles the staff. It is possible to

believe that the ends of thumb and forefinger are still visible; if so,

they are represented as disproportionately long. Moreover, it is very

difficult in any case to see how they might fit the hand gracefully.

The skill with which other details are drawn induces one to believe

that it is not the finger and thumb which are seen around the staff

but some band which the hand holds. The long sceptre is apparently

another survival from the Babylonian-Assyrian period, in which period

the gods and the kings carry commonly the long staff set with symbols

above, like a standard. On the Parthian coins the monarchs very often

bear the long sceptre, the end now fashioned with simpler ornaments.

The many variations in this ornament may have special significance,

as did the symbols in the Assyrian period, or they may depend merely

on the artistic taste of the bearer. In the reliefs at Nimrud Dag,
Antiochus carries a sceptre adorned with small double knobs rising

from flower petals, Zeus one with an ovoid end like a bud between
petals. It is not easy to distinguish details on the coins but it is clear

that there are many slight variations: a knob and trefoil on a coin

of Phraates III, a knob, bar and round tip on a coin of Orodes I etc.^*

Rep. nj,l?lXlV.
12 B. M. C. Parthia, PI. XXIV 1—3.

For precious stones in the headdress of the Syrian female goddess see Baur,

Rep, lily p. 107, and Zahn in Anatolian Studies Presented to Sir W, Ramsay (Manchester,

London, New York etc,, 1923), p, 452, n. 3.

B. M, C. Parthia, PL XI, 1 ;
XIV, 12.
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The closest analogy to the sceptre of Aphlad occurs on the coins of

Phraates IV,^® for the sceptre ends in two knobs set close together.

Aphlad’s costume as a whole then is a combination of Hellenistic and
Parthian elements, with one item (the polos) to be ascribed to Semitic

influence.

The left leg and foot, completely preserved, allow us to see the

cross-lacings of the high boots and the knot which fastened the thongs

below the knee. The boot-top extends down to the bottom of the

instep. From beneath this emerges the leather covering of the fore-

foot, a covering unmarked by any thongs or buckles. The tongue of

the shoe protrudes a little above the boot.

The ears of the eagle-griffins point very sharply forward and are

flattened down against the head. A sharply incised line cut into the

flattened ear gives the impression that the ear is turned sideways in

a very unnatural manner, rather than front. Details of the eyes are

invisible. Over the center of the head runs the mane, a narrow raised

band adorned with incised spiral bands. Around the neck a thick ring

of hair is represented by a band of stone cut with vertical lines. Around
the neck each wears a loose cord on which is suspended a bell with

tongue. The wings of the griffins are striated on both sides, and the

outside of the wing nearest the altar is marked with cross lines to give

the effect of feathers. The legs, too short and not very well sculptured,

end in the paws of lions.

The priest who offers sacrifice to the god stands left of the little

altar, facing three quarters front. He holds the alabastron with offering

of wine in the left hand, and reaches across with the right to place

a ball of incense on the flaming altar. Following the rule of the sacred

colleges at Palmyra, the priest is clean-shaven. The pointed cap, prob-

ably a mark of office is comparable to the high pointed cap of the

priest in the Konon fresco. It is worth remarking that one of the reliefs

from Tell Halaf,^® shows a rider with this same type ofcap. At Palmyra
the priests, as the numerous busts show, adopted the tarboosh, rather

than the pointed cap.^’ The priest stands barefoot, holds the alabastron

between the fingers of one hand with thumb on top, and drops a little

Op. cit. XIX, 2 and 3, XX, 3 etc.

Max Freiherr v. Oppenheim, Der Tell Halqf (Leipzig, 1931), Tafel 18, b.

(22 B).

The pointed cap does appear, however, on a Palmyrene reliefnow at Yale. In

this representation both the priest and his attendant wear the pointed cap while the

tarboosh of the priest rests on a little stand in the background.
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ball of incense, held between thumb and fingers of the right hand into

the flame ofthe altar. Only the little finger on the right hand is marked
off separately from the rest. The eyes, as those of the god, have neither

eyebrows nor eyelashes. There is no marking to designate iris and pupil

except that the stone is cut to make a rounded point in the middle

of the eyes. Probably both iris and pupil were painted. The hair

appearing just beneath the cap is portrayed in short locks which curve

to the right. The ears stand out somewhat too much and are perhaps

a trifle large. The neck is fairly well proportioned, though a little too

long as in early busts at Palmyra. As also at Palmyra two incised

horizontal lines mark the folds.

The priest is clad in a long chiton caught at the waist with a belt.

The breast of the chiton appears to have regular sharp-angled folds.

In reality only two of the lines meet, and the irregularity gives a pleas-

ing effect of naturalness. Similarly on the arm the wide sleeve above
the elbow is caused to fall gracefully and easily by the cutting of a

few irregular fold lines. Indication of the right knee beneath the dra-

pery is given by a round at the knee itself from which a fold falls

away to either side. Above folds are represented falling from the center

of the robe along the leg. They become much lighter as they approach
the front of the leg, finally disappearing altogether.

The altar with one knob in the shaft and small cup-shaped top is

the type already known from some of the frescoes in the Palmyrene
temple. In the temple of Aphlad itself, a small cup-shaped object

attached to a cylindrical shaft, and of faience was found. Near
it was discovered an alabstron similar to that held in the left hand
of the priest. Obviously then, the same instruments depicted in the

relief were employed in the cult rites of the temple.

Across the upper left face of the stone was cut the following inscrip-

tion in letters 0.01—0.025 m. high. Inscription 416.

THN AthGAPYGIN
TAYTH[N] lePOY AcDAAA
AerOMGNOY 0GOY
THC ANA0 KtOMHC

3 GYthPATOY AN€0HKeN
AAAAIABOC
ZABAIBtOAOY TOY
CIAAOI GYXHN
Yn€P THC

This foundation

of the sanctuary of

Aphlad, called god
ofthevillage ofAnath

on the Euphrates,

Adadiabos, the son

of Zabdibolos, son

of Silloi erected as

his vow in behalf of
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thesafetyofhimself,

his children and all

his house.

COITHPIAC
AYTOY

KAI T€KNa)N
KAI TOY nA[N]TOC
OIKOY

Between this inscription and the top of the alabastron is scratched

with a point in letters 0.0075— 0.015 m. high (417).

AnOAA
CGAE
YKOC NEA
BAIXOY

L. 2. The nu here and in line 13 was omitted in the cutting. In the

word ’A<pXa6, the third and fourth letters are made with no sign of

crossbar. ’AcpAaS seems the preferable reading as the presence of both

alpha and lambda is assured by other inscriptions and the name seems

best interpreted as Apal-ad — Son of Ad (Hadad).

L. 4. ’AvaS is the modern Anah on the Euphrates, 50 miles down
the river. It is mentioned in the list of stations of Isidorus of Charax.

L. 6. Names formed from the name of the god Hadad are of course

common. This particular combination occurs neither at Dura nor

elsewhere.

L. 7. This is the first occurrence of the name Zabdibolos at Dura,

though it is well known elsewhere (Wuthnow, p. 48).

L. 8. Johnson (Rep. //, D. 100) cites the name SiAalos; Wuthnow
gives SiAa (p. 109); and Justi (Iranisches Namenbuch, p. 301) Sili, and

SiAAdtKTis.

Graffito. The abbreviation u for uvtjaSi^ seems to suggest this is much
later, probably of the Roman period.

L. I . ’AttoAA is probably part of a proper name.

L. 2—3. The name Neabaichos is not known elsewhere. It is possible

to regard Nea as beginning of the name Nearchos and divide it from

Baichos, cf. above inscriptions 372 and 373 = ZsAsjkos Nedpxou.

Thanks to the inscribed block (PI. XXVI) found with the Aphlad

statue, a block which is dated in 54 A. D. and which contains the

name of the dedicant of the bas-relief we can date both inscriptions

and the , sanctuary with certainty to this year. The stone is gypsum,

0.43 m. high, and 0.41 m. wide at the top (now at Damascus). The

s
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face is marked oIF by incised lines into a square 0.33 m. on a side.

Within this is cut in letters o.oi—0.025 inscription 418
(Squeeze and photograph).

ETOYC EiT ropni
AlOY K Oi YnOrEEPAM
nENOl Ano THE ETAIPEIAC
ANHPEIPAN TON ANAPWNA

5 TOYTON AnAAAACdl 0E63I

BAPIBAPNAIOC PAXIONAIOY
NABOYCAnAOC ABETinOY CABAi
CAnCOC ZABAiBIAAOY NABOYAAPAOC
(DAAAZZAXEIC ABOYIC ZABIAAAAAOY

10 CAAAniC 0AAAZAXEIC POYnHC OXXANO^
NABOYAZZANHC PAXIUNAIOY GEO
TENHC ZABIAAAAAOY AAAAIAABOC
ZABAiBWAOY AAAAIOC OAAAZAXEIC
YHEP THE EEAEYKOY ETPATH

13 TOY KAi EAYTCAN KAi

TEKN63N EOITHPIAE

L. 3. The subscribers in the organization belong to six families.

There are two sons of Rachimnaios, two of Zabdibolos, three of Pha-
lazzacheis, and two of Zabidadados. In all but one case, one son of
each family, probably the eldest and so head ofthe family, is mentioned
first. The third son ofPhalazzacheis is mentioned last. Perhaps Salamis,
son of Phalazacheis, mentioned before Roumes, son of Ochchanos,
belonged to a different branch of the family from Naboudaraos, son
of Phalazzacheis or to an entirely different family whose name was
spelled with single zeta. The names are all Semitic except for Theo-
genes, an obviously Greek translation of a Semitic word, a fact the
more surprising in view of many graffiti of Greeks scratched in the
sanctuary. Many of the names are also new ones at Dura and one
suspects that there was a closely knit group of foreigners in this section

of the city. Since the god was imported from Anath, down the river,

probably most of these families had come up to Dura from the south.

L. 4. dvbpcbv seems to define more clearly the iepov ofthe bas-relief.

dvSpcbv and dvSpscov are commonly used in classical literature and
in the Egyptian papyri as the men’s chamber in a private house.
A recent inscription from Jerash mentions an dvSpcbv which Jones

54 A. D. The
twentieth day of

Gorpiaios. ;|The
undersigned mem-
bers of the associ-

ation erected this

andron to the god
Aphlad, in

behalf of the safe-

ty of the general

Seleucos, ofthem-
selves and oftheir

children.
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takes to be a passage.^® The ocvBpcbv in Samos mentioned by Plutarch

(O. Gr. 303, 57) is either the men’s barracks or a banqueting hail.

An inscription from Segesta {C. L G. 5545), however, suggests that

the room is part of the temple. At Dura it is clearly a sanctuary but

one probably reserved for men. The fact that there was an association

of men grouped about the cult of Aphlad may explain the low benches

around'the room, benches utilized for the convocations of this club.

L, 5. It is interesting to notice the difference in spelling oi the

name of the god, this spelling going back more clea^rly to the orign

of the name Apal-ados. The connection of Seos directly with the

name clears up the translation of the relief, so that we may render it

with certainty, “Aphlad, called god of Anath”, not “Aphlad, called

a god, of Anath.”
^ ..r. ”

L. 6. Cumont found the name ’A13iyyivaios (97) Servant of Ginai

and Johnson the name Bapyivaios {Rep. //, D. 81). Apparently here

we have a combination of the two.

'PaYinvalos is not found elsewhere.

L 7 NaBouaapSos is probably an alternate spelling for Napovoapaos,

a word composed of the name of the god Na^ov and caps, the sun.

For ’ABsppris, “father of the mother” see Cumont, p. 432.

ZaBSioapaos is probably for ZEpiB-oapcrog — “given by tl^ sun.

L. 8. ZapSipooAos “given by Baal” ;
compare Zap6iv ?]apou, Cumont

p. 444. The name is common in Palmyra. _
Napou5ccpao5 does not occur elsewhere. For names composed with

“Nabou” at Palmyra see Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil, VI, 113, Vii,

339 ff; hidzharski, Handbuch, p. 320.

L. 9. OaAas^ocxeiS does not occur elsewhere.

’ABouis, the name occurs again but with double beta on gratfato 438.

ZaBi5a6a6ou, alphas and deltas are not easily distinguished on the

stone but we have here apparently the same name mentioned in

^
L. lO.^IccAapis is probably a variation of the well known name

IdApas (see Cumont, p. 368). ,

'PoOpns is probably the Nabataeen name Poupas (Cumont, p. 445;.

O)0ipvo\J does not occur elsewhere. Perhaps it is from the same root

asOvyaio-ou (Wuthnow, p. 93).

L. II. NaBouajjavns contains the name of the god Na^ou with a

part of the name of the great goddess Ajjocv-aSKova. Perhaps 33av

fust means “great” and the name signifies “Nabou is great .

‘
18 y., XX (1930), p. 43.
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L, 12. ’A5a5iaSpo5 a misspelling for ’ASaSia^os, “Hadad gives”.

Compare BeeXia^os, Napov/ia^os, MdpcruiJio-os, etc.

The name of this individual found as the dedicant on the bas-relief

allows us to date the piece of sculpture to this period, probably to the

same year 54 A. D.

L. 14. This same Seleucus is mentioned in Cumont’s inscriptions

1 16 and 118 of 60—61 A. D. and in an inscription from the temple

of Palmyrene gods dated in 50—51 A. D. In one of these, only the

title strategos is given, in the other two both the title strategos and that

of epistates is mentioned. Cumont p. 424 gives the genealogy of the

family and Johnson in Dara Studies shows that the office of strategos

is hereditary. In this sixth campaign it was noticed that Gumont’s
inscription 52, a dedication of Seleucus, son of Lysias, strategos and
genearches was dated in 32— i B. G. He then, was the grandfather of

the holder of the title in 54 A. D. for Cumont’s inscription 1 18 mentions

the father’s name Lysias. That the dedication of the Semitic association

should be erected in behalf of Seleucus, shows that he was a man
both of power and popularity. Perhaps due to his influence Dura
attained the wealth reflected in the numerous temple dedications

at this time.^®
sfi ^

The date of the inscription is not the only evidence for dating the

bas-relief in the early first century for striking parallels of style are

found in art works of this same period. One remarks at once the

similarity of the priest to the priests in the frescoes of Konon, dated
in the second half of this century. There is the same position of the

hands and feet, the same statuesque pose and the same treatment of

neck and head. A striking diflference between the two works, however,

is found in the lengths of the bodies, those in the relief being short and
stocky, while those in the frescoes are disproportionately long. In this

respect some of the figures in the magnificent reliefs just discovered in

Palmyra and dated in 32 A. D. come closer to the figures of the bas-

relief than do the figures of the Konon frescoes. In the relief of the

warrior gods, we have a close parallel in stature and in posture to

our own Aphlad. Moreover though the Palmyrene figures have the

Roman cuirass with cut at the waist, compared with the straight

waist-line ofAphlad, other details, as the pleats, the fringes, the length,

Note the same name Seleucus probably son of Nearchos scratched on the bas-

relief of Aphlad, above no. 417.
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even the relation of the length of the skirt to that of the undergarment

are exactly the same. In the reliefs of Palmyra, one finds also the same
type of altar as in the Aphlad relief, and the same gesture of sacrifice.

It is worth noticing that only part of the figures in the Palmyra relief

1 have the short stocky stature of Aphlad, and that the rest approach

in stature the priests of the Konon frescoes. Apparently this style of

‘ elongated body was already beginning to supplant the shorter type.

A second most interesting parallel to the type of work in the Aphlad

relief is afforded by the big tomb sculptures of Antiochus I (69—34
B. G.) from Nimrud Dag in North Syria. In the portrait of the Persian

ancestor of Antiochus himself is portrayed the same type of mustache

and beard as that found in the relief of Aphlad,^ the beard portrayed

in the same manner with undulating vertical lines curving slightly

toward the center at the ends. The portrait has the same large head

and short body. Around his neck the Persian wears a twisted torque

set with ornamental stone, just as Aphlad wears the braided necklace

and jewel. The head of the Persian is drawn in profile according to

the Hellenistic preference, though his body is almost full front. Aphlad,

like the figures in the Konon frescoes, faces full front in accordance

with the Parthian style.

These three groups of sculpture, the new reliefs from Palmyra, the

reliefs in Nimrud Dag and the representation of Aphlad belong to

the same school, a school which combines a survival of the eastern

Hellenistic work with many elements of the Parthian art. The school

is of great importance in three ways. Artistically it introduces the

stiffness of Persian tradition, a stiffness which revivifies and strengthens

the weak models of the late Hellenistic school. Historically it brings

to the fore the new elements which played so large a part in deter-

mining the later Byzantine conceptions. Locally both at Palmyra and

Dura it established many conventions which survived for a long

period. The long neck with horizontal folds, the iris made with con-

centric circles, the lack of eyebrows all become a part of the Palmyrene

and Durene traditions. It is on the tesserae of Palmyra that one finds

the curious polos worn by Aphlad, with ribbons falling to either side.

(See pp. 109 ff.) The preference for frontality, and a statuesque

stiffness, almost hallmarks of the new Parthian influence was never

lost either at Palmyra or at Dura. It is, then, these early reliefs which

give the key to the understanding of art development at Dura, at

K. Humann und O. Puchstein, Denkmdler des Mmrud Dagk, Reisen in Kleinasien

und Mordsyrien (Berlin, 1890), pi. XL.
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Palmyra and in much of northern Syria and northern Mesopotamia
as a whole.

The identity of Aphlad presents a most interesting problem. Mr.
Gadd of the British Museum was kind enough to point out to me that

the name of the god was probably the name Apladda — ‘son of

Adda (Hadad)’ mentioned in Assyrian records.^^ Since once the name
is written Aplada ‘Son of Ad (Hadad)’ and since an eighth century

document refers to the god in connection with the middle Euphrates

region which includes the town of Anath, there seems to be no doubt
but that this is the deity in question. Our own records give the name
once as ’A9Aa5j once as ’A(paAa5os and once as ’AiraXaSos; the last

being a remarkably accurate transcription. Nothing more is known
of the god in Assyrian times.

On the coast of Syria the son of Hadad was Aleyin, god of streams

and of vegetation, the Ba’al of the earth.^® It cannot be purely coin-

cidence that the great goddess Anat is represented as the sister of

Aleyin, and that in our monument Aphlad is said to come from Anath,
named after the great goddess. Albright believes^^ that the worship

of ’Anat in Palestine may have died out at a comparatively early date

since names formed with ’Anat are curiously rare and nearly all are

place names. On the other hand as he says (p. 87) “there can be little

doubt that the middle Euphrates region was a center of the cult of

’An- ’Anat, especially since one of its principal towns bore the name
Hanat-Anat, i. e. ’Anat, modern Anah.” Our bas-relief shows that

Aphlad was a great god. Apparently he was the great god of Anath,
the Baal of Anath. That he should then be associated with Anath,
the local goddess is more than probable. We shall discuss later the

relation of the great goddess Azzanathkona, whose temple was found
at Dura, with the goddess Anath. Suffice it to say now that the element

‘Anath’ in the name must relate to the goddess or to the town. The
Greeks of Dura called Azzanathkona Artemis. Anat, as Albright re-

marks, (p. 83) was one of the great goddesses ‘who conceive but do
not bear.’ She had then the characteristic of being both fecund and
virgin at the same time, a characteristic common to most, if not all,

Weissbach, Babyloniscke Miszdlen, Nr. 4, Kol. Ill, Z. 2 flf.

Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, pp. 165 if. For the new material on
Aleyin from the Ras Shamra tablets, see in the Revue de rHistoire des Religions, CV,
Nos. 2—3 (1932), the excellent article of R. Dussaud.

W. F. Albright, “The Evolution of the West-Semitic Divinity ’An-’Anat-’Atta”,

A. J. S. L. £. January 1925, p. 84.
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Asiatic goddesses. But if Azzanathkona was associated with Artemis,

one expects some mention of a god corresponding to Apollo, brother

of Artemis. Since on the coast one finds just this correspondence

between Anat and Aleyin, son of Hadad, it is not too much to suppose

that on the middle Euphrates where the cults of Anath and Aphlad

were both powerful, the same realtionship was found.

An extraordinary feature of the Aphlad relief is that the god stands

on a pedestal adorned with eagle-griffins, animals usually associated

with the sun. The stone pedestal adorned with animals or fantastic

figures was of course common in Hittite art, and we have examples

of lions, bulls and human headed lions on bases from Carchemish and

Sinjirli.^* Hadad was of course usually portrayed with bulls and so

we find him portrayed in the relief at Dura [Rep. Ill, PI. XIV). The
Hittite Hadad, Teshub, however, is mounted on lions in the Sinjirli

reliefs and in monuments from Tell Halaf A bronze Syro-Hittite

figurine in the British Museum [B. M. 105152) portrays the figure of

a god, probably Hadad, standing on a lion. It is possible then to go

half-way in explaining the lack of bulls in the representation of a son

of Hadad. This explanation, however, does not go far enough.

The famous Helios relief at Hatra^ depicts the rayed head of

Helios flanked by eagles. On one side of these is portrayed the head of

a bull, on the other side, the head of a second divinity, beside both of

which stand winged eagle-griffins. Four more eagle-griffins flank two

heads on either end of the relief. Sarre^ remarks that the bust of the

sun-god flanked with griffins is of exceptional interest because of the

close relationship between these beasts and the later Sassanian drag-

ons.®’ It was this eagle-griffin with straight wings and bird head that

became most popular in Hellenistic and Parthian times as opposed

to the lion-griffin with curled wings, lion head, and horns of the Persian

period.®® Hill remarks that this lion-griffin, associated by the Greeks

with Persia,®® and appearing on the coins of Alexander the Great,

gives place entirely on coins to the eagle-griffin after 317—16 B. C.

On Parthian and Sassanian gems the motif is common. Cumont re-

2* Contenau, Manuel, III, Pis. 747, 748 and 756.

Andrae, Hatra, I, PI. XI.
Sarre, p. 28—9.

For the development in Sassanian times see H. Gltickj Die Beiden ^^Sasamdischen!^

(Constantinople, 1917).

A. Fnrtwangler in Roscher’s Lexikon, “Gryps”, pp. 1742 ff.

29 G. F. Hill, ''Alexander the Great and the Persian Lion-Gryphon,” J, H, S.,

XLIII (1923), pp. 156 ff.
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cently published a gem from Emesa with intaglio of the Sun on an
eagle with lion on one side, an eagle-griffin on the other. The first

Cumont associates with Helios, the second with Apollo.®“ Of exceptional

interest is the relief of Zeus at Nimrud Dag for the god is seated in

a chair whose arms are lion-griffins, and whose back supports two
eagles. Since in the shrine of Aphlad we have the god supported by
eagle-griffins, and find the representation ofa bird-cult in the sanctuary,

we may well see a direct relationship here to the conception of the

supreme god at Nimrud Dag. In this detail also, then, the Parthian

element seems evident in the Aphlad relief.

When we review the evidence, the presumption seems strong that

Parthian influence played an important part in the whole Aphlad
cult. The little painted scene beside the niche reflects largely Parthian

conceptions. The little altar placed before the niche is the pointed

type so popular at Hatra and Parthian Assur. The corresponding

temple (that of the Palmyrene gods) in the northwest corner of the

city, stresses in its worship of Zeus-Baal, larhibol and Aglibol, just

the three warrior gods which would be most acceptable to Parthian

ideas, i. e. the god of heaven, the Sun and the Moon. The gods are

Semitic but either the ones selected in the Palmyrene temple were
chosen from the Semitic pantheon according to Persian ideas, or the

Persian gods were given in the temple the Semitic names and some of

the Semitic attributes. The same thing seems to have been the case in

the temple of Aphlad. In this case the strong local god Aphlad is

given characteristics derived from Persian ideas. He adopts the symbols
of the god of the Sun and becomes associated with the winged griffins

of the solar deity. Probably in spite of this he retained many of the

characteristics of his father, Hadad, god of the thunder and the

heavens. Perhaps it is on this last account that he wears the symbols
of stars and planets on his breast, and does not bear the rayed crown,
the attribute of the purely solar deity. Possibly the association of
Aphlad with the sun assisted in identifying the great goddess ofAnath
with Artemis, sister of Apollo.

On the niche and the west wall of the room a number of graffiti

were inscribed as follows.

419. On the face of the stand which supported the bas-relief of the

god, in letters 0.005 high scratched with a point.
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1

MNHC0H AnOAA(ON10[C] AEilONlKOY KAI BAPAA
KA! BO-OC

Apollonios is a name very common at Dura but this is the first

mention of Dexionikos.

BapaBocSris occurs in Dura in inscription Rep. /, p. 46 (3).

The last name is not all at clear, but very possibly it begins with Bop.

420. Along the south inside wall of the niche in letters 0.025

high scratched with a point and clear.

riATTOAAAC M(vr|0'Sfi) ’ArroAAas

Cumont (Inscription 40, line 8) reads M(vriCT30 ['H]Ai6S[copos

t]o[vJ ’A]TroAA[a] ?

The letters in our graffito are clear and one must read the ma for

an abbreviation of uvriaSri and the name as ’AttoAASs with genitive

’AttoAAo:.

421. Tracing. Face of niche, top a. Letters 0.0 1—0.02 m. made with

point and clear.

KAI CEAEYKOC
AnOAAOOANOY
KAI AlCAMC
KAI AYCANIAC AlOAOdPOY

The first part of this inscription has been lost. In Gumont’s

inscription 76, dated 123 A. D., the same name ZeAajKoc ’AfroAAoipotvous

occurs. In our inscription the name of the father is given without the

final sigma. If as is most probable the individual is the same he belongs

to the great Seleucus-Lysanias family at Dura (See Cumont, p. 424).

The name Lisams is common both at Palmyra and at Dura (H. 8,

D. 93 etc.).

The first letters of the last word are very doubtful. On the plaster

they seem to be mu-tau. One may restore tentatively AioScbpou.

422. Face of niche, top Letters o.oi m. and far from clear.

nenNHCGH YAA/ 1C...

The writer began to write the perfect form of the verb here, or

•wrott epsilon by mistake and began again. Unfortunately it is impos-

sible to read the name satisfactorily. It begins certainly with u65 .
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423. Tracing. Face of niche, top c. Letters 0.02—-0.06 m, made with

point and clear.

M CEAENEC NEAPXOY

The letters are clear but the name ZeAsvss does not occur elsewhere
at Dura. Inside the southwest tower we find the name SeAaJKOs Nedpxou
written twice (372 and 373).

424. Tracing. Face of niche, left side a. Letters o.oi—0.015
made with point and clear.

M AnOAAOAWPOYC
AnOAAOACO[POY

The name ’ATroAAoSoopos occurs in Cumont 122. Here we have an
irregular nominative ’A-rroAAoScopous perhaps due to Roman influence.

425. Tracing. Face of niche, left side b and c. Letters of (a) 0.0075
made with point and not clear. Letters of (b) 0.02 m. made with
point and clear.

(a) TON . . AAl . . AAAAOY
(b) CIA®

(a) the name is not clear except that it is formed in part with the

name of the god.

(b) IiAaiog is found in D. Too, and the name ZiAa comes from
Jerusalem (Wuthnow, p. 109). Apparently our name was never com-
pletely written, for the four letters are deeply cut but have no suffix.

Compare ZiAAoi in 416.

426. Squeeze (Tracing PI. XXXIV, 2). Face of niche, left side d.

Letters 0.0 1—0.02 m. made with point and clear.

MNMNHCGH ABBOYIG AYCANIO[Y
TOY COMAAAKOY HPOC TON
A0AAAAON 0GON

’A|3ous is common in Egypt from the first to the fourth century A. D.
and ’Apouis occurs in el- ’Aondjeh {Revue Biblique, 1920, p. 113 flF.;

Wuthnow, p. 10). ’A^ouis is found in 418.

L. 2. We have at Dura NajBoupdAcxxos (D. 32), “Nabou has counseled.”

The name Slospos and Zoaipos is well known in Syria, and Julia mother
of Elagabalus had the name loaiiaias. Perhaps here we have a combi-
nation of the first part of this name with the common ending -paAcxKos.
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L. 3. The use of irpos before the name of a god or gods is not un-

common at Dura. Attention has already been paid to the variation

of the name of Aphlad. The fact that Seov is added each time means
probably that the divinity was not very well known at Dura when
the inscriptions were written.

427. Tracing. Left face of niche. Letters made with point.

M ArrAC

Cumont (27) found ’Ayyaios, and Wuthnow (p. 1
1 )

cites ’Ayr|s

428. Tracing. Left face of niche near top. Letters 0.01—0.02 m.

made with point.

€TOYC ADT
The year 69-—70 A. D.

429. Tracing. Right face of niche, a, top. Letters 5—10 mm. made
with point.

AAE5ANAPOC
CEAEYKOY

TOY APTEMIACOPOY
EYPCdnAlOC

These names are all well known in Dura, and I think the title

EOpcoTraTos means the individual belongs to one of the leading families.

This combination in one family, however, has not been found elsewhere

at Dura.

430. Tracing. Right face of niche, b. Letters 0.015 m. made with

point.

M AnOAAOACOPOC
ElAOYCl

Apollodorus is of course well known but there appears to be no

name corresponding to EiSoucn except E16aios (Wuthnow, p. 45).

Perhaps we have here only the suffix.

431. Right face of niche, c. Letters 0.03—0.06 m. sprawling, and

doubtful.

APXEA

The name is known at Dura (Cumont 62, H. 34) but the reading

here is exceedingly doubtful.
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432. South side of niche. Letters 0.015—0.02 m. made with ooint
(a) €TOYC €iT .

w pomi.

(b) €TOYC €5T
The year 365 of the Seleueid era, 53—4 of our own.
433. South side of niche. Letters 5—10 mm. high and not very clear.

rr[NHG]©HC 5ENOKPATHC BOHGEIAiOY TOY 5ENOKPATOY
TOY [BOjHOEiAlOY EYPWnAlOCKAKMAOi nP<K>OC

TON OlAON KA! nPOC.'.'.'.

SsvoKpotTT^s is well known at Dura. For Bot^SeiSlou compare BopSoj,
B0T1S105 and Bor)Soi6r|5 in. Pape’s Eigennamen.

434. West wall of room, south of niche, written through the bird
in the fresco. Letters 0.025—0.035 m. and all clear.

IKAAl

The sarne name occurs below in inscription 438. Apparently it is
a nominative case. CumOnt found the first part Iko . . in Inscrip-
tion 40. •

_
435 - West wall, south of fresco, a fragment. Letters o.io m. and

fairly clear.

KAI AACiAAA A

Fragments of several accounts or donations are scattered along the
fece of this wall. Here apparently we have part of one. The name
Dasilla is not known elsewhere at Dura.

436. West wall, north of fresco. Letters 0.06 m.

KAI npoc
OC AC

The iota is not clear and rho may be a better reading. As the name
Karpros does not occur, however, and since the use of irpos with a
proper name is frequent it seems better to take this as a fragment of
an account similar to that of 438. .

437. West wail, below fresco. Letters 0.03—0.035

BAEIGAPH BAPIC AABAH
ZABINH
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The second is not clear and should perhaps be read as Zoc|3eiv3:s

and Za^ivocs both occur at Dura. For the other names, however, I have

been able to find no parallels. Probably they are names of women.

438. West wall, below fresco. Letters 0.005—0.015 m.

nPOC APcblAC Z

IKAAI nPOC CABAY
AAOYA TONIOY AYTOC
nPOC AAAMANXAAA =5: A
nPOC PAHAAAOC * A
nPOC CAAlchA ABOYIC Bl

Two of these names ’Apouis and MkoBi occur again in the shrine

of Aphlad. ‘PocfiSaSos is common at Dura with the spellings ‘Poyeid-

6a6os (Cumont, 440) and 'Payr|a6a5ps (D. 60). The rest of the names

are unknown.
The names are in the nominative as Pafi6aSos shows. FTpos would

be appropriate with either genitive or accusative, meaning (received)

“from” or (contributed) “in behalf of” the individual. The phraseology

is, however, unusual. Perhaps, as Prof. Rostovtzelf suggests’ irpos stands

for TTpooKOvTipa.

439. West wall, beneath fresco. Letters 0.02—0.05 m. and poorly

written.

BACDAAAAA
AA0APBA E KAI AC

Close beside this graffito is drawn with point the crude figure of

a man in straight chiton and with left hand on hip.

440. West wall, north of fresco. Letters 0.01—0.02 m. and not very

clear.

MHNOC
APTEMIGIOY AK
MAAIXAAEOC

KOAION * 10

BQAA0 KAI EAOC
0AKNEOC

The twenty-fourth day of the month Artemisios.

L. 3. MoAixcc-SoS is a common Semitic name and very possibly the

epsilon should he read as theta. :
- . . : ..
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L. 4. KoSiov perhaps for KcibSiov ‘skin.’

441. West wall, just above top of fresco. Letters 0.02—0.03 m. and
well drawn.

ft KAAAICTPATOC

The name is found also in Gumont’s Inscription 43.
442. Tracing. Face of bench along west wall, south of niche. Letters

o.oi—0.015 cut deeply with point.

Etous cj’OT' p'Hvos Aiou vouprivjos

The year 376 of the Seleucid era, 64 of our own, the month of Dios,
the time of the new moon. That is the beginning of Dios which was
at Dura the second month of the year. (See Johnson, Dura Studies for

discussion of the calendar.)

443. Tracing. North side of niche just above graffito of two figures.

Letters 0.015 m.

ZEBINp[C

The reading is not very clear, for the epsilon is more like a rho and
the omicron more, like a sigma. The. restoration of Zspivos, however,
seems the only plausible one.

444. Tracing. West wall, north of niche. Letters o.oi—0.015
clear.

M AeHNOACOPOC OY
ASHNOACdPOfY

One of the very common names at Dura though not occurring
elsewhere for both father and son.

445. Tracing. West wall, north of niche. Letters 0.03—0.035
sprawling.

M CEAEYKOC

Mu for pvTiaSfi as in 420,
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446. A fragment of pottery had written in red ink the letters 0.02

too.025 m. high.

ZEB

The word is evidently a name, and this beginning probably part

of Ze^iS “given by” a very common one in Dura.

447. On a fragment of pottery was written in ink letters 0.0125 to

0.02 m. high -

BOYB

Cumont, parchment VII, 14, has the name Boupag.

On the left face of the niche through the inscription of Abouis, son

of Lisams are drawn two curious figures (PL XXXIV, 2). They are

two men dressed in long robes and Persian trousers, both portrayed

in the same position with left hand raised in front of the face, the

right bent up so as almost to touch the top of the neck. They advance
apparently light, that is toward the image of the god. The robes are

longer and fuller than the jacket of the Parthians, and are not caught

at the belt. One may compare them with the robe of the camel driver

on the Parthian altar found in this same temple during the 1929—30

campaign, and with the robes of figures hammered in the stone in the

tower of the Palmyrene temple. The hair is bound up high on the

head in a fashion similar to that of the Persian on the Parthian altar.

One might interpret the gesture as one of adoration except that in

this attitude it is usually the right hand which is held up. Differing

from most of the graffiti in Dura the face is given in profile even

though the body is full front.

On the north side of the niche is drawn a graffito representing two
figures close together (PI. XXXV, i). Both are female figures clad in

long double skirts, the outer one laced up the front (or with band of

embroidery), the under one appearing just at the feet and apparently

pleated. One of the figures plays the double flute and the other with

arms pressed against the chest holds a box, probably the cymbals or

the tambourine. They form, of course, the pair of musicians so well

known in the eastern cults. One may compare them with the little

figurine showing the same type of figures found by Loftus,®^ and the

figurines of the same kind exhibited in almost every museum of eastern

art. Remarkable in our own representation is the extremely high head-

W. K. Loftus, Travels and Researches in Chaldea and Susiana (London, 1857),

p. 214.
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dress, apparently a turban wound round and round above the head.
A figure of a woman with somewhat similar high headdress Loftus
attributes to the Parthian period.®^ In Dura, the graffito of Nike from
B 8, H 4 already described seems to wear the same type of headdress.
Worthy of remark are the ribbons which hang down on either side

of the musicians’ heads. The lines may represent curls but the hair

seems pretty thoroughly concealed, and the headdress of Aphlad with
ribbons to either side, makes plausible the theory that we have the

same arrangement here. Perhaps this high headdress is derived from
the Hittites for the great figures of the gods before the palace at Tell

Halaf have high conical hats or turbans of about the same form.®® At
any rate this type of headdress seems common in the Parthian period
for it is represented also in a drawing on pottery from Parthian Assur.®^

On the west wall just north of the niche the same two figures are
drawn. Unfortunately a break across the top does not allow us to see

the headdress. Otherwise the figures are clad as are thosejust described,

and have the same position. Beside them stands a third female attend-

ant in a similar dress. She wears on her head the same high turban
found in the other graffito, and apparently she holds something close

to the chest with the right hand. As the figures are all three of the

same height and drawn close together, it is probable that we have
here three musicians, perhaps two with flutes and one with cymbals.
Isaac of Antioch states that in his day Baalshamin was still feted with
tambourines and homes at Nisibis.®®

During the excavation of the temple, part of a female terra-cotta

figurine and two small terra-cotta plaques were found. The first is a
female head o.is by 0.07 by 0.05 m. The head evidently made part

of a small statue for the clay at the bottom of the piece is molded to

fit into the torso (PL XVI, 4). A veil falls from the middle of the

Ibid,^ 214. Compare the reclining figure with high turban of 100 B. C. {B, M. C.

1 17, 943), E. Douglas Van Buren, Clay Figurines of Babylonia and Assyria (New Haven,
1930), Fig. 80.

Max Freiherr v. Q-p^tnhtimfDer TeM Halaf (Leipzig, 1931), p. 114 and
Frontispiece.

Andrae and Lenzen, Partherstadt Assur^ Taf. 60, a. A Hittite mold, now in

the Ashmoiean museum shows two figures with this same headdress divided into

horizontal bands.

Isaac Ant., ed, Bickell I, p. 209, 78 fF. For sacred dances in the temples see

Gumont, Fouilles^ pp. 202—3, and for references, Cumont, ReL Or. (4th Ed.), p. 251,
n. 6 and p. 253 n. 25. Cf. Jalabert et Mouterde, Inscrip, de Syrie, I, 161 and note.

Guniont calls attention to the Syrian dancers (sambucistriae) in Rome in 187 B.

G. (Livy, XXXIX, 6.)
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head to the shoulders coming in close to the neck in the early Palmy-
rene style. Two round knobs, probably ornaments, are molded just

above the forehead. The forehead itselfinstead of being almost vertical

turns back sharply half way between eyes and hair. The eyes, wide

and round, are bordered by a very heavy upper lid. A slight incision

marks the pupil just below the upper lid. Cheeks are quite well mod-
elled though with no details of drawing. Mouth and chin are partly

broken but even from what remains one can see that the chin must

have been most prominent and forceful. The back of the head shows

the marks of the fingers which have pressed the clay into the mold.

One may assign the piece through comparison with work at Palmyra

to the late first or early second century A. D., but it is impossible to

identify it definitely as head of goddess or individual for both are com-
monly represented with veils, and hair ornaments would be appro-

priate to either. Not improbably, however, it made part of a statue

ofAtargatis with raised right hand. Its presence in the shrine ofAphlad
suggests that the sanctuary was devoted to two divinities, a male

(Aphlad) and a female, a suggestion given some weight by the fresco

fragments which showed female heads from Naos 2, and the possibility

that the inscription fragment found in the 1929—30 campaign (Rep.

Ill, p. 58) bears the names of Apollo and Artemis.

A little round plaque (now at Yale) 0.055 m. in diameter portrayed

the bust of a bearded god (PI. XXII, 3). The thick mat of hair circles

the head and comes low over the forehead. Short incisions marked
hair and beard but apparently there were no curls. Details of eyes

and nose have almost disappeared but from the general appearance,

one judges that they were quite well drawn. Two folds of the chiton

around the neck are represented one with an angular turn, the other

rounded in semicircular form. The hands are held on the chest and
each grasps a six pointed thunderbolt, the thunderbolts represented

with a central straight rod, and two undulating lines ending in points.

The upper points reach up over the shoulder. Apparently in the mold
a little border was represented, but in the model this is only apparent

for a short distance to the figure’s right. The god with the thunderbolt

one takes, of course, to be Hadad. The question is, however, whether
the son of Hadad, Aphlad, to whom the temple was dedicated was
not sometimes armed with the weapons of his father. We have seen

already that Aphlad is associated apparently with both the sun and
the heavens as a whole. Possibly then, this little plaque can give us

a clue to the object held in the right hand of Aphlad. The remains
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of the object in the hands of Aphlad are, however, so small that little

support can be obtained in the sculpture to support the theory that

he held the thunderbolt in his right hand.

Probably from the same mold which fashioned the plaque found
in room K of the priests house (Rep. HI, p. 84), comes a little plaque

0.055 0*06 by o.oi m. of a Parthian warrior with sun and moon
over the shoulders. As in most of these models details of drawing are

obscured. A great mass of hair aureoles the oval, bearded face. Per-

haps it is not fair in so small a figure to remark that the nose is too

long, the forehead too low, and the eyes scarcely marked. The figure

is clad in a close-fitting garment which comes up close to the neck
and reaches to the elbow. Folds are made with parallel lines placed

close together and giving a quilted effect. The left hand grasps the

hilt of the sword across the stomach. One sees the knob of the hilt

on one side of the hand, the blade running out to the right almost

perpendicular to the line of the body. The right hand is bent at the

elbow and apparently points to the right. Since a little border runs

around the plaque, at first sight the warrior appears to hold a spear.

More probably he simply points to the right. Above the right shoulder

is the crescent moon and above the left the sun (or a star) in the shape
of a ball, slightly more oval than round. I have nothing to add to the

discussion of these pieces I wrote for the Third Report (Rep. Ill,

pp. 84 ff.) except to call attention to the similarity of this figure to

that on the Parthian altar found in this same temple (ibid., pp. 88 ff.).

The rather nicely cut stone of a ring with face 0.001 by 0.008 m.
(now at Yale) found in the debris along the walls in the southwest

angle portrays Artemis with bow and dog. The dog at her feet leaps

forward in pursuit of the quarry. Artemis advances right, grasps the

bow in her outstretched left hand, and reaches over her shoulder with
the right to extract an arrow from the quiver. She wears a short skirt

and a chiton from which two ribbons float out to the left. Around her

head is bound apparently a crown or garland. The face is in profile,

ample proof that the work is not of local manufacture. Probably it

belongs to the Roman period. Since the stone is of a type common in

finger rings, its presence in the temple can lend little or no weight to the

argument that part of the temple was dedicated to the worship of the

goddess. It is a curious coincidence, however, that the representation of

Artemis should be found just where a sanctuary ofhers may have lain.
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THE TEMPLE OF AZZANATHKONA
1. GENERAL HISTORY

BY G. HOPKINS

One of the surprises of this season was the discovery of the Temple
of Azzanathkona (pL III.) behind the praetorium and one of the most
interesting studies was to attempt to reconstruct chronologically the

steps in its growth. To this study the discovery of several dates brings

essential assistance. The salle aux gradins because its earliest step bears the

date 1
2—

1 3A. D.must have been constructedjust at the beginning ofour

era. The little stele ofHeliodorus in situ above the door ofroom 1 2 places

the construction of at least the south wall of this room in the year 153.

Finally the dedication to Artemis-Azzanathkona found just before the

doorway ofroomsD 8 and 9 (block E 7) indicates the completion ofthese

rooms exactly one year after the earthquake, the month Dios, 161 A. D.
Except for these dated rooms, however, it is very difficult to be sure

of periods of construction or even of a definite sequence for in some
parts the walls made of mud brick and plaster are largely destroyed;

in others, groups of rooms are almost entirely separated from the rest

so that there is no linking of one wall to another to assist us. A most
interesting question is presented in the relative chronology of temple

rooms and circuit wall. The wall on the north side of room W 3 is

made of well cut gypsum stones laid in the regular manner. The end
of this wall projects to the west, has been obviously cut off short and
supplemented with a patched up wall of small irregular stones and
rubble which cuts off a corner of room W 3 and links with the wall

of rubble and small stones which now limits the temple area, between
rooms W 7 and 9. It is noticeable that if the wall of regular stones

continued west it would join the wall similarly made north ofroom 18.

Since the side walls of this section behind 18 are also constructed in

quite a different manner from the north wall and do not link with it,

it seems conclusive that at some time the stone wall collapsed probably

with parts of the foundation beneath, that at that time new sections

hastily built were crowded into the temple area and that short side

walls were erected to bring the different sections together. If, as seems

likely, the temple area had reached to the enceinte wall in the early

period, the loss of a good portion of the north side of the precinct

9 *
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must have necessitated a rearrangement of the chambers about the

court. It is this rearrangement which brings an added element into

our consideration of chronology.

Before entering, however, into a discussion of this difficult phase,

we must consider the arrangement of the temple as a whole. There
are obviously two chief sanctuaries: the pronaos and naos, rooms D 3
and 5, and the salle aux gradins with the little sanctuary beyond it

(rooms W 9 and 10). The main entrance of the temple to the east

lies in front of the entrance to room D 2, and the chief altar in the

court is immediately in front ofthe room series 2—3—5. This sanctuary
then must have been the principal one in the temple area and the

oldest if there was a difference in date between the two. If the precinct

as a whole was divided into two centers of worship, they were as far

as we can tell from our evidence both dedicated to Artemis-Azzanath-
kona for a little dedication of34 A. D. from the salle aux gradins contains

the single word, Azzanathkona written at the bottom, and the longer
stele of r6i from rooms D 8 and 9 gives us the whole name Artemis-
Azzanathkona.

We know of two other salle aux gradins in Dura one in the Temple
of Artemis the other in that of Atargatis-Hadad, both built in the

same period of the city’s history as that of Azzanathkona, i. e. close

to the beginning of our era. In both the Temple of Artemis and that

of Atargatis, however, the ama; gradins made the pronaos to the
principal shrine and one expects that the same would be true for the
temple of Azzanathkona. One remarks that the front of the salle aux
gradins is by no means on a line with the front of the series D 2, 3, 5.

If the two buildings had been constructed at the same time one might
have expected them to be equally distant from the main entrance.

If the circuit wall at the back ofW 12, 13 and 14, however, is in its

original position, the forward position of rooms W 9 and 10 might
well be accounted for by the desire for side rooms along the great

city wall.

In form both sanctuaries are very much the same, with a pronaos
whose length is perpendicular to the axis, and a naos the length of
whose walls on either side of the door is not the same due to the intro-

duction of a little chamber at one end. This arrangement is the same
as that of the sanctuary of Artemis, and Cumont has already called

attention to the resemblance with the temple of E’Makh at Babylon
(Cumont, p. 34).
One must note in passing how many temples were constructed in
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the century about the beginning of our era, the Temple of Artemis
about 32 B. C., the Temple of Azzanathkona by 12—13 A. D., the

Temple of Aphlad before 53 A. D. and the Palmyrene temple before

55 A. D. The dates given are all dates found in the respective sanctuaries

and show that the precinct had at least been dedicated to the god
at that time. This then must have been a period of great prosperity.

Perhaps so many new temples are due simply to the introduction of

many new elements in the population at this time, and the desire of

each group to establish its own cult. One cannot help but believe,

however, that also at this time a larger city scheme was adopted giving

new room for sacred precincts. Especially significant, it seems to me,
is the fact that both the Temple ofAphlad in the southwest angle of

the enceinte wall and the Temple of Palmyrene Gods in the northwest

comer date from the middle of the first century. Now we have also

the Temple ofAzzanathkona not far from the Temple ofthe Palmyrene
Gods and abutting the fortifications. The inference is strong that it

was not long before this period that the great wall was built around
the growing city.

Whatever may be the relation of the temple to the walls, however,

one may presume that the room series D 2, 3, 5 and W 9—10 were

constructed about the beginning of our era and that at that time,

there was a precinct wall and perhaps some side chambers about the

court. The first of these side chambers may have been rooms D 6 and

7 for the south wall ofroom D 8 does not link with the south and west

walls ofD 7. At the other side of the temple the west and north walls

of room W 13 have plaster very much more weathered than the other

two walls. This may be merely the under coat of plaster but the graffiti

suggest that it was used for some time as the outer covering and there

are no signs of any later plaster coats. Apparently the west and north

sides were exposed to the weather for some time, and it seems plausible

that this corner made an angle in the open court before the rooms
were constructed.

This brings us to the problem of the chronological relation between
wall and temple. The date of the construction of the city wall is by
no means certain, but it seems most probable that it was built at least

as early as the beginning ofour era. Ifthe wall had not been constructed

when our temple was about to be built in 12—13 A. D., it seems

hard to believe that the dedicants would have chosen such a distant

spot from the main center, and one so open to attack in case of raids.

Secondly, the natural boundary on the north for the temple precinct is
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the edge of the wadi, and the city wall once constructed would form
an excellent boundary for temple territory. As has already been said,

however, when the wall was new it probably ran in a straight line

from the north side ofW i to the north side ofW i8. At that time,

therefore, there would be room for side chambers along the wall

between these two points. A change in the position of the wall behind
rooms W 12—14—13, however, is more doubtful. It is true that the

short wall which links the part behind these rooms with the section

behind 18 is composed ofsmall stones and rubble reinforced with earth

inside. On the other hand, the lower courses of the section behind
rooms 12—14—13 just as that on the north side of 18 are regularly

laid and well constructed of large gypsum blocks. One may presume,
therefore, that it was the small link between these two sections which
was reconstructed, and that this was built more or less in the same
place as the former wall, rather than that thewhole positionofthis section

of the wall had been changed.

We have, in fact, good reason to believe that a particular cata-

strophe considerably altered some parts of the city, for an inscription

of 160 A. D. tells of a great earthquake which shook the district. It

may be only chance that this stele was erected in the Palmyrene temple,

but it may well be that this quarter of the city was most strongly

affected. In such a case it is not difficult to explain the fall and rebuild-

ing of certain portions of the wall patching together portions of the

old wall which remained.

In the Temple of Azzanathkona itself we find that two rooms at

least, D 8 and 9 were erected just after the earthquake, having been
dedicated in 161 A. D. Perhaps these rooms replaced side chambers
on the north side that had been destroyed with the falling of the wall.

According to the only evidence we have, the inscription of Helio-

dorus, room W 1 2 was built in 153 A. D. The south wall of this room
links with the south wall of 1 4, so that the two must have been construct-

ed together. At that time room 13 may well have been already standing
for many years. The only exit from this room is the door into room
W 14.^ The doorway is very well built with door-posts most like those

represented in the frescoes ofthe Palmyrene temple. Conclusions about
the date of this room must rest upon the evidence of this door; whether

^ There is some evidence that the south wall of 13 was first built on a line with
the south wails of rooms 12—14 and afterwards pushed forward. If that was the

case it was of course possible for a doorway to have been formerly placed in the
south wall. See below under Room 13.
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this ornamental entrance was an inner one or first opened directly

into the court.As room 14 was an open one, apparently used for scribes,

I am inclined to believe that the entrance to W 13 made originally

one of the ornaments of the court and that therefore the room should

antedate W 14 and 12.
^1

Since room W 12 is so much later than the sanctuaries, the naos

and pronaos W 9—10 could not have been moved forward to allow

for it. For this forward position of W 9 and 10, however, the angle

of the city wall not far behind seems sufficient reason, the precinct

as a whole being very much wider in the western half. For the moment

then we may accept the two sanctuaries as part of the earliest con-

struction bounded on the north by the circuit wall running from the

north side ofW i straight to the north side ofW 18, then behind the

later rooms W 12 and 14 to make the angle in the northwest corner

ofW 13.

On the east the original wall was undoubtedly that whose west

section makes the east wall of D 6, for in this wall the prmcipal en-

trance to the temple was built. Just where this wall reached the forti-

fications is not clear. Room W 7 is evidently veiy late in construction

for the rebuilt city wall runs under one comer. The south wall of the

room, however, is a double one, formed by the actual room wall on

this side being built against an earlier temple wall. Even this earher

wall, however, does not seem to go back to a very early period for

it is part of the wall bounding room 3 on the south and east, and has

the same foundation level as the south wall of room W i a wall

constructed in Roman times according to the evidence of pottery

beneath its foundations. Very possibly then room W 1 1 was the limit

of the precinct wall at this corner and the space between room W ii

and the fortifications was left open for military reasons. If this were

so it would help to explain the position of the sanctuary W 9—10,

whose rooms face toward just this corner of the court.

One might add that rooms W 18 and 20 on the north side of the

temple were probably both late for both are bounded in part by late

sections of the city wall. Very little now remains of room W 20 except

the doorway, for much of its wall has fallen down the wadi.

The results of the study are by no means conclusive, but tentatively

we may suggest the steps of development as follows; in group one,

as the earliest constructions, the two sanctuaries and a precmc wa

whose angles included the space of rooms W 13 and 3 and D b^lu

the corridor just east of 6, but which did not include chambers D 8,
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9, 10 and 11; in group two certain of the side chambers in which
should be included those between rooms W i and W 18 later lost in

the earthquake, certainly D 6 and 7 which must have been from their

prominent position some of the first built and room W13, with its

ornamental doorway facing the court. Group three would comprise
only rooms D 12 and D 14. and these two we can allocate definitely

to 153 A. D. The earthquake cutting off a part of the plateau on the

north side of the temple precinct, caused the circuit wall to be shifted

to the south and eliminated what rooms there were betweenW 1 and
W 18. The last group of constructions would include all the sections

built after this time, first the rooms D 8 and 9 in 16 1 A. D., secondly

either at this time or later room W 7, and the staircase which partly

blocks the entrance to room 1 8.

Perhaps before these last changes a different arrangement had been
made in the rear of the temple in and around W 15. At some time
the original small doorway opening into the court on the east side

ofW 15 had been blocked up and a very wide entrance just to the

north of it substituted in its place. This was due to the cutting through
of the rear wall to make an entrance to the temple precinct on the

side of the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods and the Tower of the

Archers. When this was constructed the south wall of W 13 had no
doorway. Perhaps formerly this south wall had had a doorway, or

perhaps it had been left open on the south side as was room W 14.

A pilaster in the south corner ofthe west wall ofroomW
1 3 still remains.

It is in line with the front walls ofW 14 and 13 and very probably
before W 15 was completed, rooms W 13, 14 and 12 made one unit

with their south wails on the same line.

Before the city was destroyed many of the rooms were partly blocked
with mud brick to strengthen the ramparts.A wall ofmud brick i .30 m.
thick was run through the salle aux gradins almost to the altars and
bas-relief, then the rest of the north side was filled with dibris. A thin

mud brick wall was then run across the open end ofW 14 thus cutting

offW 13 as well as 14, and the doorway ofW 12 was blocked. Probably
the heavy wall along the circuit fortifications between W 7 and W 9
was erected at the same time. All these, however, were probably very
late, constructed in connection with the other mud brick reinforcements

to the city wall, in order to withstand the attack of the Persians.

The chief entrance to the temple lay on Street E. When the street

was blocked by the praetorium, a short approach was constructed from
the continuation of Street F.
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II. DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL ROOMS

BY C. HOPKINS

Room D I.

The chief altar 1.44 m. by 0.90 m. possibly originally square

1.44 m. on a side stood in this open court between the entrance to the

temple and the door of room D 2. The altar was built of rubble ^
except for the foundations is almost entirely destroyed. Probably

it was much the same as that in the Temple of Atargatis for in this

latter also there are no remains of steps leading up to the top.

The only finds were two bronze pendants E. 1164 (En. 717) ana

E- 1355 (En. 779)-

Room D 2.

An altar shaped like a short thick column 0.59 m. high was found

near the north door of this room. The top, 0.40 m. in diameter, was

unmarked by fire. Just below the top there was left in relief a band

of stone 0.03 m. wide and 0.065 m. high ornamented with a molding

pattern. A variation of the same type of pattern adorns the base. Since

a large plaster mortar was discovered in the south half, however, it

is probable that the room served merely as a useful antero*^, certainly

not as a chamber dedicated wholly to sacred purposes. Th^ part ot

the west wall which separates the room from the corridor D 10 was

evidently a late addition for its foundation is of baked brick. Ihese

same Roman bricks are laid beneath the north door. One remarks

thatwhen the wall separating room 2 and room 10 was built, a doorway

was constructed. Later this was blocked.

Room D 3.

The door between D 2 and D 3, though of a type common at Dura,

is worthy of note for it seems to explain the screen of stone which

made a part of certain doors in the praetonum. It was composed ot

two panels, that to the right as one entered being considerably larger

than the other. One entered only through this larger section as the

marks on the sill showed, while the smaller

fixed in place. The door was locked by a bar behind, which fitted

into a hole in the wall. Probably the stone screens fixed in place and
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occupying a third or more ofcertain doorways in the praetorium made

wng of a bird very nicely cut, and the small bronze leg of a standThe bird’s wing recalls the fact that a bird, probably a dove wf;represented in the pediment ofthe temple in the reliefofAzzanathkona.

Room jD 5.

doorway stood the rubble altar 0.95 m. by o.8q

nf H ri ^
high. The altar is partly hollow just as is that in the Temple

nrohahfVpf f with opening on the south sfde

oit
^^^t-ihce. Nothing of these, however, remained. The top ofthe altar was only o.io m. below the surface of the ground a fact

J ^ pieces of stone slab found

bSte The ir'^
doorway and marked with fastenings of bronze^ crumbled to pieces before it couldbe removed.A fresco adorned the north end ofthe west wall for several

nwfr
very much weathered were found in the debris. In one largep ece one could discern the outlines of a man’s head. The face was the

narrow band of hair, black; the Sck^uS
Ae miJit

in the plaster immediately abovehe p^ted head, showed that there had been no attempt to conceal

backSoSndT’^lVh^^^^if^)?^
letters against the yellow

TAdsS
be read the name of this priest ’A]-rr[oA]Ac8Mios

. ^ -

through these black letters the same name was scratched

detailsoS ^ painter.3 Features ofthe face Lddetails ofdrawing had been quite obliterated but the painting in generalstyle seemed to be of the Roman period. A final interSSZtwas discovered in the last cleaning. This was the presence in Ae floor

of a'^mSr to th?
^ ^ third

As th^f
and 0.34 m. from the sides of the altar.As they were only a few centimeters (0.065 and 0.07 by o or m V indiameter they were obviously designed to hold smaU poles. Posribly

*
“• high, written in two lines,

establish the name of the father We know that
graffito helps us to
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these supported standards such as those we see beside altars on. the

Parthian coins. A larger hole in the floor some 0.20 m. in diameter cut

in the north section of the room was probably designed to fix an altar or

statue base in place.

Room D 4.

This little sideroom has the same type of strong plaster floor that

room 5 contains. Nothing was found in it except one coin. Its presence

was most interesting for little side rooms beside the naos were features

ofboth the Temple ofArtemis and that ofAtargatis. For the similarity

ofarrangements in these temples with the temple ofE-Makh in Babylon

see Cumont, pp. 34 ff. and the excellent article by Bellinger “The
Temples at Dura-Europos and certain early churches.” [Semimrium

Kondakovianum, IV [1931], pp- 173 ff.). It is worth remark here that

our own temple with one little side room instead oftwo and the corridor

behind the naos and pronaos follows even more closely the plan of the

Babylonian temple than do the other sanctuaries at Dura.

Roo'fi D 6.

As one entered the main gate of the temple one saw on one’s left

a large side chamber D 6 with a doorway over four meters in width.

Through the doorway one could see the niche or naiskos against the

west wall, the foundations of whose posts still remain. This contained

probably the statue of the divinity, just as did the little niche similarly

placed in room K of the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods. Just as the

wall about the niche in room K was adorned with a great fresco, so

this room also had a great picture, many fragments of which were

recovered. The picture represented apparently two men, one ofwhom
at least was clad in a lorica sqmmata. The clothing and flesh is represent-

ed in pink and red shades against a dark green background. On the

background as a whole were scratched many graffiti in Greek usually

with the formula abbreviated to p. From this abbreviation as

well as from the general style of the picture I judge the work to be

late. Nothing was found in the room except the fragments of fresco,

but one notices the bench running along the west wall and the east

corner of the south wall from the niche to the end of the room.

The inscription ofincised letters filled with red paint, an inscription

which must have contained the dedication of the painting read as

follows:
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449. Photograph. Letters of first line 0.035 of succeeding lines

IH

YHEPBEPET
AlOY IH

- - CAAAB . . CAYTOrC
5 . EPCOEA06ON
--AEnEl
- - H K!BHAO[C]EnO[lHCEN

VlO
Al

Another fragment gives the reading ^
The year is missing but the name of the month seems complete,

filling ^
written apparently the name of the dedicant

SI
therefore, that not very much is loston the left side of the graffito. In spite of this the meaning is far from

iSti'
completion ofa successfuljourney.

\ ^ complete line I have supplied 6TTo[iTiCTev before which
should be written the name of the painter. The d^culty is that thismention of the artist is usually at the end and there remain fragments

hnes. Perhaps a better explanation is to take
sTOiTiow m connection with the dedicant and refer the last two hnes
*

'^fP "^5 ioorrou mi uiwv mi omou acoTtipias.

of ae background

LettJa?”m‘luV’'° °-45 by 0.20 m.

y CEAtEJYKOC
KAI OANAfElNfOC

KCON
<5cucxy6ivco<JKcov for dvcxyivcbcJKcov

lettirs^Vi^L^^Sgh^^^^^”*
scratched between the first two lines in

AGHNOAOOP
OC

‘

X m*. l5gr°
»-'5 by 0.18 m.
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CEAEYKO
Y

d) Below on the same fragment in letters 0.0 1 m. high

CEAEYKOC

e) Fragment o.io by 0.15 m. Letters 5 mm. high

... TAl (DlAinnOC AnOAAa)N[IOY

... rA[l]OC AA1MONA0E[OY

f) Fragment in three pieces 0.16 by 0.17 m. Letters 0.0075—o.oi m.

HOC
ti A
np
M HAI[OACOPOC
MN

g) Fragment 0.075 by 0.085 m. Letters 0.005—0.0 1 m.

. . . OY npoc
A]nOAA(ONIOC

h) Letters 0.01—0.02 m.
(OFEN

....AXOC BAPNAIOY
O BH0IAA

Other fragments of names are 'Hpa[K]A6i6ous (gen.), Ztiv6[6otos],

NiKd[vcop], AaSAioy . covvikos, Aioyev[T|]s, ’A-iToAAcby[ios], A16-

SoTos, ZapiSydr-qs, ’AA£^av[5pos], ‘HAi6[5copos], ZaAi— ,
’Appobvios,

[A]TipiiT[pios], 'PccyTid5[a6os], and Bapx[dA]pou. All the complete

names are well known at Dura except Daimonatheos.

451. In the middle of the west wall of the room is written vertically

in letters o.oi m. high.

AOXHAC
lOAIC

The second name stands probably for the Latin lulius.
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Room D 7.

The east entrance to this room was at some time blocked up so

that it made a little anteroom communicating only with room D 2.

Nothing was found in it to give a clue as to its use. On the north
door-post was scratched a graffito.

452. Tracing. Letters 0.005— m. on under coat of piaster. lAN-
AIKOY I, the tenth day of the month Xandikos. KATATTINAC . . HCdOG.
The second line is far from clear.

Rooms D 8 and g.

Two plaster mortars stood against the south wall of D 8, and one
against the north wail of D 9. These finds with a few coins, a large

bronze bell from D 8 and a Roman lamp from D g proved the rooms
were used partly for storage and service apartments. The formation
of the walls revealed the fact that D 8 had originally been open to

the north, probably forming a part of the larger room D 9. In D 8
close to the doorway of D 9 was found the dedication to Artemis-
Azzanathkona. It must have been placed above the doorway between
the two rooms, just as the inscription of Heliodorus was placed above
the entrance to W 12.

453. Squeeze and photograph (pi. XXVIII, 4). Gypsum stone 0.57
by 0.44 by 0.065 m. Letters 0.015—0.035 m. and fairly well cut.

Y The year 473 (161 A. D.) the

month ofDios Bamabous, son of
Zabidkonos, sonofRhaeibelos,

irEI erected this room in the pre-

31Z (APTEITIAOZ) cincts ofArtemis to Artemis, the

APTEHlAl 0E(Ay goddess called Azzanathkona at

ZAN his own expense, on behalf of
ON A^^^^ ^

^ the safety of himself and his

TEP children.

The names Bamabous and Rhaeibelos are well known at Dura.
Zabidkonos must mean “given by Konos (or Kona),” the divinity

'

.V .

‘

]
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mentioned in the inscription. Cumont (Inscription i) found the phrase :

dcvTiysipsv iSiois dvpXcopamv t6v6s tov oIkov Euaepias Tfjs eis
:

t6v Aia . In our inscription the form oIkov should have been written !

instead of oIkos. Probably the stone-cutter, confused by the repetition i

of the name omitted ’Apr^piSos. ©e of course stands for ©eS. In line
i

nine gamma has been introduced into locurou by mistake.

The most important question raised by the inscription is of course
;

the identity of the goddess Azzanathkona. Since in this inscription
j

we have the name Zabidkonos “given by Kona” and in an in-

scription from the salle aux gradins, we have Amathkona “gift of

Kona”, it is evident that in Kona we have the name of a divinity. I

In passing one might remark that the well known name Konon at

Dura may be related also to the name of the divinity. Or perhaps !

the Semitic root under Greek influence may have taken the Greek
’

form Kovcov. Certainly this must have been the case in respect to
'

Konon, son of Abissaios, since the family is certainly Semitic.'* In
j

the bas-relief of the salle aux the goddess is portrayed seated
j

between lions. Above her head an attendant is leading toward the i

divinity a bull. Clearly then Azzanathkona is not very different t

from Atargatis. In Dura itself was discovered the relief of Atargatis i

seated between lions and accompanied by Hadad flanked with bulls

{Rep. Ill, pp. 100 ff.). This similarity to Atargatis is especially striking

since the name Atargatis seems to have descended from the name of
j

the great goddess “Anath,” syllables which make up the middle of our
j

own name Azzanathkona. Albright in the article already quoted “The
I

Evolution ofthe West-Semitic divinity ’An- ’Anat-Atta,” in the American
;

Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, January 1925, pp. 73 ff.
{

states that the Canaanite ’Anat is the Aramaean ’Atta. He believes
j

that the Aramaeans replaced the Canaanite-Hebrew name ’Anat with
I

the Aramaeized form ’Atta and later amalgamated the sister-deities
[

’Attar and ’Atta into the Dea Syria, Atargatis. Since our own relief
|

depicts a goddess between lions, a representation similar to that given
|

to the great goddess of Syria, and since the name contains the name of
|

Anath, it seems most reasonable that there is here a combination name
in which the goddess Anath makes a part. As has been said Albright 1

believes that the worship ofAnath died out early in Palestine because

names formed with Anath (Bet-’Anath, Bet-’Anot, ’Anatdt) are near-

ly all place names. If this is true also of the middle Euphrates the

* See, however, Cumont, p. 341, for the theory that Semitic families sometimes

took over Greek names though they were not connected with Greek families. ;

fi
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syllables amth might refer simply to the city, the place of her
origin, the name joined more closely than the district of Aphlad is

joined to the name of that god (Aphlad, called god of Anath). The
middle Euphrates district was a center of the cult of Anath, however,
and at Dura itself Gumont found the name (Inscription 55) MaSSocvaS,
“gift of Anath.” The goddess was still reverenced under her original

name, therefore, and there is no reason why her cult should not have
been established in Dura. For a combination name, we have to look no
further than the later name of the great goddess, Atargatis, to find an
excellent parallel. Combinations with the name ’Anath are in fact

common, for in the Elephantine papyri one finds, ’Anat-Yaw, the
father-mother divinity; and ’Anat-Bethel, a combination of ’Anat
with the sun-god Bethel.®

In Egypt during the Ramessid age, ’Anat has the role of war-god-
dess and in Cyprus she was associated with Athena, because of the
likeness in name and the similarity of their powers (Albright, op. cit.,

pp. 81—82). At Dura, however, Artemis was the Greek name given to

the great goddess. Cumont (p. 199), discussing the cult of Artemis-
Nannaia, has already suggested that Artemis at Dura was less Greek
than Semitic. The association of Artemis with Azzanathkona would
only strengthen the evidence therefore, that we have here the great
goddess of Syria, and also the conception that the syllables anath stand
for the divinity formerly supreme in the middle Euphrates region.
The real difficulty lies in the suffix kona which must, as we have seen,

also have been the name of a divinity. As far as I know there is no god
or goddess known with the name Konos, or Kona. We are, therefore,

left to conjecture. Even the problem whether the divinity was male or
female is unsettled. We know that the female-male combination was
common in Syria. At Gaza, where Yaw is the sun-god, coins frequently
bear the figure of ’Ashtart-Yaw, ’Anat Yaw, and ’Anat-Bethel and in
Phoenicia appear Melk-’Ashtart and Eshmun-’Ashtart.® Langdon
states that in the Persian period the male-female, or female-male deity
is one who combines the attributes of both, and the joining of the two
heads proves the fact.

In the bas-relief is represented a bull led toward the goddess. Since
bulls are the usual attributes of Hadad, and since we find the lions of

« S._ Langdon, Mythology of all Races, V, Semitic (Boston, 1931), p. 44. But see
the article of Albright who believes {op. cit., p. 94) that undue stress has been laid
on the pagan associations of the Elephantine cult.

* S. Langdon, 1. cit.
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Atargatis beside the bulls ofHadad in another temple at Dura, the pre-

sumption is strong that Azzanathkona is very closely associated with
Hadad. On the other hand, the name has a feminine ending and the
association of Azzanathkona with Artemis suggests, from the Greek
point of view at least, a purely feminine divinity. The proper names
at Dura, Zabidkonos and Amathkona leave the question open and in

this state I think it may best remain until more evidence is available.

For the present we may tentatively accept the conclusion that there is

in Azzanathkona a form of the great Syrian goddess, and that the
name retains that of the former great goddess of the district ’Anath.

Room W 3.

RoomW 3 is in a curious position stuck off in the extreme northeast

corner of the temple and communicating with the temple precinct

only through W 7. The five common ware vessels found there suggest

that it was used as living quarters by one of the priests. A half dozen
coins and three small bronze pieces were the only other finds in this

chamber. The room has a very well preserved plaster floor and it may
be that before the enceinte wall cut off a comer ofthe room it had played
a more important r61e in the service of the temple. Ifthat was the case

the strong bar to bolt the door from the inside would be best explained.

Room W y.

That room seven is comparatively late seems proved by the facts

that the door-sill is built on a very high level, that the reconstructed

enceinte wall runs under it and that the west wall does not link with the

back wall of room 8, but is thrown up against the smooth plaster. At
first the room had a very wide doorway, opposite which stood the

ornamental altar (PI. XII, i). The altar is well preserved standing,

I 'Ois m. high, with a width of i -05 m. and a depth of0-83 m., and retain-

ing intact its simple molding of hollow curves and fillets. On either

side are small columns 0"26 m. in diameter, probably complete except

for the capitals. A little in front and to the right of the altar one notices

a hole for a standard bored through the floor, an arrangement similar

to that in D 5. Several graffiti on the walls give us the names of wor-
shipers but contain no information as to the date or the cult rites. It is

worthy of remark, that though the steps in the salle aux gradins are

dedicated to women, the graffiti and other inscriptions in this room and
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all the other rooms of the temple are all made by men. The wide
doorway was later partially blocked to leave only a small entrance in

its place. One small terra cotta figurine (E. 1012) was found. Besides

this there were only a few coins and a bronze instrument.

Graffiti in room W 7.

454. Photograph. East wall, left

plaster, letters, o-oi m. high

.... BAlXAl

... NAOC BAl

.. AAAC

. AP[BHAOC
5 CANOAAIOC
ZABAAIOC
BHAAAKABOC
OKBANH
BAPBAICONONHC CTPATKOTHC

10 AA€OC
BAPNABOYC TPAMATOYC

(north) of altar. Scratched on

MAMAIOC
BAPNABOYC lAPAlC
BAPAAAAAC

15 NABOYNIC
BAPNAIOC AlClOY
BAPNAIOYC BOYCOY
BAPNAIOC BOYCOC
ONCON

->0 AAGOC
ABICOMHC
ABBAPPAMANOC

1. The letters are not very clear. Possibly we may connect it with
the name Nsapaiyou in E. 44 b.

2. Perhaps Bap]vdos Bap.

3. Perhaps Bap]Adas.

4. Probably BJappriAos though the rho may be only iota.

5. The nu is doubtful and the delta looks more like alpha. I can find

no parallels.

6. Gumont, 27, has Zd^Sas. Za^Saios occurs elsewhere (Wuthnow,
p. 47, Rep. IV, No. 35i)_.

7. The same name with two alphas is cited in Gumont, III, 8.

8. The reading is doubtful for the kappa may be beta and the beta,

rho. Kappa beta seems the best reading, however, and Wuthnow cites

the names Oxpeos and OKa^a. Welles reads ’OK^aaifls in Rep. IV,No. 245.
9. ’OvchvTis is the IranianVonones,’ Bappais maybe Bapvaios {Rep.

IV, Nos. 173, 188). From the name Mamaios and the endings in— ous,

and the fact that the room was erected late in the history of the temple,
I suspect the inscription comes from the Roman period. In this case
Barbais would be one of the Roman soldiers stationed in the temple.

10. Probably for ’A65aTos, a name common at Dura.
^ Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch^ p. 376.
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11. The name is common. The scribe has left out one mu inypapna-

TsOs and made the ending -ous perhaps under Roman influence.

12. The Mfo may be nu but probably the name is related to that of

the Empress Julia Mamaea.
13. 'IspaTos occurs in D. 132. It is derived from the Palmyrene

Yarhai (see Rep. II, p. 143). The name occurs again in Rep. I, p. 37.

15. Wuthnow, p. 83 cites N8|3ouvas.

16. Aioiou for Auolou.

17—18. The name seems to be repeated. Wuthnow, p. 37 cites Buaos

and Buaaos but this is the first occurrence at Dura.

ig. lean find no parallels. Possibly one may connect the name with

those of Ovsvos and Ovrivos, Wuthnow, p. 89.

21. The reading is clear and perhaps the root is the same as that in

’ApiScrfipiS and ’A|3(5aiiJicr[os] (Cumont, 21 and 27).

22. The reading is not very satisfactory and there are no parallels.

455. Tracing. East wall just to right of altar. Written with point in

scrawling letters 0-03 m. high.

Pi AXA60C

The name does not occur elsewhere.

456. Tracing. East wall. Just to right of altar. Letters 0-02 m. high.

PHUKYM
HC

The reading is not entirely satisfactory for rho may be beta. There

are parallels for neither.

457. Tracing. East wall, half a meter to right of altar. Letters

5—10 mm. and far from clear.

MNHjCGH TIMIOC -- HKIO0H
MONACIMGON
AAfdNMGCO
MG.AABOC KAl

KAGnTHC KAl ACdPON
KAMBANIGCIO
KAl MNHCGH Y...A0Y

458.

Tracing. East wall, right of altar. Letters 0-03 m. high.
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(i lAKABOC

The common Semitic name was found for the first time at Dura
during the fourth campaign {Rep. IV, No. 357).

459. Tracing. East wall, south end. Letters 5 mm. high.

AOYC(l?)OC*A
AN 1NIC*€
ZABIABANAC A
A]AAA!OC * A
MAKIM€OC*A
ANN€OC*B

10

PAT
i6YlC=J=A

sfs A
..OYOC *A
BAPNIOC^B

1. A doubtful Aoupios occurs in D. 57 {Rep. II) and AouoApios in
Gumont, 44 b. Possibly instead of either of these we have here Aouaos
(Wuthnow, p, 44).

2. For Avivis compare Wuthnow, pp. 22 and 23, where ’Aviv,
’Avivas, and ’Avivos are quoted. ’Avocvis is read by Welles in Rep. IV,
No. 245.

’

3 ' The second beta is far from clear. D. 1 39 (Rip. II

)

has ZocpotSvocvos.
4. Addaios is a common name at Dura.
5. Possibly a corruption of MA^ipos (Gumont, 39, 40; Rep. Ill,

D. 158).

6. Wuthnow (p. 23) quotes the name.
8. Probably for ’loAXis, i. e. Julius.

12. BapvaTosis common atDura and Bapveos occurs inD.41 {Rep. II).
Probably the list is one of contributions to this particular shrine.

460. Tracing. East wall close to south corner. Letters are clear but
the plaster is mutilated.

AcDOANNlC
ZABlKKiNA
AOY..I.
ABBO'
NAIBIIA
ACAAr
. . lAHIl

A AlA
10 AP . . KHA
BAPNObY
BAPNeiOY
ANNAIO.
BAPN[€]IO.

1. I can find no parallels for this name.
2. Gompare ZoPiBkovos in No. 453.
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3. Wuthnow (p. 68) cites Aouj3ri and AovAccpou. No names beginning

with these letters are found at Dura.

4. Names at Dura beginning with A|3(P)ou are ’ApouiAip {Rep. Illy

p. 56), ^ApouaAfj.9 {R^P- IVi No. 251) and A|3povi5, No. 426. As the

fifth letter is probably we may have ’AppoucxAT)S.

5. Possibly Nagou. ...

.

II. Cf. Bapveos //, D. 41).

13. Wuthnow cites Avvaios (p. 23) and Avaios (p. 21).

461. Tracing. West wall. Letters 0-02 m. high and clear.

ABfAC

Wuthnow cites ’A^yaios (p. 7) . The name ofAbgar is of course well

known from the names of the Osroenian kings.

462. Tracing. West wall. Letters 0-03 m. high.

MANIOC

Gumont found Mocveos (34). Wuthnow cites Mcxvios (p. 72).

Room W II.

Before the praetorium was erected the chief approach to the temple

was Street E on which the entrance to the temple opened. The east

side of the street opposite the temple is adorned with a colonade and
the end of the street is blocked by the little roomW 1 1. One door gave

on the street, and opposite this against the north wall was erected an

altar. The room then formed a little shrine to which one might pay

reverence before entering the temple proper. The altar is of rubble

0*31 m. high by 0-69 by o-6i m. and situated just in front of the large

niche in the north wall. Further ornaments of the chamber are two

benches, i. e. a wide divan extending along the length of the east side

and a small one running along the west wall from the door to the

north corner. On the plaster which remains in place the names of a

few of the pious are preserved. The room contributed to our collection

of bronzes with a tube made of rings closely fastened together possibly

making part of a necklace.

The graffiti were:

463.

North end of room, just to right of altar. Letters 0-015
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MNHC0H
A[PT]EM1A£OPOC
A0]HNO[A6)POY

The names are common at Dura though this is the first time they
occur in the same family.

464. Tracing. East wall close to north comer. Letters 0-025 to
0-03 m. made with broad point.

M NIKOOWN
^
HAIOOWNTOY

M ANTiO[XOC

1 . NiKocpcov is cited in Rep. I, R. 9, and in Rep. IV, No. 229.
2. HAiocpcbvTOU is not found otherwise at Dura.
3. The last name is scratched with a sharp point. The name is very

common.
465. Tracing. East wall just to right of preceding. Letters 0-015

M A0HN[OAa3POC
[HP]AKA[HC

M A0H[NOA(dPOC

'HpctKAfjs is cited in Cumont, III, 13, and in 26.
466. Tracing. East wall above the preceding and scratched on an

under coat of plaster in letters 0-015 high.

M MABPICON

The name is not found at Dura.
467. Above the preceding and also on the earlier layer of plaster.

Letters 0-0075

A!Or€NHC

The name is common at Dura.
It is worth remarking that whereas in room W 7 the names are

almost without exception Semitic, here in room W ii they are all
Apparently then in this temple shrines were reserved for

different and particular members of the population.
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Room W 12.

The inscription of Heliodorus was still in place above the lintel of

the door when excavations began. As soon, however, as the mud brick

which filled the door was removed the lintel fell. The most important

find in the room itselfwas an invocation onbehalfof Septimius Severus

by an actuarius of the second Ulpian cohort, an invocation painted in

red letters on the east wall.® That the room was regularly occupied

by soldiers seemed evident from the two bronze Roman scabbard tips

found inside. A stone with small bored hole suggests that in front of

the inscription there may have been a shrine dedicated to the emperor
beside which stood the standard fixed in the floor. It is interesting to

note that the circuit wall behind rooms 12 and 14 is made of smaller

blocks and that most of it has disappeared, whereas behind 13 the

well-laid courses still remain. Perhaps it was for this reason that 14 and
12 were blocked with mud brick while 13 received merely a fill of

dirt. The two niches in W 12, deserve special mention for one has

a second niche running at an angle from the back of the first far into

the side of the wall. Above the second niche a little projection serves

as stand for a lamp.

As a number of Roman military inscriptions were found in the

praetorium it seems better to leave the discussion of the dedication to

Septimius Severus for the next chapter. The inscription of Heliodorus

we give here.

468. Squeeze and photo (PI. XXVIII, 1—2). The stone is 0-32 m.
high, 0-23 m. wide and 0*02—0'025 m. thick and was found in situ over

the lintel of the door. The letters were carelessly cut and painted red.

Later they had been covered with plaster.

ETOYC A2Y
MHNOC OAa)[l

OY ANHfEI
PEN HAlOACd

5 POC 0GOA63POY
TOY EniKAAOYME
NOY CAMCBANAC
ABIAICCdM[0]Y

The 464 year (A. D.

153). The month
of Oloios. There
erected this, Helio-

dorus son of Theo-
dorus, called Sams-
banas, son of Abi-

disomos for the well

8 See below No, 561, p. 226fF., PI. XXIX, 2.
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EHEl EYME
10 NEIA EAYTOY

KAf fAOiN

being ofhimselfand
his family.

4—5- Both names are common at Dura, but both in the same family
are found for the first time here.

'y

6. The Tou must mean that it is the Semitic name of the same mantollowmg, as m Gumont’s inscriptions 2, 76 and 78.

^
7. The name Samsbanas is not found, but Wuthnow (p. 172) cites

Samis-el-abna, becoming Zepiaidapos. We have this latter name atDura m Cumont, 45, and more than probably therefore we havea varied spelling of the same word here.
8. ’ApiSiawpos is not found elsewhere. Abid is of course the common

Semitic word “servant”.

9. STTsl for Itti.

1 1 . iScov for iSlcov.

The Greek names Heliodorus and Theodorus are, of course pure
translations of the Semitic forms lapoCrpaov (Cumont, 9, r and i),
the sun gave^ and Beliabus, ‘^^god gave/’
469. Tracing and rubbing. In the same room was found a fragment

of plaster with the same word written twice, once in ink (letters o?oi m.
once scratched with a point (letters 0*007

m

)

a) -N AAEAOON /a -A

b) AAeAOO[N
Room W 74.

“u
but merely two narrow pilasters onhe south side. Probably, therefore, it was left open. Originally it

doorway to twelve was

draSnl S' u 'fT,
distinguished chiefly by the pen and inkdrawings described below. On the blocked up doorway to room 12a veiy much faded scene in red paint portrayed a priest offering sacri-

wpSi
^ dipintim ink as well as point-scratchings remained on the

mhLrSf/
^ fragments of a Roman

riSt m/m S
painted in red. On the west wall one remarked

^ n
^ smudges of ink, as if one had used the plaster for wiping

Secolt
t3 contained parchmLt and papyru!

stnhS!
the office rooms ofthe mili-

SpI? ? ti

^ the walls the results of their efforts to
is le room and to commemorate their names and pious wishes.
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Benches ran across the north and west sides including the space of the

blocked-up doorway. The doorway between rooms 14 and 13 is in

an excellent state of preservation and presents to us in actual fact

the type represented on the frescoes of Konon. Above the door was

painted a wreath with a pleasing and carefully rendered geometric

design (PL XII, 2). Probably within was drawn a design or in-

scription in red, but this with half the wreath had been effaced by the

elements.

The most important of the drawings is that in the middle of the west

wall. The drawing is approximately o-6o by 0*32 m. and portrays in

the center a god with rayed head standing on a pedestal composed of

three steps (PI. XXXVI, i—3).® The god is clad in the uniform of

the Roman officer, with high-topped boots, and close-fitting jacket or

cuirass caught above the waist with a belt, and adorned along the lower

edge with a fringe. Over his shoulders is thrown a cloak which is fastened

around the neck and falls down behind. The ornaments consisting of

dots arranged in triangular figures are visible below the skirt and beside

the body. His right hand is raised and grasps two small palm leaves and

the top of a spear or long scepter fixed on the pedestal. The left upper

arm falls loosely along the body, the forearm is bent across the waist

and the hand holds a globe. The face has, unfortunately, been crushed

in, but part of the plaster remained beneath the dirt and one could

distinguish the mouth and part of the nose. About the head is a crown

made of a circle like a halo, through which are drawn five points and

six small zigzag lines representing the rays of the sun. The god rests

his weight on the right foot, drawn in profile, and raises the heel of his

left slightly from the ground as if to take a step.

Just to the right of the head, a winged Victory flies toward the divin-

ity, a crown in the outstretched right hand, palm branch in the left.

Though the wing is clearly outstretched in the flight, and the diapha-

nous robe is pressed against the body by the rapid motion, the feet still

cling to the ball, symbol of the deity. Just beneath the goddess is a

thymiaterion and to the right of it the outlines ofa figure in long-sleeved

cliiton offering sacrifice. Left of the sun-god an eagle, with outspread

wings and with laurel crown in its beak flies toward the god.

Beneath is a second scene of sacrifice, a sacrificant standing beside

an altar with double boss on the shaft. He is clad in long-sleeved tunica

with fringe, high boots, and paludamentum fastened at the neck and

falling behind the shoulders. His right arm stretched across the body
^ It was detached from the wall and is now at Yale.
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extends to just above the flames ofthe aitar. A shoulder strap is attached
to the right side of the belt to support the sword. The clothing is the
same as that of the tribune depicted in the great fresco ofthe Palmyrene
temple, and we have here obviously another officer offering sacrifice

to the god. The greatest difference in the figures lies in the fact that

they stand on different sides of the altar. As sacrifice was offered with
the right hand, the tribune on the right side of the altar merely drops
the incense from the extended hand, whereas in the drawing the
officer left of the altar has to reach across the body to approach the
fire. Left of the sacrificant a boy bearing palm branch and box of
incense advances to the right. This figure reminds of the smaller figures

of the sacrifice of Otes.

Somewhat behind and left of the sacrificant, a horseman is depicted
riding up to the scene of sacrifice. His horse is ably represented, stepping
proudly forward, head high, the offforeleg well raised from the ground.
The rider, clad in boots, Persian trousers, and long-sleeved kaftan,

guides the steed with right hand stretched along the neck. The left

hand holds apparently the shield, the oval edge of which may be seen
between the horse’s neck and the body of the rider. Though the head
of the horseman is gone, the rider evidently faced front in Parthian
style for the band of embroidery up the middle of the tunic is clearly

visible. The ends of the ribbons of the diadem are visible just above
the rump of the horse. Just behind him along the saddle is fastened
a quiver full of arrows. Interestingly enough the panoply of the horse
is Sassanian. Two melon-shaped tassels are suspended from the harness,

one hanging down beside the back leg, the other flying in the air

behind, and the breast-band is adorned with those round metal plates

so common on the Sassanid reliefe. In addition an aigrette adorns the
top of the head. The whole drawing is done with confidence and
decision, and in spite of its small size and the conventions observed
(the figures all full front), makes one of the most artistic works yet
found at Dura. This fact is particularly significant for since the little

drawing is obviously the product of a local artist it shows that even
in this late period great artistic skill was by no means lacking in
the city.

The horseman is evidently a man of importance, very probably the
one on whose behalfthe sacrifice is given. Possibly, as Professor Rostov-
tzeff suggests, it is a representation ofOdenath, ruler of the Palmyrenes
or ofone of his victorious assistants. In this case the three rows of small
circles drawn beneath the feet of the horse may represent the pieces
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of money thrown in the path of the victorious leader. Unfortunately

we have no graffito here to make identification possible.

In the ease of the other figures we are more fortunate. Above the

head of the sacrificant on the right are written two lines in ink (letters

0.05), the first almost completely gone, perhaps A[PTEMl]Afi3POC,

the second preserving the word CHMIAOOPOC (Inscription 470). Be-

neath his feet and a little to the right is written in cursive Latin the name,

SALVIANUS (Inscription 471). Beneath and to the left of the figure of

the vexillarius are traces of a square base, probably an altar, and

below part of an indecipherable graffito.

To the left of the right leg of larhibol and between the legs is a

painted inscription offour lines, in very cursive Greek. Welles reads the

dipinto as follows (Inscription 471 a)

:

ETOYC
|

ET7 I YrTA|T63N. The new
mode of dating by consuls which came to Dura with the Romans is

responsible for several inscriptions of the same kind. A little below

this inscription, for example, is scratched. (Inscription 471 ^), according

to Welles, En[l Y]nA|T](d(N). Under the base of the pedestal, begin-

ning under the tribune, is written a long painted inscription in one line,

illegible. Above the head of the tribune is his name HAIOACO[POC]
(Inscription 472).
More important are the inscriptions relating to the god himself (In-

scription 473). On the top tier of the pedestal is written in letters

0.0025—0.005 oa. high MNh[C]0h.-BOC; on the second tier MNhC-

[0h] ZOAOC and in letters 0.015 m. lAPABtdA MAAXA; on the third

tier a very faint inscription I read as IMAPOY MOYA lAPAB(0[AhOY],
Prof. Rostovtzeff gives lA. ABCdA AOYA IAZAP6}. Possibly in this last

line we have the name ofthe god repeated twice with some short epithet

in the middle. Left ofthe head ofthe god is written NEIKATAiP (Inscrip-

tion 474).
The god is certainly the sun-god larhibol. The winged Victory is

common in both Hellenistic and Parthian art, and for the eagle with

crown we have to look no farther than the coins of Antioch. On the

other hand, it is worth remarking that the flying Victory with crown
upraised is a characteristic feature of Parthian reliefs and that the

eagle also has a parallel in Parthian designs. On the coins we find

the head of the king sometimes approached by eagle with crown, some-

times by flying Victory with crown and sometimes with two flying

Victories with crowns.^® At Hatra over the lintel of the sanctuary an

W W.W. Wroth, B. M. C., Parthia, Pis. XXII, 9—12, XXII, 20 and XXIII,
12—15 and 17.
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eagle with crown, in beak is depicted beside the rayed head of the

sun god.’-^

The word viKorrcop brings the representation in close relation to that

of the &/ Invictus AvxeMzxi. It was in Palmyra that Aurelian found
the new divinity that he brought to Rome, believing that the solar

god had deserted his enemies to bring about his own triumph The
sun god is represented at Dura in the frescoes of the temple of the

Palmyrene gods and in a graffito found in the Redoubt {Rep. IV, p. 210

and PI. XIX, 2) and is mentioned in many graffiti and inscriptions.

There were, however, two sun gods at Palmyra, larhibol and Malakh-
bel and it is not always easy to distinguish between them. M. Seyrig

believes that it is Malakhbel who is represented at Dura in the

frescoes of the tribune from the temple of the Palmyrene gods, for

he stands on the left of Zeus whereas larhibol stands always on the

right.^® The inscriptions and graffiti of the temple of the Palmyrene
gods, however, mention only larhibol. This dipinto from the temple

of Azzanathkona may in part explain the difficulty, for on the second

step appear the words Iapa(3coA-Mc(Axa, probably the names of the two
divinities larhibol and Malakh taken as the title of the one sun-god.

When Zosimus (I, 61) reports that Aurelian brought to Rome the

statues ofHelios and Baal ( 'HAlou te Kai BfiAou) he may well have meant
Baalshamin the supreme god and the worship of the sun which linked

larhibol and Malakhbel together. It is worth noting that in both cases

at Dura in which we have representations of a Roman officer offering

sacrifice, the sun god plays a prominent part. Certainly the great

popularity ofthe solar divinity with the soldiers would influence strongly

Aurelian in his choice of cults.^'*

475. Tracing. Letters 0.06 m. high and clear.

p lAPABCOAhOC

The name of the god is usually spelled ’lapi^coAos or ’lapsiPcoAos.

In proper names Wuthnow (p. 56) quotes MapipcoAfous as a genitive

form and ’lapipcoAriasyri.

“ Andrae, Hatra I, PI. XL
Gumont, Religions Orientales (4*^ Ed.), p. 106 and p. 254, note 42.

IS Syria, XIII, 1932, p. 195.

Perhaps related to this scene of larhibol is the drawing somewhat to the right

of the chief scene, of two concentric circles linked with three bands and enclosing

a cross and four small circles. Remains of a figure, the leg, foot in high shoe,

and part of a paludamentum appear above.
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On the same wall in the north corner is presented a small scene

0.22 by 0.08 m. of a lion hunt drawn in ink (PI. XXXV, 3) (now at

Yale) . The horse leaps forward with the flying gallop characteristic of

late Parthian drawings. The horseman clad in trousers and long-sleeved

jacket draws the bow with right hand pulling the string back to the

right shoulder; the left hand is extended holding the double arched

bow just above the horse’s neck. Opposite, a lion with great bushy
mane is springing forward to the attack with outstretched claws. The
beast is represented almost on top of the horse, but the rider sits

nonchalantly facing front according to the Parthian conventions and
discharges his arrow with the utmost confidence. A quiver is represen-

ted strapped to the horse’s back, and two reins cross the neck of the

steed. The face of the rider is of the round wide type with eyes dispro-

portionately large, a face reminiscent ofthe countenances ofthe apostles

in the ‘Walking on the Water’ scene from the Christian chapel.

Just above the scene is written an inscription (475 a), probably the

name of the huntsman, in ink letters 0.07—0.03 m. high. [Tracing.]

ZABAO(I)YC and to the left [475 b, tracing] the word VICTOR in

letters 0.0 1 m. high.

Zdpbas is found in Cumont, 27 and Za^Sos and Za^Ssos are cited

by Wuthnow (p. 48).

Another hunting scene 0.40 by 0.20 m., this time the chase of the

wild boar, is presented near the south corner of the west wall (PI.

XXXV, 4) . The picture here is better drawn and the details remain
more clear. As in the hunt of Zabdous the angle of presentation is

from in front and above, so that the front near foot of the horse is

lower than the off foreleg. The rider wears baggy trousers and long-

sleeved jacket. On the right side of the horse just behind the rider is

fastened the quiver full of arrows and above the top is visible the hilt

of the sword suspended from the left side. Possibly as in the scene of

arms in the Palmyrene temple the oval decorations of the quiver

represent thumb-rings bound to the case. The horseman holds the bow
just left of the horse’s neck so that half the arc is concealed. As usual

the left arm is stretched far forward holding the bow, the right draws
the bowstring to the shoulder, the rider himself faces full front. The
horse has a large tassel suspended from the tail, and a round ornamental
boss on the harness, a boss partly concealed by the leg of the rider.

The wild boar springs forward savagely to the attack from the cover

of river reeds to which it has retreated. The head of the animal is much
effaced, but one sees clearly the body, legs, and curling tail.
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The wild boar is still common in the district ofthe middle Euphrates,

and the great Sassanid relief of Khosru 11 reveals how popular was
the chase in the times of the kings of kings (Sarre, Die Kunst, PI. 88).

In ink letters 0.0125 m. high over the back ofthe horseman is written

(476). Tracing.

POYBA01A
AEYC

Cumont (44) cites 'Pouj3dS.

The scene painted in red on the blocked-up doorway in the east

wall is very much smudged as well as obliterated. One can just see

the outlines of the figure standing beside an altar and dropping incense

on the flames. Above the right shoulder of the sacrificant was written

in inkan inscription [477, letters o.oi—0.015 m. high], ofwhich the first

and the last lines are not entirely legible. The legible part is as follows:

rrr
e € e
AA
z z

niCTAYTA Ano TPI63N

Tricrra(a)0Toc onto Tpicov (ypaiipcxrcovj.The meaning may be ofa mantic
character: divination by means of letters is declared reliable. Cf. F.

DornseifiF, Das Alphabet in Mystic und Magie, 2nd ed. 1925, p. 35 If. : Die
Vokalreihen im Zauber and p. 6of. : Konsonantenreihen; and O. Wein-
reich in Gnomon 1930, p. 365 (a Trishagion used as letter-magic).

The other graffiti in the room are as follows:

478. Rubbing. East wall, below and right ofboar hunt, letters 0.02 m.
high.

BAPXAABAC
The name is common.
479. Rubbing. East wall above hunting scene. Letters 0.0 1—0,02 m.

ZENOAtOPOC

480. Tracing. Below hunting scene. Letters 0.0 1—0.015 m NOC
followed by an abecedarium in Latin, then

O rPATAC
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481. The same rebus occurs three times in different places.

a) Rubbing. On the east wall below and right of hunting scene,

letters 0.005—0.0 1 m. scratched with point.

ROTAS
OPERI

b) Photo and Tracing. East wall and to left of entrance, letters

painted in red.

ROTAS
OPERA
TENET
AREPO
SATOR

c) Rubbing. Outside of E 7, W 13. Letters scratched with point.

ROTAE
OPERI
TENET
AREPO
EATOR

The well known so called rebus is repeated here twice quite correctly.

Note however that in (a) and (c) the writer has written by mistake “operi”

instead of “opera” and that in (c) he has made use of the Greek sigma.

[Mote of the editor. It is well knovm to all students of antiquity

that the letter-square which begins with Sator was widely spread all

over the ancient world. It appears in inscriptions, papyri etc. both in

the East and in the West, written in both Latin and Greek. The use

of this square for magic purposes is still common in many parts of

the modem world and this phenomenon is familiar to all students

of the history of religion. It was long thought that the letter-square in

question was just a meaningless rebus written for the amusement of the

writer and reader. Modern scholarship has however found out that

the square belongs to the widely spread monuments of letter-magic

many of which occur also at Dura. Many interpretations of the words

of the square were offered, all unsatisfactory.^® It seems however that

15 A. good bibliography will be found in F. Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystic

wnd 2“^ ed. 1925, p. 79 and p. 179.
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quite recently F. Grosser^® has established once and for all the correct

interpretation of the formula. Starting from the observation that all the

letters ofthe square are repeated twice, except for the N which stands in

the center and except for two additional A’s and two additional O’s,

he rearranged the letters of the rebus and saw that if rearranged the

letters give a perfect pater noster cross flanked by the well known
formula A—60 repeated twice. The idea is convincing and the square

appears now as a Christian cryptogram of magic character, as a

hidden Christian cross. If Grosser is right and the sator square is a
Christian cryptogram — and I beheve it is very difficult to disprove

the interpretation ofGrosser — then the Dura squares acquire a great

importance for the history of Christianity. It must be noted first and
foremost that our three dipinti and graffiti are the most ancient represen-
tatives of the square : the oldest hitherto known was a magic papyrus
of the fourth century A. D.^® Furthermore we ought not to forget that

the square appears at Dura in a place which was occupied by soldiers

and that consequently it was written in all probability by one of them.

It appears therefore that there were many Christians among the soldiers

of the Dura garrison at the beginning of the third century A. D. These
soldiers during the periods of persecution carefully concealed their

F. Grosser, Ein neuer Vorschlag zur Deutung der Sator-Formel, ArcLf, Reli-*

gionsw, XXIV (1926), p. 165 flf.

It has been accepted by many autoritative scholars e. g. by Dornseiff (in a letter

written to Grosser) and by O. Weinreich, Gnomon^ 6 (1930) p. 365 f. in a review of

Dornseiff’s book. Dr. Th. Klauser has drawn my attention to the two recent articles of

F. J. Dolger dealing with the sator rebus: IX&TS,V (1932), pp. 57 ff. and Antike und

Christentum III (1932), pp. 278 ff. Dolger is right in characterizing the sator rebus as

versus recurrentes and as a karkinos (crayfish)— well known forms of ancient metrical

riddles. The rebus has certainly a definite meaning and may be translated either in

the way in which Haverfield translates it (see Note 1 8) or with the interpretation given

by Dolger. And yet I see no reason for rejecting with Dolger the suggestion of

Grosser. It is hard to understand, if we do not accept Grosser’s interpretation, how
the harmless and almost meaningless sator crayfish came to be Christianized and
adopted as a charm by the early, and retained by the later Christians. On the other

hand everything is explained if we assume that the rebus form was intended to

conceal Christian contents beneath a clever and perfectly harmless metrical dress,

familiar to everyone in the third century A. D. The word arepo^ which looks Celtic,

may point to Gaul as the place where the karkinos originated.

The only contemporary and palaeographically similar sator rebus was found
near Cirencester at Watermore in 1868, scratched on a piece of wall plaster in ruins

of the Roman period: Ephemeris Epigraphica IX, No. 1001; R. G. Collingwood, The

Archaeology ofRoman Britain^ p. 176 and fig. e, p. 174; cf. F. Haverfield, Archaeological

Journal, LVI (1899), p. 319.
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allegiance to the new religion and used cryptogram instead of reg-

ular monogram of the name of Christ. It seems that the contention of

Grosser who thinks that the formula was first invented by the Christians

in time ofpersecution is fully supported by our copies ofthe sator square.]

482. Close to the entrance on the east wall and on an under coat of

plaster was written in large red characters a Latin inscription only

fragments ofwhich remain. (Tracing and photo). Letters 0.05 m. high.

I PII O
I]MPERATO[RIS

ENEN(norm)
N

The inscription is obviously of the same type as that in W 12 but

restoration seems impossible.

483. Rubbing. West wall, north end of wall — beneath wreath.

Letters 0.02 m.

z^e'xKv p/ec^^e
TH M

(a) Z6Y KYPie COiZe

THN OVHilAAATIWNAN
TOON ANTa)N[II}ia)N

(b) Just beneath in smaller characters 0.015 ni.

AKbOON — ChrONTIZhN

This must mean “O Zeus, Kyrios, preserve the detachment of the

Antonines,” ouq^iAAcrricovav being written for vexillationem, and ’Avnrco-

vivcov referring to the Emperors themselves. The emperors would be

Caracalla and Geta together and the inscription would therefore be

dated in the year 2 1 0 A. D. Note however that in the time of Caracalla,

11
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both the vexillatio of the Fourth Scythian legion and that of the Third
Cyrenaic legion carried the name Antoniniana. The detachment here
referred to must be one or both ofthese and ’Avtcovivcov might be written
for ’AvTcoviv<icxv)cov. The scratching (b) might be read Aicpcov Zi^yovTi
jfjv. However neither Al9Cov nor Sfiycov occurs as a proper name.

Zeus with the title Kyrios is here found for the first time at Dura.
Other titles at Dura are Zeus Megistos (Cumont, 25 and Rep. ii,

H. 2), Zeus Kallinikos (Cumont, 17), Zeus Soter {Rep. II, B.. 9) and
Patroos Zeus Betylos {Rep. IV, No. 168).

484. Tracing. West wall, left of larhibol drawing. Letters in ink
5—10 mm. high.

KCbNOlN BOYAOnOAC
CKPinnc

The letters seem clear but I can find no such names.
485. Tracing.

(a) West wall, north corner. Scratched with point. Letters in first

line 0.03 m., in others o.oi—0.015 and very faint.

vy 1

Amt Cj'mini

N Oct 111

VI[CTGRIAE
ANTONINI AVGOVCTFI
NOCTRI

b) Above the previous graffito. Letters 0.02—0.03 m.

VICTORIAE
c) Center of wall

VICTORIA AfTONINI

d) Just below 4.85 b, letters 0.02—0.03 m.
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VIGTORIAE

This little group must go with inscription 480 and refer to the

campaign of Caracalla against the Parthians. On the coins such dedica-

tions are common: e. g. Victoria Augusti (Cohen, MSdailles Imperiales, V,

p. 63), Victoriae Augustorum [Op. cit. p. 140). Note in (a) the mixture

of Greek and Latin letters and spelling.

486. Tracing. West wall just north ofdoor. Letters in ink 5 mm. high.

ANT MhPRES
AUREL M . . .

.

Nixe

Obviously the names of soldiers but the letters are not clear and one
can be sure only of the names Ant(onius) and Aurelius.

487. Rubbing. West wall. Between hunting scene and larhibol

drawing. Letters scratched with point 5—10 mm. high.

MNhCGh lOYAlOY OYAAeNTINCT

The letters seem clear but the writer must have intended to scratch

’loOAios instead of MouAiou. Apparently the sigma at the end ofValenti-

nus was made simply byjoining a horizontal line to the end ofthe omkron.

488. Rubbing. West wall below hunting scene. Letters 5—10 mm.

AOM63 nPO ..... AWPOC

The letters seem clear and the nominative ending in the last word
suggests that it is not the ordinary type of inscription with the names
of son and father. The first word may well be the dative case of 66pos
“house” for I can find no proper name beginning with these letters.

489. Rubbing. West wall. Below and left of hunting scene. Letters

5 mm. scratched faintly with point.

LEGIO ANTONINI

.

The reading is very doubtful. We expect “legio Antoniniana” but
there are traces of only one letter at most after “Antonini.” Perhaps
as in No. 483 a the writer referred to the legion by writing the name
of the emperor, rather than giving the more usual adjectival form.
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490. Tracing. On the west wail between the hunting and the sacrifice

scenes is drawn in ink a small figure of a man, and beside it is written

in ink with letters 0.0 1 m. high.

rEP63[N].C

In inscription D. 154 (Rep. HI) is cited Bapods yspcov. Probably

the word was used in a general sense, with no special reference to

a member of a yspoucria.

491. Tracing. West wall, below lion hunt. Letters scratched 0.08 m.
high and clearly written.

TAOiC

No such name is found and probably the writer attempted the Latin

name Gaius.

491 a. Beneath the graffito representing the god larhibol is scratched

in large letters

ENNEA TYNH TEKOYCA

Below, another line of scratched letters of the same size. Welles

reads the last letters as AITHC and before that, K or E. He thinks

it is a continuation of the upper line beginning E5 .

Since this graffito was inscribed in a temple, it refers probably to

a religious rite connected with childbirth. The number “nine” sug-

gests that it has reference to the birth of a son since on the ninth day
the son, according to Roman custom, was lustrated and named. The
dies liistricm for the Roman girl was the eighth day after birth and for

the children of Semites, according to the Bible, the seventh.^®

Kurzgefafites exegetisches Handbuch zMfn Alien Testament, Zwolfte Lieferung. “Die
Bucher Exodus and Leviticus,” von August Dillmann, Leipzig 1897, pp. 550— 1;

Wissowa, Rel. d. Rdmer p. 393; Daremberg et Saglio V. “Lustratio”, III, 2 p. 1421 by
A. Bouche Leclercq. [Note of the editor: I am inclined to believe that the short text

from Dura refers to that well-known peculiarity ofreligions, both western and eastern,

which regarded childbirth as ritually unclean and excluded from the sanctuaries for

a certain period of time the mother and any others who came into contact with
her. The duration of this exclusion for the woman herself is unknown. Forty
days is the period given (Censorinus, de die natal. XI, 7) in the case of the birth

of a son, thirty in that of a daughter, just as in Leviticus, XII, 2 fF., but it is

probable that the period of impurity was ordinarily much shorter. In the case

of another person who had come into contact with 9, woman contaminated by
childbirth, the period of uncleanness was much shorter: two days, seven days
and from three to ten days are severally reported. On the problem in general
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492. Tracing. West wall, above and left of sacrifice scene. Letters

scratched 0.02 m. high.

M AlcDIAOC ZHNOA63POY

493. Tracings. West wall.

(a) Right of door. Letters in ink 5 mm. high.

hA€IOZO)POS
(b) Right of (a)

.

hAeiOA6)POC

(c) Just below No. 492.

hAeiAOlPOC ABA

The spelling of (a) and (b) is the same but the Roman s is used

in (a). In (c) an omicron has been omitted. ’A|3a is probably the genitive

form of ’Aj33s for ’Appas {Rep. //, H. 18).

494. West wall. 0.65 m. from door top, letters 0.02 m.

MNHC0H me
roTTOopnoc

The reading is very unsatisfactory, and though there are many names
beginning with iracr.-., I have found none which contains the letters

following.

495. Tracing. Across the lintel of the door is written an inscription

which seems from its position and the size of the thick black letters

(0.02—0.025 m.) to be of greater importance than the general run,

I can, however, make no clear meaning of the remains.

mil ON KEPOAOA

see Th. Waechter, Reinheitsvorschriften im griechischen Kult, 1910 (Religionsg. Vers, und
Vor. IX)

;
cf. P. Kousstl, Reglements rituels, Mel. Holleaux, 1913, p. 270 (note in this

Delian inscription the three periods : contact with a woman who has given birth to

a child — 7 days, with one who has suffered miscarriage — 40 days, with one

during her menstruation period — 9 days); Dittenberger, Syll. 3, 982, 1, 8.]
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Room W Ig.

^ standing to the height of 3.34 m.
probably partially account for the preservation of the many pieces of
papyrus and parchment found in the room. Luckily the room resting
against a well-preserved section of the circuit wall, was well protected to
the north and the bank of earth thrown up against the fortifications
caused a high mound in the ruins from which the rain water was
quickly shed. Just the same it was a surprise to find so many fragile
things intact, especially to discover a large, well-preserved piece of pa-
pyrus not 1.50 m. beneath the surface of the soil. Probably the room
Itself had been partially or wholly filled with dirt when the mud brick
walls were constructed along the fortifications and when rooms 14 and
12 were blocked with mud brick. The papyri and parchments were
chiefly m the northwest corner and perhaps had lain on a shelf for
holes m the wall 1.53 m. above the floor and extending somewhat
over a meter on each side of the corner (1.25 m. west, 1.02 m. north)
probably served to support shelves. No traces of wooden boards or
beams, however, remained, nor were there any other remains of wood
or leather to suggest covering for the documents. Most of them lay
in confusion on the floor, many already in fragments, some complete,
some still m rolls. Their chief enemy had evidently been not rain butworms for many pieces had been bored through and through. Thanks
to the complete protection from rain many other items of interest were
preserved, a leather shoe, pieces of cloth, ceiling reeds, the wooden
pivot block on which the door swung, wooden rods plastered over to
lorm the sides of a niche, the ends of lintel beams still in position and
a reed arrow-shaft. Perhaps there was a second story for this would
best account for the reeds in the debris and the papyrus found so
high above the floor (and not in the shelfcorner). Reeds of course
were usually used for flooring rather than against the plaster of the
ceilmg. Other finds in the room included three pilaster busts of a
curly-haired man or boy, a large silver ring, a fibula of bronze and
Egyptian glass, a small inlaid bone disc and a few coins
The graffiti in the room are as follows:
496. The name ’ApaelppAos occurs six times.
(a) On the capital of the door-jamb between rooms 14 and 13, at

the top in letters 0*025 ui. high.
^
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APAEIBH[AOC

(b) On the upper curve of the capital molding, letters o-oi m.

APAEIBHAOC

(c) On the second curve of the molding, letters 0-015

APABHAOC

(d) On the west wall of the room in letters 0-02 m. high.

APAEIBHAOC

(e) Oh the same wall again.

APAEIBHAOC

(f) In the center of the west wall in letters cut 0-15—0-22 m.

APAEIBHAOC

The name is, ofcourse, the same as that of ‘Pay£i|3T)Aos (Cumont, 1 15,

Rep. II, D. 136) etc., meaning “repos de Bel.” (See Cumont, p. 440).

497. Rubbing. On south post of door.

(a) BEPYAAOC
BAPNABOY
BANABOY BAPAX

BEpuAAos occurs for the first time but Bapvdpou is cited in Cumont,

123 and 127; and Bapdxos occurs in Cumont, VII, 3.

(b) Rubbing. On the west wall above 496 d and e. Letters o-oi to

0-015 m. made with a point.

NPO BAPANABOY BANABOY BAPAX

498. Tracing. East wall. Letters in ink 0-015 m. high and very clear.

A — ANEMOC
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wiA poTnr^^
of center. Letters o-oi m. high made

C0KO{<I)A APANT
COYNNAG ARAB
ABIANABOY APA
AYCANIAC APCAPAA
OOIAO! MOl KOir APE

tJf
the first two names I can find no parallels. The third combinesthe two elements Abid, servant, and “Nabou,” the god. The nameLysamas IS most common at Dura. In the last line one expects soS^name ending in -cpjAos as Al<piAos etc. Since poi follows, however kseems to read o[l] ^lAoi noi. The last letters in each line mist be abbriviations, perhaps for names. ’Apapa and ’Apa^cov (Gumont, 40) areci e y Wuthnow (p. 25), also the genitive form ’Apaa (p 26)

(i) BIASES
(2) AV[G

(b) Black on white, letters 0*0075—O’Oi m.

S KOVCAi NOro<;
N(°ster) M(arcus) A(urelius)?

M “ •.no co „)s(ule) or co(n)s{ulibus)

(4) DIM DVO
(5) In thicker letters 0-0125 m- MAXIMOA and EAI.

It is obvious that we have here fragments of at least two militarv

dated If the fo th 1
* A r.

the emperor
,
the second being

ahlv E. ^ ^ ^ the inscription prob-ably bears m one way or another on the horses ofan aurdlarvooW
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pen and ink sketches, of which one showing a gazelle, another a dog

were recovered (PL XXXVIII, 3.). Due to the high wall on the north

side of the room, some of the ceiling reeds and pieces of cloth were

preserved.

The drawings are small and very simply done with a minimum of

lines, but the artist has portrayed with some skill his subjects. The
first shows a little gazelle fleeing before a great dog or wolf. The second

portrays a dog turning in the chase, behind the flying feet of his quarry.

Just above the gazelle is written in ink letters 5 mm. high.

501. Photograph. Now at Yale.

AOPKAC

502. On another fragment of plaster was scratched in letters o-oi m.

high.

OYAAePIC
BAPPAC
MOYKIANOC

Roman names are very commonly given with the suffix “is” standing

for as here OuaAepis for Valerius.

BapySs is cited in Cumont, 125 and Moukiovos in Rep. II, H. 3.

Room W 16.

Room 16 was apparently added late as an antechamber before the

entrance room 15. It is a true vestibule with wide doorway to the

west, a subsidiary one to the south. Again reeds and cloth were found

and in addition the Doric capital of a column, probably belonging

to the pillar whose base was discovered just outside the room. A frag-

ment of fresco showed merely part of a geometric or floral design.

Room Wry.

Two wide benches on the north and west both well over a meter

in width (i-gi m. and 1-195 m.) distinguish room 17, and seem to

mark it as a triclinium or resting room. A bronze lock plate and a

bronze ring with intaglio of Victory were the only finds of importance.

The Nike figure advances left carrying a crown with tassels in her

outstretched left hand, and holding in her right the palm branch
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which rests on the right shoulder. She wears the long split-skirt with

bustle. The wing is extended behind the back. Apparently the head

is turned full front but the features are indistinguishable.

Room W 18.

In the bank of earth just outside and south of 1 8 fragments of papyri

were recovered. The same conditions as in room 13 seemed to prevail

here with a bank of earth, sharply cut, shedding the rain. One must

suppose that some sort of roof covered the documents until some fill

of dirt accumulated above. Possibly, however, they were old records

thrown out in the general fill during the last days of the city. Un-
fortunately here, the thin strata of documents reached up to within

half a meter of the surface, the papyri had evidently been wet through

many times and though in many cases documents pressed together

preserved the writing, the fabric itself had so rotted that it disappeared

into dust with the slightest rubbing or touch. The dirt surrounding

them was therefore cut in squares, the whole blocked with paraffin

and cloth and the bricks shipped back to Yale where perhaps they

may be separated and the documents read. Room 18 itself, built in

the angle of the city wall, yielded only two bronze pendants, a bronze

dish and a single coin. The room had been constructed after the erec-

tion of the mud brick wall behind 13—15 for the continuation of this

wall made the south side of the chamber.

One may remark in general that much of the temple seems to have

been burned. The floor of the salle aux gradins was full of ashes probably

not fill, and fire marked the walls of many rooms.

The area as a whole yielded several other items of interest among
which might be mentioned an alabaster bottle used by the priests in

sacrifice, two pilaster busts of women, and two of boys, a small plaster

altar found just outside room 9, coins, small bronze objects etc.

Rooms W g,io.

These two rooms together form a separate shrine within the temple,

though they are dedicated to the same goddess. This arrangement of

additionaf shrines is not uncommon and one might cite as a parallel

arrangement the two shrines in the temple of Aphlad. Here, however,
we have both naos and pronaos together.

The naos (room 10) has a most curious arrangement. The centei,
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of the great pillar which incloses the niche is not set directly opposite

the doorway but to the right, the pillar extending to the middle of

the room and leaving only a very narrow passage between its north

end and the wall of room 9. The niche is small and partially covered

by the top of the pillar so that the place for the statue or cult objects

was not large. In the room, thirteen large storage jars were found,

eight along the north wall and five along the west wall in the south

corner. Some of the jars were filled with ashes, perhaps the remains

of sacrifices made. The north end of the room may have had a second

story for holes to support the ends of wooden rods were found along

all three sides at a height of 1.60 m. For a strong floor, however, the

beams must have been exceedingly small, and it is more probable

that they supported merely a deep shelf Above, two very narrow and
deep windows allowed a little light to penetrate into the interior. Prob-

ably they were made in this way to prevent anyone from breaking

in or reaching through. A small piece of painted plaster representing

a hand is all that remains of fresco fragments. A small side chamber was
built in the south end, an arrangement similar to that in the naos D 5.

The pronaos, as in the Temples of Atargatis and of Nannaia, was

made into a sort of small theater with a series of inscribed steps, forty-

six of which remained in situ, rising on each side of the central passage.

Just to the right of the west doorway (the entrance to the naos) a bas-

relief of the goddess (now in Damascus) had been set in the wall at

0.63 m. above the floor (PI. XXIV). Below it a square block 0.36 by

0.295 by 0.36 m. high with a blackened hole (0-09 m. in diameter)

in the top and an opening on the north side served as incense altar.

By smoke from this the relief itself had been covered with an oily soot.

Beside this block stood a little fluted (18 flutes) column 0.67 m. high,

adorned with Doric capital in whose top a little bowl was cut. As there

were no marks of fire it is probable that this served for libations.

It is interesting to speculate on the rites which were held in this

room. In the frescoes of Konon the priest is represented as offering

sacrifice just in front ofan ornamental doorway. This background may
have been portrayed merely for its architectonic value in blocking off

the persons in the frescoes. It is quite possible, however, that the

instruments of ritual were brought into view of the spectators from

the inner sanctuary and sacrifice offered just in front of the door. In

this room the relief and altars just beside the door seem to support

such an hypothesis. Halfway up the steps on the south side of the east

door, a small base seems to have been designed to hold another altar
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or statue probably inclosed in a niche. Several bronze or silver heart-

shaped pendants found in this room, all made of thin metal with small

knob on the point suggest that such ornaments had a special place

in the worship of the divinity. Bits of wood in the debris showed that

the fill behind the later mud-brick wall which blocked up the north

side, had been deep enough to prevent the seepage of rain water.

The block of the bas-relief is i-i6 m. high, 0.515 m. broad at the

widest point and 0.165 thick (PI. XIV). The front of the temple

is given a relief of 0-045 this same depth is given to the lions.

The pediment of a temple crowns the top and a column of ten flutes

borders either side. The capitals are of Corinthian type with small

spirals at the corners and three leaves just below. Apparently a fourth

leaf ran up between the joints of the spirals. The acroteria are made
of leaves with central bars, three tendrils on either side turning at the

end toward the center, a fourth curving out. Those over the gables

have a semicircular turn to cover the corner.

Within the field edged by these architectural details is presented

a scene, obviously a representation of a cult scene within the temple

of the deity. Like Atargatis, the goddess is seated between lions and
raises her right hand in benediction. She is clad in a long robe reaching

to her feet and a heavy mantle which covers most of her hair and
falls on one side down behind the right arm, passes under the right

elbow across the waist and reaches over the left forearm. On the other

side it covers the left shoulder and upper arm and disappears beneath
the rolled border of the other end. Two thick locks visible in front of

the mantle bear no marks of incisions to show the lines of the hair.Two
incised lines making a band on the right hand side of the mantle are

probably intended to mark a braid of hair beneath.

A heavy border, probably of embroidery adorns the neck of the

robe and this ornament is carried down the center of the garment
till it is lost to view beneath the lower part of the mantle. This center

band serves to accentuate the contours of the breasts. In contrast to

the elaborate design of the polos of Aphlad, that of Azzanathkona is

plain except that the lower part is shghtly thicker perhaps because of
the band which circles it.

The features of her face are not entirely clear, due in part at least

to the fact that the fumes of incense have blackened the stone, and the

fact that the crystals of gypsum are in many cases too insecure to

allow proper cleaning. The upper and lower eyelids are quite naturally

given, but there is no indication of pupil and iris. She holds her
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head slightly inclined to the right as if to receive the crown held just

above.

Just below the breasts a girdle circles the waist, and forms a knot

beneath the right breast from which the two ribbon ends fall to either

side. Beneath the knees the robe curves in slightly to mark the contours

of the leg from knee to ankle. On the right an incision marking a side

fold brings the shin into sharper relief.

To the right of Azzanathkona stands a man clad in the Roman-
Palmyrene fashion with himation, chiton and high boots. The hima-

tion thrown up over the left shoulder hides the chiton from neck to

waist, apparently goes over the left arm and falls in a thick fold just

behind the left hand. The folds are marked with incised lines which

follow in general the lines of the roll at the top, moving across the

body and up toward the left. Above the roll which forms the top of

the himation, the edge of the chiton is visible, the hem around the

neck making a little point which projects slightly just in the middle

of the chest. Between this point and the extended right arm are dis-

cernible parts of semicircular folds around this central projection. The
folds of the chiton below the himation are quite discernible on the

photograph and one remarks the outline of the right knee beneath the

robe. The right leg, slightly raised and advanced is completely covered

by boot and robe, but over the left leg the chiton is raised sufficiently

to allow the upper shin to appear. Between the left knee and the pillar

a small piece of plaster is fitted into the relief and was apparently

fixed in place with wooden pegs. The piece was loose, however, and

beneath, the soot on the pillar showed that the plaster did not belong

to the original design. Perhaps it was introduced later to support some

symbol or ofiering.

The only covering of the extended right arm is the short sleeve of

the chiton reaching half way to the elbow. Apparently, it is a crown

or wreath which the right hand holds and obviously it is the intention

of the individual to adorn the head of the goddess with this gift.

Perhaps a particular dedicant represented himself on the stone as

offering homage to the divinity. Judging from the two altars below

the relief, however, one judges the stone to be a cult scene of offering

and consequently it seems best to consider the figure not the portrait

of any particular citizen.

The figure is smooth shaven and bare-headed. The hair, portrayed

with irregular incised lines, falls low over the forehead in a thick mat.

No indications ofeyebrows and eyelashes are given and it is impossible
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to see any marks to distinguish iris and pupil. One can discern, how-
ever, that the eye was made very wide and round, and with pro-

truding eyeball as in the early Palmyrene busts. Though the nose and
mouth are well formed and the ear seems quite well drawn, the neck

is far too thick.

Above, almost walking on the wreath above the goddess’s head the

smaller figure of a man is portrayed, looking nonchalantly up to the

right and leading a bull which he grasps apparently by the ear. The
short-sleeved chiton is girt about the waist with a girdle whose broad
ends fall from the knot in the center down to either side, much as

those of Azzanathkona. Details of his features can scarcely be distin-

guished. He is hatless and the arrangement of his hair is apparently

much like that of the larger figure. The right arm is bent at the elbow,

and the hand rests on the hip. As the representation of the right arm
shows, the body is portrayed full front though the figure is advancing
left and turns his head in three-quarters profile.

The bull is shown in profile, but as is quite common the horns are

shown in three-quarters view. The modelling shows a decided hump
above the shoulder, but scarcely enough to justify the assumption that

it was a water buffalo, were it not for the fact that the water buffalo

is the most common animal of sacrifice at Dura. The tail is thrown
up over the back and falls along the front of the leg muscle.

Just what is the significance of this man and bull scene, is difficult

to determine. We are accustomed to find lions and bulls together as

attributes of Atargatis and Hadad. It does not seem easy to believe,

however, that this little figure in the background could be Hadad
himself. It is not even clear whether the man and bull are to be taken
simply as portrayed as far in the background, raised up on a natural
elevation, a hill for example, behind Azzanathkona, or whether they
are to be considered as introduced in the tableau above the head of
the goddess simply for convenience in spacing.

On the whole it seems best to consider the man and bull as in the
background, for the individual is very much reduced in size compared
with the man in the foreground. I believe that the bull represents only
the attribute of Hadad as the male counterpart of the goddess and
suggests merely another phase of her authority as wife of the sky god.
Above in the pediment, stands a bird, perhaps an eagle, for the

beak may be slightly hooked and the figure is very large in size. De-
tails, however, are hard to discern. The wing is built in with plaster
but on the back where the covering has broken away the feathers are
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represented with incised lines. Tail feathers are marked with vertical

incised lines. The general outlines are good, (though except for size

the bird is not very eagle-like in appearance) but the legs are care-

lessly rendered in front view instead of side.

One remembers that the common attribute of Atargatis was the

dove and that between the statue of Hadad and Atargatis in the

sanctuary of Hieropolis a golden dove was perched on top of the

standard. Since, as has been remarked, Azzanathkona has many simi-

larities to the great Syrian goddess, there is a greater probability that

here also a dove, symbol of the goddess is portrayed.

The steps in the pronaos date from 12—13 A. D. to 107 A. D. and
one expects that the bas-relief would have been erected during this

period. The deep fluting of the pillars of the temple as well as the

flutes on the pillar-altar which must have been made about the same
time, also argue a period pretty early in the history of the city.

In style the relief falls into the large class of late Hellenistic works.

Perhaps the best parallels are found in the grave reliefs now in the

museum of Delos. The figures in these monuments are more often

in profile, but the disproportionate length of the body, the balance

of the scene and the general impression are the same. The style was
carried over to Alexandria and continued there especially in the third

and second centuries B. G. PfuhP^ says that these reliefs are of two
kinds, one a simple stone crowned with a gable, a second with gable

and columns to form a small miskos. Both these forms occur in the

third century, the miskos form supplants the other almost entirely in

the second. He calls attention in the Alexandrian reliefs^® to the small

head (purely Alexandrian), the slender upper and heavy lower body,

and the thighs set wide apart.

All these features are characteristics of the man carrying the crown
in our own relief. Even the disproportionately long body is typical

of late Hellenistic work as well as of eastern representations under
Parthian influence. At Alexandria also we find the high girt chiton,

the mantle which covers the left arm of the seated figure and the hair

parted and combed back. Other examples of the same type may be
cited from the island of Samos.^

Compare the reliefs published in the excavations of Delos Vol. II, Fig. 90,

p. 62, Fig. 87, and in Vol. VIII, Fig. 1.

E. Pfiihl, “Alexandrinische Grabreliefs”, Athen. Mitteil., XXVI (1901), p. 266.
^^ Ibid., p. 274.

T. Wiegand, “Antike Skulpturen in Samos”, Athen. Mitteil., 1900, pp. 193—4.
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If the style is late Hellenistic, however, the scene itself is typically

Syrian. The seated goddess in naiskos, with hand upraised in bene-

diction is already well known. Of this the plaque from Aleppo pub-

lished by Sarre (Die Kunst, V\. 65) gives a good example.^* The offering

of the crown is more characteristic of Parthian art, but the popularity

in the east as well as west ofNike with crown and eagle bearing crown

makes it difficult to ascribe the rite to any definite place of origin.

The stone is the common gypsum found in the vicinity at Dura.

Apparently then the relief was made here and probably in the early

part ofthe first century A. D. not many years, therefore, from the time

when the Aphlad reliefwas cut. The two styles though different reflect,

I believe, merely two phases of the same development, that of Azza-

nathkona carrying on more conservatively the Hellenistic work of west

Syria and the Aegean, the Aphlad stone incorporating the new in-

fluence of the Parthian east.

On the walls inside and outside the room several graffiti were

scratched. The first is that located on the east wall, outside and just

north of the door. The drawing is approximately 0.35 by 0.25 m. and
represents a walled city or fortress, the walls resting on a series of

terraces (PI. XXXIV, 5). Three towers are visible in the lowest series,

though probably four had been drawn. Between these rises a series

of three larger towers, then two, and finally one crowning the forti-

fications. The towers are all crenellated, those of the lowest and third

tiers having three, the second five crenellations. Probably the highest

tower had five also, though the outlines are not sufficiently clear to

make it a certainty. There is no trace of a gate. The clay tessera from
Palmyra showing rather similar battlements rising one above another

makes an interesting comparison.^ Probably no special city is depicted

but merely the attempt made to reproduce the impression of a city

or fortress built on a hill-side.

Within the room on the east wall north of the door a crude drawing

0.27 by 0.22 m. in size depicts a man in Persian costume holding in

his left hand five arrow-shaped objects branching from a single stem
(PL XXXIV, 4). Four of these are of the same length, the fifth pro-

jects beyond the rest. The figure faces full front. Toes are turned out,

baggy trousers cover the legs, a long-sleeved Persian jacket with flare

at the bottom the upper body. Inordinately high shoulders remind
one a little of the work on the Hadad and Atargatis relief of the third

24 Cp. Rep. IV, p.242.

Published by M. Fillet, Rep. /, Fig. 1.
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campaign. The neck is very badly made, for it is both longer and
broader than the head; the nose is formed by two lines shaped like

a reversed V; the short hair rises straight up from the head; and the

beard is done with a few short vertical lines.

Further north on the same wall is drawn a large figure of a man
0.49 m. high. He wears a long straight-cut coat reaching to the knees

and no trousers. A series of cross lines gives the appearance of scale

armor but, as they continue on arms, legs, and face, they probably

only fill out the space of the drawing. Arms are placed akimbo, the

left resting on the hilt of the sword. The whole figure is very crudely

done, but the most glaring fault occurs in the arms which leave the

body some distance below the shoulders.

Smaller, less important figures, many of them only partially com-

plete, present a few interesting features. Three show the head circled

by a turban-like band cut with cross-lines (PL XXXV, 2). One has

the same squarecut dress and stands in the same position as the figure

just described. Very probably the same person drew both. Worthy of

remark is one drawn with head in profile, a position rather rare in

Dura. This figure is drawn horizontally and just above is depicted

a horse. Perhaps one of the worshippers drew the man while leaning

forward in his seat and so intended to represent him as upright; or

possibly as fallen to the ground and trampled by the horse.

Close to the east doorway of the room were found fragments of

plaster, probably coming from the lintel, with letters in thick black paint.

503. Tracing. Letters 0.025 high.

TON 0€O[N]

It seems rather strange to have this dedication to a male god at the

entrance to a shrine devoted to Azzanathkona and the word suggests

that with Azzanathkona was associated a male deity. The fragments

are not sufficient, however, to allow us to place much weight on the

evidence.

504. Photograph (PI. XXVIII, 3) and squeeze. Fallen on the

north steps was an irregularly shaped stone of gypsum 0.35 by 0.28

by o-io m. with letters cut and painted red.

ETOYC -EMT
YnGPBEPETAl[OY The year 345 (33 of our era)

ANHFEIPEN the month of Hyperberetaios

12
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PEXIMNAIOC
BOYMAIOY
Ynep THE E

AYTOY KAI T
EKNIUNC
LUTHPIAC
AZZANA[0]
KONA

there erected (this)

Rhechimnaios

son of Boumaios

on behalf of the

safety of himself

and his children

(to) Azzanathkona.

In an inscription engraved a score of years later on one of the steps

of the room we have the name PsxsilJiavvaia.

The name Boupiaios is not found.

For discussion of the name Azzanathkona, see above p. 143.

505. Rubbing. West side of room, north section. Letters 0.35 m.

and clear. The first name is enclosed in a rectangle.

APAEIBHAOC
a AGHNOACOPOC APTEMI
AOOPOY TOY ZHNOAOTOY

(i KAAAICTPATOC KAI A0H[NOAa)POC
(i AGIBHAOC NABOYB
APAXHC AOYPANOC pi

L. 2. An Athenodorus, son of Zenodotus, is quoted by Cumont (6 c).

Probably we have here members of the same family.

L. 5. ’AslppAos for ’ApasippAoc
;
Na|3ou|3apocxTiS for Na^oupapd-

you. The occurrence ofAoupovos here confirms the reading in No. 395,
KoAcovioSoupovos- ’Eupcoiraios is a much more common term for the

inhabitant ofDura and apparently the only one used in the early period.

506, Photograph and tracing. West side of room between bas-relief

and inscription 505. Letters 0.015 m. high.

BAPNGBOYC
KAMHC
BAPNGBOYC
NINAIAC

5 BJAPNANAI
EAXAGICD0A
HMHMAI
BA0IAAC
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L. I. Bapvotpou is cited in Cumont 123 and 127, Humann and Puch-

stein, Reisen in jSfordsjrien (1890) (p. 398) quote Bapv^Pouv. They are

certainly variations of the same name.

L. 2. The name Kanqs does not occur elsewhere.

L. 4. The name is probably to be connected with the name of the

goddess Ncxvvaia.

L. 5. Probably for Bapvovvaios “son of Nannaia.”

L. I. 6—8. The readings are not entirely clear and I can find no

parallels for the first two names. Possibly we should read HAAriuai

instead of Hpiipai. Welles {Rep. IV, 241) cites BaSfjs from Dura and

Wuthnow (p. 32) quotes BaSsAos from Nela.

507. Tracing. West wall, left of doorway. Letters 0.03 m.

BieNA.nK
CAAAMINAC - - X
ANNAIOC B
APA6IBHAOC N . . . 6
MHKANNeOC TPYEH ^=AN

AAA€AOC PY. N * B

L. I . The first name should probably be restored BiSvocv- to form some

combination as BiSvotvocia, though there is no sign ofthe cross bar in the theta.

2. 2aAa|Jic5cvT|s is cited by Cumont III, and laAapis in Rep. II, D. 9.

3. Awatos does not occur at Dura but Wuthnow, p. 21 and 23, has

the two spellings Avaios and Avvaios.

4. MpKocvveos occurs for the first time but the feminine name
MrjKocvvaia is cited several times.

5. Combinations with the root — 6a5 — are common in Syria but

this particular form occurs for the first time.

Again the list is part of an account, either of sums contributed or

of money owed to the temple fund. Unfortunately the right hand

portion has weathered badly and only two of the figures remain.

508. Tracing. East wall, south of door. Letters 0.015—0.025 m.

HABOYBAPAXHC
NABOYBAPAXH[C]

The two elements Na^ou-, the god, and Papox, theAramaean name
(see Cumont, p. 319) are common but the combination occurs this

year for the first time.
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The first m is written with the diagonal reversed.

509. Rubbing. East wall, letters 0.03 m. high and clear.

APAeiBHAOC

As has been remarked this is the name ’ApccysiptiAos, Paysipr^Aos,

“Repose of Bel” (Cumont, p. 440).

III. THE STEPS
BY S. M. HOPKINS

There are in all on the steps of this room 46 inscriptions, 32 on the

north side in rows, reading from the bottom of 6, 6, 5, 6, 3, 4, 2, and

14 on the south side in rows 4, 4, 3, 3. There is no uniformity of size,

design, or even of placing, some steps being wider and higher than
others in the same row. At the time the building was discovered there

were great gaps, notably near the west wall on the north side. Simi-

larly on the south side close to the west wall there were indications

that two objects had been removed in antiquity.

The dated inscriptions cover the period 12—13 A. D. to 107—108
A. D., though the majority fall into two main groups, dating respectively

from 62—63 to 67—68 A. D. and from 107—108 A. D. Except for

two in the lowest row on the north side dated 3|jit (37—38 A. D.) and
6vt (42—^43 A. D.) and one in the third of 3U (95—96 A. D.) all

the inscriptions on that side fall into one or the other groups. The
manner in which they are grouped clearly indicates a reconstruction

in the year 107—108. This reconstruction may have been one of two
kinds: either an enlargement of the room toward the east or the
changing into seats of a row of steps which ran up beside the wall.

At the same time the seating capacity was enlarged by the addition
ofrows ofseats at the top, aU dating from that year, A similar condition
existed on the south side, all of the seats adjoining the wall being of
the year 107—108 A. D. No other two inscriptions on that side are
dated alike and there is no apparent order in their arrangement.
The inscriptions are identical in structure with those found by

M, Cumont in the Temple of Arteirus and in many cases were dedi-
cated by members of the same families. The prevalence of feminine
names again suggests a cult to which only women were admitted, a
suggestion not disproved by the presence of inscriptions bearing only
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masculine names. One of these (550) is an abbreviated duplicate of

99 in which the dedicant’s daughters are mentioned and the others

are undoubltedly of the same kind. The benches cannot always have

been occupied by the person whose name they bear inasmuch as there

is at least one clear case of the dedication of two separate seats to one

woman. Moreover, the fact that the dedications cover such a long

range of time makes it extremely improbable that the holders of all

the seats could have been living at the same time and indicates that

here, unlike M. Cumont’s salle aux gradins or his salle C, the seats were

allowed to remain after the death of the owner and that new seats

were added around them.

Morth Side.

510. Row I, east step — step 0.40 m. wide. Molding o.io m. wide

somewhat broken. Letters 0.0125—0.025 irregularly cut.

A. D. 107/8.

0IY ANHreiPeN AnOAAOiN
IOC AANYMOY TOY APIC
TOAHMOY

Cumont (62) mentions an ’AiroAXcbyios, son of Aocvupos in 19—20

A. D. ’ApioroSripos also occurs (Cumont, 2). Since the names of the

’AnoAXobvios-AcScvuiiOS line are found here and in Cumont for sev-

eral generations, it may well be that about the time of ’AiToAAcbvios

(see No. 533) there was another brother whose sons carried on the

old family names.

51 1. Row I, second step from east. Similar in height, 0.41 m. long.

Wide molding with overhang of0.06 m. Letters 0.015—0.0225 m. high.

0IY OACdlOY
ZAAAMIAAIC
0YrATPAZlN
[AY]T[OY]

L. I. ’OAcolou — for this form of Acoos compare Cumont 2, and

D. 159, 2 (Rep. III).

L. 2, ZocAapiAais — not previously found at Dura. It is probably

a combination of ZaAa and MiAAaios — cf. No. 559.

L. 4. This inscription had a fourth line which must already have
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been broken when the stone was set. Only the upper part of a tau

appears beneath the of SuyocTpdcnv.
:

512. Row I, third step from east. 0.32 m. wide, 0.06 m. lower than

No. 51 1. Inscription in two lines, much broken. Letters 0.015—0.02 m.

SIT CHAANNIOC
// H III

L. I. ZriAcStvvios—name not hitherto known, though a similar name
Z-qAocvvaia occurs in No. 542. To the west of this step is one 0.85 m.

long, broken and uninscribed. It projects 0.20 m. beyond the others

to the east.

513. Row I, fifth step from east. Step 1.28 m. long and in line with

next step to east. Well worked stone with projecting overhang. In-

scription between incised lines 0.99 m. apart. Letters 0.03 m. high

ANT ZAB€INAC NIKANOPOC ANH
reiP€N AMMIAI lC[l]Aa3POY TYNAI
Kl AYTOY (vac)

L. I. Za^eivas— found here several times (Gumont, 37, 18; Rep. /,

R. 17).

L. I. NiKccvcop— this name has been found 92 A. D. ///, D.159),

121 A. D. (Pa.X Rep. II) and 129 A. D. (Cumont, 79). It has also been
found in several undated graffiti, but this appears to be the earliest

dated occurrence, just 50 years, approximately two generations ante-

rior to the next earliest date.

L. 2. ’Appia — Only occurrence here. Cf. Wuthnow, p. 20.

L. 2. MoiScopos— The same name though with the spelling GloiSco-

pos was found by Cumont (38).

514. Row I, sixth step from east. Step 1.06 m. long with slight

overhang and molding at side 0.06 m. wide. Letters 0.015

—

high

erOYC GMT APT€MIAa)PA HNACeOY KAl
AHHHTPIA KAl AnOAAOONIA A1 nHNOOIAOY
TOY AGHNOAOiPOY GYPATEPeC (vac)

At approximately the same time (35—36 A. D.) the same family

was dedicating a seat in the Temple of Artemis (Gumont, 66). We
know that ’ApTspiScispa was the wife of Mi^vdfiAos and that ArjpriTpia
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was their daughter, but this is the first mention of ’AiroAAcovia and

the first occurrence of the name at Dura.

515. Row I, seventh step from east. Step 0.22 m. long, partly blocked

by step to door and by plaster. Upper letters on right much defaced.

Letters about 0.025 high.

TinWNACmC THC
ATmCONIOY fYNAlKOC
AE AnOAAOlNIOY TOY A0H
NOACjOPOY (vac)

All the names in this inscription are already well known and all

occur repeatedly in this same room. Who this ’Apptcbviog was we
cannot be sure, though it is conceivable that he may be the son of

Lysanias (No. 539) and the grandson of ’ASriv65copos,Tip(jbvaao'a’s hus-

band’s father. The inscription is interesting, however, in that ’AiroAXcb-

viog is credited with another wife ’ASrivo6cbpa (No. 545). Inasmuch as

the dedication to the latter is made in 5kt (12—13 A. D.), the earliest

date in the temple, it is reasonable to suppose that this is of later date

and Tipchvao-aa was the second wife. Ifshe really were the daughter of

’Appdbvios, son of Auaccviag, she would be very young at the time

when her great-uncle-husband was already an old man.

That this ’Appclbvios did have a daughter TipchvaCTaa we discover

from (No. 530) dated 3T. The double seat needs no explanation,

inasmuch as there are in the temple several other examples of the

same kind, and the fact that in the one (No. 530) her ancestry is so well

set forth may account for the appearance of the name of her father

only in the other. Perhaps this was purchased by her husband; the

other by her father; or perhaps the dated inscription dates from before

her marriage; the other from a later date.

516. Row II, first step to east. 1.26 m. long, occupies same space

as three steps below. No molding. Inscription 0-8 1 m. long. Letters

0.015—0.025 m. high.

01Y APTEniCiOY ANHPEIPEN AKOCAnEOC OTAINETOY
HATPOOIAAI OIAinnOY TH! FYNAlKi AYTOY (vac)

L. I. Aicocjapaos— Is this another form of a name found by Cumont,

97 : ’AvicoCTdpaog or ’Avicoadpiaos ?

L. I. ’OTalvsTos—Wuthnow, p. 90 cites many names beginning Otqi.
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L. 2. T7ocTpo<piAa is a name already known at Dura (Gumont, 62)

and again in this same room (No. 534) but this is the first occurrence

of nocTpoq)lAa, daughter of Philip.

L. 2. OlArmros— curiously enough until this year was never found
at Dura. It occurs also in a graffito on a fragment of green plaster

No. 450 e cDlArirrros ’AttoAAcovIou. In view ofthe importance ofthe ’AStj-

voScopos family in the temple (their name was also found scratched on
the same piece of plaster) among whose sons was a certain ’ArrcAAclb-

vios, we may have here a member of the same family. The date suits

exactly.

517. Row IIj second step from east. Step 0.48 m. long, 0.185

high. Set on o.io m. of plaster. Projects 0.105 m. beyond No. 516.

Letters 0.015 high* Last line much weathered.

ETOYC =iOT DEPITIOY HOITHI
PEXEinANNAiAl CINNANAIOY
THE AXABOYC ABOYIAIHOY

'[h'NJAIKOC

L. I. TTOITHl — It has been suggested that this word may be Tplxi].

If so, this is the first case in which the day of the month has been
spelled out.

L. 2. ‘Psxeihocvvaia occurs here for the first time, though a mas-
culine form 'Psxluvaios was found in a dedication to Azzanathkona
(No. 480). The form 'Poxlpvaios also occurs in the Temple ofAphlad
(No. 455).

L. 2. Ziwocvaios — Also occurs for the first time. The name is

undoubtedly a combination of the goddess’ name Notvvaia with the
root found in such names as Siva, Sivas, Wuthnow, p. 109.

L. 3. Tfis — the confusion of cases, dative or genitive, is worthy of
notice.

L- 3. ’Axdpous— This name has already occurred several times, the
genitive form being either ’Axdpov (Gumont, 7) or 'Axdpous (Gumont,
127, 6). Here the form is doubtful, sufficient space remaining for a
dgma, which, however, cannot be read with certainty.

L. 3. ’ApoulAip— This name is by no means clear.. The same name
occurs Rep. HI, D. 153.

518. Row II, third step from east. Single seat 0.41 m. long. o*io m.
high set on a layer of plaster 0.22 m. high. Left side completely de-
stroyed. Letters 0*0075—0.015 01.
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ETOY]C AOT [EJANAIKOY
K . . . AlOAOTOY THE

OY TOY AnOAAOiNlOY
(vac) rYNAlKOC

519. Row II, fourth step from east. Step 0.70 m. long. Inscription

just beneath top border. Letters o.oi

—

0.015 high, painted red.

This and steps to left on same level as one just east of them.

ETOYC AOT EANAIKOY GEOAO)
PA AnOAACdNlOY TOY AAAIOY H AiOPENH
TOY AAAIOY FYNAIKOC (vac)

L. I. The name ©eoScfapa occurs only once before, in Mr. Johnson’s

restoration of Cumont, 107, probably the name of a member of the

same family, perhaps even the great-aunt of our ©eoScopa. All the

other names occur frequently. ©eoScopa is probably the daughter of

€0y4veia (No. 521); she marries her uncle Aioyevris, and is herself,

perhaps, the mother of ’ASalos (No. 535) and TTotTpo9iXa (No. 534).

With the aid of those inscriptions the following table may be con-

structed;

ASotios (T)

Actio m. AScxioj @
(No. 520)

EuyevEioc m. AttoXXcovios

(No. 521)

Anwcovios GeoScopa

AioyEVT];

A5aios (3) no(Tpo9iXa
m.

Apucovios
(No. 534)

520. Row II, fifth step from east. Step 1.155 m. long with border

of 0.12 m. at each end, 0.03 at top. Height 0.26 m. Letters very clear,

painted red 0.015—0.03 m. high.

ETOYC AOT EANAIKOY ACIAC CEAEYKOY TOY AYClOY
AAAIOY AE TOY AnOAACONlOY TOY AAAIOY CYNAIKOC

L. I. Though the name ’Aaia occurs twice in this room (No. 539)

it is found here for the first time. She is a sister ofTipcovaCTcra ofNo. 523
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and No. 525 and a sister-in-law of the ©eoScSpa who occupied the

adjoining seat.

521. Row II, sixth step from east. Step 0.35 m. long, 0.275 high.

Inscription in red. Letters 0.0 1-—0.015 m. high.

ETOYC AOT EYfENElA AHOA
ACONIOY TOY AGHNOAOIPOY
H AnOAAdONlOY TOY AAAIOY
FYNAIKOC (vac)

L. I. The name EOyevsia occurs twice before (Cumont, 58 and 60),

once with the spelling EOysvla. She marries her cousin, her father

’AfroAAcovios being the brother of her husband’s father ’ASalos. She
is probably the mother of the children shown in the table (No. 519).

522. Row III, second step from east. The first step 1.16 m. long
and 0.32 m. high has no inscription. Second step 0.55 m. long, 0.22 m.
high, has a molding varying on the three sides from 0.015—0-04
Red letters 0.015—0.02 m. high.

ETOYC ZY AlOY ANHCEI
PEN nAXXlCAIOC CAAAIN
OC TOY nAXXICA[IO]Y CAAA[n]
HAPA PArElBHAO[Y] THl CYNAlKll
AYTOY (vac)

L. 2. and 4. 'PccyeipriAos Mcxxxto'odou occurs in an inscription of

159 A. D. found by Cumont (No. 2) and ‘Payei^riAos Ma- was found
again in a graffito from the Palmyrene Gate (Rep. //, D. 136). We
are faced therewith two possibilities; either ZoAaiJiapa and Motxxicraios
had a son named ‘PorysipTiAos who 65 years later made the dedica-
tion on the clay plaque found near the Tower of the Palmyrene Gods
(Cumont, 2) or 'PoyeipqAos was himself the son of Moxxio'odos, the
elder, in which case our inscription shows again a case of cousin
marriage. The latter is, however, scarcely possible if the date of Cu-
mont, 2 is really 159 A. D. though it is very reasonable, if, as M. Cu-
mont himself suggests, the doubtful date is 100 years earlier. I shall

consider the matter at greater length later.

L. 2. ZoAaivos — I can find no record of this name. In view, how-
ever, of the fact that the name begins in the same way as that of
Cumont, 1 15, which is a dedication to the wife or daughter-in-law of
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‘PeyEi|3riAos, I venture to suggest that the names may be the same,

and that this is another example of marriage between close relations.

If so, the lady, perhaps granddaughter ofSaAatvos, may have married

her great uncle, 'Pcxygi^TiAos himself, or more probably her cousin,

son of Pocysi^TiAos. The date 61 A. D. makes either reading not

improbable.

L. 3. !ZaAa[iJi](iapa— This name has not been found hitherto, though

its elements are common. Cf. Na^oOpapi (Cumont, 44, 5) and MapotpfjA,

Rep. IV, 240, 245, etc. There are indications of a mu at the end of the

line, indicating either that the name had two mus or that the stone

cutter began a letter and reconsidering the spacing began again in the

next line. At any rate, this mu alone of the letters of the inscription

shows no trace of red.

523. Row III, third step from east. 1.12 m. long, 0.245 m. high.

This is one of a group of three steps. No. 524 and No. 525 being the

other two, dedicated together and cut to represent a single slab, the

center (No. 524) having no side molding and each of the others

a molding only at the end. No. 523 and No. 525 are duplicates. Letters

0.012 m. very clear.

ETOYC AOT 5ANAIKOY TIMCONACCHC CEAEYKOY TOY AYEIOY
THE AlOKAEOY TOY AANYMOY EYNAIKOE (vac)

L. I. This Tipcbvacraa is a sister of ’Acria (No. 520). Both families

are well known at Dura.

524. Row III, fourth step from east. Step 0.54 m. long, 0.26 m.

high. Moulding at top 0.03 m. wide. Letters o.oi—0.015
bad condition.

ETOYE AOT 5ANA1KOY ECOEIHATPA
AnOAACONlbY TOY AANYMOY
///////////// EYNAIKOE (vac)

The third line is too badly broken to yield any certain reading.

L. I. ScoonraTpoc is a common name at Dura. Cumont (83) men-

tions IcoCTiTTOCTpa, wife of ’AiroAAcbvios, undoubtedly the mother of

ScocrrnrdTpa, daughter of ’AiroAAcbvios (Cumont, 88) who is probably

identical with our IcoCTnronrpa, though this is the first time in which the

name of the grandfather occurs. The third line may perhaps be sup-

plied, following Cumont and Johnson (Rep. II, p. 169), AuctIou tou
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ZeAsOkou yv/vf). This reading has powerful support in the fact that the in-

scriptions is one of three erected together, probably by relatives. What
the relationship is is not clear. Tipicbvocaaa and ’Aola must be daughters
ofZeAeuKos (33) (J. Johnson, ZJwra Studies, p. 18 and PI. II), or of
ZeAsukos (40) and consequently either grand-daughters or sisters-in-

law of ZcoaiTrdTpa(39).The dates make it appear probable, however,
that they are of the same generation and that Auaias (34) is the
brother of TipchvaaCTa and ’Acria.

L. 2. The Advujjios-’ATToAAcIbvios family is discussed (No. 533).
525. Row III, fifth step from east, i.ii m. long, 0.255 high.

Last of the group of three (No. 523 and No. 524) and exact repetition

of No. 523.

ETOYC AOT 5ANAIKOY TIMCONACCHE CEAEYKOY TOY AYCIOY
THE AIOKAEOYE TOY AANYMOY EYNAIKOE (vac)

This inscription is an exact duplicate of 523.
526. Row III, sixth step from east. Unbordered step beside fluted

altar, 0.36 m. high by 0.32 m., the lower 0.18 m. being of plaster
now fallen. Rough letters 0.025 high.

AMA0KON
AnOAA6i3N[I
OY H[r]YNH

L. I. The same name hitherto unknown occurs again 532. It

appears to be a combination of two roots, ’ApaS which is of frequent
occurrence in such names as MocSSdvaS (Cumont, 55; Rep. IV, 192)
and ApaScxAAdStiS; Wuthnow, p. 18 and of Kona which appears to
be the name ofa god and occurs elsewhere in ZapiSKovos and ’A33a-
vdSKOva Nos. 453, 504. The meaning is probably “Gift of Kona”.
The end of the inscription had already disappeared when the room
was excavated.

527. Row IV, east step, i.io m. long, 0.29 m. high. No molding.
Very deep coarse letters 0.055 high, never finished.

ETOY’

b

528.

Row IV, second from east. Step 0.62 m. long, 0.305 m. wide.
No molding. Only two letters in second line are clear.
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A
‘HAjOA [COPOY]

529. Row IV, third step from east. Step i.oi m, long, 0.28 m. high

with molding on three sides varying from 0.03—0.06 m. in width.

Letters 0.02 m. high, well but irregularly cut.

ETOC EOT HEPITIOY TIMCONACEHC THE AHOAA
63N10Y TOY AAAIOY TOY AGHNOACOPOY EYKO

C

L. I. Note the misspelling of erous and of yuvaiKds in 1 . 2. This

inscription is interesting in that we have already met with a wife of

’AtroXAcbvios, son of ’A6aTos whose seat was dedicated only one year

before this one (No. 521).

530. Row IV, fourth step from east, 0.29 m. high of which 0.185

of plaster. Letters 0.025 high-

ETOYC ZOT lANAIKOY TinOONACCA
ATinCdNIOY TOY AYCANIOY A0HNOA63P[OY

No trace of the last two letters is visible on the stone, a fact which

suggests a third line, but careful examination shows that unless the

inscription were actually split at the time of setting the stone we have

it in its finished state. In that case it must be supposed that a toO was

omitted before ’ASriv66copos. The relationship is then quite in accord

with what is already known of the family. The lady mentioned is

possibly the same as in No. 515.

531. Row IV, fifth step from east, 0.82 m. long, 0.24 m. high.

Double molding, each with incised line and rounded edge forming

overhang of 0.17 m. Letters 0.025^—0.04 m. high.

ETOYC ZOT BOKANAIA THE HAY
CANIOY TOY ANTIHAXOY EYNAIKOE

L. I. First occurrence of BoKocvaia which however, may be the

same as ©oKovaios, cf. Nos. 542, 546.

L. I. TTouCTCxvias has been found once before (Gumont, 99). The
date makes it appear very probable that they are the same man.

L. 3. ’AvTipccxos has never before been found at Dura.
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532. Row IV5 sixth step from east, i.oo m. long, 0.27 m. high.

Border 0.055 m. at top. Letters 0.04—0.08 m. high, very irregular.

ETOYC EOT AMA© qY
(vac) KONA AnOAAOdNI (sic)

(vac) TOY AIArO[P]OY

L. I. ’ApdSKOva. Another seat ofanAmathkona is immediately below
this one.

L. 3. Aicryopas — occurs only once before in a graffito from the
tower of the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods [Rep. II, H 45).

533. Row V, east step, 1.69 m. long, occupying same space as two
steps below. Straight, well cut molding 0.115 m. deep. Step 0.35 m.
high, 0.12 m. being plaster. Letters 0.02—0.035 na- high, painted red.

01Y APTEniElElOY AnOAAOONIOC AANYMOY TOY AHOAACONIOY
ANHTEIPEN TOIC ECCOnENOIC AYTCdl TEKNOIC

These are members ofa familyfound byGumont (62) in an inscription
of19—20 A. D. The same names occur again in Nos. 523, 524, 525 dated
in the year 62 A. D. The Aocvupos ofthese inscriptions is probably of the
third generation ofthe genealogical table given by Gumont (p. 415) in
which case his two sons, AiokAt^s and "’AiroAAchvios, known to us from
Nos. 523, 524, 525, have respectively the names of their maternal and
paternal grandfathers. In Siu, 40 years later, ’A-nroAAchvioswho makes the
dedication ofthis inscription is probably a young man, still unmarried,
probably ’AiroAAchvios (3) of the following table constructed with the
aid ofthat given by M. Gumont.

AonA/pos
I

AiokXtis

1

ZoiXa
(0.62)
m.

19-20 AD
1

1,

AttoAAcovios®
Aocvufjios

1

AiokAt]s

(No. 523)
62 AD

ATroAAcovios(2)

Acxvujjios

1

ATroAAcovios(^

Future children

(533) 107AD
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534.

Row V, second step from east. Inscription on two stones, one
to east 1.15 m. long, other 0.395 0.26 m. high, 0.03 m. molding
with incised line at top, left and right 0.055 ‘^•06 m. respectively.

Letters 0.025—0*04 m. very clear.

ETOYC GOT AlOY HATPOOIAAC AlOFENOY TOY
AAAIOY ATmCONiOY AE TOY

’

AnOAACONlOY TOY AAAIOY FYNAIKOE

Though the name TTcnrpocpiAa was known to Cumont (62) and occurs

also in No. 516, this is the first mention of this particular lady. She
is also a memberofthe’A-S'nvoScopos family and marries her first cousin.

’ASaTos of No. 535 is her brother.

535.

Row V, third and fourth steps from east. Step to east 0.41 m.
by 0.23 m., that to the west 1.00 m. by 0.21 m., 0.04 m. molding

with incised line at top and sides. Letters 0.02—0.04 m. very clear.

ETOYC GOT AIOY AGHNOAOOPA GEOACdPOY TOY
AGHNOACOPOY AAAIOY AE TOY AIOCENOY TOY AAAIOY

CYNAIKOC

L. I. The name ’ASrivoScbpa appears in this room for the first time

and four different women of that name are here mentioned (Nos. 545,

and 543). ’ASpvoScopos is known from other inscriptions (Nos. 529,

543) to have had a son, ’A6aios. His grandson ’ASaios (2) is, then,

the husband of his father’s first cousin. So the table of No. 519 may be

carried back another generation.

ASr|Vo6o3pos

08o6copos ASaios

I

,
I

ASr|vo6a)pa Aioyevris

A6aios@

The last step in Row V is 0.89 m. long, set back 0.16 m. and bears

no inscription.

536.

Row VI, east step 0.885 m. long, 0.33 m. high. Plaster border

0.065 m. wide partly on next step. Letters 0.015—0.025 m. high.
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eiY APEniCIOY (sic) ANHEEPEN (sic) A0HNOA6)POE EEAEY
KOY TOY AnOAA63NIOY EY0YN1KHI KAI A0HNOA63PA!
TAiC 0YrATPACIN AYTOY (vac)

L. 2. EuSuviKTi is a name already well known though neither this

EOSuvikt) nor ’ASiivoScopa has been mentioned before. They are the

daughters of the marriage mentioned (No. 537).

537. Row VI, second step from east, 0.77 m. long, 0.345 m. high.

No molding. Letters 0.015—0.035 m. high.

0IY APTEHICIOY ANHPEIPEN A0HNOAa3
POC CEAEYKOY TOY AnOAACONIOY TIHO)

NAC CEAEYKOY THI OnOHATPlAl AYTOY
AAEACDHI KAI HNAIKI (vac)

This dedication is one of two made by the same man. Gf. No. 536.

L. 2. Another TiiaobvaoCTa, daughter of S^AeuKos is mentioned by
Cumont (106). Note the mistake in spelling made by the stone cutter.

L. 3. 'OpiOTTocTpia dSsAqjfi — is common in these inscriptions. See

Cumont, 65 and 68.

L. 4. The carelessness or ignorance ofthe stone cutter is again man-
ifest in the misspelling of ywaiKi.

The relationship is, then as follows;

AttoAAcovios

I .

Ze?van<os

ASrivoScopos m. Tipcowaaaa

EuSwtKii (537) ASr|vo6copa

538. Row VI, third step from east, 1.38 m. long, 0.30 m. high.

Plaster molding 0,05 m. wide coversjoint with next stone at left. Letters

0.02—0.025 m. high.

ETOYC 01Y APTEMICIOY thIAOnATPAC AYClOY TOY CEAEYKOY TOY
A]M[M(0]NlOY OAYMnOY AE TOY 0EOMNHETOY TOY ANTIOXOY

CYNAIKOC
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L. I. Three different OiAoirdcTpa’s were found by M. Gumont, none
of them the same as this one.

L. 2. The ©eoiiVTioTos
—

’Avxioxos family is already known to us

from its dedications in the Temple of Artemis (Gumont, 64 and 65)
in the year 32—33 A. D. and its dedication a couple of years later

in this same room (No. 544) . The difference in time, however, makes
it impossible that the ©edpvncrros of the inscription is the same as that

of Gumont and No. 544. It is possible that the relationship may be
reconstructed as follows:

Avtioxos

1

ApiJicovios 06O|iVTicrros

Avtioxos m. Mgyioroo ASrivoSoopos
(C 64, 65; No. 475) m.
(32-33; 35-36 AD) ASgia

SeAeuKOS _J (C 64)

I ©sopyrioTOS ASsia
Auaios I

I I

(DiAoTTOtTpa m. OAupiros
(No. 538)

AEOTTOtVa

(C 64, 32-3AD)
m.

ArjuqTpios

L. 2. “OAupiTos is a well known name.

539.

Row VI, fourth step from east and last inscribed step, i .46 m.
long, 0.37 m. high. Molding 0.045 wide at top. Letters 0*015

—

0.035 m. high, on plaster.

ETOYC eiY APTEMiCIOY AnnOlNIOC 5ENOKPATOYC TOY
AfinCdNIOY TOY AYEANiOY AClAl THl TYNAIKl AYTOY

All the names are known, ’Aala occurring elsewhere in this room
(No. 520). Since Auaovlas, son of ’ASrivoScopos is known to have had
a son ’Appcbvios (No. 530) it is probable that we have here the fifth

generation of the same family.

540.

Row VII, first and second steps east. 1 .30and i .34 m.long,0.33m.
high. No border. Letters poorly cut in plaster and largely destroyed.

A 1
I
THI OYFATPIA KA 1A..A.JCAIIHE

541.

Row VII, third step from east. 0.92 m. long, 0.39 m. high.

IS
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No molding. Letters 0.02—0.03 m. high, partly cut in stone, partly

in plaster only. Painted red, very irregular.

ETOYC 0IY OA6)IOY 0EOA63PAE NIKANOPOC
HYNAIKOC AE PHTAreOY TOY ANtAlbV

L.i. ’OAcibios for this form cf. No. 51 1, Gumont, 2, 1 . i and Rep. Ill,

D. 159, 1 . 2.

L. I. ©goBcfapa occurs only once before (Gumont,' 107 as read by

Mr. Johnson, //, p. 1 70.)

L. I. NiKotvcop Gf No. 513.

L. 2. 'PrjTdySos for this name I can find no parallels.

L. 3. ’AvTOios was found once before at Dura (Gumont, 68). Beyond

this step is an uninscribed, plastered step and a vacant space.

South Side.

542. Row I, east step. 1.15 m. long, 0.31 m. high, formed of two

stones. Narrow molding 0.03 m. Only one line of inscription on right.

eiYAPTEMIClOYAEnOlHCEN PAPHAAAAOC 0OKANAIOYTOY [NA
BOYBAPAKOY CHAANNAIAI THI ©YPATPI AY

^

TOY KAl AAIAI FYNAIKI BAPXAABOY TOY YIO
AYTOY

L. I . 'PorynocSaSos occurs elsewhere. It is found together with Na|3ou-

(3ap- in an ink inscription on Block 55 in the Tower of the Temple of

the Palmyrene Gods (E 2). A man of that name scratched it upon the

wall of the House of the Archives IV, 299) in ii—10 B. C.

A daughter of a 'PocyndSaSos, probably the same, dedicated a step in

the Temple ofArtemis 61—62 A. D. (Gumont, 1 14, also Rep. II, D. 60).

This man must be a descendant of the earlier 'Pcxyr|d6a5os.
L. I. ©OKon;aios. This name occurs here for the first time. It may,

however, be the same as BoKocvaia (No. 531).

L. I. NapoupdpocKo? has not been found hitherto, though its roots

are common; (a) Napou in such names as Napouidpou (Gumont, 56),

Napoupo^oxos (Rep. //, D. 32) and (b) Bapdxos in Gumont, VII, 3.

In this season Na|3oupdpocKos occurs in Nos. 386 and 546 (here in a list

of names with 'PocyT|d6a5os and one which may be BapyccApos) and in

the form Napou^apoKTis (No. 508).
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L. 2. ]Er|A6cvvaia This is the first occurrence of this name which,
must, however, be related to another name new this season SriAdwios
(No. 512). Cf. also a similar compound Ztvvovaia 517.

L. 3. A6ia does not occur in this spelling but Cumont (64) contains

*A66ia which is certainly the same name,
L. 3. BapxdApas is frequent {Rep. II, D, 78, 80, 81, also 372). The

same names occur again in 546 which is directly above this step.

543. Row I, second step from east, o-go m. long, 0-245 m. high.

Slight overhang at top. Letters 0,025 high.

ETOYC AOT 5ANAIKOY AOHNOAWPAC AAA
lOY THE ANTIOXOY TOY AAAIOY
TOY AGHNOACOPOY EYNAIKOE KAl APTEHl

AOOPA ANTIOXOY THE GYE

L. I. ’ASrivo6cbpa seems to have been a favorite name in the family

being held by the wife of ’AiroT^obvios who may possibly have been his

sister and have been given the name of the father, by the daughter

of his brother ’A5aios (No. 543) and by a daughter of a third brother,

GsdScopos (No. 535).
L. 2. This ’ASaios is ’ASaios (2) of the tables accompanying Nos. 519

and 535. ’Avtioxos is a brother ofAioy4vris. It is probable that he had
a son also named ’ASaios the combination having been found in a graffito

from the Palmyrene Gate {Rep. II, D. 117). We may now amplify our

previous tables as follows:

ASqvoSwpos

ASaios®

ASrivoScopa m. Avrioxos

I

ApxgpiScopa

L. 3. This is only the second person named ’ApTepiScbpa so far found

at Dura.

544. Row I, third step from east 1.13 m. long, 0.33 m. high. Border

on three sides 0.03—0.055 Letters 0.02—0.03 m. painted red.

ETOYE ZMT MEEIETOYE 0EOMNHETOY TOY ANTIOXOY
EYPOOHAIAE KAI AAEIAE ANTIOXOY TOY 0EOMNHETOY
EYPCOnAIAE

'.IB*
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All ofthese names were found by Cumont (64 and 65 )
in theTemple of

Artemis, fromwhichwe learn that Mgyicrrcb was&e wife ofher brother’Av-

Tioyos and that "ASsia their daughter married her other brother ’AStivo-

Scopos. The same family dedicates No. 538 but they are ofa later generation.

L. 2 and 3. This is the first instance of EOpcoTraios as applied to

women. Cf the discussion on page 16.

545. Row I, fourth step from east. Stone divided, left half0.50 m. long,

0.24 m. high, light 0.38 m. by 0.19 m. Molding 0.04 m. wide. Letters

0.025— O''! right half. Lower part has been blocked up by the

plaster floor. The last letters were on a thin coat ofplaster and practically

effaced.

ETOYC AKr A ////

AeHNOACOPAC THE
AnOAAOJNlOY TOY A0HNO
AtdPOY rYN[AlKOC

This date 12—13 A. D. is the earliest date in the temple.

L. I . The letter at the end of the line is probably a A in which case

the month is Aios or ACfcn-pos.

L. 2. ’ASrivoScbpa, as has been noted (No. 515), was probably the
first wife and was succeeded by her grand-niece.

546. Row II, east step, 1.24 m. long, 0.22 m. high. Border 0.045
wide. Letters 0.02—0.025 l^gh, partly cut in stone, partly in plaster.

Painted red and much destroyed.

eiY APTEMICIOY A BOKANAIOC BAPXAABOY TOY NABOY
BAPAKOY fYNAIKOC AYTrOY

PAfHAAAAOY TOY BOKANAIOY TOY NAB — BAPAKO[Y

All of these names occur also in No. 542 which is on the step im-
mediately below this one and with the aid ofwhich the following table
may be constructed:

Na^oupapocKos

BapxcxXpos BoKcxvaios

BoKcxvaios Pcxyt^aSaSos
m. daughter of f

- -

PocvT^aSaSos ^ ^

ZTiAccwaia BapxocApos
m.
A5ia



E3± lic wlic 1^5 cneiij eitlaer ZriAavvaia or an unknown sister. l‘!ie former
case is not impossible since we have already encountered an example
of a double dedication to the same lady (Nos. 523, 525).

547. Row II, second step from left, 0.99 m. long, 0.30 m. high, set

back 0.14 m. from one to east and 0.03 m. higher. Letters 0.02—0.025 m.
high poorly cut on left half only of stone which was obviously split at

time of cutting.

AYCinnA! rY[NA3K! .

.

ACOPOY TOY NIKOETPATOY

L. I. Lysippa occurs here for the first time, though Lysippos is al-

ready known (Gumont, 92).

L. 2. NiKooTpcrros is common (Cf. Gumont and Rep. II) but no son
of the family with a name ending in -600905 has yet been found.

548. Row II, third step from left. This is one of a group of three

seats apparently dedicated together and comprising also No. 528.
Unfortunately, none is dated but accumulative evidence drawn

from the occurrence of the same names elsewhere tends to show that

they belong to the second half of the first century.

A0HNOCDIAAC EEAEYKOY TOY AimCONIOY

L. I. ’AS'nvo9iXa — a lady of the same ancestry was found during
the season of 1929—30 on a dedication from the Temple of Atargatis
(D. 144) dated, in the opinion of the authors pir, 76 A. D. That our
lady is probably the same appears very likely after a consideration of

the following inscription.

549. EYBOYAA AnnCdNIOY TOY ATTnCONIOY

This name was found on a seat in the salle aux gradins of

the Temple of Artemis (Gumont, 101). She was the wife of Seleucus

and the dedication also includes her daughters, names unknown. An-
other lady of the same name, daughter of SsAsukos and wife of Auaiocs

was found in an inscription of the same year 61—62 A. D. (Gumont,
1 1 8). Inasmuch as neither the latter nor her husband has, as far as

can be determined, an ’Appcbvios among their immediate ancestry, she

cannot be the one referred to here. Inasmuch, then, as the steps were
certainly dedicated together and, as the names indicate, by members
of the same family, Gu^ouAa bears some close relationship to ’ASt|vo-
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9iAa. Inasmuch, also, as a person ofthat name was married to a Seleucus

and had daughters, of whom ’ASTjvocpiXcc might be one, I venture to

suggest that €^|3ouAa is the mother of ’ASpvocpiAa and that the in-

scription may be restored somewhat as follows:

€0pouAa f) SeAstiKou toO ’Appcoviou toO ’Appcoviou yuvi^. Starting

at the end of ’Appcoviou and directly above it is the following

:

AIOY ATinWNlOC AimOON lOY [TOY] AmCONIOY EK0EMHCCA[l

This reading is extremely doubtful but there is no doubt of the

repetitions of ’Appcbvios, of whom the latest makes a dedication for

a lady whose name begins ex and ends, probably riaaa. ’Appcbvios,

is then, a brother of 2gAan<os and we may amplify the known table

as follows:

Api|ioovios

I

Aiiiicovios

m.
A-ST)V09iAa

JeXsukos Api[Jicovios
'

' '

Euj3ouAa
.

I

A3rivo9iXa

S^suKos, son of ’Appcbvios appears elsewhere, G. 95, dated possibly
about the year 60—61 A. D. and Rep. II, H. 4, a dedication from the
Temple of Palmyrene Gods made by levoKpdrns his son and dated
50—51 A. D. This 2a;oKpocTns may, then, be a brother of ’A-St|vo-

qjiAa.

550. Row III, east step, one oftwo narrow steps together occupying
the place ofone. 0.85 by 0.36 m. Slab 0.04 m. thick extending 0.015 m.
beyond the plaster base. Letters 0.015—0.025 high, painted red.

eiY APXEAAOC AIOAOdPOY

Both names are already known at Dura. The two were found to-

gether in a graffito from the Tower of the Palmyrene Gods, Rep. II,

H. 34, though in the reverse order. The same ’Apy^Aaos also dedicates
the step immediately above (No. 553).
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551. Row III, right end of east step, 0.06 m. lower than left side of
step. Coarse letters 0*05 m. high.

AB III AlAOC
THE EnANW

L. I. The name is doubtful as is the corresponding name in the

inscription to which this refers (No. 554).
L. 2. Tfls CTTOcvco. The first occurrence of this expression.

552. Row III, third step from left. 0.9 by 0.33 m., projecting 0.26 m.
beyond the step to east.

ETOYC ZAT AHnHTPlOC AIOACOPOY ANE0HKEN EIC PAIHIE

BAPNAIOY HfYNH AYTOY

ArinfiTpios and Ai65copos are both names common at Dura, though
not hitherto found together.

‘Paipis is new but Bapvaios is of frequent occurrence (G. 120, I2i,

127, etc.).

553. Row IV, east end. Letters cut in stone, painted red.

01Y iANAIKOY APXEAAOE
AlOACOPOY 0YrATPACIN AYTOY

554. Row IV, right end of east step.

AB//AIAOC
HPAKAEIAOY

L. I. This is obviously the same name as in No. 551.

555. Row IV, center right, 0.8 m. from west wall. Letters 0.025

high, painted red, only visible in center and at right end.

T. TinCONACCA
[C]EAEY[K6YtOYC]EAEY
A]nOAACON[IOY] fYNH

No Tipcbvaaaa daughter and granddaughter of ZsAsukos has yet

been found. Since, however, the tau which is undoubtedly the con-

cluding figure of a date places her in the first century A. D., she may
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have been a daughter of the line represented also by Tipcbvaaaa of
Nos. 525 and 523. Possibly she and the wife of ’AttcAAcSvios son of
’ASaios (No. 529) were the same person.

Prof. G. H. Kraeling has kindly collected the following Semitic
equivalents of some of the new names found on the steps.

SaAapiAais

ItiAccvvios

lT)Aawaia
AiooCTapa..

Pexapocvvaia "ijn’Dril

Bvvotvaios '’jn
“ ?

ScxAaivos

IaAa[tJi]Mapa

ApaSKova Kpp-S]^^



VI.

THE PRAETORIUM
BY G. HOPKINS AND H. T. ROWELL

I. THE BUILDING.

Our material for a comparative study of a Roman camp or any
one of its component parts can be conveniently divided into two
parts: literary and archaeological. The literary documents pertain

almost exclusively to castra aesiiva or temporary camps, the archaeo-
logical monuments to castra stativa or permanent garrisons. Due to the

system of border defense conceived by Augustus and carried out to

its logical conclusion by Hadrian, the permanent garrison gradually

became the usual type of Roman camp under the empire, the home
of the Roman soldier while performing his principal duty of protecting

the limes. It was only during campaigns or expeditions into hostile

territory that the temporary aestiva or Marschlager played an impor-

tant part.

The very nature of the temporary camp compels recourse to lit-

erary documents for information concerning it. Pitched to shelter

troops for a night, it was set afire on being abandoned,^ and left few

or no traces to be detected and interpreted by future archaeologists.

On occasion, however, it might be invested with a semi-permanent
character as when a town was being subjected to a lengthy siege, and
considerations of security and comfort led the besiegers to strength-

en and embellish their encampment beyond the needs of an even-

ing’s halt. Such was the case at Masada to which we shall return

later.®

Our main source ofinformation in regard to the imperial castra aestiva is

the work on castrametation attributed to Hyginus Gromaticus.® Opinions

vary as to the period when this workwas composed,* but for our immediate

subject, the question is almost purely academic. Both von Domaszewski®

^ Josephus, jBeW. /arf., Ill, 5, 4.

^ Brunnow-Domaszewski, P. .4. Ill, p. 221 ff.

® A. von Domaszewski, Hygini Gromatici Liber de Munitionibus Castrorum. Leipzig,

1887. In citing Hyginus, we shall refer to this edition throughout.

* Domaszewski, Hyginus, p. 69 IF., assigns it to the time of Trajan; Jung, Wiener

Studien, 11, p. 153 flF., to the first part of the third century; Mommsen, Ges. Schr. VI,

p. 114, to the third century.

® Domaszewski, Hyenas, p. 39, note 1.
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axid E. von Nischer® have warned against the common mistake ofattempt-

ing to identify the camp described by Hyginus, which is a. castra aestiva,’’

with one of the permanent camps excavated on the borders of the em-
pire. Furthermore, the author ofthe De Munitionihus Castrorum does not
pretend to do more than describe an ideal temporary camp, arranged
to shelter an arbitrary number of troops.

The same can be said of the much less technical description fur-

nished by Josephus in his excursus on the Roman army in the Bellum
ludaicum.^ we know, campaigned both against and with the

Romans in the Jewish war, and had every opportunity to make per-

sonal observations. Hyginus, and his work shows it plainly, confesses

that he drew much of his material from other writers on the same
subject.® In that the two men differ, yet we must treat them together
in respect to the type of camp with which they deal.

These two descriptions of imperial castra aestiva are far from value-
less, if used discreetly, in considering a castra stativa. Stolle, basing his

observations on the plan of the castra stativa at Novaesium before its

restoration with certain changes following the Batavian revolt of 69
A. D., remarks that it is impossible to speak of real differences between
permanent and temporary camps.^® This is true insofar as the republic-
an castra hiberm or winter-quarters was undoubtedly the forerunner
of the imperial permanent camp.^^ But although the development from
one type of camp to the other did not result in fundamental changes,
the very nature of the aestiva called for the greatest possible economy
in material and effort, while the stativa, a permanent edifice, was not
only erected with a view to its character as a base of supplies and
operations, but also with the comfort of the garrison in mind. Add to
this that the individual plan of the permanent camp was profoundly
influenced by the size and character of the garrison it was destined
to shelter and the nature of the site intrusted to its protection, and
it will be clear to what extent such a camp might differ from the
ideal conception of Hyginus.

For the comparison of permanent camps, we have a great wealth
* In Kromayer-Veith, Heerwesen und Kriegfuhrung der Griechen und Rotner (Miin-

chen, 1928), p. 541.
’ Domaszewski, Hyginus, 45: omnes auctores sum persecutus ei quidguid circa composi-

tionem castrorum aestivalium instituerunt ... declaravi.

® Josephus, 5e//. /arf.,Ill, 5, 1 ff.

* See note 7 above.

F. Stolle, Das Lager und Heer der Romer (Strassburg, 1912), p. 128.
See Kromayer-Veith, op. cif., p. 541, note 1.
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of material. The systematic excavation of a large number of sites on
the borders of the empire has resulted in bringing to light the remains

of many garrisons.^^ As might be expected, these camps often differ in

detail, but in fundamentals they betray a common origin and a com-
mon technique which are easily recognized. They will furnish us

through comparison with invaluable material for understanding and
interpreting the praetorium at Dura.

Before proceeding to a detailed study of our immediate subject, it

is necessary to emphasize certain features of the Dura garrison peculiar

to itself. In the first place, the camp was situated within a city which
had long existed before the coming of the Romans. Judging from the

present state of excavation, the military quarters were not separated

by any enclosure from the section inhabited by the civilian element

of the population. In a large sense the massive city walls took the place

of the usual camp fortifications, although the camp they protected

occupied but a fraction of the enclosed territory. This is in direct con-

tradistinction to the great majority of permanent camps of which we
have record, for the latter formed independent units circumscribed by
their own defenses.

In fact at Dura, we have, to our knowledge, the earliest example

of a Roman castra stativa established within the walls of a full grown

city. The camp at Palmyra, dating from the time of Diocletian, pre-

sents the same phenomenon, but possesses little value for the purpose

of strict comparison, due to its peculiar disposition.^® Nevertheless, it

falls within the same category as the camp at Dura, the category of

camps established within the walls of pre-existing cities not to be con-

fused with the fortified towns on the borders of the later empire which

grew up within the circuit walls of earlier Roman camps, as was the

case in the Hauran.
The site of Dura led naturally to this arrangement. The city proper

occupied in its entirety the only strategic position for miles around,

and it could hardly have occurred to the Romans to build a camp
which would be dangerously exposed to attack without the city when

they might establish themselves securely within.

In the second place, the character of the Dura garrison deserves

our attention. It is an established fact that the city was occupied by

For a selected list with bibliography of the most important camps already

excavated, see Kromayer-Veith, op. ciL, p. 541, note 2.

See Palmyra, Ergebnisseder Expeditionen von 1902 und 1917 (Archaologisches Institut

des Deutschen Reiches, Abteilung Istanbul, Berlin, 1932), p. 85 ff., and PI. 10.
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Roman troops at the time ofLucius Verus’ Parthian campaignA^ The
cohors II Ulpia Equitata in an inscription dedicated to the
emperor Commodus, whence it is reasonable to suppose that it was
or formed part, at least, of the original force of occupation.^® It was
still at Dura under Septirmus Severus.^® By the reign of Septimius Se-XX miliaria Palmyrenorum had joined the garrison.^'^
Whether the Palmyrenes supplanted the Ulpian cohort or merely re-
enforced it is a question which the recently found mihtary papyri are
a most certain to answer, but untU these documents have been com-
pletely studied and interpreted, we must reservejudgment. In addition
to these auxiliary forces, we are taught by an inscription that at least
two legionary detachments (vexillationes) from the IV Scythica and thein Cyrenaica were stationed at Dura in 213 A. D.i® Together with theauxiha^ cohort or cohorts, they constituted the numeri, in the general
sense of the woxd nurrwrus signifying a military unit, mentioned in the
inscriptions, one from the Temple of Azzanathkona,^® the other from
a ;^ace where we are inclined to locate the earlier camp 20

One thing, therefore, is certain: at the time the permanent prae-
torium was erected, a mixed garrison occupied Dura consisting of one

auxiliary cohorts and two or more legionary detachments.
,

We have examined the nature of the Dura garrison in some detail
since It constitutes one of the basic reasons why we cannot expect tomake an exact companson between the Dura praetorium and the
p aetona of other permanent camps. Those hitherto excavated were
erected to shelter either a legion (two in the case of Vetera), an auxU-
lary umt, or a detachment. In regard to Novaesium, we find a signif-
icant exception.- Before its destruction in 70 A. d!,

Jc .

and Its attendant auxiha, probably two cohorts and anala, on being rebuilt in the same year or the one following quartersw^e not planned for the two cohorts.^* This accorded
pohcy of eliminating the auxiha from the legionary camps and estab-

Cumont, Inscr. 53.
Rep. /, p. 42, and p. 43, note 1.“ See inscription 561 below.

10
fallowing report.“ See inscription 561 below.

“ Rep. II, p. 83, inscription H. 1.

SS.!^p.
8?°"^ of Novaesium, see Nissen in Bonner Jahrhucher, 111

, pp. 1-96.
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lishing them in small garrisons of their own which served as outposts
in potentially hostile territory or as connecting links between the le-

gionary camps. Both Carnuntum and Lambaesis, built after the resto-

ration of Novaesium, do not contain quarters for auxiliary troops.

The praetorium of the imperial castra stativa is better known to us

than any other building situated within its enclosing walls.^® This is

only natural in that the praetorium occupied the center of the camp,
was also its most important and imposing building.

In the castra aestiva, the praetorium was the tent of the commander,
the official center of the camp where the day’s orders were issued (in

the schola), sacrifices made, and omens taken. With the establishment

of permanent camps, the commander removed his living-quarters to

an adjacent building erected to serve as his home, and exhibiting, in

general, the plan and features of a Roman private house. It was more
or less elaborately designed according to the rank of the commander
and the inclination of his taste. The house ofone of the legati at Vetera,

a two legion camp, exemplifies the magnificence to which such a

building might attain.®^

Von Domaszewski has objected to the use of the word praetorium

to designate a building which no longer housed the commander.®® He
has proposed substituting the designation with the approval

of Mommsen.®® But this suggestion has not found general acceptance.

Apart from the uncertainty obtaining among scholars as to the precise

extent oftht principia, a tradition ofmany years standing has established

praetorium as the common designation for the central administrative

building of the Roman camp, situated in a fixed position and con-

taining the chapel of the signa.

Nor has this designation been limited to legionary camps. For al-

though differing in scale and type, central buildings erected on the

same fundamental lines appear as well in the small fortresses of the

limes, manned by auxiliary troops or legionary detachments. Accord-

ingly, we shall not hesitate to call the military building at Dura,

whose close resemblance to other praetoria will be demonstrated below,

the praetorium.

On the praetorium in general, see Cagnat in Daremberg-Saglio, Diet., s. v. prae-

torium, p. 640; Manuel d’Archeologie Romaine, I, p. 262 fF., and Koepp in Germania

iJomana (Bamberg, 1924), p. 15 ff.

See Bonner Jahrbucher, 124, p. 134 ff., and PI. XIX.
See Meue Heidelberger Jahrbucher, IX, p. 141 ff.

2«See Ges. Schr. Ill, pp. 128—133.
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•
demonstration, a word should be

said about praetoria ofa different nature in order to avoid any possible
confusion between two distinctive types. The official residence of the
governor of a province was called the praetorium; for example the
residence of Pilate at Jerusalem.^’ At Gortyna in Crete, the praetorium
of the civil governor, excavated by an Itafian expedition, has yielded
a nch harvest ofinscriptions of a purely civil nature, Unfortunately
the plan of this bmlding had not yet been published at the time this
report was being written, and we cannot say to what extent the civil
praetorium resembled the military.
Be that as it may, there can be no question of the military character

Lhed W PJf
We Jcnow from a Dura papyrus, as yet unpub-

hshed, that &e garrison of that town was subject to the orders ofMarius Maximus, governor of Coele-Syria at the beginning of the
pP^sequently, Dura fell within the borders ofhis province which owed its existence to the division ofthe old province

Tlfn? Phoenice, under Septimius Severus.soThat the comparatively small border town of Dura-Europos was not

to

„T
between February 21 1 and February

ramn ' h’’ ,

^ tripartite plan common not only to the legionary

burg! ^Ttead!^’
^ fortress of the limes (Saab

This type of praetorium consists of a monumental entrance which

S!hT!o calleT^'
width of the building covering the via prZ^:^

(as the so-called Exerzierhdle Saalburg) or simply extend over the

SeTntofrl fthe entrance, formerly mistaken for the praetorium proper, stands in theorm ofan elaborate, rectangular archway with several passages to a side).

Mark, XV, 16. -

“I*®* See inscription 556 below
^ P* ”•

md Macdooald. TJ. Ro^ o«,p„i., Bntai/i<M„d!"n4 p Ul
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This entrance, in the direction of the porta decumana, opens on a large

court {atrium or forum), surrounded by a colonnade and flanked by
small rooms on three sides. The fourth side, the back of the court,

affords entrance to a second, more shallow, court or hall, surrounded
by small rooms of which the most important is the one in the center

facing the entrance and contiguous to the rear wail of the entire

building, the chapel of the

Many camps are devoid of one of these parts. At Novaesium, both
before and after the restoration of 70 A. D., the praetorium lacked a
monumental entrance.^® The same seems to have been the case at

Vetera and Camuntum.^® In the limes fortresses of Urspring and Wies-

baden, the second small court was omitted, the large atrium affording

direct entrance to the chapel ofthe signa. Yet Urspring has an extensive

entrance covering the via principalis which is lacking at Wiesbaden.®^

Thus we see that aRoman praetorium might consist ofone to three parts,

and that our praetorium at Dura belonged to the most elaborate type.

Our excavations revealed that the Romans, probably at the begin-

ning of the third century, had taken over the northwest corner of the

city for the encampment of their troops. The Temple of the Palmyrene
Gods and the Temple of Azzanathkona had long been established in

this corner of the walls; otherwise, apparently, the quarter was little

developed. Under the Romans, a bath was constructed at the corner

ofTenth and G Streets.®® Probably at the same time between Streets D
and E, and between Tenth Street and the Temple of Azzanathkona,

the praetorium was erected. The Main Street of the camp, the via

principalis, was Tenth Street which connected the bath with the prae-

torium and traversed the monumental entrance of the latter. The
street was widened, adorned with a double colonnade, and ornamented

with an arch which spanned the end of F Street, probably the main
approach to this quarter of the city. One does not hesitate to place

the bath in conjunction with the praetorium since both at Lambaesis

and in several fortresses of the German limes a bathing establishment

for the use of the garrison was situated within the walls of the camp
proper.®®

For plans, see Bonner Jahrbiicher, 111, pp. 33 and 89.

For Vetera, see Bonner Jahrbiicher, 122, p. 312 ff., PI. XLI; for Carnuntum,

see Kubitschek, Fiihrer durch Carnuntum (Vienna, 1923), p. 147 ff.

For plans, see Germania Romana: Urspring, PL XIII, Wiesbaden, PI. XIV.
SB See Rep. II, p. 61 ff.

s® For Lambaesis, see Gagnat, L’Armee Romaine d’Afrique, p. 514; for the limes

fortresses, Koepp in Germania Romana, p. 45 ff.
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At Dura, the mam entrance of the praetorium projected across thema prtmipahs in the form of an enclosed chamber occupying the space
between the street’s colonnades and containing four large doorways
one m the middle of each side. Plaster benches some half a meter
high ran along the walls between the entrances. The floor had appar-
ently been made ofa layer ofhardpacked pebbles perhaps linked witha thin coat ofplaster. In theroom fallen fragments ofplasteradornedwith
curving red Imes suggest the simple ornaments of the walls. The walls
themselves were made of rubble, a construction in which the mortar
predominated, a mortar made with small varicolored pebbles. Worth
mentiomng, perhap, was a small plaster halfcolumn found projectingfrom the wall of the house just south of the vestibule. Although quitecrudelypt and in por condition it seems to have been clearly a smallunmscribed altar. Ite only decoration was a demi-piUar at each side!From the manual ascribed to Hyginus, we learn that it was custom-ary in the castra aestiva to assign scholae to the first cohorts of the severalegiom where they nught receive their orders for the day. The situation
01 ^hese scholae was in scam.no legatorum contra aquilamP
Now, the ori^al meaning of icWe as a structure seems to have

^ semi-circular bench, examples
The apsidal niches of b^is

Aemselves werealso plied scholae. Under the empire, this designation came to be used
from their shape orplan Characteristic, however, were benches placed along the^wallfor the use of the meinbers, which were sometimes of a seL-circulSnature. With the creation of mihtary collegia under Septimius Severus^ the club-rooms of tiSrso:cietip. A further development was the extension of the word to des-ignate the dub pi^er; hence, sehola tubidnum (C, I. L., Ill, 10Q07)

35^4). These las{ must not be’coZsrfWltil tile SCholu S.S Sdllc ds TOLppOTt*

vesbvS"SfTp ™n Domasaewski in his in-vestigatiOT of the Roman camps at Masada discovered two pieces ofconstouchon, one to each camp, which he does not hesitate to^identifvas scholae in the sense of Hyginus.^s The form of both is semi-circular^
” Hyginus, P. 12, 20.
On the jcMa in general, see Hug in Pauly-Wissowa, R E II A 1 n fiifi frok S. V. slola, p mol’

’ P-

Mue Hetdelberger Jahrbiicher, IX, p. 145 ff., and Pis. I II
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and both, likewise, are situated on the via principalis dextra, opposite
the praetorium. There can be no doubt but that von Domaszewski’s
identification is correct. Yet we must keep in mind that the camps at

Masada were at best of a semi-permanent nature, built for the duration
of a siege. Therefore, we must examine permanent camps for evidence
of scholae before undertaking comparisons.

It is only at Lambaesis, a camp erected under Hadrian, that we
find a structure resembling the schola mentioned above.^® Remains can
be seen of a semi-circular niche on the via principalis dextra^ a few
meters west of the monumental entrance to the praetorium, whose
back is barely separated from the front wall of that building. Hence,
the schola at Lambaesis is situated in a position directly opposite to

that of the ones at Masada, it is not in scamno legatorum nox contra

aquilam. Add to this the fact that such a structure does not occur in

any other of the many permanent camps of which we have record,

and its identification might seem far from certain.

On the other hand, an observation made by Cagnat helps to elimi-

nate one of these difficulties.'*^ It is possible, he indicates, that for the

sake of convenience this salle de rapport was not established contra

aquilam, that is, within the praetorium, but kept in its original place

outside of the building. This may well have been the case for there is

no compelling reason why the schola and the signa should have been
closely connected in a permanent camp. We can not, either, place

too much emphasis on the fact that the position of the schola at Lam-
baesis differs from that of the ones at Masada, for we have already

seen to what extent a permanent camp might vary in its disposition

from a temporary one to say nothing of variations among those of

the same nature. Finally in considering that other permanent camps
were devoid of a schola of this sort, it occurs to us that the creation of

such a building may have been a comparatively late development in

the case of a permanent legionary camp. The great castra of the

Rhine and Danube were all constructed before the reign of Hadrian
and it is not impossible that he, one of Rome’s greatest military in-

novators, first caused an institution which had proved its worth on
the march, to be incorporated into the permanent camp of the legion.

Be that as it may, the form and general position of the structure at

Lambaesis remain our most persuasive argument for its identification

as a schola where the day’s orders were issued.

^ See Cagnat, Les Deux Camps, p. 47, and the plan on p. 19.

41 Ibid., p. 48.
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Assuming, then, that a permanent Roman camp might contain thisland of scMa, we return to Dura where a small building is situated
just east of the entrance to the praetorium (E 19). It is located onlytwo meters from the southwest corner ofthe main court ofthat buildin/and Its position corresponds almost exactly to that of the scholae ^Silva s camp at Masada, differing from it, and the one at Lambaesisby occupying the middle of the via principalis instead of flanking oneof Its sides. The building is oblong, some 3.18 m. wide and 3-4 mong, containing a doomay facing east toward the main entrance ofthe praetorium. Only the foundations remain but a little plaster stillm place suggests that it once had the form of a smaU A sh«T down street D. lay the residence ofthe commander. Inspite of Its form, which is not semi-circular, the position of this room

mem of
Presence of a later develop-ment ofthe schola as salle de rapport. Although the evidence is far from

dthtTnura \ excavation^either at Dura or elsewhere, bring a clear light to bear upon the subiect

grearcomt th
“onumemal entrance, one entered into thegreat court of the praetorium, adorned with a colonnade on three

TW east containing a succession of small rooms
character is almost certain. They are mwzl

.

' Dambaesis, similar rooms surrounding the main court ora^um of the praetorium were first identified as sLh by von Doma'szewski on the basis of two inscriptions mentioning the aLiorum custodesand a cur(ator) open arm(amentarii).^^ Since his initial publicationother inscriptions have come to Hght confirming Ms opinion More’over, this arrangement for the arms was not peculia^rTo Lamwlone. An inscription from Lanchester in Britain tells us that themperor Gordiim primipia et amamem conlapsa restituit^^ As seen

ofa^clpTd ““-“ted betweenSe tw^;^
facade of the’nrapmr'

hwn m identifying the prindpia with the

Iw .1.

* " praetorium and its adjacent buildings, we must conclude

We^oiTT^h a
*he rooms on the side of thege court in which the mam entrance was situated.

I, p. 1 fn ^ Pauly-Wissowa, R.

^^Korrespondenzblatt der Westd. ZeiUcM^^^ 1^902, p ilV P-

See Cagnat, Les Deux CampSy p,At^ fF.
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In contradistinction, however, to Lambaesis where three sides of
the main court are flanked with small rooms, the armamentaria at Dura
comprised, as befitted the smaller garrison, only the series of rooms on
the east, for on the west, the blank wall formed part of a structure

wholly separate from the praetorium.

In addition to the central doorway, two entrances at the south end gave
direct access to the court from the colonnade on the north side ofTenth
street. Interesting features from an architectural point ofview in the court
itself were the two halfcolumns resting against the fagade ofthe building
proper, and the double halfcolumnson the south comers ofthe colonnade.
Some of the columns at least had once been decorated with designs

in red paint but later this ornament had been covered with a plain

coat of plaster. Some six and a quarter meters from the main doorway
was placed a large altar, 2.10 m. by 1.83 m. with a series of small

steps leading to the top. In the position and arrangement of this altar,

the local temple tradition is followed, as opposed to the usual arrange^-

ments in the Roman camps. In the latter case it was customary to

place the altar in the central room at the back of the building, a room
dedicated to the signa and the imperial cult. Possibly the corresponding
room in our building once contained a smaller altar of wood, now
completely destroyed, although it is possible that this large altar,

occupying the commanding position in the court, took the place of

the altar within the chapel, and received the sacrifices of the military

cult. At Lambaesis basins at the four corners of the court held drinking

water, and canalization on three sides of the court drained the area.

At Dura a little basin 0.58 by 0.36 m. set in the pavement of the

southeast corner just inside the colonnade, was so designed as to hold

in place a certain amount of water, and to allow the rest to run into

the drain running east into Tenth Street. Certainly the chief purpose

was to carry off the water of occasional rains from the court. In the

dry seasons, however, fresh water may have been kept in the basin

for drinking.

There were two interesting finds: fragments of a crude little stone

altar (E 598), its top supported by four columns, found in the southwest

corner, and a fragment of bas-relief with a grape motif (E 625) found
close to the east wall. The little piece of gypsum frieze measured 0.12

by 0.08 by 0.055 with a relief depth of a quarter centimeter. The
stem makes a border around the edge and on the right a leaf is con-

ventionally drawn with sharp angled incised lines. In the middle a

short line of stem curves down to support the bunch of grapes. The

u*
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surface of the rehef is levelled off and the circular disks of grapes are
flattened on top. Between the bunches of grapes a plane surface was
kft on the stone except for the band of the stem uniting the designs.
1 he type of frieze as a whole is most interesting for it recalls moststnbngly the small friezes over the arches of the Byzantine basilica
of Saint Sergius at Resafa^^ (491-518 A. D.) and also the frieze
from the church of the Holy Apostles at Zebed.^s In the Resafa reHefs
the leaves are more carefully drawn and the relief made deeper but
the feeling is the same and the type as a whole is derived obviously from
the same source. y . ijui..

Part of the front wall of the praetorium remained standing to a
building may have been originally con-

siderably higher. Two side doors one on either side of the colonnade
formed the entrances

to the building. Additional light was let in by the two windows between
the doorways, the windows 1.30 m. wide raised a meter and a quarterabove the floor. Apparently these windows were left open for no traceof glass or mica was found in the debris. An immensely ornamental
feature must have been the arched lintel block of gypsum set above

monumental dedication toracaUa The letter were cut in the stone and painted dark red
thus Standing out boldly against the flashing white of the background!In the side door to the east was found a stone fragment with a mold-ing still tn situ. The piece was of the same type as the panel 1.47 m.
y 0.55 m. by o. 11 m. found in the west doorway and it is plain thatthese panels, fixed in position made part of the door, probably witha second, swinging panel for ^entrance. The panel however was lesshan a meter and a half in height while the doorway must have beenover three meters high, for the holes of lintel beams are found at

fntmH^'
then, the upper part was left open to

TolTZ or a second panel was introduced

mri nf «
supposition does not seem impossible for a

foundL name of the legio III Cyrenaica wasfound in the west doorway.^o Perhaps, however, one of the panels was
fixed against the wall at the side though no trace of its ^fastenings

« sS '"“> P- “> “• P»< C-

See inscription 557 below.
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remains. The piece of frieze mentioned above formed evidently ipart

of the decoration of the doorjambs, or an ornamental border for an
inscription.

We now come to the large rectangular hall situated behind the main
court, from which it is reached by five doorways, two opening from
under each side of the colonnade, three, evenly spaced, from the

courtyard proper. It is unique in that it contains a raised platform

some 1.65 m. high on either side, each flanked by narrow staircases^

and adorned with plaster mouldings. In the majority of praetoria, this

space is occupied by rooms and at Vetera, the excavators have thought

to identify, one on each side, the chapels of the signa of the two legions

stationed there.®^

Hyginus®® tells us that in a temporary camp the left part of the prae-

torium on the via principalis was the place where the tribunal was

erected. Von Domaszewski has succeeded in detecting its remains in

the large camp at Masada.®® At Lambaesis, the remains of a structure

opposite the schola on the via principalis may have belonged to a tribunal

although the evidence is too scant to warrant more than a pure conjec-

ture.®^ In other permanent camps, it appears to be lacking entirely.

Yet it is only reasonable to believe that every camp possessed a

fixed vantage point from which the commander might address the

assembled troops. In the temporary camp, where the praetorium was

the living-quarters of the commander, the tribunal was logically situat-

ed on the via principalis, the largest free space wherein the garrison

might gather. With the creation of permanent praetoria, there was

room within the building proper for an assembly. In the light of these

considerations, we are inclined to identify the raised platforms at each

end of the great haU of the Dura praetorium as tribunals from which

the garrison was addressed and military judgments were delivered.

Bonner Jahrbucher^ 122, p. 141.

11 .

Meue Heidelberger Jahrbucher, IX, p. 141. [Note of the editor: On the camps

at Masada see now A. Schulten, Masada^ die Burg des Herodes und die romischen

Lager, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Palastina Vereines, LVI (1933), pp. 120 f£ (the

Praetorium, Lager B), cf. p. 139 (the Praetorium, Lager F^) — an article which

appeared too late to be used by the authors of this chapter. Note that Schulten

has been able to identify at Masada the mole of the besiegers (Angriffsdamm)

by means of which the city was taken, which is of exactly the same type as

that at Dura mentioned above in Ch, I, p. 14. See the chapter of General

Lammerer in Schulten’s book, p. 167.]

^ CdL.gii3X, Les Deux Camps, p. 4:^.
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^Apparently the ceiling was flat, probably made of plaster and reeds
aid over bpms for many plaster fragments bore the impression of
these materials. The only remains of flooring was a powdery layer of
plaster about one centimeter in thickness laid on a foundation of
hard-packed, coarse, red, sand. Just opposite the main entrance on
either side of room 5 were placed two large pilasters, set with gypsum
blocks on which were written dedicatory inscriptions. That on the
left was a monumental dedication to the emperor Geta, that on thenght, i^inted instead of cut, was entirely effaced except for a few

!n?p
pilasters supported busts of the emperors GaracallaEnd GctE to whom the building was dedicated.

In larger praetoria, such as those of Lambaesis, Vetera, and Novae-sium, a^t least five rooms opened into the great hall not to count the
little side chambers and the rear entrances. In our own more modestestablishment there were but three. The center room, the largest ofthe chambers, by whose doorway the inscriptions were placed wascertainly the chapel of the standards.

^ ’

The identification of the central room in the rear of the permanentpraetonum was to established by an inscribed altar from the campat Brememtm dedicated to Create; d(ommi) n(ostri) et signorum Tht

Sac'S eaTdr*n "r by vonWszews^ and we shall not repeat his unassailable conclusions. Suffice
It to indicate that in many camps, the aerarium garrison wassituated in a cellar just below the chapel of the beLfthiTundertheir direct protection.«« At Dura, no £ace of such a celEappaJ^

plaster mixed with pebbles anddaid on

been ^nta-odurM'*''''^’
and 0.125 m. in diameter hadbeen introduced some 0.87 and G.73 m. from the east wall. Wooden

ofTtaL^or form the base

Zu
sheE Perhaps the table supported the altar or special

has
possibly they merely formed stands for the standards. Asas been remarked the presence of the large altar in the court makes

that the actual sacrifice and cult rites were carriedopen than in the room. Unfortunately though the wallsrubble, mud brick and baked brick still stood to a height of two

were tHeretore no graffiti to assist in identifying the occupants.

5« w'
Die Religion des romischen Heeres (Trier IfiQ'i'i n Q ff

-be a. Wba
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Rooms 4 and 6 on either side of the central chamber, are almost

of the same size and type of construction with low benches complete-

ly circling the room. The many graffiti in both rooms showed that

both had been largely occupied by the soldiers. The names of the

legions are given but not the offices of the individual soldiers. At
Lambaesis, an inscription teaches us that the room to the left of the

chapel of the signa (to one facing the porta decumana) served as the

schola, in the sense of meeting-place or club, of the equites legionisP

That the corresponding room at Dura could not have performed the

same function is indicated by the fact that the equites legionis, v^ho

formed, under the empire, the guard of honor of the legatus legionis,

would hardly have been detached from the main body of the legion.®®

The arrangement of doors in these rooms deserves more than passing

notice. In the doorway of the central roomjambs ofbaked brick extend

about twenty centimeters on either side. Against these, panels (app.

1.30 m. high) had been placed, the lower border of the one on the

right still remaining in situ. Behind the panelling, a space a few centi-

meters wide had been left, then a low plaster construction (0.41 m.
high) set into place in such a way as to leave a groove, a few centi-

meters wide and 0.75—0.80 m. long. These grooves probably held

sliding doors of wood for the combined length of the grooves app.

1.55 m. makes just a little more than half the width of the doorway
2.66 m. The sliding panels were, however, probably a later alteration

for a semi-circular hole in the marble sill at the end of the panel was

evidently the pivot for an earlier swinging door. In the doorway of

room 6 there still remained enough of the panel in place to show the

type. Whether room 4 had the same type of panelling cannot be defi-

nitely determined for no trace of it remains. The rooms are otherwise

so much alike, however, even the doorways being of almost exactly

the same size, that probably further architectural balance was obtained

through similar ornamental panelling. The field of the panel 0.06 m.

thick is pierced by a series of diamond-shaped holes 0.08 by 0.07 m.

The border around the field projects four centimeters, and consists of

a plain band 0.025 m. wide, a cut separating it from the edge, and a

semi-cylindrical frame incised with twisting lines to form a sort of

spiral column. The type became very popular in Byzantine times but

this is the earliest example of the kind to our knowledge.

The balance in the arrangements within the praetorium, noticed

Gagnat, Les Deux Camps, p, 35.

Cf. von Domaszewski, Rangordnung^ p. 29.
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in the arrangements of doors and windows, in the double platformsand the rooms opposite the entrances was continued in the plan ofthe two corners. At both ends long narrow rooms or corridors and
7) open from Je great hall and give entrance to two side chambers.
_
ery slight differences occur in the two sides; in width the rooms

*
correspond, benches have been introduced in the seriesat the west end, an extra doorway in corridor 7 gives access to the

Praetorium and the temple of Azzanathkona.
rerhaps when the doorway was constructed between rooms 10 andII the entrance d 1 1 from room 7 was blocked. In this case the tracesof plaster-fastening in the doorway probably served to retain a screensimilar to that m room 6, so that some light could be introducedIn the west end a LaPn inscription of the fourth Scythian legion

Tbotf rooi?R°” 5
erected.se Fragments were found

it i^nrobabfo entrances

in th^oSdoS
^ '^as placed between the two rooms

furfolr
"mentions one librarius and four adiutores withoutfurther specification, whom we shall attempt to identify below. Atambaesis the corresponding room, as attested by an inscription

is no question of a

Se HnZ Lf between them indicate that weare dealing here with military archives
Curious, however, is the fact that the graffiti and inscriptions fromAe pra^orium proper pertain to legions alone. Mention's made of

"ofT u
^ Anumriam {probablyf retensis) Of these, we know that the IV Scythica and the III Cvrenairn

XX PdmyrMmm, there k no record in the praetorium Th7meat

rr^Se'TA"'" “IWyri to Stese cohorts wajSm ttie lemple of Azzanathkona directly behind the praetorium Tt

foml " headquarters r-theupying Dura before the praetorium was built and that evpnafter Its construction, the auxiliary forces continued to deposit theirrecords in the earher archives. We can hardly doubt, howeve? but\hat

commander in-chief of all the umts or numeri which constituted the Dura
See inscription 560 below.

*® Cagnat, Les Deux Camps, p. 37.
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garrison and that the particular records of the legionary detachments,
as contingents outranking the auxilia, were kept in the same building.

Before closing this account a few details should be added in regard
to the rooms located on the east ofthe court, the armamentaria. Mr. Clark
has given me the following notes: In room 23 two distinct floors were
visible. The earlier was a layer of plaster laid as usual slightly below
the level of the door sill. Contemporary with this are three low plaster-

covered benches about 0.50 m. wide and 0.25 m. high built against
the rear wall. At some later period the room was filled to a height
of about 0.40—0.45 m. with pieces of plaster, rocks and earth. Even
the three benches were completely covered. Over this foundation was
laid another plaster floor one centimeter thick. The walls were recoated
at the same time, for smooth plaster does not continue below this

flooring. As a final step in the alterations a rubble bench (1.55 m.
long, 0.63 m. wide and 0.36 m. high) was constructed against one of
the two pilasters raised against the east wall.

Excellent evidence remains that room 23 was eventually damaged
by fire. On part of the later floor was a great layer {0.04 to o.i8 m.
thick) of rocks and mortar charred and blackened. Occasional stones

with plaster still clinging to them showed the dark mass to have been
made up of fallen walls. After the conflagration no attempt was made
to clear away the debris or put the chamber in a state of repair. The
only finds were a number of small bronze armor scales.

Against the west wall in room 24 is what seems at first sight to be
a well-made plaster-covered bench 0.25 m. high. Forty-five centi-

meters wide at the southwest corner, it grows narrower and narrower
and finally disappears beneath the west wall. Probably then it was
not a bench but an earlier wall, a wall which crops out again in room
25 immediately to the south. This wall evidently ran along the west

side of Street E, before this approach to the Temple of Azzanathkona
was blocked by the praetorium.

Room 25 probably contained the staircase leading to the roof. None
of the steps remains but the size of the room and the arrangements of

a supporting wall down the center are characteristic of the type of

staircase chamber quite common at Dura.

It is worth remarking that in four different doorways of the building

black earth and ashes with bits of burned wood were visible. There
could not have been very much that was inflammable in this building

of mud brick and rubble but the evidence seems clear that in the end
the structure had at least been considerably damaged by fire.
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The senes of rooms 12—16 did not make part of the praetbrium

“wely a series oflittle shopl^ Such an^planauon seems home out by the discovery of a terracotta
p bearing

,

the swastika and branch designs One recslk
plaster mold for a small bust was found in rir?

^
“esTof^e bat?m the 1928-29 campaign. Possibly even before the Roman occuDationa senes of little shops lined the street leading to the great tmnle

its wdk'
™ "S-iewerestationedagailt

II. inscriptions and graffiti.
556. An arched block found in the central doorway of the nraetn

1-28 m.; height 1.50 m.; height oflettem 0.06 m Halfthe stone remains intact; of the other halfte have fragmSt^aWThe first line is short, the second and third begin to thfri^hr nf ft,

2^ esmblished by Ihe rest, leaving a Iparfo °
leSs^Vt

butV fourteenrSnJm'

Fig. 9.

Ijmp(eratori) Caesa[ri Marco Aurejlio
Sevjero An[tomm PioJ Felici Aug(usto)
Arajbico Ad[iabenico Gerjmanico

Bnt(annico) max(imo)
Pon]ttfi[ci tnax(imo) p(atn) patjriae divi Septfimi)

^
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Sevejri Pii [Feluis Bnt(mnici)] max(imi) Jil(io), dim
M(ard) Anto[mni Pit Sarjmatfici) mpoti, divi

Antoni[ni Pii pron(epoti) divi] Hadriani ab-

[ne]pot[i divi Traiani Parth(ici) etj divi Nervae

10 [adnep(oti) trib(micia) potest(ate) XVImp(eratari) II] Co(n)s(uli) [III] et

[luliae Aug(testae) matri Augfustorum) et cjastrorum

[et senatus et patriae] (vacat)

....]Anton(inianarum)

This is apparently the building inscription of the praetorium ded-

icated to the emperor Caracalla: the stone must have been put in

place when the building was erected. Another monumental inscrip-

tion of the same building which is also contemporary to the erection of

the praetorium is however dedicated to Geta. Since Geta was killed in

February 212 and Septimius Severus, already referred to on our in-

scription as ‘divus’ died in February 21 1, we may date the building

and the inscriptions in the twelve months between these two dates.

Part of all the titles except that of Parthicus Maximus, which Gara-

ealla received in 199 remain on the stone. It would seem therefore

that they were all bestowed before 212, though Cagnat states that the

titles Germanicus, Arabicus and Adiabenkus are to be assigned to the year

213-14.^ As Von Rohden^ suggests, however, it is extremely difficult

to draw definite conclusions about the titles Arabicus uiaA Adiabenicus,

for they are found neither on the coins nor on Roman city inscriptions.

Miss Goggin refers very appropriately to an inscription found in Bae-

tica, dated without doubt before 212 (for Septimius Severus is still

alive), and containing both titles.® Miss M. Goggin calls attention also

to significant passages in the Scriptores Historiae Augustae: Mon ab re

est etiam diasyrtkum quiddam in eum dictum addere. Mam cum Germanici

et Parthici et Arabici et Alamannki tiomen adscriberet (nam Alamannorum

gentem devicerat) Helvius Pertinax, filius Pertinack, dicitur ioco dixisse, “adde,

si placet, etiam Geticus maximus,” quod Getam occideratfratremA and again:

et cum Germanos subegkset, Germanum se appellavit vel ioco vel serio, ut erat

stultus et demens, adserens, si Lucanos mcisset, Lucanicum se appellandumP

Miss Goggin adds “These two passages show that Caracalla had the

^ R. Cagnat, Cours d’Apigraphie Latine (4th Ed., 1914), p. 209.

^ In Pauly-Wissowa, R. E., II, p. 362.

3 C. J: L. II 1037.
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reputation of being fond of titles and of assuming them atwithout a formal decree of the senate. It is prob^able althoSg^
entire question calls for study, that Parthicus maximus, Britannicm maxi

ZZ K "I

'^ere formally decreed to him by the senate but that Gemamcus (without maximus) fS. H. A. Car^c c co
that he assurned the name Germanicus during his father’s lifetimpl^ A
fewj, Adiabenuus, Alamannicus and Sarmaticus (see S. H A Geta ’d

.n a! D *“>''' *“PPli«i for the year

toW b’Sn'iavS"''
“ ““ “d i‘ never

visible.^Curiously mragh thae's^m^to haveb
“

which has beenLsed®'si„cra.er??s a b^k ar^rend^f^^^^one expects in lines 13 and 14 the names of the detUran^ If ,Ws'Anion might stand for tlip. i
•

^ aeaicants. It this is so

r." .4‘S — of ‘»e city

scrinri^n™fo
legionary detachments dedicated the in

Xer i-^;»r”2;zre?d

Vex. legg. HI Cyr. et IV Scyth.] Anton.

et III Gall.

VI (I9l5%?CaS /I G R ^in tl if’/it?Zedler, Be ^moriae danmttione (DaiZstadZimZ^i.^^^^
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557 - Squeeze and photo (PL XXIX, i). Found in the west doorway.
Letters 0.03—0.035 m. are cut across the top of the face of a plaque
of gypsum with moulding at top and bottom. The plaque is 1.29 m.
Ly 0.55 m. with a face 0.55 by 1,12 m. Beneath the inscription the
face was left blank. Very probably it had been covered with plaster

and the names of the soldiers or any other text written in red paint.

LEG III GYR ANTONIN[IANA].

The Third Cyrenaic legion was at this time located in Bostra. Harrer
shows that the war ofPescenniusNiger caused the formation ofa province
Syria-Phoenice in 194 and this seems to have been connected with chang-
ing the border ofthe province ofArabia to the west and north-west.® At
that time as the Arabian legion, the Third Cyrenaic legion took over
Batanaea, Trachonitis and Peraea. A detachment of this legion was
stationed at Dura under Garacalla (unpublished inscription) . The name
ofthe legion was found in the fourth campaign (Rep. IV, Inscription 294)

.

558. Photo. Fig. I o. Letters painted red 0.04—0.06 m. high cut on stone

plates erected opposite the central door,just left ofthe doorway to room 5.

The stone plates measure i . 18 m. high and in widthfrom left to right 0.43,

0.66, o. 73, 0.56, 0.285, o. 77 m. respectively.The first block on the left

has disappeared completely. The last, erected later, contained a separate
inscription (559) . In lines 3 and 6 there isunmistakable evidence oferasures.

taiNKPllOTRMAN ICISXRMATICINEPOTI^
piVlIl^RWl ARVIEPOTI DIVITRxR

IVK’AE kVpjAg FEUClMATRlAVGetrf,

Amo
I

SEPOffl

kVAE
>WETmm No NW

fTAlESTATie

ElVSr

Imp(eratori) Caesari divi Septimi Sev[en Pii Felicis Arab (id) Adiab(enid)

Parthid] maximi, Britannid maximi [jilig 1 1 1 1

1

! I ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 IJ in 1 1 1 1 IJ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 diviM(ara) AureliJ Anto-

nini Pii Germanid Sarmatid nepoti, [did Antonini Pii pronJepoti,

^ Harrer, Studies in the history of the Romm province of Syria (1915), pp. 84 ff.

® Rohden, De Palestina et Arabia prov.j p, 14 fF,; Meyer, jV, Jahr.f klass, Philolog,

1894, pp. 594 K; Ritterling in Pauly-Wissowa, R, E., XII, p. 1513.
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dim Hadnam abmpot, dim Trai[ani Parthici et divi Mlervae
adnepoti a

j / ///////////////////////////////////

7

]u[ha]e Aug(ustae) Ptae Felici matri Aug(ustorum) (duorum) et [castro-
TUM 6t SBYidtusJ et pdtfide^

_ Miss M. Goggin made a special study of this inscrintinn c

enables us to eliminate Garacalla for there^would be

STIer LTa'th^by^^

-^i“fl“period”Sh w"e

rum nrnxnno- thr,*
^ visiDie are two G s after the Au of Auffusto-rum, proving that there were two emoerors rnlino'

inscription, therefore m„«t
^ ciuperors rming at the time. The

FebA
fall, sometme betaeen February ai: and

ent. bu?S't“n*"of bteteTt
Since Ae letterino- in iLfo • sections of the stone.- of rt

tions are found Gaenat® «!nv<! rt. < r
Geta, but many varia-
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points to the use of Lucius as occuring chiefly in the earlier years of
Geta’s career.^" As regards the varying length of the titles of Geta in
his few existing inscriptions the spacing in our inscriptions seems to

demand the longer name.
“In lines five and six I have made divi Traiani Parth(ici) et divi

Nervae depend upon the same adnepoti, that occuring at the beginning
of line 6, instead of using this word twice, once after Traiani Parth(ici)

and again after Nervae. This grouping of the two is not uncommon”.
In her following remarks Miss Goggin gave a tentative restoration

of the name and titles of Geta. Since however the evidence is scanty

and the restorations problematic we have left parts of the 11. 3 and 6
which contained the name and titles of Geta blank.

559. Photo. Fig. 10. This inscription attached to 558 was evidently

an addition for it juts out into the doorway. The letters were cut

0.05—0.06 m. high and painted red.

[Senatus]

[Aureliorum]

An[toninianorum

Europafeorum

5 devoti num[ini •

, \ \

maiestatique

eius

L. 3. The jV is clear. Before jV the first letter has a slant line which
must be A. There is room for one letter before A for the A is directly

over the V of the line below. After a break, the top of jV or A is clear.

A curved line in the second space after jV may well be the bottom
of the 0 .

L. 4. The first letter has a bar on the left and at the bottom
but as the rest is broken the letter may be either L, D or E. The V
before R seems clear. The bar top of the second letter after R is clear

but the stroke could serve well for the straight top of P or R. The
V is one space to the left of the V in the fifth line and since the

V in the fifth line is the third letter, the V in line four must be the

second.

L. 5. The line at the left and the bottom of the D remain. There
is a trace of the bar for the top of the T and the V seems clear.

Between the 0 and the N there is a space of 0.07 m. Since the

Gagnat, op. cit, p. 211.
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I ”>• the word must

One expects that the names of the legions would be inscribed hererather than the name of officials or individuals of the city. The namesof the legions however do not seem to fit and the name of the citvFuropaea accords admirably with the remains in line 5. This restitS^ton also fits well wiA the name Antoninianorum in the line above forwe know from inscription D 149 of the third campaign that theofficial name of the city became Aurelia Antoniniana Europaea Perhansan abbreviation was used for Antoninianorum and the w^d placed hithe middle of the line so that one blank space was left brfoL theword Who the individuals or officials were who dedicated the in

wh
entirely hypothetical. It was however the BouAn of the citv

nt the nscription D. 149 to Julia DomL.
^

559®- Un the pillar on the corresponding position to the riaht nfAe doorway to room 5 the letters were painfed in red UnLunate^only traces of a few in the last line remain.
i^niortunateiy

EARVMIN

foun^ir^t^p’ good-sized inscription waslound m the corridor between rooms 8 and 9 and some other fra^ments in each of those two rooms. The letters were painted blafk

- ‘m Se'bK 'TT ”• the

at Y^ll
* ^ “ °-75 by 0.63 m. and is now

impera[tori

Caesari [
bona fortuna nobis

summo summo^^
Senatui Popndoque Romano

Beneath these five lines three large capital letters arpthe well-known formula «;pr»rm
® leiiers are painted —

the letter Q,is written the foLLg"^cripS>“ofeShUtaes^”*'

erased here ai^^cross-Hne^ H
It seems as if aline was

a good wish e. g.feliciter must be suppleLmTd^
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Spem bonam

lulio Domnim lib.

et Aurel(io) Antiocho

et Domic Pasia

et Septimio Sigilliano

et Aurelio Magno
adiutoribus

leg. 1 1 II Scy(thicae).

After the letters SP in small characters em sua[m], probably in-

tended to be read spern suam. Beneath in large capital letters is painted
Senat[ui po]puloq[uej.

Beneath but reaching up into the is scratched in large letters

o. 185 m. high SPQ^[R. A large R is scratched with double lines into the

S of the preceding. The name of the legion LEG 1 1 1 1 SCY is repeated

in small letters 0.0 1 m. between the populoque and the large P. Below
line 5 and reaching into the Q^is written CY in letters 0.095
Scratched in below the first line is SENATV[S in letters 0.05 m. high.

Professor Julian J. Obermann, visiting professor of semitics at Yale
suggests that a little Aramaic inscription written below gives us

the date 534 = 222 — 3 A. D.

L. 6. Spem bonam. Spes in the sermo castrensis meant hope of promotion.

The optio spei or ad spent ordinis ranked just below the centurion and
was qualified for promotion to that office. 0ptiones v^ho had not been
promoted to the centuriate during their normal period of service,

might remain in the service retentus ad spem.Uhe promotion of an optio

to the post of centurion is expressed in an inscription as follows:

uti collega (optionum) projkiscens ad spent suam conjirmandam . . . . Nor does

this phrase pertain to the tactical offices alone, for we know of a

singularis tribuni spe benejicatus, that is, a singularis who was awaiting

promotion to the office of beneficiarius. (See von Domaszewski, Rang-

ordnung, p. 33 ff. where the evidence is collected).

L. 7. lib(rarius): A librarius was attached to almost every officium

of the Roman army including the tabularium principis. As the title of

his office implies, he performed work of a clerical nature. Another

type of librarius seems to have been assigned to each century of a

legion. Von Premerstein {Klio, III, p. i if.) has pointed out that

before 89 A. D. when deposits of individual soldiers were limited to

250 denarii in toto, the signiferi had charge of the official papers of their

respective cohorts including the savings-accounts. After 89, it was the
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librarii to whom they were entrusted (cf. Digest., L. 6, 7 : librarii deposi-

torum). In the Geneva papyrus examined by von Premerstein, a single

legionary century possessed one librarius and one cerarim, ih.dX is, since

the functions of both were almost identical, two librarii.

In an inscription pertaining to the tabularium principis at Lambaesis

(C. I. L. VIII, 18072) two librarii appear who seem to have belonged

as immunes to both the tabularium principis and the first cohort. Now we
know that a vexillatio of the IV Scythica was stationed at Dura and it

must have consisted of more than one century. Hence we can assign

our librarius to the ofjkium of the commander (probably a centurion)

of the entire vexillatio detached from the IV Scythica.

The four adiutores were probably his clerks or assistants. If on the

basis of inscriptions pertaining to the vigiles we attribute one adiutor

to each century (cf. von Domaszewski, Rangordnung, p. 14 f.), we can
conclude that the Fourth Scythian detachment at Dura consisted of

four centuries or about 360 men.
The spem bonam, hope of promotion, seems to refer to all five men.

Since we are probably dealing here with the ofjicium of a legionary

vexillatio, a type of officium which appears here for the first time, we
cannot tell to what offices these men might expect promotion. If an
adiutor stood just below the librarius in rank, as seems to be indicated
by this inscription (cp. also Dessau I. L. S., 9170), he might expect
promotion to that office, while the librarius might be transferred to

a more important ofjicium, that of the praepositus for example.
L. 7. Domninus is common, especially in Syria.

L. 9. Donnus occurs as cognomen and Donnia as feminine cognomen.
The reading of the cognomen is not quite clear, but it appears to

be either Pasia, or Paspa. TTacrias is a very common Greek name, see

Passow, Worterbuch.

L. 9. Sigillius is cited as a cognomen in Dessau, I. L. S. 3922.
561. Photo and Tracing (PI. XXIX, 2). With these longer Latin

inscriptions should be included that painted in red letters on the
east wall of room E 7 W 12 in the Temple of Azzanathkona. The
inscription measures 0.68 m. by 0.75 m. and the letters are 0.07 m. —
0.03 m. high.

lOM
Conservatori [cete

risque dis inmor[tali

bus pro salutem et vie

c tori d. n. imp. L. Sep. Severi
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PJert. Aug. II D. Cl. Alb. [Caes.] II

Minjervae sanct. sacrumfecift— eus Mocimi actuar. n. per Tre[b
ium Maximum trib. coh. II Vlp. eq.

vojtum solvit libens l[aetus

meruit

L- I-

—

5 - Dedications to Jupiter Optimus Maximus Silvanus Conservator

are not uncommon in Syria and we find one erected by the 4th
Scythian legion.^® From Africa comes an inscription somewhat parallel

to our own, and mentioning Septimius Severus, though with Caracalla
and Geta (Dessau 429; C. I. L. VIII, 1628): loviOpt. Max. Conservatori

sanctissimorum principum ddd. nnn. imp. caes. L. Septimi Severi pii Pertinacis

Aug. etc. The address to the same gods, lovi Optimo Maximo ceteris-

que dis immortalibus is cited Dessau 628; C. I. £., VIII, 9324. The
combination of solus and vicpria is common. Victori is, of course an
abbreviation for victoriam.

L. 6. Half of the line has been erased. Indications of letters remain,

however, and the Alb before a dot seems certain. We may, therefore,

restore Df'eci) Cl(odi) Alb (ini) Caes(aris). Whether the names of the two
emperors were joined with et is uncertain. At the end of the line,

an undulating stroke, similar to that above the II is visible. Apparently

the number of the consulates of both was given and the date of the

inscription must be 194 A. D. One of the coins of Severus bears the

inscription Imp. Cae. L. Sep. Sev. Pert. Aug. II without the word cos.)^

a parallel to our own inscription.

L. 7. A coin of Septimius Severus, dated 201 A. D. bears the in-

scription on the reverse Minerva sanct(a). The use of sacrum as a noun
is found in an inscription from Beirut,^^ [T.] Statilius Maximus [L.f.

]

Brum[iJacus sacrum restituit. M. Seyrig notes in his comment that the

usage is not good Latin but a translation of the Greek Ispov.

L. 8. Fallen fragments of plaster contained the letters, vo, the first

syllable of the word votum; tali, belonging to immor[tali]bus, ri and

ab. It is difficult to see where the last two fragments should be placed

but probably as least one comes from the beginning of the name
ending in -eus in line 7. The name Abrieus seems not to be out of

question.

Jalabert et Mouterde, Inscriptions Grecques et Latines de la Syrie, No. 68.

H. Cohen, MMailles Imperiales (2nd Ed., Leipzig 1930), IV, p. 24, No. 186.

« Syria, XII, 1930, p. 321.
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The head of the officium of a Roman commander, whether legatus

legionis or praefectus of an auxiliary unit, was the cornicularius. Just

below him in rank in oj^ia of the auxilia stood the actarius. We know
that the commander-in-chief of the Dura garrison was a centurion

or primus pilns of the Ugio TV Scythica with the title praepositus numerorum

{Rep. //, p. 83). He would naturally have an officium to look after

the official papers of the garrison. Not being, however, a member of

the militia equestris, he may well have had a chef de bureau who was not a
corniculariushnt an officer of a slightly lower rank: an actarius or actuarius.

We know that the various units constituting the garrison at Dura
were designated by the general term numeri. It seems likely that the

actarius of the entire garrison called himself actarius n(umerorum) to

distinguish his important position from that of the actarii of the individ-

ual auxiliary units (Cf. Domaszewski, Rangordnung, p. 58).

It is not necessary to suppose that Minerva is the Latin equivalent

of Azzanathkona for Minerva, especially the Minerva Augusti, was
very popular among the soldiery. At Lambaesis a dedication to the

goddess of knowledge was found in the room of the specialists, and
probably here the actarius addresses her as his patron divinity.^®

The Second Ulpian cohort equitata is mentioned with the Fourth
Scythian legion in the dedication of the little temple near the citadel

{Rep. If p. 83 ff.). Since the temple was built according to the inscrip-

tion when the campus (exercitatorius) was enlarged, it is probable that

in general the encampment of the soldiers was originally along the

[Note of the editor. The statement made in the text does not account for the
fact that the actuarius of our inscription apparently had his office in the temple which
was used exclusively by the auxiliary cohorts. Another fact which contradicts the
hypothesis by which the dedicant of our inscription is made actuarius of the whole
garrison is his civic status: he was not a Roman citizen. Moreover he must have
stayed in close relations to the 11“'^ Ulpian cohort since the commander of this

cohort acts on his behalf. This is the reasonwhy I take our actuarius to be the actuarius

of the 11“^ Ulpian cohort. The abbreviated word then which appears after actuarius

must be interpreted either as n(umeri) by which general term the IF* Ulpian
cohort is meant or as n(umerorum) and in this last case interpreted as being a specifi-

cation of the office of the actuarius. In the late Roman Empire each military
detachment had an actarius and a immerarius, the last being the accountant, the first

the secretary of the detachment. A Greek inscription of the IIF cent, shows that
such a division of the office existed already in the III'^ cent. (Rostovtzeff, Storia
Soc. e Ec. d. Imp. Rom., p. 441, note 38). An excellent parallel to the dedication
of Dura is presented by a dedication of Gardun in Dalmatia, Dessau I.L. S., 9170:
Mimrvac Aug. s. / L. Sulpicijus Procujlus actajrius coh.

j VIII ml. ex j adiutore / cornicu /
lariorum / cos. 1. p., cp. B. G. U. 741 and Dessau I. L. S. 2586.]
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citadel wall. Judging from this dedication to Septimius Severus in

194 however, we may conclude that the headquarters of the camp
had already been moved, at this date to the northwest angle of the

city. The only other mention of the second Ulpian cohort equitata

is found in an inscription of the Palmyra gate, a stele dating from the
reign ofCommodus [Rep. /, p. 42). From the present evidence therefore

it seems that this mounted cohort came to Dura very early in the

period of Roman occupation. Probably at once the space west of the

citadel, a strategic position because of its proximity to the river gate,

was taken for their camp. In the time of Severus when a larger force was
concentrated in the town, the north-west comer was chosen for the camp
since this little-built quarter ofthe city offered more room. In Caracalla’s

time a permanent camp was decided upon and the praetorium built.

It is very curious that we find no mention of the auxilia in the

praetorium, though in inscriptions and papyri found elsewhere, the

second Ulpian cohort equitata, and the Twentieth cohort equitata Pal-

myrenorum are both mentioned several times. The Second Ulpian
may have been transferred before the praetorium was erected but we
know that the Twentieth Palmyrene was located in Dura from last

years of Septimius Severus on. Perhaps the headquarters of the auxilia

was in the Temple of Azzanathkona rather than the praetorium, an
hypothesis supported by the discovery ofdocuments of both the II Ulpia

and the XX Palmyrene cohort among the papyri from the temple.

We suspect since all the inscriptions of the Second Ulpian cohort

date from the second century, and those of the Twentieth Palmyrene

come from the third that there was never more than one of these

units stationed at Dura at any given time. When the Second Ulpian

cohort was removed, however, and when the Twentieth Palmyrene

took up its quarters there is not clear. Perhaps this difficult question

the papyri will help us to resolve.

562. Rubbing. Scratched on west wall of E 7, 4. Letters 0.03 to

0.04 high.

LEG III GALL

It is not surprising to find the Third Gallic legion at Dura for it

played a most important part in Syrian affairs. It must have first

appeared at Dura with Verus for in that campaign it played a special

r61e and sacked Seleucia. Its headquarters during the second century

was Rhaphaneae and detachments may have been stationed at Dura

at the end of this period. Apparently at least a detachment was sent
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for the Parthian campaign of Caracalla if our supposition that its

name has been erased from the dedication of Caracalla is correct.
Though unsuccessful in attempting to establish Avidius Cassius and
Pescennius Niger on the throne, the legion took a leading part in the
cause of Elagabalus and secured for him the supreme rule. Elated
by this success they attempted to displace the emperor in favor of one
of their own legates. Their failure led to the disbanding of the legion
and the condemnation of its name.
Soon after the fall ofElagabalus, however, it was put together again,

probably by Alexander Severus, and established its new headquarters at
Damascus where it remained at least through the middle ofthe century
(Pauly-Wissowa, R. E., Ritterling, s. v. “Legio” — Legio III GaUica).

It would be most important to know just when this graffito was
inscribed. The datable graffiti in the room come from the time of
Alexander Severus and later. There seem, however, to be no successive
layers of plaster and the room was built at least as early as 210 A. D
There are thus far so few records of the Third Gallic legion at Dura
that I think the detachment could have been there only for a short
time, and I should date the period tentatively to the reign of Caracalla.

563. Rubbing and tracing. Letters 0.05—0.07 m. high lightly cut
on the south wall of E “j, 4, east of the door.

LEGI
ANTO
X

The letters are clear and probably refer to the X Fretensis, since that
legion was permanently quartered in the adjoining province ofJudaea,
there is no other record of its presence at Dura.

564. Rubbing of part. West wall of E 7, 4.

AUREjLI SEVERI ALEXANDRI
AUG FELIX COWING EIUS

In the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods a dedication to Alexander
Severus was found by Cumont (p. 357 ff.). The dedication was madeby the Twentieth Palmyrene cohort. Unfortunately the fragmentary
state of our graffito gives us no clue as to the dedicants. We mav
perhaps suggest Felix com(m)ilito eius.(m)ilito

565. Rubbing. Letters 0.045 high on the west wall of E
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OYPBAKOC

This is the only occurrence of the name at Dura.

566. Rubbing. West wall of E 7, 4.

(a) Letters 0.085 PRO SAL[VTE
(b) Letters 0.055 m. PRO SAL[VTE

567. Rubbing. Letters 0.015— west wall of E 7, 4.

MAAXOC

The name is common at Dura (D. 34; 245; 248; 358).

568.

Tracing. Letters 0.06 m. high on the west wall of E 7, 4.

AAE1ANA[P]0C ANBOYTAPKAC

Alexander is of course a common name at Dura. But I can find

no record of the second name. The name seems, however, to be in

the nominative which would mean that Alexander was in this case

the cognomen, and one assumed probably by a citizen in the time of

the emperor Alexander Severus.

569.

Tracing. Letters 0.015 wall of E 7, 4.

(a) APTOIOC
(b) Two Greek abecedaria are scratched on the wall one with letters

from A-E the other complete.

The name Artoios is not elsewhere found.

570.

Rubbing and tracing. Letters 0.035 m. high on the west wall

of E 7, 4.

LUPPOG
Probably

Lup(p)o c{o7isule). Lupus was consul in A. D. 232.

571.

Rubbing. In letters 0.055—0.095 on the west wall of

E 7, 4, the common name
HAIOAWPOC

572.

Tracing. Letters 0.07 m. high on the east side of the south wall

of E 7, 4.
•
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PRO SALUTE

573- Tracing. Letters 0.055 high, clearly written On the east wall
01 7, 4.

BHPYAAr

BripuAAos is cited in Wuthnow, p. 36.
574- Letters 0.02 m. high on the east wall of E 7, 4.

M HAIOClNKhlKlNOS

tion wlwt.
Stands for MvtiaSfi and the name isacombina-tion with the common root HA10-. I can find no parallels.

E 7, 4, east

AUR MAXIMIANUS

of ^ 7 > 6,

ZhlMG
NlkoCIOY
TiHrePEC
ElilNIKOY

eUewhi:^:”''“ -curs

577. Tracing. Letters 0.005 m. high on the south wall of E 7, 6.

MNHCGH AnOAONAIhC

*P'‘'“«<>fA™AA<i>v,os. Perhaps we should read

6, west^d?®'
Ugh on the south wall of E 7,

MNHCGH TEPMANOC

.a6?andt" » and

E fa netLlLlrmula “f
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MNhCeh OrPA[TAC]

580. Tracing. Letters 0.015—0.02 m. high on the west wall ofE 7, 6.

1]VL CASIVS
\V\L GhlAlVS

581. Tracing. Letters 0.02 m. high on the west wall of E 7 ,6.

MAhMAlVS

Cumont found (No. 16) Mdggos and Johnson (D. 5) MriiJiaia. I find

no exact parallel for this form of the word, which apparently adds a

Latin ending to the root to make the name Maemaius.

In E 7, 6 there are also parts of abecedaria, one A-E, the second

A-A, both on the east wall.

582. Letters 0.15 m. high on the north wall of E 7, ii.

AYPh[A10C

583. Tracing. Letters 0.005—0.01 m. high on the north wall ofthe west

platform in E 7, 2.

A€KeChC
MGlMGN.n
O AOY[A]OC AOMNOC
K....zee
..TOV KVPlOr

584. Tracing. Letters 0.0 1 m. high on the front of the west platform

in E 7, 2.

M]NhC0h OVAniANOC._

585. Tracing. Letters 0.0075—0.0 1 m. high on the south side of the

west platform in E 7, 2.

SOENIOVS NOC
.SIMVS NON

Gumont (No. 37) cites lo-npios a variant of the name Soaiirias.

586. Tracing. In letters 0.015 m. high, made with double lines on

the east side of the west platform, the common name
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MNH]C0H AHMHTPIOC587.

Tracing. In letters o.oi m. high on the south side of the west
platform, the common name

ANTIOXOC

588. Tracing. Letters o.oi m. high on the south side of the west
platform.

6) KYPie [KjeCAP

589. Tracing. In letters 0.035 high on the south side of the south
stairway to the east platform, the common name

AIONY[aOC

^590. Tracing. With letters 0.005—o-oi m. high on the south side

diffeenfhands^^^™’
repeated name, apparently written by two

AthPAATHC
AOPAATHC

The name must be a variant of the Parthian name cbpccarnc found
in Parchment 10 and in Inscriptions D. 240, 260, and 270.

ed&e letto-s-”^

Fragments of bricks found in the praetorium contain-

a. Fragment o.io by 0.08 m., letters 0.015—0.02 m. high.

C AN
03

b. Fragment 0.08 by o.ii m., letters 0.015—0.02 m. high.

ABC
lYIOl

OAIL
A

c. Perhaps the end of a name with dv[^STiK6v.
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III. HOUSE OF THE PREFECT.

When the excavations of the praetorium and the Temple of Azza-

nathkona had been completed, the ground between these two buildings

and the Temple of Palmyrene gods was cleared as far as possible to

obtain the topography of the whole quarter. In this section the debris

is very shallow, for the depth to virgin soil is only half a meter to a

meter in depth. As a result a considerable portion could be cleared

in spite of the short time given to the task.

The chief feature in this territory was a house, a structure in general

following the usual arrangements at Dura, but larger and more
sumptuous than most (PI. III). The large court was adorned with

columns on three sides; the divan followed the tradition of the richer

houses and had no plaster bench around its walls; two series of rooms

instead of one flanked the east end of the court; and the house boasted

an enclosed staircase to the roof. Entrance at first was gained through

room 1 2, the doorway probably opening on a little alley, a continuation

of the alley between temple and praetorium. The great pilaster on the

outside corner of room eleven is sufficient evidence that originally this

was the corner of the house. Later room 21 was added and formed

the vestibule of the house. A second entrance was offered by the

doorway of room 17, a doorway which was later blocked with large

stones.

The position of this house with its entrance just opposite the alley

behind the praetorium must indicate that it was the residence of the

military commander. At Haltern the house of the legate was situated

immediately behind the praetorium, and its entrance placed directly

opposite the rear door of the praetorium, Vetera, on the Rhine,

furnishes an even better parallel for the legate’s house is placed just

left of the praetorium and its entrance erected opposite the rear of

the court.i® Evidently the commander used the private entrance in the

rear, and the official residence was placed as near to this entrance as

was conveniently possible. At Dura since the Temple ofAzzanathkona

occupied the district to the north, the site immediately beside the

praetorium to the west was employed. The alley left between the

praetorium and the temple then gave easy and immediate access to

the house.

The finds were few. In the court just outside rooms 18 and 19 two

Bonner Jahrbiicher^ 124 (1917), S. 134.
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low plaster ns, one semi-circular, the other rectangular were placed
forjust whi irpose cannot be determined. Possibly they were merely
to hold wa that the evaporation might alleviate the heat of thecourtdunnj e suinmer. Nothing of thecolumns of the courts remain

hSt I
rubble bases. Even these do not stand to their original

•if
their upper surfaces. If thepillars had I n made of rubble one would have expected to find atleast shatter portions in the court. Stone drums might of coursehave been rt .oved later for building material but since not one rj!mamed It se ns more probable that they were of some perishablematerial such as wood. A basalt mill unearthed in room i6 indicatesthat this chamber formed part of the kitchen. A black glass finger ringrom room 21, a few coins from room 3 and a few small bronzealmost complete the list of finds.

The most important find, however, was that of a bas-relief in stone

'xvmT ^ hand grasping a thunderbolt

f
^ centimeters below the surface but fortu-

^ result the back of the stone was in verybad condirfon but the front quite remarkably preserved. It was found

iusfoppStrthff probably been placed in the wall

^ entrance, a symbol of divinity to avert evil

To2^'J^A 0.40 by 0.33 m. with a relief depth of

f ^ 4-1^
raised border running around three sides of the workframes the representation. Possibly the border on the fourth side islost, more probably it had never been cut, the base ^wLh th^^^plaque rested, forming the frame at the bottom. A single hand anoroximately double the normal size, is represented pJm to th^fronT

dert rft^No Slow^
second joint and grasping the middle of the thun-^ allowance has been made for the finger muscles the end?of t) e fingera bemg pressed down far too flat afainst the ha^

S' vm'reraS^rfWr^d^
and apparently the wrinkles of the

the
^®P^®sented by mcised lines. Finger nails, especially that on

Zr nti"®vShT
<i-Prpporfonately long. The cu4le is’^^arlS"

S( th of the court walls of other epochs were discovered Ac th^

SSThe ™li*of
^ uilding, clearly antenor to the house. Immediately south of

'iiliii#
'

'
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room 17 a low wall was found running at an angle of about 45 degrees

to the south wall of room 17. The foundations of this wall are laid on

a much higher and consequently later level. Probably therefore when
this new building was added and the alley blocked up, the doorway

to 17 was permanently closed.

One might mention here the series of round water pipes running

north along the road between praetorium and prefect’s house, reap-

pearing just west of the north end of the Temple of Azzanathkona.

Clearly they ran to the wall of the wadi and at the wall there must

have been some sort of reservoir or basin filled with water from the

river and supplying at least the north end of the city.



VIA.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BY C. HOPKINS

Most surprising of the discoveries of the campaign was that nfc urch, adorned in part with frescoes admirably preserved The build^mg located immediately in front ofTower ,7, had be^SgScK
ffe?

description of it rendered by M. Kite
oft buutig coSin^eiSay’^toXtSlro^

ground plan

at Dura rPl WVTY'i r» ^ ^
“5 of the private house

.he“crrt'bmS\^Sie°«urwStrr^^^^^^^
proper A common type ofsmaU squme htTfo ioTm o^ Tf

Sto^^tadiTuilfif ^

Ktoti
m*™proachS by“w “t*'T* ™”e

more wUth^ouiesXe“ nVwtnch Kaste"’ n

of this base with the east wall of th/
of the south side

diameter had been fotedbfal^rf brd

”

Entrance to room q was obtained hJo^
° ^ of plaster 0.09 m. high,

the platform. Sel the Toltav
of the room the walHs meser^^To a heth'^^Z-^^
frieze with the ordinarv ^ sufficient to retain the

and shell beneath a friJze wSrror-'^””u dolphin

site the entran^tf Ss“.!LZnfrLTd^^^^^
e%rof Str/rt^'eVd'- °"k

^e ^0*^^' Jte

rubble doorway waffotIn^™The\mr* ™* arched

again to reach a roof well over e m hte?"
must teve made the circuit

a? ^fCr rani -
appr^erbr^ete^^p-rr-
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this room as in the rooms to north and south, the embankments of

mud brick supported by the debris behind the building have preserved

the rear walls to a height of 5.23 m. In room 5 a little niche close

to the top of the rear wall must originally have served as a window,
though always most of the light was obtained from the court through

the doorway, still standing almost 3 m. high. In the north and south

wall doorways (1.79 m. high) adorned with the usual pilaster capitals

and little blocks of molding designs, gave entrance to the side cham-
bers (4^ and the chapel). Above the middle of the lintel of the south

door, the bottom of a green jar had been placed in the plaster

as a decoration, the bottom (faience) side out. A doorway with similar

decoration found in the subsequent campaign shows the type to be

not uncommon at Dura, a fact especially interesting in view of the

modern Arab custom of setting little fawnce bowls above the door, un-

doubtedly a survival of the Roman period. On the west doorpost of

the north door a crude cross with two diagonal lines was painted in

red ink and above the four letters AABA (Inscription 592). Possibly

we may interpret it as the genitive case of the name ’Ap^as (Rep. 11
,

H. 18) for the delta is lower than the other letters but the significance

of the whole is not clear.

At a height of 3 m. above the floor in the west wall of room ^b,

two windows were constructed to light the chamber. In the west corner

of the north wall a niche 1.08 m. wide, 1.65 m. high and 0.50 m. deep

was placed 0.55 m. above the floor i. e. in the mud brick wall just

above its rubble base. On an under coat of plaster on the south wall

a large abecedarium was scratched and at 2.5 m. above the floor on

the west wall a most important graffito which supplies our only date

for the building (232—3 A. D.).

593. Rubbing. Letters 0.05—0.06 m. high.

cT O \/ C

ArA fOC
Itous 5p<p

(i_Acop6^oc
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Cumont restores the name AcopoSsog in i23«.
The graffitowas on an under coat ofplaster and may well mark the time

oi the construction ofthe building. Apparently the name was pressed in
wito a blunt instrument in wet plaster not scratched in after it was dry

I he room to the north, entered both by the doors from room kand by a door from the court, was the chapel. At the west end anarched niche supported by two free columns and two pilasters and
covering a basin i.6 1 by 0.95 by 0.65 m. was erected. Columns and
pilasters were painted to represent veined marble, the front above the
arc was adorned with a pattern of grapes, pomegranates, and wheat
stalkj and on the carved bottom of the arc itself stars and rosettesm white were painted on a dark gray background (Pis. XL and XLI).
lie walls of the room including the space between the roof of theniche and the basin were then covered with a series of frescoes. Only
e west end of the side walls where much of the paintings would beconcealed by the columns of the niche, and a sm^all space between

the two doorways, given over to an arched niche were left vacant. Of
ese rescoes a considerable part had been preserved bv the embankmm, of mud brick built up through the room in the Kege 0?^

City. The second brick einbankment cut diagonally through the northwall of the room destroying the frescoes to the east to within a few

fOT
floor but establishing the best possible protection

for the niche and the paintings on the west half of the walls. The
description of the paintings and a discussion of their significance willbe given by Professor Baur (pp. 254 AT.). It seems best to defer for themoment also the question as to the purpose of the Chapel and torecord here merely the graffiti of the room.

^ ’

Cotters 0.015 m. high on the west doorpost of thedoor between court and chapel. At Yale.
^

els -Sees

iv o(0)pocv<p

Welles (D. 291, 292) found the words sis ©eos t
Ine iormula is of course a common Christian one.
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595. Photograph. Letters 0.015—0.02 m. scratched with a point in

the square painted gray and adorned with black border between the

court door and the small niche.

TON XPIC MNHCK€T€
CICEON TON TAni

NON
L. 2. 3. TOCTTIVOV for TOOTSlvdv.

596. Photograph. Letters carefully cut and placed in a green border

line just below the litde niche between the two doorways.

TON XN IN YMGN MNHCK€C0[€ . . .jOKAOY

These two inscriptions with the abbreviations Xpis and Xv forXpicrrov

and the imperative forms of the verb may best be discussed together.

It is exceedingly interesting to note first of all that in these Christian

inscriptions there is a sharp changefrom the formulae ofthe usual pvTicSfi

inscriptions at Dura as well as from the later common form in inscrip-

tions of Christian Syria uvnaSriTi. In this latter case the supplication

is addressed directly to God. In our graffiti since XpioTov is in the

accusative case and so object of the verb, the persons addressed must

be the Christian members of the community. For the interpretation

the real difficulty lies in the double accusative and the accusative-

genitive construction which follows the verb. I am inclined to trans-

late the first ‘recall to Christ the humble Siseos’ and the second ‘make

mention of Proklos to the Christ among you.’ There is of course the

possibility, as Professor Rostovtzeff points out, that one should supply

another verb and translate ‘Keep Christ (in your heart). Remember
the humble Siseos’; and ‘Keep Christ in you (and) remember Pro-

klos.’^ The phrase seems to favor this latter interpretation for if one

meant merely ‘Recall to Christ Proklos,’ the ev Opiv would be super-

fluous. It is not entirely satisfactory, however, to supply an additional

verb and I think the ijptv may well be interpreted as stressing the

peculiarly Christian attribute ‘the living Christ among you’ or ‘the

Christ who is in your midst.’ It may well be said it is not necessary

to supply an entirely new verb but simply to carry the force of uipvqcrKco

over both objects, supplying the inferred conjunction “Remember
Christ (and) Siseos” “Remember the Christ among you and Proklos.”

^ See the article by Nock in The Journal of Theological Studies, July 1929, p. 393.
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It is entirely reasonable as a matter of fact to suppose that in the

emphatic position ofXpiorov followed by the verb one should intend to

remind the readers of our Lord, There was already at Dura, however,
in the pagan formulae the common phrase pvricrS'^ irpos toi!;s Seous
Kci ToOs dvSpcbiTous and I think a reflection of the meaning of this

one may see in the new Christian graffiti. In the former case the verb
is passive “May he be remembered before gods and men.” In the
Christian phrases, the people are addressed and the object from the

Christian point of view would not be to keep his memory green so

much as to appeal in his behalf to God. The active sense of the verb
I believe, suggests that in their prayers to God they are to remember
the individual. Of first importance of course, is the remembrance of
God and this is well portrayed by the placing of XpioTov first in the
sentence.

Of the two inscriptions the second is of course the more important
for though the first was written in a square surface marked oflf by a
border, it was only roughly scratched in with a point. The second
obviously was carefully written in its border when the chapel was
erected and must have had some special significance. From analogy
with the Synagogue in which theJewish leaders and founders recorded
their names on the inscribed bricks, I believe that we have here the
name of the donor of the Chapel or the Christian leader under whose
^rection it was built. Or perhaps, since the inscription is in a rather
inconspicuous position between the two doors, it refers to utensils ded-
icated by Proklos and deposited in the little niche immediately above
the inscription or to the one scene of David and Goliath painted just
below. It was customary in the pagan temples at Dura, as well as
later in Christian churches throughout Syria for the donors or leaders
to commemorate their names on the monuments erected. We expect
therefore to find some such mention in the Chapel. Equally common
at Dura was the commemoration ofindividuals by graffiti in the temples
and the graffito of Siseos is probably of this class, an inscription
scratched by some friend, hence the complimentary tov Tonrreivov.

597. Photograph. Letters scratched on the scene of David and Go-
liath.

a. On the upraised right forearm of the figure with sword (PI.

XLVII, 2), letters 0.0075—0,015 written perpendicularly AAOYIA
b. Above the prostrate figure of the giant. Letters o.oi—0.015 m.

rOAIGA
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It is not uncommon at Dura for Semitic names to be written in
Greek but without a Greek nominative ending. For the form FoXiSa
instead of FoAiocS we have a parallel in the Rebecca Darlington Stod-
dard Collection ofGreek and Italian Vases at Yale. The lamp No. 653^
shows Goliath advancing to meet David and contains the names of
both written down beside the individuals: That of Goliath reads

1
0
Y
^ Clearly a form parallel to our own.®

1

AA

The arrangements on the east side of the court present a very in-

teresting problem. There remains on this side of the court a low rubble
wall a few centimeters high and 0.87 m. thick, forming a room east

of the court 2.61 m. wide (2). M. Fillet [Rep. IV, pp. ii ff.) believed

that the room communicated with the court only through the room
in the northeast corner of the building. Mr. Deigert, on the other

hand, through his study of the building was convinced that the rubble

base supported a colonnade and that the room beyond was merely
a covered portico. This last hypothesis is supported by the column
drums found walling up the doorway to room 5 {Rep. IV, pp. ii ff.)

and by the fact that columns closing off one end of the court are by
no means unusual at Dura. The question is complicated by the fact

that extensive changes were made in the building at some period in

its existence and these changes may well have included this section

of the court. Personally I am convinced that in the beginning, the

plan of the building conserved entirely that of the private house and
that it must have been used as a private residence (though one room
may already have been used as a chapel). The cooking arrangements

then must have been either in the court itself or, as is not infrequently

the case at Dura, in a portion of the court partly or wholly separated

by a colonnade or wall. Unless a regular room was made for the

kitchen the partition walls for this segregated part were very thin.

Furthermore, the columns were usually placed on the floor of the court

^ See P. V. C. Baur, Catalogue of the Rebecca Darlington Stoddard Collection of Greek

and Italian Vases in Tale University^ (New Haven, 1922), No. 653, Fig. 118.

® For further description of the scene, see pp. 275 ff.

16*
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not on a raised rubble base. On the surface of the rubble wall one
sees traces of niches or doors. The first and most clearly marked is
2.26 m. from the south wall and consists of plaster slightly raised
around an opening 0.75 m. wide and 0.52 deep. The second at 2 2<i mfrom the north wall measures 0.78 by 0.64 m. I should judge them
to be the bases of niches placed in the mud brick wall and resting on
the rubble base, as do the two niches in room 4 except that such
niches opening on the court would be unique at Dura. It seems best
therefore to regard them as narrow doors opening into room 2 from
the court. This hypothesis gives no explanation, however, of the col-
urnn drums. M. Fillet gives no suggestion as to their original position
and I am quite at a loss. At any rate it is not at all clear that there
was more than one or perhaps two columns. One might connect the
rectangular niche bases with the columns and suggest that the base
block of the columns had lain in these places. The niches are, however
neither the right shape nor in the middle of the wall.

’

The cWef alteration which was made in the arrangement of the
building has already been referred to. This was the throwing together
ot rooms 4a and 4^ to form one chamber running almost completelv
the length of the house. The evidence for this change is entirely ade-
quate. In the cement floor of the room a roughened wall line is left

chamber at 5.31 m. from the
west wall; the doorway between 4^ and 5 was blocked up and the

door between 4a and the court continues
only to the break. This last proofis particularly convincing for, thoughtee walls of room 4b still stand far beyond the height of the frieze
there are no marks of frieze fastenings on any of them. Yet obviously
as in dl the tens with frieze, this ornament once circled the room.’

^

robably to this change in the rooms was due the blocking up of the

IkhtforlnTb 1ST T the junction of the two adequate

IfhT be obtained from the large court doorway. Room
4* had previously been equipped with a large niche 1.08 m. wide

To Tt “^-.high in the west corner of the north wall

C °^‘he rubble base to themud brick wall. Now a second niche 1.20 m. wide and 0.55 m. deepwas built in the north wall just short of two meters from^ the cour^

pTT by division wall between
the two rooms. Probably also the rectangular plaster receptacle forheating was removed at the same period from beside the doorway.
It seems obvious that one should attribute to this unusual change the
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I unique feature of the room, the plaster base or low platform built
j

against the east wall. ^

^

^

^
^

^

^

j

The most important question, whether room 6 was made into the
|

chapel at the time of the other alterations or previously, cannot be
resolved with certainty. I am inclined, however, to think that it was
one of the original features of the house. The shape and size of the
room are not common in the Dura houses. It is most exceptional to

have two doors in a small room so close to one another, and there
is no clear evidence of other arrangements in the room before the
construction of the niche. At any rate one may say that if the chapel
was built when the house was first constructed, it was entirely distinct

from the rest of the house. There is a doubtful reference to an ’siricrKoiros

perhaps a “bishop” in a graffito of room 4. None of the other graffiti

or house ornaments is Christian. Conclusive seems to be the fact that
the two large graffiti in the court represented a cataphractarius and
a charging clibanarius (Rep. IV, pp. 216 IF.), certainly the work of one
not primarily interested in the Christian church. The frieze of the •

divan was the usual Bacchic one of satyr masks and pipes, with the
dolphin and shell beneath; no other ornaments decorated the walls.

The frieze of course was so commonly used at Dura that one could
scarcely be surprised to find it even in a church, but it is remarkable
to find no frescoes on the walls when the chapel walls were covered
from floor to ceiling with a great series of paintings. Moreover three

inscriptions within the chapel and one on each of the doors were all

Christian in character, a sharp contrast to the rest of the house. To
this point we shall return later.

The house, as house it was originally, belonged certainly to a citizen

of some wealth and distinction. M. Fillet (Rep. IV, pp. ii ff.) has
already called attention to the proportions surpassing those of the usual

j

house at Dura, and to the exceptionally wide and high doorways. More j'

recent excavations along the wall have shown us that walls of five or i

six meters in height are not so exceptional as was at first supposed.
j

The paved court, the enclosed staircase and the divan free from the *

low plaster bench are all marks however of the wealthy citizen. The
chapel, of course, marked it as the residence of Christians, very prob-

ably the meeting place of all the Christians of Dura, at least for those

dwelling in this quarter of the city.
|

For the use of private houses as the meeting place of Christians in
)

the early centuries the references are many. One recalls that the last
|

supper was eaten in the large upper room of a private house (Mark, s

I
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Xiy, 15; Luke, XXII, II C,'Matt. XXVI, i7fF.). In the time of perse-
naturally only in the private houses that meetings could

be held So at Tarsus, ActsVlll, 3, states “As for Saul, he made havock
oi the church, entering into every house, and haling men and women
comrmtted them to prison,” Apparently when there was no persecu-
tion the temple and the private house were the only two places of
meeting. As one reports from Jerusalem {Acts, II, 46) “And they (the
aposdes), continuing daily with one accord in the temple and brikins
bread from house to house, did eat their meat with gladness and sinde-
ness of heart.” Paul at Damascus, Antioch ofPisidia, Iconium, Thes-
salonica, at Beroe, Athens, and Corinth went straight to the synagogue
and preached. Subsequently due to opposition he went to private
houses instead. So in the Troad the meeting is held on the third floor
of a private house {Acts, XX, 6—9), in Rome in the home of twonch merchants, Aquilas and Prisca, at Colossus at the home ofNumpha
and at the home of Philemon. Eventually Paul hired his own house
at Rome II, 30—31) “and Paul dwelt two whole years in hisown hired house, and received all that came in unto him, (31) preach-
ing the kingt^m of God, and teaching those things which concern the

A
Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him.”A little later we hear of private houses being set aside wholly to the
church, or (kdicated as a church. It is reported {Recogni-

anmtlpVt ’ ^
that during a sojourn of the

apostle Peter at Antioch, the number of those baptized rose in sevendays to more than ten thousand people and that therefore a certain
1 heophilos, the first citizen ofthe town converted part of his house intoa meeting-place. The apostle established there his episcopal chair andeach day the mulPtude came to hear his preaching.“ Ut... domus suae
ingentem basilicani ecclesiae nomine consecraret in qua Petro apostolo constituta
est ab omm populo cathedra, et omnis multitudo quotidie ad audiendum verbum
convenuns . . Sin^arly at Tripoli, when Peter asks for a place to preach,

^ than fivehundred persons, and has moreover a garden around it. Peter having
a-pproved It, accepts it: “considerans quia esset aptus ad dispu-tandum locus {Recognitiones, hb. IV, n. 6; P. G. I, col. 1318). A textin the passio Caeciliae” reports the request of a woman to be allowed

Mm aTSvif’corieT
”
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It is well to combine with this the negative evidence on the other
side, evidence well summed up by Butler.® “It is as difficult” he says

“to determine the type and character of the places of worship used
by the Christians before the time of Constantine in Syria, as it is in

other parts of the world. No traces of such places have been found and
no references to them are forthcoming.” It is not until 344 A. D., in

fact when the church in Umm idj — Dimal was dedicated, that one
can point with any certainty to a church structure in Syria.® The infer-

ence is obvious. In the first three centuries the meeting places were
concealed in private houses, or were formed from parts or the whole
of private residences dedicated to the church. Of such a type, is the

church at Dura, the only example of this primitive ecclesia yet found.

Partly because of its unique character, the date of the structure

is of primary importance. Of great interest also is the date of the

alteration which threw rooms 4 a and 4 b together, for it is obvious

that this rearrangement marked the change from a residence with a

private and concealed chapel, to a house dedicated almost entirely to

sacred purposes, i. e., a church in every sense of the word. The com-
bination of rooms 4 a and 4 b meant Aat the congregation had now
grown too large to be contained in a single room. With this larger

group it became necessary to assist the discourse of the speaker by
elevating his rostrum above the level of the congregation. We read in

the Recognitioms that Peter preached from the episcopal chair. It was
to build a base for such a chair or to make a platform for a standing

preacher that the rubble stand was constructed at the east end of room

4 a. At this time then the house was openly and entirely used as a

church. Practically all one side was given up to the long meeting room;

the opposite side contained the entrance, the stairs and the chapel.

There was left on the west a large room from which a door led to the

chapel and on the east, two very narrow chambers.

(Obviously when these changes were made, there was no longer any

attempt to conceal the fact that it was the meeting place of Christians.

One expects then that the date would fall in a period when a surcease

of persecution had been obtained. There were two such periods in

the third century, the first under Elagabalus and Alexander Severus

and the second during the reigns of the Gordians and Philip. Septimius

Severus, it will be remembered seemed favorable to the new faith until

202 A. D. when he passed stringent laws against the conversion of

® H. G. Butler, Early Churches in Syria, (Princeton, 1929), p. 12.

»Jbid., p. 17.
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pagam to Christianity. the persecution begun bvSeptimius. Elagabalus tolerated or forgot the Christians, Alexanderprofessed at least a sympathetic interest in the monotheism of Tews andChristians and^placed in his lararium the image of Christ besi^de thoseo Abraham Orpheus, Apollomus of Tyana and the best CaesarsMore important still for the Church, he confirmed its right to possessproperty and to worship God. Maximinus began the perseLtionS
atcJ^TtoeturSi/^"^^^

Philip, vehemenf;

2q?a Th 4 ^ inscribed the date232 A. p. The graffito was scratched on the plaster while it was wetand It IS more than probable that this plastering marked either thetime when the building was built, or the date when rooms 4 a and ^ Awere thrown together and the waUs of the room re-covered to conceaj

theS of ‘It

" *5" as a whole was constructed duringthe reign of Alexander and the alterations took place at a later date^periiaps under Plnlip when the greatJewish Synagogue was constructedand painted, or the building had been built LJcAndthclhcr^S^.
timeVh"

already remarked, however, that for some

the hS ^ private residence, and judging fromthe difference in the graffiti between the chapel and the rest ^of the

Chan’i*^^^^
attempt to conceal the fact that a ChristianChapel was ludden in the house. If the whole had been built in oqouring the reign ofAlexander Severus there would have been no needfor such concealment. Furthermore it seems a little strange that if the

ctatlTh'l^'* of Alexander fhat ontochapel should receive the frescoes, and no ornaments be mVen Zmeeting room. I suggest on this account, that the chapfl was builtand pamted earlier, in a period when concealment was necessary ^andthat the alteraPons were made in the time of Alexander Seve7us at

^ ChmrhTo'ml

-pf ;-SuL“ztrrs
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The niche in the Dura chapel with its arched roof resting on pillars

and set against the wall has just the form of so many tombs in the
catacombs at Rome. So in the catacomb of Domitilla free standing
columns are cut in a chapel with three arcosolia dating from the second
half of the fourth century.’ In the tomb of Diogenes in the catacomb
of Domitilla (circa 348 A. D.) free standing columns are placed in
front of the apse.® The columns of both these tombs are decorated
with painting representing marble, an arrangement exactly similar to

the columns at Dura. The same type was taken up by the Jews at

Rome, for one of the Jewish tombs had four columns supporting the
arched roof, columns which were painted to represent marble.® Wilpert
dates the introduction of this type to the end of the third and the
fourth centuries A. D.i® Furthermore the hypothesis that the niche
was a tomb seems borne out by the representations ofso many Phrygian
and Syrian tombs having just this form of arcuated fagade resting on
pillars. Baldwin Smity^ cites the type represented in frontality with
arch supported on two columns as a Syro-Anatolian rendering. This
type of tomb, he says, first occurs on a relief recently discovered in
Phrygia and dated by Ebersolt in the fourth century (Ebersolt,

Archeologique, IV, XXI [1913], pp. 333—339, fig. 3). Though this

earliest relief comes from Phrygia, however, it was in northern Syria
rather than in Asia Minor that the arched entrance was frequently
used for the facades of tombs and sepulchres. So Butler {Architecture

and Other Arts,^^^. 106, 109, no, 158, 243, 300) could show the remains
of many Christian tombs either actually barrel-vaulted, or possessed

with barrel-vaulted porticoes entered by arched doorways.
In spite of this strong evidence I think we must consider the chapel

at Dura as a baptistry rather than a martyrium. We must remember
first of all that the chapels at Rome are in the catacombs not in the

city, and by analogy at Dura we should expect to find a martyrium in

the cemetery which lay just outside the walls of the city. Furthermore,
in Syria and Anatolia, though the arch supported by columns was
common in tombs, it was employed only as the entrance to the building,

apparently a sort of porch, not for the sarcophagus proper as we
^J. Wilpert, Die Malereien der Katakomben Roms (Freiburg in Breisgau, 1903),

Tafel229.

Tafel 180.

9 H. W. Beyer and H. Lietzmann, Die Katakombe Torlonia (Berlin 1930).

Wilpert, (?. <7., p. 126.

E. Baldwin Smith, Early Christian Iconography and a School of Ivory Carvers in

Provence (Princeton, 1918), pp, 109 and 115.
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should have to consider it at Dura. Both the apse and the arch sun-ported by columns are found at Dura. The first supported by frLstanding columns formed the covering for the seat of the chief priestm the synagogue. The second, of the same form as that in the chapda barrel vault supported on free standing columns and restiSagainst the wall was employed in room K of the Temple of the Pal?myrene gods. The aeiicula of the temple was placed immediatelvopposite the entrance of the chamber (Cumont, pi. XXIX i and
P.‘ probably contained the image of the god. Above' and to

The similarity of this arrangement to the disposition of the chanelwith xt^ aedicula of the same type and its series of frescoes about if isost striking. It may be said of course that the arch and pillar would

k ti“
^ \

baptismal font, and the statement
IS true, but the fact remains that at Dura though many tombs areknown, none has this form, whereas in chambers devoted to purely

eSiMshed
“ mortuary purposes, the use of this t^e I

„• ^^‘;^^^ological expeditions to Syria found not asingle building in southern Syria that could be identified as a baptistryand oidy one (and this not certain) in northeastern Syria.12 Fortunatelv

JfripSnfR^tlT'w^^'^'^^^®"
discovered, many of them with in?scripPons. Butleris sums up the evidence as follows “There are threeypes of bappstnes among the ruins of northern Syria; one a small

Xn bufhtJ “o*- oftbe samegSplan, but having a little apse toward the east and a third of central

At Dar Ipta the baptistry of St. Paul and Moses (515 A. D.) hadernicircular half domed apse protruding from the east wall An

e~Xdr:r bX'*"'
^p" «’cov^

behind a 1owp““a?SX Aelon”
(compared with a diameter of t.86 m. at Dar Kite), the width 0^95 m.'

!!
®“der. Early Churches, p. 152.“ Ibid., p. 151.
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(compared with 0.93 m. radius at Dar Kita), and a depth of 0.65 m.
(compared with 1.26 m.). Just as at Dar Kita, the font at Dura was
sunk behind a low parapet. The greatest difference between the two
as will be remarked is in the depth. It is interesting therefore to note

the parallel at Khirbit il-Khatib (532 A. D.). In this chapel the

baptistry is again set in the end of the building for the east wall is

thicker than the others and contains a niche with a shallow basin in

the bottom of it.^®

It may be said at once that the majority of baptistries had neither

apse nor niche and that such fonts as they had must have been in the

middle. To quote Butier again (p. 207) “A few buildings had semi-

circular halfdomed apses protruding from the east wall, as for example
the baptistry of St. Paul and Moses at Dar Kita. Others like the bap-
tistry at Khirbit il-Khatib were provided with a niche and basin cut

in a doubly thick east wall; but the majority of the detached baptistries

had neither apse nor niche . . .
.”

Since the fashion of having the font

in the center became later the prevailing one it may be that the type

against the end of the building was the earlier. We cannot surely put

much weight on this evidence but we can say with certainty that in

the earliest period for which we have data the type of baptistry with

the font in the center existed in Syria side by side with the type with

font at the end. Our Dura type then has good precedent or rather

good successors in the types of north Syria.

It is perhaps not inappropriate to note that the martyrium or burial

chapel (one of the few burial chapels found) at Kasr Iblisu (431 A. D.)

had a regular sarcophagus not an arcosole grave at the end.

To judge from the literary evidence, a baptistry would be one of

the first architectural features erected in a meeting place for Christians,

and its establishment in a private house would cause no surprise. We
have already noticed that Peter at Antioch baptized more than ten

thousand in seven days yet used a private residence for his teachings.

The acts of Pope Marcel whose redaction in the fifth or sixth century

marks a more ancient text {Liber pontijkalis ed. Duchesne, I, p. XGIX,
165) has more definite details.^’ A “diacre” Sisinius baptized a certain

Apronianus sent to bring him to the prefect Laodicius and performed

the ceremony in a basin in a private house {eadem kora allata est aqua

et catechizuvit eutn et benedixitfontem et deposuit eum nudum in pelvim dicens

Ibid., p. 152.

H. Leclercq in DicHonmire d’Arckeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, 11, Baptisterc,

pp. 382 ff.
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.

eum de pelvi et duxit eum ad Sanctum Marvellum) A little

tZ‘’‘ f'
'“<* baptismal/.^ erected” ahouse, a font whose site a subsequent pagan owner chose for a hci-h(cum vtdisset Carp^ius placatum sibi Maximianum petiit ab eo domumCynaci qui confestim quod petebatur ei concessit. Etcum introisset in Zndnldomum quam donaveratS. Cyriaco Diocletianus August^^ZZlt locZ 2S. Cynacus fontem aedificamt quern consecravit beatus Marcellus ebiscohm h'frequenter baptizabat S. Cyriacus venientes at bdpw T,,Z r

pajmts ^dmimus cum in cadem dome immiced baptisSZTZtln"!
balneum, quem ad deridendam legem Chnstiammm). When thl blptistnes came to be attached to churches, they we4 of coume

the structure equipped with baptistry. Certainly in the earlv dav«
^ ^

cTtei “ ‘==>ding role in aUChrS

have been removed wb^n t
possible that these should

ThfsS-vsirpS
measure with the width ofthe side walk Af tb

corresponding m
O.X4 m. the width of the low^ parapet sfneeTplaced even with the outer edges ifmeLt th2 f2^ ^
beyond the inner edge ofthe parapet Tbk ,

Jfficult to introducf a cover^and^r^nder awf it exceedingly

fitting ofthe too At Rnm® ti, -n
mmost impossible the snug

the tomb openings so that the t
Placed well away from

and would'Sh” “oZefoTv “ P'^^
needed to cement the bloct to

^
• • ^^1. P would be

absolutely no sign of such^?e,£l
P'^tbs, but there is
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very marked type frequently in Dura however, but only in the basins

of the baths. That the color was the result of the action of constant
changes of water slightly discolored seems almost a certainty. A chem-
ical analysis will perhaps enable us to say definitely that the Dura
basin was a real font. Meanwhile one may say at least that the evi-

dence points in that direction.

Mote: To complete a review of the Dura church we should mention
the two little clay plaques in relief one found this (1932—33) season,

the other in the 1930—31 campaign. The latter M, Fillet JF,

p. 13) describes as “a small terra cotta plaque ofcurious workmanship,
depicting a goddess giving her blessing.” Professor Baur [ibid., p. 242)
states that it was made from the same mold as the one in the possession

of Sarre, and represents Atargatis standing in or before an aedicula in

the attitude of blessing or protection. The plaque of the last campaign
found in room 5 close to the door of the chapel portrays the bust of

a goddess, probably the same Atargatis with hand raised in the same
attitude of blessing or protection. The plaque is round, and forms a
sort of medallion. In this case the presence of this pagan relief in the

church might be purely accidental for it was found in the mud brick

fill wall which blocked half of room 5. It is noticeable in the mud
brick fill along the walls that objects of similar type are apt to be
found close together, due undoubtedly to the fact th.z.t dibris from
close at hand was employed, and therefore material from the same
house or shop dumped together. If a potters shop or a sanctuary lay

near the church, one might easily find two or more plaques in the

debris near by. Nevertheless, it is more than curious that two such

images should be found in the church and it is just possible that they

are relics of a pagan owner who inhabited the house before the Chris-

tians, or that this pagan representation of blessing with upraised hand
• was taken over by the Christians of Dura as a symbol of the blessing

^

of the church or of its apostles.

Postscript: Since writing this chapter I have been able to study again the

architectural details of the building. I am now convinced that two columns stood

in the court and have altered the plan accordingly.
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THE PAINTINGS IN THE CHRISTIAN CHAPEL
BY P. V. C. BAUR.

I. GENERAL SURVEY
The house close to Tower 17 (PL XXXIX), just south ofthe Palnrj^ene Gate, contained in its northwest corner a Christian chaDelwith mural paintmgs.i The room had a flat ceihn? reoSentinrSf

starry sky, as is evinced by the fact that on the floor there were found^ny ^ments of white stars with eight rays painted

r) f
doors leading into the chapel, one^from thecen^ court and another from the feoa situated ai ?he wSTe^dof this court, A wall of crude brick built

paintings on the north and south

paintin^wS iay beW t Pf t
Sd”*’

of *e west wall, and extending iM^dilapel there was zxi aedtcula supported by two squat columns^ whirLwere adoinrf with zigzag lines ofblack and green (H XLIin^
&°ar?.rthtR'^ ta We Je^h^cScrb

//' 7 1

the Roman catacombs.^ Somewhat similar tn
oftte cauistian churcTbSltTS tlSeof Luxor, a church which can be dated about a7o A D ThS.

STbS^l^fS “ ^4 - Sntth^an^Tty”DacK wall of the apse at Luxor there were frpsmpi TArif-t.gures standing in the usual oriental manner with feet far apart^

( .7 high) covered with plaster, behind which

PrdSr "« Publbhed i„ d* Rep^n (V) by

cen™w^ SrSTp's."^
Chmdan c«„„bs of Rome in d.e fo«b

thewtok’Spd^Tr'sO m"by fist'
">' of

*See Beyer-Lietzmann, Katakombe Torlonia d Ifi PI (? t? 1 . ,
cataTOmbs, see Wilpert, Malereien, Pis. 180, 202* 209.^^’ m the

pp. IsTAS!^”®'
"‘“'I" Wondmalereien am Agypten'. m fencAr. Cfoa..,
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there is a sunken receptacle 1,70 m. by 0.95 m., with a depth of

0-945 This may have been the tomb of a martyr,® and over it there

probably was a slab on which stood the mensa or altar table for the
performance of the eucharistic rite. I do not believe that the receptacle

could have been used as a baptisterium, for in all early Christian basilicas

converts were baptised by immersion and privately in a side chamber.'^

To the right and left of the aedicula, and extending from its columns
to engaged pilasters on the rear wall, are two small arched openings

(PL XL). On the pilasters are painted in panels clusters of grapes

in brown. The vaults of these side arches are painted white with a

black border, but the barrel vaulting of the aedicula is decorated with
white stars against blue.

The face of the archivolt of the aedicula is decorated with a winding
fillet, and in the intermediary sections of a rose-colored strip there

are preserved ears of wheat and three pomegranates on the left, a
bunch of grapes and three pomegranates on the right. Of the other

objects nothing remains. The spandrels of the archivolt are filled with

triangles with curved bases. Behind the barrel vaulting of the aedicula,

on the west wall, (Pis. XLIV and XLIX) are two scenes; the lower

one depicting Adam and Eve against a light red background, the

upper one representing the good shepherd against orange-pink.

Around the corner, on the north long wall, conspicuously placed

opposite the two entrances, are, in the upper part of the wall two
pictures; the one on the left represents the scene of the paralytic, the

one on the right that of the miracle of the lake, both painted against

a background in gray with a touch of pink to make it a light brown.®

On the lower part of the wall, separated from the upper part by
a series of horizontal bands,® is the scene of the Marys approaching

® The CTilt ofthe martyrs begins in the second century. Simson, the second bishop

of Arbela, was the protomartyr of that city. He was tortured to death seven years

after the victory ofTrajan over the Parthian king Osroes, i. e.in 122 or 123 A. D. See

Eduard Sachau, “Die Ghronik von Arbela” {Abhandlungeti der kon. Preuss. Akad. der

Wissenschaften, 1915, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, No 6), pp. 1—^94. For a discussion of Trajan’s

victory over Osroes, see Gould, Rep. IV, pp. 60 ff.

’ Baptism meant for the early Christian a complete bath with the immersion

of the whole body. See Dolger, Antike und Christenium, I, pp. 143 ff., and especially

p. 156 for Tertullian, De baptismo. Gf. also Wulff, Altchr. u. Byz. Kunst, I, p. 206;

Neuss, p. 63. For another view see chap. VII of this report.

* In this article all the references to the colors are based on the notes of Dr.

Clark Hopkins, and those of Mr. Pearson. When the paintings were first discovered

the colors were much fresher than they are today.

® These dividing bands are arranged as follows: between two black bands,
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the tomb of Christ painted against a red background (Pis. XLII and

XLVIII). .

On the south wall, between the two doors, and below a central

niche, occurs a fragmentary scene of David and Goliath, so badly

weathered that the colors of the figures and of the background are

faded (PL XLVII, 2). The background was probably of the same light

color as that used in the good shepherd, for in both scenes the figures

are outlined in red. The head of David extends into the yellow band

of the upper border.

The next scene on the lower register of the south wall, between the

door which leads into the liwan and the south column of the aedicula, rep-

resents the Samaritan woman (Pis. XLVII, i and XLVI) . This small

picture is bordered above and on the left side by three white bands

separated by black lines; there is certainly not enough space for a figure

of Christ. Above and beyond this border runs the usual frieze of three

white bands^® which separates our scene from one in the upper register

which is only partially preserved. There are traces ofa garden, perhaps

the celestial paradise, adorned with green trees and bushes.

With the exception of this last fragmentary scene, all the paintings

mentioned above have been removed from the walls, and are now on
exhibition in the Gallery of Fine Arts, Yale University, where a small

model of the chapel has been made by Mr. Pearson with the assistance

of other members of the School of Fine Arts (PL XLI).

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PICTURES

I. Adam and Eve

After this brief survey of the mural paintings in the chapel, let us

now describe each picture in detail, beginning with the two scenes

in the upper part of the wall behind the vaulting of the aedicula (Pis.

0.065 m. thick, are three white bands, each 0.03 m. thick, separated by two thin red

lines, and below the lower black band is another in white. The central white band is

decorated with a highly stylized Lesbian cymatium in dark reddish-brown, the

upper and lower white bands are ornamented with dentils in the same color. The
Lesbian pattern encroaches upon its red bordering lines.

This frieze is arranged as follows: between a darkred and black band, 0.063 m. thick,

are three white bands, the lower one is 0.023 m. thick, both the central and the upper
bands are 0.032 m. thick. They are decorated with the same dentil and wave pattern

described in the previous note. The central white band of the frame is 0.05 m. thick.
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XLIV and XLIX). Above they are bordered by a thick, curved band
in dark red between black lines, and below by a horizontal band of

the same color so as to give the size and shape of the vaulting through
which they are visible. Near the lower left-hand corner is depicted

the fall of man, a little scene bordered by grayish-green pilasters

which represent the walls of the terrestrial paradise. Separated by a
tree on which grow two dark red pomegranates (?)are Adam on the

left, and Eve on the right, both in frontal view, the former a little

taller than the latter who stands on lower ground-lines, and wears
the coiffure of a woman.^’- In their clenched hands they hold grayish-

green leaves before them. At first glance it might appear that they

are wearing loin-cloths, but on close observation it is certain that leaves

are meant, because the flesh of their thighs extends beyond the leaves.

The figures are outlined against the red background, but their hands
are painted against the leaves, and their bodies are flesh color. Their
arms nearest the tree are raised shoulder high, bent at the elbow,

and their hands are reaching up into the branches. The ground below
this scene is rendered by gray horizontal lines of paint on which a

very long serpent creeps to left. Here the painter made a correction;

he started to paint the head of the snake too far to the left, but he did

not obliterate the mistake. In the broad space to the right of this scene

it may have been the intention of the painter to represent the expulsion

from paradise, but this part was never finished.

No subject occurs so frequently in Christian art as the' fall of man.
It would be futile to discuss all the examples.^^ Suffice it to say that

it is the only scene treated in western art in much the same way as it

occurs in the birthplace of Christian art. The characteristic peculiarity

is the symmetrical grouping with the tree between Adam and Eve.

That this scene in the West was borrowed from the East is made
certain by the fact that its earliest occurrence in the Roman catacombs

is later, i. e., not before the middle of the third century.^® On the

later representations in the catacombs Adam and Eve, with few ex-

ceptions, are more or less in profile, though the symmetrical grouping

remains the same.^^ With the exception of our picture at Dura, the

Height of the pilasters, 0.25 m., height ofAdam, 0.21 m., of Eve, 0.20 m.
** Leclercq in Cabrol, Diet., V, 1 cols. 923 ff. lists one hundred and eleven

examples.

Wilpert, Pitt., PI. 70, 2 : in Priscilla, middle of third century.

Wilpert, Pitt., PI. 101: in Peter and Marcellinus, second half of third century;

PI. 93 : same place, and same date. Two exceptions with frontal view ofAdam and

Eve, PI. 169: in cemetery Maius, fourth century; PI. 197: in Domitilla, same date.
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oldest rendering of the fall of man is in S. Januarius, Naples/® where,

although the serpent is omitted, they already hold leaves before them.

In all cases the leaves are added proleptically, in other words, a series

of events are welded into one picture. According to the Biblical account,

the temptation by Satan, in the guise of a serpent, is followed by the

eating of the forbidden fruit, then comes the awakening of a feeling

of shame, and finally the covering of their nudity with leaves.^®

In the Vienna Genesis, however, an illuminated manuscript of the

fourth century A. D., three consecutive events in the story occur in

one and the same picture.^’ In the first scene Adam and Eve are nude,

therefore the sin has not yet been commited, although he is taking

the forbidden fruit from her. The symmetry of the East is preserved

in that a tree stands between them. In the second scene both bend
down, and are walking to right with bunches of leaves held before

them. In the third scene they hide in the underbrush, and the hand of

God is pointing at them. This continuous style, with consecutive events

in one picture, is usually considered to be ofRoman origin
; we shall find

it, however, already atDura, in the scene ofthe paralytic discussed below.

In one respect the representation of the scene in our chapel differs

from the rendering of the subject in the West, namely, in the addition

of flanking pilasters to indicate the walls of the terrestrial paradise.

In another illustration of the Vienna Genesis Adam and Eve, clad in

brown garments made of hide, are approaching the door of paradise,

a double door painted blue to indicate iron.^® The only other occur-

rence ofa door leading from the Garden ofEden is in a most remarkable
painting of the fifth or sixth century in one of the funerary chapels

at El-Bagawat in the Libyan desert.^® Here the serpent, which is out-

16 Sybel, I, p. 167 (illustration), II, p. 124.
i« Genesis, III, 4—7.

Hartel-WickhofF, Wiener Genesis, PL I; Gerstinger, Die Wiener Genesis, pp. 176 fF.

dates the illustrations of this manuscript to the sixth century, but admits that

the Vorlage goes back to the fourth.

HartebWickhoff, ibid,, PL II.

de Bock, Materiaux, p. 22, PL XII; Neuss, Fig. 46; Cabrol, Diet II, 1, coL

48, Fig. 1187; Wulff, Altchr, u, Byz, Kunst, I, pp. 94 f.. Figs. 77—78; see also the

important monograph of Troje, AAAM und Z(i)H, for good illustrations of details.

The paintings in the cupola of this funerary chapel E (see the plan of de Bock,

op, cit., p. 17, Fig. 29) are all massed together, without any demarkation of the

various scenes, entirely different from the well-organized symmetry of Roman
catacombs. The desire to tell a story is characteristic of eastern art, and nowhere
is the narrative and dramatic mood, the intensity, and realism of the Syrians better

illustrated than at El-Bagawat.
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side the garden, looks over the closed door. Inside the door is a fig

tree and a grapevine up which the serpent coils, but Adam and Zoe,
as they are called in the explanatory inscriptions, are not aware of
the presence of the serpent, for they turn their backs to the vine.

From this scene steps lead up to the heavenly Jerusalem. It is a most
interesting and unique picture which Dr. Troje interprets in a very
masterly manner, and explains why Eve is called Zoe.^o These se-

pulchral frescoes are altogether different from those of Rome, and
follow an oriental tradition. Troje surmises that the scene was taken
from an illuminated manuscript of the Adam legend®^ in which there
is no reference to disobedience, but that Satan in secret poisoned
the fruit.

In an earlier chapel at El-Bagawat^^ there is a more conventional
rendering of the scene of Adam and Eve, also with explanatory in-

scriptions. Between them is a palm tree up which coils a serpent

whispering into the ear of Eve, who holds her right hand to her ear as

if listening intently to its words. Adam makes the same gesture.

But to come back to our scene at Dura. Its meaning is well brought
out in Romans, V, 19 ; For by one man’s disobedience many were made sinners,

so by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous. In Romans, VI, 23 we
read : For the wages ofsin is death; but the gift ofgod is eternal life through

Jesus Christ our Lord. In / Corinthians, XV, 22 however, the meaning
is especially clear: For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be

made alive. In these three passages it is noteworthy that Adam and
Christ are contrasted, and so it is not surprising that the scene above
the fall of man depicts the good shepherd.

2. The Good Shepherd (Pis. XLIV and XUX).

That the good shepherd is Christ is definitively stated in John, X,
II—15: I am the good shepherd, the good shepherd giveth his life for the

sheep . . . Iam the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known ofmine ....

I lay down my life for the sheep.

The good shepherd is depicted in frontal view, and stands behind

his flock. On his shoulders he carries a huge ram, holding the hind

leg of the animal with the right hand against his chest, and grasping

Troje, op. cit., pp. 71 ff., 97.
21 Ibid., p. 62.
22 For the plan, see de Bock, op. cit., p. 26, Fig. 34, and for the illustration Pis.

Xni—^XIV. The paintings of this chapel are of the fourth century.
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the foreleg with the left hand held close to his shoulder. He is painted

in dark red; the details of his feet are not clear. The girt tunic is

yellowish-brown with dark edgings. Slung over his right shoulder is

the strap of a bag which hangs at his left side. The head is represented

with a band of dark hair; the eyes are dark dots; nose and mouth

are scarcely distinguishable. In front ofhim is a flock of seventeen rams

huddled together, and as difficult to count as a real flock of sheep.

They are of the oriental fat-tailed variety with long, curving horns.^^

The leader of the flock, and some of the other rams, lower their heads

to drink at a brook beyond which reeds grow. Behind the good shep-

herd, on the left side of the picture, are a number of trees. From one

of these trees, which probably indicate the celestial paradise, the paint

ran down, making a streak on the face of Adam.

In early Christian art there are two types of shepherd: the one with

a sheep on his shoulders, of which there are unimportant variations,

the other an ordinary shepherd.^s The first type is inspired by the

words of Christ as reported by Matthew and Luke. In Matthew,

XVIII, 12— we read: If a man have an hundred sheep, and one of them

be gone astray, does he not leave the ninety and nine, and goeth into the mountains,

and seeketh that which is gone astray? And if so be that he find it, verily I say

untoyou, he rejoiceth more of that sheep than of the ninety and nine which went

not astray. In Luke, XV, 4—7 the parable is told in much the same

way, but he adds: And when he hath found it, he layeth it on his shoulders,

rejoicing. And when he cometh homo, he calleth together his friends and neigh-

bours, saying unto them, Rejoice with me, for I have found my sheep which

was lost. Thus we see that only Luke mentions the fact that the lost

sheep was carried on the shoulders of the shepherd.

There are eighty-eight representations of the good shepherd in the

Roman catacombs, most of them of the first type; usually, however,

they differ in composition and grouping from the scene as we ha;ve

it at Dura, where the asymmetrical composition is the distinguishing

feature. With one exception,“ this asymmetrical grouping does not

occur in the catacombs of Rome or of Naples. In the western type

23 Height of good shepherd, 0.43 m.; length of ram on his shoulders, 0.32 m.
2^ See Orth, in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Real^Enc., 2te Reihe, s, v, Sckaf, pp. 375 ff.

26 In the second type, the shepherd often has a dog at his feet, or he is milking

a ewe. Sometimes he is bearded. Occasionally, however, there is a confusion of types

in that he carries a lamb on his shoulders. For examples of the second type on

gems, see de Waal, Rom, Quart, 29, 1915, p. 118, Fig. 6; on sarcophagi, see Sybel,

II, Figs. 6, 8, 11, 12,

26 Wilpert, Pitt, PL 51, L
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we find a well-balanced, symmetrical composition; the shepherd stands

between his sheep, so that there are one or two on either side of him,
and at the right and left end is a large tree.^'^ Here we do not get the

impression that the shepherd is bringing the lost sheep back to the

fold. The composition is as simple as possible, and reminds one, in the

general arrangement, of Daniel between two lions. Thus we see that

the western tradition is preeminently symbolic.

In the representations of the good shepherd there are many varia-

tions. He is dressed either in a girt tunic or he wears the tunic exomis;^

occasionally he wears a cloak over the tunic. Sometimes he wears
shoes, and very frequently laced gaiters, th.&fasciae rurales or udones of real

shepherds.®” He stands with feet far apart, or with legs crossed.®^ The
sheep on his shoulders has the head either to right or to left; he holds

all four legs either with one hand®® or with both hands®® so that the

front legs as well as the hind legs are held either close together or far

One sheep to the right, and one to the left of the good shepherd : Wilpert, Pitt.,

Pis. 69, 73, 100, 130, 190, 198, 203, 222. Only one sheep at his feet ibid., PI. 146.

On the sarcophagus from Salona, dating from the beginning of the fourth century,

Christ as the good shepherd is bearded. He stands in an aedicula, and holds with
both hands a ram on his shoulders; at his right and left a lamb looks up at him
and at the extreme right and left is a tree. This sarcophagus is illustrated by Egger,

Forschmgen in Salona, 11, p. 29, Fig. 28; cf. also Weigand, Strena Buliciana {Sonder-

abdruck), p. 28, who considers it to be of probable Athenian fabric. This attribution

is more than doubtful, especially since the good shepherd follows the Roman tradition.

For the shepherd wearing the tunic exomis, see Sybel, II, Figs. 3, 4, 9; G,

Pis. 76, Fig. 2, 175, Fig. 9, 358, Fig. 2, 371, Figs. 2-4; Wilpert, Sarc., PI. LXXV,
4. Cf. Strzygowski, RSm. Quart., 1890, p. 99.

29 Wilpert, Pis. 66, 2, 117, 2, 236, 266.
S9 Roller, Catacombes, PI. XLI; Sybel, I, pp. 210, 242, 243, 245; Sybel, II, Figs.

8, 45; WUpert, Pifi., Pis. 35, 1, 66, 236.

As in the catacomb of S. Januarius, Naples: G., PI. 91, and on a gold glass;

G., PI. 175, Fig. 9. On all the other examples, the feet are far apart.

92 When the good shepherd holds the sheep bn his shoulder, with one hand, he

has an attribute, either a syrinx or a staff in the other, as in Wilpert, Pitt., Pis. 63,

I, 183, 1, 266; Cabrol, ®. Cyrenaique, col. 3223, Fig. 3479; Sybel, II, Fig. 36

(statue in Istanbul); Strzygowski, Root. Qifart., 1890, PI. IV, 2 (statue in Sparta);

Sybel, II, Figs. 6
, 45 (sarcophagi)

; G-, PI. 357, Fig. 4. For most of the iconographical

material used in this article, I am indebted to the Index of Christian Art of Princeton

University.
93 The sheep held on his shoulders, with both hands, are so numerous, that it

would take too much space to cite all of the twenty-six examples. On sarcophagi;

Sybel, II, Figs. 3, 7, 8, 12; Wilpert, Sarc. PI. IV, 3; Egger, Forschungen in Salona,

II, p. 29, Fig. 28 . On frescoes: Wilpert, Pi«., Pis. 35, 1, 106, 2, 146. On gems: de

Waal, Rom. Quart., 29, 1915, p. Ill, Fig. I. On gold glass: G., PI. 175, Fig. 9.
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apart. On later monuments, although the body of the good shepherd

is in frontal view, he looks toward the head ofthe sheep on his shoulders.

Occasionally the sheep rests on his shoulders without being held at

all.®^ In one respect our good shepherd at Dura is unique in that he

holds only one hind leg and only one foreleg of the ram.

In one of the three graves under the church of S. Sebastian, at

Rome, an interesting painting of the good shepherd has been found.®®

He is depicted as bringing the lost sheep to a flock of sheep and goats.

From the left two other shepherds run toward him, and stretch out

their hands. This is a unique scene, which may illustrate Luke, XV,

5—6, quoted above. It is not in keeping with the well-organized sym-

metry and symbolism of western art, but with the asymmetry and
narrative style of the East.

Let me again emphasize the juxtaposition of the fall of man and
Christ, the good shepherd, in the chapel at Dura. That this is not

accidental, but intentional, we have already noted. The location of

the good shepherd in a semicircular space is rare, because the given

space is ill-adapted to the subject. In later pictures this location is

reserved for Christ enthroned between the apostles.®®

Our picture of the good shepherd is also unique in the manner of

grouping the sheep which, as has already been observed, are huddled
together as in a real flock. The overlapping of the sheep never occurs

in Roman catacombs, where each sheep stands out sharply against

the background.®’

3. The Paralytic (Pis. XLV and L).

On the upper part of the north wall there are two scenes which are

not separated by any line of demarkation: the one, the miracle of the

lake; the other, the paralytic. The latter scene, at the left end of the

wall, represents the bed on which the sick man lies. The front and

WHpert, Pitt., Pis. 66, 1; 112, 2.

See Lietzmann, Peter und Paul, pp. 158 ff. for these graves which are numbered
X, Y, and Z. About 200 A. D. grave X received an attica which was covered with
stucco on the gable of its brick facade. This whole white surface was decorated
with sepulchral pictures, one of which (PI. 9) is the good shepherd. These pictures

are discussed by Lietzmann, op. dt., pp. 301 ff., and by G. Mancini in Not. d. Scav.,

1923, pp. 53 ff.

See Sybel, I, p. 288.

The lack of overlapping, even of human figures, in the catacombs is general;

I know of only two exceptions, Wilpert, Pitt, Pis. 79, 86.
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back legs of the bed are strengthened by cross-bars just above the

ground, which is reddish-brown in color. The bed is slightly tipped

forward by depicting the legs in the foreground as resting on lower

ground, which partly conceals one of its back legs. This allows us to

see more clearly the figure lying at full length on his left side. On the

bed is a coverlet with red fringes. The paralytic is dressed in a yellow

tunic outlined in brown. His outstretched right arm rests on his side,

but the left arm is bent so that the hand supports the head, which
is slightly raised over a long, cylindrically shaped, green pillow. His

hair is light brown. A little above the bed stands Jesus on a ground-

line made by several red brush-strokes forked at the left. Christ, facing

front, extends his right hand with outstretched fingers across his body
toward the head of the sick man, and is in the act of performing the

miraculous cure. He wears sandals, and is clad in tunic and mantle.

The latter, arranged around the right side and thrown over the left

shoulder, hangs down the left side so as to conceal the left arm. Both

tunic and mantle are white, but the folds are indicated in pink and
yellow. The hair is light brown between tWo small bands of black;

the eyes, set in dark red sockets and red upper lids, have a black dot

for iris and pupil, the usual method of indicating eyes in almost all

the figures. He seems to wear a crown.

At the left of this scene is its continuation, the cured paralytic

walking down hill to right with the bed on his back. The fringed

coverlet is missing, so that the crisscross thongs of the lacing are visible.

He holds the bed upside down by the lacing with the left hand; the

right is outstretched as if to guide his step. His bare feet do not rest on the

curving ground-line, but hover over it. The features are blurred. Here,

too, he wears a yellow tunic. Above and below are the usual borders.®®

The manner oftreatment of this scene is unique. Its chiefimportance

lies in the fact that now we can definitively say that it is the scene

at Capernaum. Formerly, there was considerable doubt expressed as

to which of the two occasions — the one at Capernaum, the other at

the pool of Bethesda®® — was represented, when the paralytic walks

off with his bed, for, on both occasions Christ said to the sick man:

Take up thy bed and walk.

^ Height of the figure of Christ, 0.31 m., of the paralytic carrying his bed 0.32 m.

Length of bed, 0.25 m. For the arrangement and dimensions of the borders, which

certainly extended around the north and west walls of the chapel, see above, notes

9—10.
For the cure at Bethesda, see John V, 1—15.
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E. Baldwin Smith, who has made an exhaustive study of the scene,

has tabulated all the monuments,^ and it is noteworthy that in the

oriental rendering, the paralytic carries his bed upside down on his

shoulders, as at Dura, whereas in the western method of presentation,

he carries his bed with the legs hanging down. When the legs hang
down, the paralytic holds it tightly against his back. On some monu-
ments, but not before the sixth century, he carries the bed, legs down,
on his head, grasping the front legs of the couch. In this rendering

only the front end of the bed is indicated, and consequently the para-

lytic is represented facing.

The first, or eastern, type is the earlier, and it is important to

emphasize the fact that it has influenced all the frescoes in the Roman
catacombs with two exceptions.^^ Christ is usually omitted from the

composition. In the method of representation in S. Hermes^^ the scene

of the paralytic carrying his bed is similar to that at Dura. The earlier

examples of glass bowls, and those with gold representations in the

bottom, depict the eastern rendering,^® whereas, on the later examples

ofglass bowls, the Roman manner is usually adopted.^ On the western

sarcophagi the paralytic, a very small figure, stands in profile at the

feet of Christ, and carries on his shoulders the bed with legs hanging
down, grasping the sides of the bed with both hands.^® There are,

however, two exceptions in which the bed is carried upside down.^
Thus we see that in the sarcophagi both the eastern and the western

types are represented.

The ivories of the sixth century show a variety of types. The only

one which is purely eastern in type, thereby following the tradition

first found at Dura, is the Milan book-cover.*'^ Elsewhere, he either

E. B. Smith, Iconography, pp. 102 ff., Table VII.

The exceptions are in Callixtus, Chapel of the Sacraments, Cub. A®: Wilpert,

Pitt., PI. 27, 3, and in Peter andMarcellinus; ibid., PI. 69; G., PI. 45, Fig. 3; Mesnard,
Riv. arch, crist., V, p. 317, Fig. 9.

« Wilpert, Pitt., PI. 246.

So, for example, the glass bowl found at Cologne, now in the Brit. Mus.

:

Leclercq, Manuel, II, p. 489, Fig. 327, Neuss, Christl. K., 1915, cols. 107 ff. and
PI. IX, Kisa, III, p. 891, Fig. 369. In this bowl, however, the bed is held crosswise,

and upside down, on his back.

«G., Pis. 171, Figs. 1—2, 177, Figs. 2—4.
« See, for example, Wilpert, Sarc., Pis. GXII, 2, CXXIX, 1, CXXXXIII, 1,

CLVIII, 3.

In the Lateran Museum and in the Museo delle Terme: Mar., PI. XXXVIII,
1, and G., PI. 404, Fig. 2.
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carries the bed legs down on his back, and holds the front legs, not the

sides, so that the bottom ofthe couch covers his whole back against which
it tightly fits,^® or he carries it on his head, grasping the front legs.®

The mosaics of Ravenna, in S. Apollinare nuovo, represent the

miracle in two types; the one® depicts the paralytic carrying the bed
on his shoulders by the front legs, the other represents him lying on
his bed, and lowered down to Christ through the roof of a house,

according to the Biblical account,®® but the effect of the miracle, the

healed paralytic carrying his bed, is not pictured in the second type.

The first type at Ravenna is the earliest Byzantine rendering of the

paralytic on his bed, and it harks back to the eastern tradition, as

we have it at Dura.

In the sixth century the eastern type figured in the paintings of

S. Sergius of Gaza, described by Ghoricius, who was a native of that

place.®® It is safe to assume that in this picture at Gaza the paralytic

carried his bed upside down.
As we have already noted, the first part of the scene at Dura, in

which Christ stands over the bed of the sick man and heals him, is

unique for early Christian art. This part of the story does not again

occur until the sixth century, and then in the above-mentioned

Ravennate mosaic. It is important to emphasize once more the nar-

rative style, and the occurence oftwo consecutive events in one picture.

This is what is called the continuous style. The first event evidently

did not appeal to western artists, who avoided the narrative and dra-

matic mood of the Syrians.

Wilpert, on many occasions,®^ insists on the deep symbolic or hidden

meaning of the scenes in the catacombs, so, for example, he interprets

the healing of the paralytic as a symbolic representation of baptism.

To this Styger®® takes exception, and asks why the scene should have

any connection with baptism. Although Styger is too sceptical in many
parts of his book, I agree with him on this point.

Interesting is the type of Christ in our scene, for it is the earliest

For example, the Murano book-cover, Ravenna: Sybel, II, Fig. 73, G., PI. 456,

Aus’m Weerth, Elf.-Arb., PI. XXVII.
® As on the book-cover in the Bibl. Nat., Paris: Sybel, II, Fig. 76.

Mesnard, p. 316, Fig. 8, G., PI. 248, Fig. 1.

Mesnard, p. 324, Fig. 16, G., PI. 248, Fig. 3.

62 Mark, II, 3—12, Luke, V, 18—25.
6® See Bayet, Recherches, p. 61.

6« Malereien, pp. 143, 153, 264 f., Fractio Panis, p. 26 and elsewhere.

66 Grabeskunst, p. 15.
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known representation of our Savior. He is a beardless, young man
with short hair, and is clad in the ordinary costume of the day. In

the Roman catacombs there are three types of Christ. The earliest is

identical with that of Dura, and evidently originated in the East.®®

In the second type, which first occurs in the third century, Christ is

also youthful, but with long, curly hair. In the third type, which

occurs as early as the fourth century, he is bearded, although in the

fourth century there are many examples of the beardless type.®’

4. The Miracle of the Lake (Pis. XLV and LI).

To the right of the scene of the paralytic is depicted, without any
line of demarkation, the miracle of the lake. In a ship plowing through

the water four apostles and fragments of a fifth and a sixth are sitting

on the deck with arms outstretched. Their feet are not visible. As the

crude brick wall, which leaned against the ramparts, cuts through

this picture, only the rear part of the ship with the high stern is pre-

served. On the stern are still discernible two ropes which evidently

had been fastened to the yard of the mast. The ship is yellowish-brown

in color with planks outlined in red, and along the sides are represented

rectangular portholes in white. One of the apostles, who served as

helmsman, is sitting on the stem, but he holds no rudder, for both
arms are outstretched to right. From left to right the color of their

tunics is as follows
:
pink, yellow, pink, green, yellow, and pink. The

gestures of all obviously indicate astonishment, and, in full frontal

view, they are looking out to sea at two figures walking on the water.

The figure on the left, depicted more in the foreground than the other,

is walking to right, but his head faces front. He is bearded, and wears
over his tunic a pallium, arranged in the same manner as that of Christ
healing the paralytic, but the beard and the thick, curly hair make
it certain that this figure represents Peter.®® Christ is clad only in a

See the illustrations in Sybel, I, pp. 225, 229, 233. Gf, Wilpert, Malereim,

pp. 106, 254 n. 1; Kraus, R. E., II, p. 15; idem, Kunstgesch., I, p. 176.

As in Domitilla, Cubicle II, dating from the middle of the fourth century;

Wilpert, Malereien, PI. 196. For the appearance of Christ in literary sources, always
based on the imagination of the various authors, see J. Sauer, “Das Aufkommen
des bartigen Christustypus in der filihchristlichen Kunst” in Strena Buliciam (1924),

pp. 303—329. Cf. also V. Schultze, “Christus in der fruhchristlichen Kunst” in

Strena Buliciana, pp. 334 ff.

Height of Peter, 0.33 m. For Peter clad in the same manner on the fragmentary
lid of a sarcophagus, see Wilpert, M. & M. Text, pp. 806 f.
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yellowish-white tunic. Unfortunately, his head and left shoulder had
been destroyed when the mud brick wall was erected. He walks to

left with outstretched right hand which Peter is about to grasp. The
right arm of Peter crosses his body, and is raised higher than that of

Christ. Thus we get the impression that Peter is sinking, though in

reality his feet are clearly visible. The water is rendered in gray with

a touch of pink to make it a very light brown against which the waves
are thrown on in black strokes, some grouped horizontally, others diag-

onally. This naturalistic touch very cleverly gives the effect of rising

and sinking waves.

On the whole, the color scheme is extremely interesting. The lack

of color in the drab foreground, with Peter and Christ against the

light brown water, is contrasted with the brilliantly painted ship and
the dark green, pink and yellow tunics of the apostles. If the entire

boat with the eleven apostles had been preserved, the color scheme
would have been even more effective.

In general, the ships ofthe ancients have a single mast in the middle,

and a square sail attached to a transverse pole or yard not far from

the top of the mast. Ropes were attached to the ends of the yard for

changing the position of the sail. That the ship of the apostles in our

scene is moving to right, and that the stern is preserved, is made certain

by an examination of analogies. On the ship in the scene of Jonah,

depicted in the cemetery of Callixtus,®® the stern is indicated by a pair

of rudders
;
the sail is reefed because of the storm. The portholes are

also indicated. By far the closest parallel to our ship, however, is on
a mosaic of the early fourth century, in the Basilica of Aquileia,®®

figuring the casting of the net on the right side of the ship, according

to the advice of Jesus.®^ Here the stern of the ship has exactly the

same shape as that in our scene, even the square openings or portholes

are rendered in the same manner. Other representations of ships, as,

for example, the one painted in the cupola of El-Bagawat, below the

scene of Adam and Zoe,®^ the ship engraved on the bezels of two

59 Well illustrated in Sybel, I, p. 216.

®9 Gnirs, “Die christliche Kultanlage aus konstantinischer Zeit am Platze des

Domes in Aquileia” in Ktmsthistorisches Jdhrhuch, IX (1915), PI. X; Brusin, Aquileia,

p. 270, Fig. 204. For a general discussion of the Basilica (church of S. Theodore),

see Gnirs, Jakresh., XIX—XX (1919), Beiblatt, cols. 187 ff. For Aquileia’s impor-

tance as a commercial and industrial center, see RostovtzeflF, Gesellschqft und Wkt-

schqft im RSmischen Kaiserreich, I, pp. 58 ff., 138, 244 n. 16, 300 n. 17, 306f. n. 23.

61 John, XXI, 6.

69 De Bock, Materiaux, PI. XII; Cabrol, Diet., s. v. Arche, col. 2714, Fig. 906.
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bronze rings in die British Museum,®® the ship on a shard in the British

Museum,®^ verify my opinion that the stem of the ship of the apostles

in the scene of the miracle of the lake is the part preserved.

That the sea was stormy is distinctly stated by Matthew,®® who
alone reports the episode of Peter walking on the water.®® The render-

ing of water in the catacombs of Rome is usually quite different. In

the scenes of Noah in the ark,®’ and those ofJonah,®® it is more natu-

ralistically represented, although the method used in Dura occasionally

occurs.®®

Our scene is full of action, and was one which manifestly appealed

to the Syrians, and others of the East, who chose by preference nar-

rative subjects. It is a noticeable fact that the miracle of the lake does

not occur in western art until the eighth century. Wilpert, to be sure,

reconstructs two scenes for the fourth century; the one a fragment of

a lid of a sarcophagus, found by him in the cemetery of Callixtus,’®

where, however, only Peter is in the water and Christ stands on the

shore and so it is certain that the scene represents the miraculous catch

of fish,’^ and the impetuous Peter swimming to shore. The other scene

reconstructed by Wilpert, as depicting the miracle of the lake,’® is on
a fragmentary mosaic in the Baptistery of S. John, Naples, where, in

the middle register, the stern of a boat is discernible, nothing more;
certainly not enough to warrant Wilpert’s interpretation.

On a mutilated fresco ofthe eighth century in the church of S. Saba,’®

on the Aventine, Christ, bearded, and with a cruciform halo, is walk-

ing on dark blue waves of the sea, and is extending a helpful hand to

the sinking Peter. To the right is preserved a fragment of the boat
with several apostles. This picture is clearly based on the eastern tra-

dition.’^

Dalton, Cat, I, PI. II, 70 and 71.

Ibid., PI. II, 40.

Matth., XIV, 24. Cf. also Mark, VI, 48 and John, VI, 18.

«« Matth., XIV, 28—31.
Wilpert, Malereim, Pis. 67, 73, 98, 104.

Ibid., Pis. 47, 82, 109.

Ibid., Pis. 203, 212.

Wilpert, M. & M., text, pp. 806 f.

According to John XXI, 6—7. See Styger, Grabeskunst, p. 95.

Wilpert, M. & M., PI. 31, text, p. 216, fig. 68 and p. 244.
73 \Viipert, op. cit., PI. 188, 1; Wiischer-Becchi, Rom. Qtjuirt., 1903, p. 63 (illustra-

tion); G. Cecchelli, Rio. arch, crist, IV (1927), p. 126, Fig. 7.

For the explanatory inscription, which Wilpert was able to restore from fifteen

fragments, see Wilpert, M. & M. text, p. 807.
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The scene of the miracle of the lake of Gennesaret was, in fact,

more popular in the East than in the West. It was represented in the

sixth century in one of the paintings of S. Sergius of Gaza, described

by Ghoricius.’® It is also found twice on the ampullae of Bobbio,’®

which belong to the same century. There Christ is on the right, and
Peter on the left, as at Dura. Again, as at Dura, the ship is sailing to

right, and is above them. The eastern tradition is also found on a lost

gem’’ of the sixth century, and on the illuminated manuscript of

S. Gregory of Nazianzen,’® which belongs to the ninth century.

A series of pictures without a separating border or paneling, as our

scenes of the paralytic, and the miracle of the lake, is seldom found
in the catacombs of Rome.’®
The scene before us is usually listed under the subject of salvation,

but it seems to me that it refers rather to faith than to salvation. To
be sure, Peter calls out when he begins to sink; Lord, save me, but Jesus

after rescuing him says to Peter: 0 thou of little faith, wherefore didst

thou doubt?

^

The figure of Peter is in excellent preservation, and is of especial

importance, because it is the earliest known illustration of that apostle.

He is bearded, and has a thick growth of curly hair. The oldest datable

picture of Peter in western art is in the cemetery of Peter and Marcel-

linus, which Wilpert assigns to the second half of the third century.®^

There he has short, curly hair and a beard, a low forehead, and slightly

hooked nose, the type of man of the masses. Later, however, the hair

over his forehead is more accentuated, and in the course of time it

seems to be a band or diadem, which crowns the forehead. Still later.

See Bayet, Recherches, P*
76 fit n 197 PiO"

” G., PI. 478, Fig. ’i3;'Fleu’ry, U£van., II, PL LIV, Fig. 2; Roller, Catacombes,

PL XIX, 20; Leclercq, Manuel^ II, p. 374, Fig. 280. For the date, see Wiischer-

Becchi, Rom. Quart

y

1903, p. 68. On this onyx gem, which is now lost, there are

only three apostles, due to lack of space, in the boat, one at the rudder, and two

with hands uplifted in amazement. The boat with reefed sail, to indicate the storm,

is moving to right. The sinking Peter, clad in tunic, is on a much larger scale than

the apostles in the boat. Again, as at Dura, Christ walks to left, and grasps Peter’s

hand. Both are identified by inscriptions.

Manuscript of S. Gregory of Nazianzen, 880—886 A. D., Paris, Bibl. Nat.,

Gr. 510. See Omont, p. 22, PI. XXXVI, Fleury, r£van.y II, p. 7, and PL LIV, Fig. 1.

For its rare occurrence, see Wilpert, Malereieriy p, 30 and Pis. 14, 62, 1, 147,

219, 220, 227.

Matth., XIV, 30—31.
Wilpert, Malereieriy pp. 91, 113, PL 95.
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the hair of his head becomes thinner and finally disappears altogether,

or a tonsure takes its place. The “lock of Peter”, a single curl in the

middle of the forehead, is the last phase in the development.®^

j. The Holy Women at the Sepulcher (Pis. XLII and XLVIII).

Below the two scenes of the paralytic, and the miracle of the lake,

is the main picture of the north wall, the holy women at the tomb of

Christ. This scene follows Mark, who mentions three Marys as coming

to the tomb to anoint the body. In our picture they carry bowls, of

myrrh. The mud brick wall, which destroyed the greater part of the

ship of the apostles, did much damage to the lower scene, so that part

of the head of the second figure, and almost all of the third one are

missing. Furthermore, a large piece of plaster fallen from the first

figure has destroyed it from the waist down. It is certain that Luke
is not followed, for, in addition to the three Marys, he mentions other

women. At first we were of the opinion that the pair offeet, just beyond
the corner on the east wall, belonged to our scene, and that it was part of

one ofthe other women, but just behind the third Mary there is a vertical

border, and beyond that a peculiar, box-like object. Of this object only

the lower part is preserved, so that it is impossible to interpret it. At first

glance, I thought that it mightrepresent the gate leading fromjerusalem.

The three Marys are moving slowly to left, and are approaching

a huge sarcophagus, which is painted yellowish-white with black out-

lines. A black horizontal line separates its body from the gable-shaped

hd. The short side of the sarcophagus is so depicted that its left half

is slightly foreshortened. The lid, which has end acroteria in the shape

of a cymatium decorated with a thick red horizontal line, is adorned
in its gable with wavy lines in red, forming scrolls asymmetrically

arranged. It is the eastern type of sarcophagus.®® Above the ocrofm'fl

are two stars of twelve and eleven rays, respectively. The centers of

the stars consist of three concentric circles, the inner one in black, the

middle one in white, and the outer one again in black. From the edge
of this outer circle radiate the points, fashioned by black lines outlining

the white rays. Two of the lower rays partly cover the acroteria, and
four or five points, respectively, ofthe upper rays extend into the white
lower line of the bands which separate this picture from those above.

For the references, see Wittig, pp. 101 ff.

See F. Matz in Arch. Ztg; 30 (1872), pp. 11 ff., for the first discussion of the

difference between Greek and Roman sarcophagi.
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The two Marys nearest the tomb of Christ are in frontal view. Both
wear the white palla, and long, white veils which serve as a back-
ground for the outline of the hair. Their garments and veils are re-

presented in the white plaster, on which are painted their girdles, and
the embroidery of their dresses. The robe of the first Mary has a red
neckband and girdle, the long ends of which hang down on either

side of the central knot. In the second Mary these details are painted

in green. The hair is arranged in she little, brown tufts covering the

ears. The lips and nose of the first figure, which, as we shall see, repre-

sents Mary Magdalene, are drawn in lines of red. She carries in her
extended right hand a burning torch held upright, whereas the torch

of the second figure is, for the sake of variation, held diagonally. The
flames of the torches are black instead of red, so that they could be
distinguished from the red background. Each figure holds in the left

hand an open bowl close to the waist; the contents —- no doubt,

myrrh — are indicated by two dark red lines.®^

The figures are drawn with great care, and in an altogether differ-

ent style from those of the upper scenes. Because this scene was held

to be the most important one in the chapel, one of the best available

artists was employed for its execution.

It is a noteworthy fact that this picture of the holy women ap-

proaching the sepulcher of Christ is the only example known to us in

which they hold torches. The torches, which are not mentioned in

the Biblical version, were added by the painter to indicate early dawn,
before break of day. Similarly, in a fresco in a church of Cappadocia,

representing the flight into Egypt, a torch was added because the flight

took place at night.®® For the same reason the two stars shining over

the tomb were depicted in our picture. It is interesting to note in

this connection that stars with eleven or twelve rays do not occur in

western art. In the catacombs ofRome they are simpler, and are never

found with more than eight rays.®®

The height of the two Marys nearest the tomb of Christ is ahnost equal to that

of the field, which is 0.88 m. They are ahnost as tall as the sarcophagus, which is

0.91 m. high. The greatest height of the lid is 0.36 m. The length of the stars from

point to point is 0.30 m.; the diameter of the central circle is 0.03 m., that of the

middle one, 0.06 m., and that of the outer one, 0.10 m. The height of the face of

the first Mary is 0.10 m., including the hair, 0.13 m. The length of the handle of

the torch is 0.21 m. The diameter of the bowl at the rim is 0.09 m.

SeeJerphanion, £glises de Cappadoce, text, I, p. 79, Album, I, Pis. 40, 4 and 41, 2.

For stars with eight rays, see Wilpert, Malereun, Pis. 22, 218. To be sure, stars

of eight rays occur in the vaulting of the aedicula and on the ceiling of the chapel.
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There can be no doubt that the painter of our scene was under the

impression that Christ had been buried in a sarcophagus. Although

all the later renderings of the sepulcher are quite different, there is

literary evidence for the burial of Christ in a sarcophagus. A descrip-

tion of the grave in 1620, namely, tells of its restoration in 1555 by
Bonifacius Stephanius of Ragusa. This description tells of two chapels,

the rear one containing the tomb of Christ in the shape of a chest,

and that Boniface had the chest or sarcophagus veneered with marble.

According to another source, the sarcophagus, which stood in an inner

room with a vaulted ceiling, was cut out of the living rock, and had
a hand-wrought lid.®’’

Neither the angel nor the soldiers are represented in our scene. The
omission of the angel and the soldiers, who were sent to guard the

tomb, is characteristic of the primitive version of the beginning of the

third century. When angel and guards are omitted on later monu-
ments, it is always due to lack of space.®® Often, on small objects of

a later period, the angel alone, without the guards, is represented.®®

Again our picture at Dura is unique in that the Marys carry the

precious spices in bowls. On the later renderings of the subject, which
follow an eastern tradition, they carry either incense-burners hanging

from strings, or they hold boxes of incense in their hands, although

occasionally they hold bottles of scented ointment.®®

See Gurlitt, Fesischr. Clemen, pp. 190 f., 192, Fig. 4, for the best discussion of

the sepulcher of Christ.

As on the bezel of a bronze ring in Berlin, of the seventh or eighth century,

published by Wulff, Altchr. u. Byz. Kunst, PI. XLII, 88; on the sarcophagi: G.,

Pis. 315, Fig. 5, 350, Fig. 4, Wilpert, Sarc., PI. XV; and on an Egyptian amulet:

Reil, Kreuz- Chr., PI. I, Fig. 1, cL Byz. Zeitschr., 11 (1893), p. 188, the only example
on which Mary and Martha are identified by inscriptions.

As on the Monza and Bobbio ampullae: G., Pis. 433, Fig. 8, 434, Figs. 1—2,
4—7, 435, Fig. 1, Morey, Festsckr. Clemen, ^. 153 Fig. 2, Cecchelli, Riv. arch, crist.

IV (1927), p. 119, Figs. 3—4; on the bronze censers: cited below, n. 94; on Gnostic

bracelets: Maspero, Ann. Rgyptey lK. (1908) PI. to p. 289, Figs. 2—5; on the pallium

in Strassburg: Forrer, Seiden-Textil., PI. XVII, 9; on one of the panels of the wooden
door of S. Sabina, Rome: J. Wiegand, pp. 43 ff., PI. IX, No. 6. On the paintings

of the churches of Cappadocia, angel and guards are depicted, with the exception

of the church of Qeledjlar, where the soldiers are omitted: Jerphanion, Fglises de

Cappadoce, pp. 225 f., Album I, Pis. 51, 58,2.

On the ivory pyxis in the Museum of Sitten, Switzerland, the Marys hold by
strings boxes of incense, which they are going to burn at the tomb: Fleury, Messe,

V, PI. 371. On the ampullae from Monza and Bobbio they hold either incense-

burners by strings or boxes of incense in their hands : cited above, note 89. The same
attributes are found on the textile vestment, a pallium, in Strassburg: dted in note
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A western tradition of the scene, in which the holy women do not

carry attributes, is found on all the ivories®^ with the exception of

that in Sitten. In addition to these ivories, the western type is also

found on the three sarcophagi which represent the scene.®® It is sur-

prising that the scene occurs so seldom in western art. There is not a

single example in the Roman catacombs.

In the Orient, on the other hand, it is one of the subjects most
frequently represented. In addition to theMonza and Bobbio ampullae,

the pallium in Strassburg, the Rabula Gospels, the amulet in Paris,

and the paintings in Cappadocian churches,®® may be added a whole

series of bronze censers in Berlin, London and Odessa, a Syrian platter

in Perm, a Ravennate mosaic, and a column of the ciborium in

S. Marco, Venice.®^ In the sixth century, according to Choricius, the

scene was painted in the church of S. Sergius at Gaza.®®

As we have already noted the tomb ofChrist is represented in our scene

at Dura as a sarcophagus of the eastern type. All the other renderings of

the subject, which go back to an oriental tradition, substitute the Con-
stantinian type of tomb concerning which E. Baldwin Smith, Morey,®®

89; in the Rabula manuscript, Florence, Syr. 56: Morey Festschr. Clemen, p. 150,

Fig. 1, Biagi, PI. I; on a circular disk (amulet) in the Bibl. Nat., Gab. des Meds.:

Cabrol, Diet., I, 2, col. 1819, Fig. 486; on the paintings in the churches of Cappa-

docia: Jerphanion, op. cit.. Album I, PL 51, 1 (with inscriptions). Album II, Pis.

103,1, 125. For the Marys holding bottles of ointment, see the painting in the

Cappadocian church, Toqale Kilisse: Jerphanion, op. cit.. Album I, PI. 69, and in

the chapel of Theotokos: ibid.. Album I, PI. 34, No. 1.

See Stuhlfauth, p. 143. These are the casket in the Brit. Mus.: Dalton, Cat.,

No. 291, PI. VI, and his Cat. Ivory, PI. IV, 7c; the diptych at Milan: G., PL 450,

Fig. 2; the diptych at Milan, Coll. Trivulzio: Smith, Art Studies, II, Fig. 4, Sybel,

II, Fig. 65; the plaque in Munich: Goldschmidt, I, p. 69, Fig. 27.

88 These sarcophagi are cited above, note 88.

88 See above, notes 89 and 90.

8* Bronze censers in Berlin: Wulff, Altchr. u. Byz. Bildiv., Ill, 1, Nos. 967—971;

London: Dalton, Cat., No. 540, p. 108; Odessa: Fleury, Messe, V, PL 416, 1, 2.

Syrian platter in Perm: Reil, Kreuz- Chr., PL II, Fig. 3, and p. 65 for its Syrian

inscription. Mosaic, Ravenna, S. Apollinare nuovo: G., PL 251, Fig. 6, Berchem

et Glouzot, Mos. chret., p. 136, Fig. 169, best illustrated in Mesnard, p. 325, Fig. 18.

Column of ciborium, S. Marco, Venice, in the archivolt: G., PL 497, Fig. 1, Venturi,

I, p. 276, Fig. 263.

88 Bayet, Recherches, p. 62.

88 In Festschr. Clemen, p. 154, Fig. 3, Morey reproduces the types of tomb, after

E.B. Smith, Art Studies,

U

(1924), PL I. Onp. 155,Moreysays that theMonza ampulla

shows “the only attempt at a veritable rendering ofthe sepulchre’s actual appearance.”

In that paper, Moreymakes an exhaustive study of the Vatican panel from the Sancta

Sanctorum, which, on pp. 164 ff., he connects with the Cappadocian school.
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Gurlittj®’ and Baumstark®® have written. In some of the illustrations

of the sepulcher, the artists give free reign to their imagination.

The Biblical version of the holy women at the tomb varies consider-

ably. Matthew®® mentions two women at the tomb, Mary Magdalene
and the other Mary, but there is no mention of ointment; they merely

came to see the tomb. Mark^®® speaks of three women, Mary Magda-
lene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome, who brought sweet

spices to anoint the body of Christ. This is the version followed in

our picture. According to Luke,^®^ however, three holy women, Mary
Magdalene,Joanna, and the mother ofJames, and otherwomen brought

spices and ointments. John^®® mentions only Mary Magdalene, but

does not refer to ointment. All four gospels mention Mary Magdalene
first, wherefore we can identify the first Mary in our picture with Mary
Magdalene. Matthew mentions one angel, and is the only evangelist to

speak ofthe soldiers. Mark also mentions one angel, but Luke speaks of

two. The Biblical version does not refer to the angel as sitting on the

stone which had been rolled away. This is merely an inference of the

early Christian artists. Nor does Matthew mention the number ofguards

set by the Pharises. The number oftwo so frequentlyfound on Christian

monuments is adopted for the sake of symmetry, and where there is

no space for them on the ground, they are placed on top of the tomb.
Only on one picture, in the Rabula manuscript,^®® three guards occur.

It is possible to date our painting fairly accurately, because of the

peculiar coiffure of the two Marys whose heads are preserved. It is

identical with that introduced by Julia Mamaea, the mother of Se-

verus Alexander who ruled from 222 to 235. Her hair is waved in

front, and falls down the sides so as to cover the ears. Orbiana, the

wife of Severus Alexander, dressed her hair in the same manner, so

too Paulina, the wife of Maximinus I (235—238), but the hair of the

Cornelius Gurlitt, “Das Grab Ghristi in der Grabeskirche in Jerusalem” in

Festschr. Clemen, pp. 189—199.

Baumstark, Myrophoren, pp. 5—^20. On the last page of that article, Baumstark
is quite prophetic in his assumption that the pre-Constantinian scene must have
been an oriental type, because it is lacking in Rome. It may be forever lost, he says,

but we cannot doubt its existence. Professor Baumstark will no doubt welcome our
picture from Dura, for it brings the verification of his thesis.

99 Matth., XXVIII, 1 ff.

199 Mark, XVI, 1 ff.

191 Luke, XXIII, 55 f., XXIV, 1—5 and 10.

199 John, XX, 1 and 11—12.
19® The Rabula manuscript is cited above, note 90.
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latter is so arranged that the ears are visible.^* This hairdress evidently-

originated in Syria, and thence was brought to Rome. Judging from
these analogies, we may say that our picture was painted not later

than 235 A. D., but we do not know how much earlier, for we do
not know when Julia Mamaea first introduced this peculiar hairdress.

It may have been as early as 200 A. D.

6. David and Goliath (PL XLVII, 2).

On the south wall, between the two doors, and under an arched
niche, is the scene of David and Goliath. The part of the picture to

the right has been entirely destroyed by the wall of mud brick
;
the

part to the left is much damaged by wind and weather. Furthermore,

through the center of the scene, the plaster has given way, leaving

a huge gap. Of the upper part of the figure of David there is preserved

only a small fraction of the hair with a bit of the face, the outline of

the chin, and the right arm brandishing a sword. The arm is sharply

bent at the elbow so that the sword is held horizontally over his head.

The upper part of the head, the hand and sword reach into the yellow

band of the upper border. Up his arm, which is outlined in brown,

is scratched in bold letters AAOYIA. Below the break one sees the

outline of his bare legs from the knees down, and the left arm hanging

along his side, the hand touching the tunic just below the hip. Another

fold of drapery, probably of a pallium, reaches a little below the edge

of the tunic. Just in front of David was depicted the giant’s head, of

which only the outline of the chin is preserved. At David’s right is

stretched out on raised ground the huge body of Goliath, the right

arm bent across the chest, one of his legs drawn up. The arm is white

outlined in yellow, and the yellow bands across it suggest that he wore

a long-sleeved garment. Other bands in pink across the body and

chest indicate the armor of the champion of the Philistines. The arc

of a circle outlined in black, just below the forearm, probably depicted

the shield. Above the chin is scratched FOAIGA misspelled for FOAIA©.
This is the only picture in the chapel with explanatory inscriptions.

The dedicatory inscription of the chapel, and other inscriptions of

the church are treated elsewhere.

See Stiickelberg, Bildnisse, PL 82: a btist of Orbiana, in Paris; PI. 83: bust

ofJulia Mamaea, in the Vatican. See also Bernoulli, II, 3, Miinztaf. Ill, 4—5 and

PI. 31 : Orbiana; Munztaf. Ill, 6—7 and PL 32 : Mamaea; Miinztaf. Ill, 13 : Paulina.

See also the catalogues of coins.
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According to the Biblical account^®® the height of Goliath was six

cubits and a span, his helmet was of brass, and he was armed with

a coat of mail weighing five thousand shekels of brass, he wore greaves,

and his spear, which was like a weaver’s beam, weighed six hundred

shekels of iron. For the deeper significance of the scene the words of

SamueP®® must be borne in mind: The lord that delivered me out of the

paw of the lion, and out of the paw of the bear, he will deliver me out of the

hand of the Philistine, have, therefore, in our scene an example of

deliverance from evil. After the stripling David had slain the giant

with a stone from his sling,^®^ Goliath fell face down, not on his back

as our scene has it. Then David drew the Philistine’s sword out of the

sheath, and therewith cut off his head which he brought to Saul.

The episode of David seldom occurs in early Christian art. The
earliest picture of David about to slay the fallen giant is that at Dura.

Next in point of time, nearly two centuries later, is the wooden relief

on one of the panels of the door of S. Ambrose, at Milan, but this

scene follows another tradition in which the giant is no larger than

David. He has fallen on his back, as in our picture, but David, who
stands facing, is not armed with the sword, and an angel of victory is

added to the scene. The figures are not inscribed, because the panels

are so small that inscriptions would not have been visible.

Not until the sixth century does the scene again occur, and then

in one of the chapels of the monastery of Bawit in Egypt, where there

is an interesting series of Coptic mural paintings in tempera depicting

twelve scenes from the life ofDavid.“® On the north wall of this chapel

is pictured a drama in three acts: the first event is the preparation for

the combat, then follows David attacking the Philistine with his sling,

and finally David about to decapitate Goliath with the giant’s sword.

In the artistic execution of the figures, and in the ornamentation,
there is strong Syrian influence. Here, as at Dura, it is not mere chance
that explanatory inscriptions are added. Again, as at Dura, the Phi-

105 1 Samuel, XVII, 4 ff.

«« IbU., XVII, 37.
1®’ For the earliest representation of this scene, on a Christian lamp of the third

century, in the Stoddard Collection, Yale University, see Baur, Yak Classical Studies,

I (1928), pp. 43 ff., and Plate.
1®* Goldschmidt, Die Kirchenthiir, PI. V, 2. For the bibliography, see Baur, loc.

cit., p. 48, n. 19.
1®® These twelve scenes are in chapel III. See Cledat, Le Monastere et la Mcropok

de Baouit, pp. 13 ff.. Pis. XII, XVII—XIX. For the bibliography, see Baur, loc.

cit., p. 48, n. 20.
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listine is of colossal size, he is lying on his back, and David is swinging
the sword over his head. We may, therefore, say that the scene follows

the eastern tradition.

A different tradition, however, is followed on a silver dish from
Cyprus.^“ Here David is in the act of decapitating the giant who
kicks up his heels in a most undignified manner. Quite different, again,

is the scene on a mutilated fresco in the central nave of S. Maria
Antiqua, Rome, which was dedicated by a certain Theodotus, in the

middle of the eighth century. It is the only illustration of David’s

victory over Goliath with Latin explanatory inscriptions. Here David
places his foot on the prostrate body of his opponent, as a sign that he

has conquered him.

We have seen that most ofthe parallels cited above have explanatory

inscriptions, and that it is the only scene in the Christian chapel at

Dura to which such inscriptions are added. Were inscriptions necessary

because this rare subject was not familiar to the early Christians?

Why does the episode never occur in the Roman catacombs? These

are questions difficult to answer. It should be remembered, however,

that the scenes chosen for illustration in the Roman catacombs are

self-explanatory, and need no identification by means ofinscriptions.^^^

The contrast in size between David and his opponent is characteristic

of Syrian art. Another assertion of the Syrian spirit is the dramatic

sense based on reality.^^^ Our scene, in the chapel at Dura, is an

excellent illustration of this Syrian manner.

7. The Samaritan Woman (Pis. XLVI and XLVII, i).

The next scene is on the west end of the south wall, and depicts

the Samaritan woman. In the lower left-hand corner of the little pic-

ture a laxgc pithos, outlined in black, is represented; it is only slightly

buried in the ground. Over it bends a female figure clad in a palla

Now in the Metropolitan Museum ofNew York. It is well illustrated in Strzy-

gowski, Altai-Iran, PI. VI. For the treasure from Cyprus, in general, see the biblio-

graphy in Baur, loc. cit., p. 49 n. 21; add Wilpert, in Riv. arch, crist., IV (1927),

p. 307, Fig. 43. In that article, Wilpert considers it to be modern.

Only the inscription of Goliath is preserved, see Wilpert, M. & M., PI. 178,

text p. 694.

The grave of Vibia is the only exception, but that is not Christian, though it

is based on Christian paintings. See Wilpert, Malereien, p. 144, and the illustration

in his M. <2? M, PI. 132.

See the apt remarks of Dalton, E. C. A., Chapter IV, Painting, pp. 226 if.
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which reaches to the ankles. Not only the robe, but also the entire

figure are outlined in dark purple against a background which is now
gray. The right foot is slightly advanced. She is drawn almost in three

quarters profile, quite different from the usual frontal view of the other

figxures in the chapel. A dark band of hair, ending in a roll on either

side of the neck, frames the face. With arms outstretched, she grasps

with both hands a rope to raise a pail from the _p2VAoj-shaped mouth
of a well. Indeed, the Samaritan woman is the most beautiful and
graceful of all the figures depicted in the chapel, and is more Hellenistic

than Christian in style. As has been noted above, in the General Survey,

there is not sufficient space for a figure of Christ.

The earliest Roman analogy of the Samaritan woman fetching

water from a pithos, as it is depicted at Dura, but with a small vase

or pail fastened to the rope, is in the cemetery of Domitilla. Christ

is not represented. It belongs to the first half of the third century, if

Wilpert’s chronology is correct.^^"* This figure was thought to have
been destroyed, and to be known only in the drawing made for Bosio,

but the original is at present in the Museum of Catania, where it

was incorrectly repainted and restored in the eighteenth century.^^®

Another close analogy of the Samaritan woman bending over the

mouth of a well and drawing water, is in the cemetery of Callixtus.^^®

Again, Christ is not represented. This picture dates, according to

Wilpert, to the end of the second century. If this date is correct, then
it is certain that the origin of the scene is earlier than its occurrence

at Dura. But the manner in which the story is told has nothing to

do with Rome. It was borrowed from the East.

The typical Roman manner of rendering the scene occurs in the

cemetery of Praetextatus,^^’ where western symmetry and lack ofaction

prevail in that the mouth of the well is between the standing figure of

Christ and that of the Samaritan woman.

Wilpert, Pitt., p. 270, and PI. 54, 2.

Achelis, Katakombenbilder in Catania, PL 4. For this picture and the drawing
for Bosio, side by side, see Achelis, op. cit, p. 12, Fig. 4. Bosio’s drawing is also

illustrated in Bottari, PI. LXIV = G., PI. 26, Fig. 2; Roller, Catacombes, PI. XXXVII,
1. In the Museo Comunale of Catania, formerly the Benedictine Museum, there

are thirty-seven frescoes which were stolen from Roman catacombs in the middle
of the eighteenth century. Theywere restored without knowledge of Bosio’s drawings.

All traces point to the fact that they came from the catacomb of Domitilla.

WUpert, Pitt., PI. 29, 2, Fleury, UBvang., PL XLVIII, 2, cf. Sybel, I, pp. 295, 299.

Wilpert, Malereien, PL 19, Perret, I, PL LXXXI, Neuss, Fig. 32, Fleury,

L^jSvang., PL 48, 1, Sybel, I, p. 233 (illustration).
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The only Biblical source of the subject is in the Gospel ofJohn^^®
who states that Jesus being wearied with his journey sat down by
Jacob’s well. E. Baldwin Smith^^® has convincingly shown that the

eastern rendering of the type occurs on those monuments on which
Christ is seated, not standing, by the side of the well, and that in the

western type both Christ and the Samaritan women are standing on
either side ofthe well. He has also demonstrated that in the later monu-
ments of the East a pulley is depicted over a real well which is covered

by a well-house, but that in the monuments of the West a windlass

is represented over the mouth of a pithos stuck into the ground.

On all the Roman sarcophagi— they first illustrate the scene in

the fourth century — only the western method of presentation, with

the standing figure of Christ and the windlass, is found,^^® There are,

however, two examples from Gaul where the eastern type, with Christ

seated, occurs,^^^ whereas on the other sarcophagi from GauE^^ Christ

is standing. There are, therefore, two distinct traditions, an eastern

and a western, in Gaul. In the middle of the sixth century there is

a confusion of types, best exemplified in one of the ivory plaques of

the chair of Maximianus,^^® where, although the eastern type of well-

house and pulley is represented, Christ is depicted in the western

type as standing. Here, as also in the Coptic art of Egypt of the sixth

century, there are two sources of influence, an eastern Syro-Palestinian

and an Alexandrian, and this fact sufficiently accounts for the confusion

of types. If Strzygowski is right in his attribution of the chair of Maxi-

mianus to Antioch, Christ would surely have been seated. There

“8 John IV, 5 flf.

Earl Baldwin Smith, “The Alexandrian Origin of the Chair of Maximianus”
in A. J. A., XXI (1917), pp. 30 f., also in his Iconography, p. 204.

420 See, for example, Grousset, No. 150 = G., PL 313, Fig. 3; G., PI. 333, Fig. 1

(Verona), G., PI. 334, Fig. I (Vatican); Bottari, PI. XXIII, Kraus in Kraus, R. E.,

II, s. V. Samariterin, p. 714, Fig. 425, G., PI. 402, Fig. 4 (Santa Agnese), G., PI. 319,

Fig. 1 (Paris), G., PI. 399, Figs. 2 and 4.

121 Le Blant, Gaule, PI. XLVII, 2, p. 135, No. 188 = G., PI. 402, Fig. 7 (Nar-

bonne), Le Blant, Arles, PI. 18, 1 (Arles).

“8 Le Blant, Arles, PI. 1 8, 2=G., PI. 38 1 , Fig. 3, Le Blant, Gaule, PI. XXX, 4 (Nimes)

.

See above, note 119.

^8* See E. B. Smith’s summary of attributions in A. J. A., XXI (1917), p. 23,

and Sybel, II, pp. 247 f., n. 1 on p. 248. For the influences from Syria in Egypt

and in Coptic painting of the sixth century, and for “the gradual encroachment

upon Hellenistic forms by an indigenous art assimilating Syro-Palestinian types”,

also for the affinities of the catacombs ofAlexandria with those ofRome, see Dalton,

E. C. A., p. 247, Wulff, Altchr. u. Byz. Kunst, pp. 283, 354.
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are also two distinct traditions, an eastern and a western, on the other

ivories of the sixth century. Christ is seated on the ivory book-cover

in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and on the pyxis, La Voute-Ghilhac,

whereas he is standing on the Basilewski, the Youlgrave, and the Hahn
pyxides, and on the Trier diptych, now in the Fitzwiiliam Museum,
Cambridge.^®®

An exception to the rule is the pyxis in the Cluny Museum, for on
it Christ is omitted.^^® Other examples of the scene on which Christ

is seated, thus following the eastern tradition, are the monuments at

Ravenna. On a mosaic dating from the sixth century, in the church

of S. Apollinare Nuovo,^®^ it is surprising how closely the rendering of

the Samaritan woman at Dura is followed, for in both scenes the

figure of the Samaritan woman is slightly bent, and holds the rope in

both hands. In the mosaic there is, however, a confusion of types,

for, instead of a pulley over the well-house, there is a windlass of the

western type. Also in the mosaic in the Baptistry of St.John at Naples,^^®

which belongs to the second half of the fourth century, the eastern

tradition is found. A minature painted in 586 A. D. by Rabula^^® for

the Syriac manuscript of the gospels, and all the Byzantine examples

after the seventh century, adhere to the eastern tradition, so, for

example, a gold encolpium from Adana in Cilicia,^®® and the cameo
Biehler.i®!

From the examples cited above, it is obvious that the method of

presentation in the Orient is a development of the rendering of the

Book-cover in Bibliotheque Nationale: G., PI. 458, Figs. 1—2, Sybel, II,

Fig. 76, Neuss, Fig. 153, Aus’m Weerth, Elf.-Arb., PI. XVIII, who calls it Syro-

Egyptian, whereas, according to Smith, loc. cit., p. 37 it is Alexandrian. La Voute-
Ghilhac pyxis: Fleury, Messe, V, PI. 367. Basilewsky pyxis in the Hermitage: Aus’m
Weerth, op. cit., PI. XX. Hahn pyxis: G., PI. 438, Fig. 5. Cambridge or Trier diptych:

G., PI. 452, Fig. 2, Dalton, Fitz. Mus., p. 84, Nos. 32, 33, PI. IV.

G., PI. 438, Fig. 4, Fleury, UFvang., PI. XLVIII, Fig. 4. According to Smith,

loc. cit., p. 31, it is similar in type and form of well-house to the chair ofMaximianus,
i. e., Alexandrian.

G., PI. 249, Fig. 2, Fleury, L’&ang., I, PI. XLIX, Fig. 1, Berchem et Clouzot,

Mos. chret., p. 129, Fig. 151.

WUpert, M. & M., PL 30, text pp. 217, 234, 236 ff., 438, G., PI. 269. For the

restoration of this badly damaged mosaic, see Wilpert, op. cit., p. 216, Fig. 68.
129 G., PL 132, Fig. 1, Fleury, UFvang., I, PL XLVIII, Fig. 3. In the Rabula

gospels, however, the seated figure of Christ is bearded for the first time in this scene,
129 Strzygowski, Byz. Denk. I, PL VII. He attributes it to the Palestinian or neigh-

boring art center. It is now in the Ottoman Museum of Istanbul.
121 G., PL 479, Fig. 12.
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scene at Dura, and that this version influenced some of the monuments
of the Occident, even of Rome, but that there was also a traditional

Roman manner of presentation. The latter shows a rather stereotyped

and symbolic treatment of the scene, whereas that of the East is full

of action, and adheres more closely to the Biblical account.

As in the scene of the Marys at the sepulcher of Christ, where,

as we have seen, Mary Magdalene’s hairdress is identical with that

of Julia Mamaea, so here, too, it is possible to date our picture

fairly accurately by means of the Samaritan woman’s coiffure, which

is bunched at the neck, just like that of Julia Soaemias, who was
killed, at the same time with her son Elagabalus, in 222 A. D. Her
mother, Julia Maesa, also the three wives of Elagabalus, Julia Paula,

Aquilia Severa, and Annia Faustina, wear their hair arranged in the

same manner. This hairdress evidently originated in Syria, and our

picture seems to have been painted not later than 220. 1 feel convinced

that we do not go far astray if we assign the mural decorations of the

chapel to the very beginning of the third century of our era.

8. Conclusion.

In the course of our study of the various scenes, it has become
apparent that one artist did not paint all the pictures. So as to finish

the decoration of the chapel as quickly as possible a number of artists

must have been employed at the same time. Only in this way can we
account for the differences in style. The scenes of the good shepherd,

and the fall of man, were painted by one man, another painted the

scenes of the paralytic, and the miracle of the lake, a third, of greater

talent, painted the holy women approaching the tomb of Christ, a

fourth, the scene of David and Goliath, and a fifth, by far the greatest

of them all, executed the Samaritan woman. But even at its best, the

style of the paintings is poor if compared with the frescoes in the

Temple of the Palmyrene Gods. It is a linear, impressionistic art,

inferior to the recently discovered paintings in the Jewish synagogue

at Dura.
The pictures are only in part done in fresco. This technique seems

to be limited to the red background of some of the scenes, such as

IS** See Stuckelberg, Bildnisse, PI. 76; Julia Soaemias; PI. 77: Julia Maesa; PI. 78:

Julia Paula; PI. 80: Annia Faustina. For this hairdress on coins, see Bernoulli,

II, 3, Miinztaf. II, 13—17; the wives of Elagabalus. See also the various cata-

logues of coins.
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that of Adam and Eve, and the Myrrhophores. When this background

was dry, the figures were painted in outline, and the details were filled

in with a sort of chalk that rubbed off at the slightest touch when the

figures were first discovered, and before the colors were fixed. In their

present state they give us no conception of the original colors, and,

in fixing the pigments, the tints have changed considerably. At Pompeii

a similar combination of techniques, background in fresco, and figures

in tempera, occasionally occurs. As long as the stucco was wet, the

Pompeian artist painted in fresco, after the stucco became dry, he

continued in tempera. This is what Vitruvius refers to by the words
parum diligenter et in aridoP'^

By the adherents of the western school, who believe that Rome
followed her own development without any influence from the East,

there undoubtedly will be much adverse criticism of the attitude

toward the question taken in this report. To be sure. East Christian

art is a growth from many roots, Mesopotamian, Iranian, Syrian —
both Syro-Mesopotamian and Syro-Palestinian— and oriental Hellen-

istic. Christian communities, in each of these centers, used the art of the

region. Of western influence, so far as I can see, there is not the slightest

trace. On the other hand, as the parallels to the scenes depicted in the

chapel prove, there is considerable eastern influence on Roman art.

How the early Christian ecclesia, or assembly hall was decorated

was unknown until Professor Clark Hopkins had the good fortune to

unearth this chapel. Its discovery is of fundamental importance for

our knowledge and judgment of the attitude taken toward art by the

early Christians in the very home of Christ, not more than two cen-

turies after his birth. It is surprising that there is in these pictures so

much that is characteristically Christian, and that the types are already
firmly fixed. How much earlier than 200 A. D. the prototypes were
invented, where, and by whom, we are not yet ready to say. But this

much, at least, is certain, as has been shown in the study of the ico-

nography, the tradition has nothing to do with Rome. The paintings

are, it seems to me, in an indigenous Syrian style. A Syrian remained
a Syrian whether he lived in the East, in the West, or in the North,
and he carried his art traditions with him.

In our chapel the only scene bodily adopted by the art of Rome is

that ofAdam and Eve, with the tree arranged symmetrically between
them. In the West, however, the limits of paradise are never indicated.

It is important to emphasize again that the scene of the fall of man is

Vitruvius, VII, 3, 8.

f vi-
i.
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brought into typological connection with the scene of the good shep-

herd, who rescues the lost sheep, and brings it back to the fold. This
juxtaposition is not accidental, for the observer was meant to see in

it that through Adam came death, but through Christ, the savior of

souls, come salvation and eternal life. The miracle ofthe lake, however,

has nothing to do with salvation, for although Peter was saved from
drowning, the lesson is one of faith. The healing of the paralytic has

nothing to do with baptism, so far as I can see. But in the scene of

the Samaritan woman, John,^®* with his usual emphasis on symbolism

stresses the words of Christ, the teacher: he would have given thee living

water, and: whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never

thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water

springing up into everlasting life. David rescued from the giant Goliath is,

on the other hand, a salvation scene.

Our knowledge of the attitude taken by the early Christians toward

art is considerably increased by the discovery of these pictures. The
mural decorations of the early Christians, both in the East and in the

West, made but little appeal to their artistic sense. In the catacombs

they did not hesitate to break through pictures in order to bdld new
graves. The artistic decoration of our chapel no doubt interested the

convert to Christianity less than the subject matter. The chief aim
then of the paintings was didactic and for edification.

ADDITIONAL NOTE
BY A. D. NOCK AND C. HOPKINS.

Professor Arthur D. Nock of Harvard University very kindly read

and commented upon the report ofinscriptions in the Christian chapel.

Thanks to his suggestions I may add a few observations on these most

interesting inscriptions. Adolf Wilhelm has collected a group of in-

scriptions from Asia Minor which contain the phrase tov Se6v aoi,

pfj d6iKijoT;iS.^ Here the first words mean “by your God” and such

John, IV, 10 and 14. I believe that the four canonical gospels are followed

by the painters of our pictures, although the Diatessaron of Tatian (about 170 A. D.)

was used for centuries by the Syrian church in a Syrian translation. See Jtilicher,

Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Enc., s. v. Diatessaron. Recently a fragment ofthe GreekDfotoaron

was found at Dura, but this discovery does not necessarily imply that our pictures

are influenced by this harmony.
^ Sitzungsberickte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschqften 1932 (Phil. Hist. Klasse)

p. 847 ff.
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an interpretation may be given to the tov ypxc and tov yy of the

Christian Chapel. The interpretation of Iv Opilv as “the living Christ

among you” or “the Christ who is in your midst,” however, Professor

Nock objects to and suggests instead the translation “among your-

selves.” He believes that though the tov xpic and tov xv may be par-

allel in construction to the tov Ssov of the Asia Minor inscriptions,

it is preferable to take the words as governed by the verb and translate

“remind Christ of Proclus among yourselves” and “remind Christ of

the humble Siseos.” This would mean that Siseos and Proclus are to

be remembered especially in the prayers and Eucharistic ceremonies

of the congregation. Such an interpretation is very strongly supported

by the several mentions of such prayers in the liturgy of the Syrian

Jacobites, and in the insistence on the recalling of individuals to God.
One of the intercessions reads “Remember also, O Lord, those who
have charged us to remember them in our prayers

”

Mvr|0-5T]Ti, Ki^pie Kai ttAvtoov tcov evTeiAaiievoov fipiv

ToO iJivTitiovsueiv ouTcov 8V Talsirpoo-euxals; and again “O Lord, Lord
God of Spirits and of all flesh, remember, O Lord those whom we have
mentioned and those whom we have not mentioned,” MvijoStiTi Ktipis,

6 Ssos TCOV TTvarpocTcov Kai irda'ns cocpKos (5>v epvfiaSriiJiEV Kai <2)v

ouK epvnaSqpsv The custom then of a congregation recalling

together to God individuals (both living and dead) was very common
and I think that Professor Nock’s interpretation is the correct one.

In this liturgy the prayer is made to God rather than to our Lord.

Christ, it may be said, is more often addressed as mediator between
man and God though prayers addressed directly to Christ are not

unknown.® Very appropriately, however, Professor Nock calls atten-

tion to the article of E. C. Ratcliff in the Journal of Theological Studies

30 (1928—9) pp. 23 ff. in which article strong evidence is advanced
for the theory that the Church ofEdessa addressed its prayers to Christ.

“The present Nestorian Liturgy” Ratcliff states (p. 32) “is in the

liturgical tradition of Edessa and perhaps ultimately derives from
Antioch . It was in its original form addressed toJesus Christ, not
to the Father.” We may not place much weight in this discussion on the

inscriptions ofDura but the fact that Christ, not the Father, is addressed
in both cases, may signify that even before the Nestorians, the east Syrian
Church addressed itself commonly to Christ rather than to the Father.

® F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, Oxford 1906, pp, 91 and 56;
95 and 57.

® J. A. Jungmann, Die Stellung Christi im liturgischen Gebet, MUnster, 1925 pp. 51 ff.
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The abbreviation XC is of course common and Traube states that

in Egypt at least since the fourth century, and perhaps since the third

it was in ordinary useA In the papyri and parchments the abbrevia-

tions of sacred names and words are written with the line above to

mark the contraction and that this was also the case at Dura is proved
by the abbreviations written so in the Tatian fragment found in the

sixth campaign. Very possibly, however, in short inscriptions this line

above was not considered necessary. I could find no parallel for the

abbreviation XPIG though XPG is, of course, common.
In relation to the graffito el? Ssos ev oupocvco ProfessorNock calls to my

attention the book of E. Peterson E120EOZ (1926) with its exhaustive

collection of material.

ABBREVIATIONS TO CHAPTER VIII.

Acheiis, Katakombenhilder in Catania: Hans Achelis, Romische KatakombenMlder in Catania,

Berlin, Leipzig, 1932. Published in the Studien zur spatantiker Kunstgeschichte

im Auftrage des deutschen Archaologischen Instituts herausgegeben von Hans
Lietzmann und Gerhart Rodenwaldt.

Ann, JSgypte: Annales du Service des Antiquites de V^gypte.

Art Studies: Art Studies, Medieval, Renaissance and Modern. Edited by members of the

departments of Fine Arts at Harvard and Princeton Universites.

Baumstark, Myrophoren: A. Baumstark, ‘‘Ein Vorkonstantinischer Bildtyp des Myro-
phorenganges” in 31, 1923.

Recherches: Ch. Bayet, Recherches pour servir d Vhistoire de la peinture et de la

sculpture chretiennes en Orient, avant la querelle des iconoclastes. Paris 1879. Biblio-

theque des ecoles frangaises d’Ath^nes et de Rome, fasc. 10.

Berchem et Clouzot, Mos. chret.: Marguerite van Berchem et fitienne Clouzot,

Mosaiques chretiennes du au Geneva, 1924.

Bernoulli: Johann Jacob Bernoulli, Romische Ikonographie, Stuttgart, 1882—94.

Beyer-Lietzmann, Katakombe Torlonia: H. W. Beyer und Hans Lietzmann, Die

judische Katakombe der Villa Torlonia in Rom, Berlin — Leipzig, 1930.

Biagi : Guido Biagi, Reproductions des Manuscrits Enlumines de la Bibliotheque Medicea-
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Le Blant, Arles: Edmond Frederic Le Blant, Etudes sur les sarcophages chretiens antiques
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Le Blant, Gaule: Edmond Frederic Le Blant, Les sarcophages chretiens de la Gaule,

Paris, 1886.

De Bock, Materiaux: W. de Bock, Materiaux pour servir d rarckeologie de Plsgypte chre-

St. Petersburg, 1901.

Bottari: Bottari, Sculture et pitture sacre estratte dai cimiteri di Roma, 1737.

Brusin, Aquileia: Giovanni Brusin, Aquileia. Guida storica e artistica con prefazione

di Roberto Paribeni, Udine, 1929.

•
^ L. Traube, Nomina Sacra, Miinchen 1907 p. 44.
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Cappadoce. Une nouvelle province de Fart byzantin. Text I, 1925; Album I,

1925; Album II, 1928. (Bibliotheque archeologique et historique, voL V), Paris.

Kisa: Anton Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume, Leipzig, 1908.

Kraus, R. E.: Franz Xaver Kraus, Realencyklopadie der christlichen Altertumer, 1882.

Kunsth. Jahrb. :
Jahrbuch des kunsthistorischen Institutes der fur Denk^

malpflege, Wien, 1907—

.

Leclercq, Manuel: Henri Leclercq, Manuel d^Archeologie Chretienne, 2 vols. Paris, 1907.

Lietzmann, Petrus und Paulus: Hans Lietzmann, Petrus und Paulus in Rom. Liturgische

und Archaologische Studien. Zweite, neubearbeitete Auflage. [Arbeiten zur
Kirchengeschichte herausgegeben von Karl Holl und Hans Lietzmann] . Berlin
— Leipzig, 1927.
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Mar.: Orazio MarmccM, I monumenti del Museo Pio-Lmerm^
Mesnard: M. Mesnard, *T®inflnence de Piconograpliie romaine sur les'

M

de Raveiine’’ in jRiy, arr/z. rmt, V, 1928, pp. 307 fF.

Neuss: Wilhelm Neuss, Die Kunst der alien Christen^ Augsburg, 1921.

Mot, d^ Scav,: Motizie degli Scavi, communicate alia R. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei.

Omont: Henri Auguste Omont, Facsimiles de miniatures des plus anciens manuscrits

grecs dates de la Bibliotheque Mationale du VF au XF siecle^ Paris, 1902.

Ferret : Louis Ferret, Catacombes de Rome, Architecture. Feintures murales. Lampes,
Vases, Fierres precieuses gravees, etc., voL I; Architecture. Feintures murales,

;

,

'

;

Paris,, 1851., ,

'

Reii, Kreuz^ Chr,: Johannes ’R.Qilf Die frukchristlichen Darstellungen der Kreuzigung

CAm/i Leipzig, 1904.

Rid, Arch, Crist,: Rivista di Afcheologia Cristiana^ 1^2^—

,

Rom, Quart, : Romische Quartalschriftfur christliche Altertumskunde undfilr Kirchengeschichte,

Roller, Catacombes: Theophile Roller, Les Catacombes de Rome, Histoire de Part et

des croyances religieuses pendant les premiers siMes du Christianisme, Paris.

E. B. Smith, Iconocraphy : Earl Baldwin Smith, Christian Iconography and a School

of Ivory Carvers in Provence (Princeton Monographs in Art and Archaeology VI),
Princeton University Press, 1918.

Stiickeiberg, Bildnisse: E. A. Stuckelberg, Die Bildnisse rbmischer Kaiser und ihrer Ange--

horigen. Von Augustus bis zum Aussterben der Konstantine, TMxich,

Strzygowski, Byz- Denkm.: Joseph Strzygowski, Byzantinische Denkmdler^ IB91—1903.

Stuhlfauth: Georg Stuhlfauth, Die Altchristliche Elfenbeinplastik^ Freiburg, 1896.

Styger, Grabeskunst: Paul Styger, Die altckristliche Grabeskunst, Ein Versuch der ein-

heitiichen Auslegung, Miinchen, 1927.

Sybel: Ludwig von Sybel, Christliche Aniike. Einfiihrung in die altchristliche Kunst
Marburg, voL I (1906), vol. II (1909).

Troje, AAAM und Z60H : L. Troje, AAAM und Z60H. Fine Szene der altchristlichen Kunst in

ihrem religionsgeschichtlichen Z'^^^^^^^hange^ Heidelberg, 1916.

Venturi: Adolfo Venturi, Storia del! Arte Italiana^ Milan, 1901—1932.

Aus’m Weerth, Elf-Arb.: Ernst aus’m Weerth, Elfenbein-Arbeiten, Fundgruben der

Kunst und Ikonographie in den Elfenbein-Arbeiten des christlichen AJtertums

und Mittelalters in 35 Tafeln. Prof. Dr. Aus’m Weerths nachgelassenes Werk
herausgegeben von Fritz Witte, Bonn, 1912.

Weigand, Strena Bulk,: E. Weigand, ‘‘Die Stellung Dalmatiens in der romischen

Reichskunst”, in Strena Buliciana, pp. 77—105, Agram, 1923.

J. Wiegand: Johannes Wiegand, Das altchristliche Hauptportal an der Kirche der hi.

Sahina atf dem aventinischen Hiigel zu Rom^ Trier, 1900.

Wilpert, Fractio Panis: Josef Wilpert, Fractio Panisy Freiburg in Breisgau, 1895.

Wilpert, M, & M,: Josef Wilpert, Die Romischen Mosaiken und Malereien der Kirchlichen

Bauten vom IV,—XIIL Jahrkundert, Freiburg in Breisgau, 1916.

Wilpert, Malereien: Josef Wilpert, Die Malereien der Katakomben RomSy Rome, 1903.

Wilpert, Pitt,: Josef Wilpert, Le Pitture delle Catacombe RomanCy Roma, 1903.

Wilpert, Sarc,: Giuseppe Wilpert, I sarcofagi cristiani antichiy Roma, 1929 (Monumenti

dell’ antichitk cristiana publicati per cura del Pontificio Istituto di Archeologia

Cristiana).

Wittig: J. Wittig, Die altchristliche Skulpiur im Museum der deutschen Mationalstiftung

am Camposanto in Rom.
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WuIfF, AUchr, u, Byz* Bildw.: Oskar WulfF, Altchristliche und mittelalterliche Byzan-

tinisch^ und Italienisch^ Bildwerke^ 'B^TYm^ 1909—1911,

Wnlffs 2^. Byz- Kunst: Oskar Wulff, Altchristliche und Byzantinische Kunst^ L
Die Altchristliche Kunsty Berlin^ 19 IS, in the Handbuch der Kunstwissenschaft,

heransgegeben von Fritz Burger.

Z* ChfistL K, t Z^itschrift fiir Christliche Kunst^ Diisseldorfj 1888—1924.
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ADDITIONAL FINDS
BY C. HOPKINS

ARCHITECTURE.

(2. Between the wadi at the northwest end of the citaaei ana me

north wall of the city (the larger part of section A m the city map)

lies a flat portion of ground almost without traces of walls. It is re^^^

angular in shape, bounded by the citadel wadi, the edge of the clitt,

the north section of the city wall with the colonnade and building ot

the bath, and the modern road. To solve the mystery oftms appar-

ently deserted portion of the town, it was determined to dig one ot

the few buildings whose walls appeared on the surface, ihe editice

chosen was that at the edge of the cliff; about where the east corners

of blocks A I and 3 would be located, a building whose semicircular

baked brick wall promised interesting possibilities.

A close examination before work started, however, showed in a 1-

tion to the wall already mentioned, one or two small round baked-

brick tiles and a great quantity of ashes. The presumption was strong

therefore that the building was a Roman bath. Excavations reveale

a long narrow apsidal room paved with plaster and tiles, liie tiles

were located in the apse and were marked beneath wth soo* and

ashes perhaps from a former heating system beneath the tloor. A little

side room proved to be merely a closet.

In a second, small side room, however, the basin for a bath was

brought to light. Close by were several hollow bncks but apparently

they had fallen from the wall of a hot room beyond, for the_walls ot

this chamber were unheated. Probably it was a small tepidarium.

Details of arrangements, however, can only be determined by further

digging. Even this might not give us the full plan, for I believe a part

of the building has fallen over the cliff.

Whether the section was devoted to military purposes, and the bath

placed here for special parts of the camp, or whether a location partic-

ularly favorable for, raising water from the river was chosen, is no

clear. At any rate the presence of the bath suggests that the quarter

was more important and probably more frequented than had pre-

viously been supposed. On the west wall ofthe long room was scratche

part of a graffito.
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598. Letters 0.05—0.06 m. high.

...ONMe
M€N£0

b. A veritable cloudburst early in March washed clear a low plaster

foundation, part of whose walls had already been noticed, in the

Temple of the Palmyrene Gods and revealed the base of a large altar.

Apparently the altar had been leveled when the temple was repaved,

probably when the present altar opposite the entrance to the naos

was constructed, and the pavement placed above it. Consequently the

base stands only a few centimeters high. Thanks to the rain, however,

the form and original purpose are unmistakable. It stands to the

south of the later altar, its west side almost on a line with the west

side of the other and placed 4.45 m. from the northeast corner of

room M (PI. IV) . It has the regular form of altar with steps, the steps

in this case pointing almost exactly to the entrance to the temple.

As the plan shows it is almost twice as large as the later altar, being

approximately square, 2.50 m. on a side, with the steps projecting two
meters. One of the peculiar features in the Temple of the Palmyrene

Gods is the position of the entrance, placed not opposite, but south

of the entrance of the naos and pronaos. (See Rep. II, pp. 67 fF.).The

location of the entrance is now explained by the position of the great

altar opposite it. It is far from clear, however, why altar and entrance

should not correspond with the entrances of naos and pronaos as is

usually the case. I suggested (Rep. II, pp. 88 IF.) that the tower

was the original sanctuary, since it was earlier than the wall and
contained among many inscriptions the important one of the earth-

quake.^ The new altar does not entirely confirm this hypothesis for

it is not directly between the entrances of the tower and the temple

as one would expect. At the same time the excavations before the

southwest tower in the Temple ofAphlad, revealed a great number of

altars, best described as “scattered” in front of the tower and sanctu-

ary. The altars themselves then must have formed cult centers. The
size of the altar in the Temple of Palmyrene Gods marks it ofunusual

importance. Certainly then it formed a cult center of considerable

significance. That center was established before the construction of

the present naos and pronaos; included, I am sure, the Tower L;

^ For the fuller discussion ofa sanctuary in the tower, see my article ixij. A. 0. S.,

LI, No. 2, 119—137.
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and was powerful enough to make the later temple entrance conform
to its position, even though the actual naos of the temple was now
transferred to room B to the east.

One might add that the discovery of the great mud brick walls

in the Temple of Azzanathkona, now shows us that the great semi-

circular mud brick wall found during the 1928—29 campaign in the

Temple of Palmyrene Gods, is merely a part of the embankment
heaped against the fortifications. It was due to this wall and the fill

oi debris within that the great frescoes of the naos and pronaos are so

admirably preserved.

c. Mr. Pearson discovered that the lines of walls in the southeast

corner of block L 5 did not correspond with the usual arrangements

in the private houses ofDura. Digging revealed in fact that two rooms

placed together and facing west were separated only by a wide bay
and that the inner one was surrounded on three sides by a narrow
corridor. Time did not allow further digging and the only finds were

fragments of painted frescoes from the inner room and in the court

graffiti in ink of two warriors, one with spear and one with bow.

Continuation of this work just at the end of the latest (1932—33)
campaign brought to light in the court an inscription to the god

Adonis. Further discussion of the building can then be better left

until later.

SCULPTURE.

A head of Parthian style (PL XVI, 3) was found on the surface by
a workman. The occasion was the collection of stone and rubble for

purposes of construction. The piece of sculpture (now at Yale) was
discovered only when the pieces were examined at the house and the

exact provenance is not therefore known. Apparently it was found in

the northwest corner of the city and may well have come from the

northwest baths excavated in the 1928—29 campaign. The piece is

of plaster 0.18 by 0.145 0*^2 m. The style is almost that of the

Far-East with its high arching eyebrows, its rather delicately cut

features and its three blocks of hair. As it is cut in soft plaster, not

modelled in stone, some of the details have been effaced. The three

globes of hair, one above the head, one over each ear are quite in the

Parthian style. The face is oval and narrow with a clearly defined line

marking the division between hair and brow. Eyebrows are pushed

far back over the eyesockets and the eyelids are apparently raised in

little or no relief. An incised eliptical line defines the eyeball, which

19 *
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protrudes slightly. Probably painting distinguished the eyeball and

iris for traces of dark paint remain near the lids. The nose is broken

away. A very small mouth is represented by a single horizontal line

beneath the nose and by slightly protruding lips. Cheeks are quite

puffy in appearance. Traces of red paint remain on the right side of

the neck, and some evidence of black paint is found on hair and face.

It may be however that soot has left traces of black which remain on
the countenance and the hair. The back of the head is not modelled

at all.

In discussing the Parthian head from G i (pp. 6o ff.) we have

already called attention to the characteristics of Plxrygian-Syrian sculp-

ture in the third century, i. e., the low forehead, the lack of depth of

the eyesockets, and the shape of the eyelids which slope sharply

downward from the inner to the outer corners.® The value of the

present head for the history of art lies in the fact that the ensemble

is entirely oriental, almost Chinese in appearance. Professor Baur
states that the type is due not so much to the inability of an awkward
stone mason as the method of work from the third century down, not

only in northern Syria but also throughout the Orient. Our head is,

I think, decisive proof that the new Phrygian-Syrian style is due
largely to oriental influence transmitted by the Parthians. A part of

the new style may be the sign of the reaction in the whole provincial

Roman art. Much more is due to a new and distinct influence and it

is the development of this style in Constantinople which resulted in the

Byzantine school.

Our head should be dated in the first half of the third century.

INSCRIPTIONS.

599. Tracing. Letters 0.02 m. scratched on fragment of storage jar.

Catalogue No. E. 1120.

.rePAC

The sherd is broken across the first letter and it is impossible to tell

whether it is gamma or upsilon. The chi with the sigmas is probably just

an ornamental sign.

600. Tracings. Letters written on fragments of pottery.

(a) Black letters 0.05 m. high (Cat. E. 862) aAPL
(b) Red letters 0.025 ni- high (Cat. E. 1256) AnOA[A0i)NlOC
® See the account of Professor Baur, Rep. Ill, p. 103.
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(c) Red letters 0.015 m. high (Cat. E. 451) ePrT[IAC //,

p. 169) or ‘Eppihs (Gumont, 26).

(d) Black letters 0.05 m. high (Gat. 1257) TEf
601. Squeeze. Stamps on the same storage jar (Cat. E. 1450) .

(a) AAArrABAPOS AMIMMHAOY M
(b) ABEMMHC BAPXAAB
(a) Welles cites (241) BippA ’AScxyapdpou. In No. 244 Welles also

cites a doubtful ’Api|ipf|Xou. The present names must be the same
with slight differences of spelling. Very probably in view of the present
spelling we should substitute ’ApippfiAou for ’ApipppAou in Welles
graffito 244.

(b) The same stamp was found on anotherjar fragment and reported
in inscription 402 (Cat. E. 1444).

602. Rubbing. Letters 0.015—0.02 m. high scratched on storage jar

found on the surface.

BAPIBO...

The only name at Dura beginning with Bapip is Bapi(3ovvata
(Gumont, 79).

603. Rubbing. Letters 0.02 m. high scratched on storage jar found
on the surface.

-MAPN

Perhaps for Maptvos or MapsTvos.

604. Letters on fragments of storage jars.

(a) Tracing. Letters 0.025 m. painted black no
(b) Rubbing. Letters 0.025 m. scratched in thejar CABIA. Wuthnow

(p. 1001) cites Zapiocv but the word occurs first in the seventh or eighth

century.

605. Rubbing. Letters 0.0x5—0.02 m. scratched on jar found in

the debris outside the southwest angle, the word Antioch in Latin.

AjMTlOChlA

606. Rubbing. Letters scratched on large storage jar.

MXIX0
Possibly a number.

60 7. Rubbing. Letters 5 mm. scratched on fragment of plaster found
in a wagon dumping from block G 5.
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AVPHAIOG
APTEMIAWPOC

The names, of course, are common.
608. Rubbing (Cat. E. 136). Letters 0.015 m. cut in jar from block

G I, 3-

nocT
A€Y

609. Letters 0.02—0.025 m. painted black on a fragment of piaster

from the vicinity of Tower 17, perhaps originally from the church.

COKOjAOMHCAN

MINOR FINDS.

A very interesting find was that of an alabaster bottle with what
seems to be a cuneiform inscription (PI. XXII, i). It was picked up
on the site by one of the workmen. As this is the only object thus far

discovered at Dura with cuneiform writing, the bottle was probably

an importation from another site.^

Many more sherds with stamped designs were found during the

season. A special study of these will be made later. The first with a

molded design superimposed on a fragment (PI. XXII, 4) was found

at the end of last season in Block L 5. The head is quite Hellenistic in

appearance.

I add the most interesting of the little Roman lamps found during

the season, one with the design ofa man leading a camel (PI. XXI, iL

* [Note of the Editor.The late Prof. R. Dougherty examined the letters or rather

marks of this jar and came to the conclusion that the signs were not those of

a cuneiform script.]



DESCRIPTIVE LIST

OF PAPYRI FROM THE TEMPLE OF AZZANATKHONA
BY E. T. SILK AND C. B. WELLES"

Almost a score of papyri and one parchment, not to mention a large

number of small fragments of papyri, were found in the temple of

Azzanathkona. The parchment (D. Pg. 13) and one papyrus (D. P. 5)
are in Greek. The rest are in Latin and constitute a part of the

archives of the military establishment at Dura during the first half

of the third century. A variety of phases in the life of this station

are reflected in these documents. There is a calendar ofofficial military

festivals, a contract of sale and fragments of other legal documents,

a record of horses purchased for the army with dates of purchase and
the prices paid, two daily registers of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum,

a letter of Marius Maximus concerning the entertainment of Goces,

the Parthian legate at various places on his journey through Roman
territory, part of another letter of Marius Maximus concerning the

purchase of a horse for a soldier, and several lists of soldiers with

particulars regarding their date of enlistment, etc. These lists alone

raise numerous interesting questions. The material as a whole is of

immense value for the study of Roman military organization in this

period. The papyri have also considerable palaeographical interest.

They afford a wealth of new material for the study of Roman cursive

writing of the third century.

D. P. 2. Length 0.29 m., height 0.23 m. (PI. XXXI, 2). Complete
above and below. Also detached fragments. The recto contains part

of two columns of a calendar in Latm, written in carefully executed

but crude rustic capitals. It is a list of festivals to be observed by the

army with appropriate sacrifices. Aside from the commemoration of

the official Roman holidays : the Quinquatm, the founding of Rome,
the Vestalia, the Meptunalia and some military celebrations e. g. the

Rosaliae signorum, the feasts consist chiefly of the birthdays and other

" Parts of several documents were transcribed by Professor Hopkins at Dura. The
notices ofD. P. 5, 6, and of D. Pg. 13 were written by Prof. C. B. Welles. The text

of D. P. 4 given below is the result of the combined efforts of Professor Hopkins,

Prof. E. T. Silk, and Mr. Robert Fink, with certain suggestions from members of

Professor Rostovtzeff’s seminar.
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memorial days of deified emperors and notably of anniversaries in the

life of Alexander Severus, in whose time the calendar was written.

A brief excerpt from this text follows:

14 ]Kal(endas) lunias ob Rosalias sign[oru]m supp[li]-

c[a]t[i]o

15 IJunias ob V[e]stalia Vest<a>e m[at]ri supp[li]cat[io

16 I]u[l]iaS quod Dominus No[ster M] arcus Aur[eli]us

[Sejuerus Al[exander Caesar (?)

17 factjus sit et toga uirili mu[nitus (?)] genio Alexan[dr]i

Augusti taur[um auratum (?)^

18 qu]odAlexand[e]rAug(ustus)N(?oster)p[r]imoco(n)-

19 Iu]lias qb [n]atalem diua[e Mjatidiae diua[e] Mati[di]ae

supplicatio.

The first date that occurs in the portion of the calendar that is

preserved is xiiii kal(endas) Apriles and our text extends probably into

August or September. The verso of the papyrus is blank.

D. P. 3. Length 0.845 m., height 0-26 m. Complete above and
probably below. The recto contains parts of two columns of Latin.

The first,* incomplete at the left, consists of eight widely separated

lines in a flowing cursive hand. The text is part of a register of soldiers.

The first two lines illustrate the form:

1

} drom(edarii) xxxiiii in his sesq(uiplicarius) i eq(uites)

ccxxiii in his dec(uriones) v dupl(icarii) vii sesq(uiplicarii) iiii

2

^]. s Aurel(ius) Demetrius, (centuriae) Nigrini Aurel(ius)

Romanus Aurel(ius) Rufus, (turmae) Anton(ii) larhabolus

Odeati

The second column written in a much more compact style and
with the lines close together, although damaged at the right, contains

a considerable portion of a list of soldiers dispatched upon or returned

from various missions. The record covers two days of the operations

of the CohorsXX Palmyrenorum. Entries are of the following type: missi

“ [Note of the editor. Since toga virili muniri is a very unusual expression and the
omission of sit after munitus (required by the space) is awkward I would prefer

the following reading ofl. 16—17: quod [praetextam d]i[m]i(^sit (cf. Prop. IV, 1,

131) et toga virili mu[tamt] (cf. Cell. XVIII, 4).]
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ad hordeum parandum milfites ]; missus lig(nanus) balnei mil(es) I
(centuriae) JVigrini ^ebidas Bamei; etc. The heading of the second day’s

record can be read almost in its entirety:

iii kal(endas) Apriles . . . niil(itum) cal(? igatorum) dccccxiiii

[——

—

eoh (ortis) xxPalmyren[oru]m Seuerianae Alex[andrianae— lulius Rufianus tr[ibun]us . [.].no[

[Note of the editor. It is probable that the second column has preserved the

beginnings and the first the ends of the lines of successive day registers all of the

same or similar character.]

The verso contains a record of horses purchased for the use of the

army. The record, imperfect at the left, covers the whole page in

widely separated lines of clear cursive writing. The form of the entries

is usually: (i) description of the horse (only the last few words of

these descriptions are preserved)
; (2) the name of the officer by whom

the purchase was approved; (3) the consulship in which the purchase

was made; (4) the price. The dates range from 246—251 A. D.

The form of the entries may be illustrated by the following two
excerpts:

3 ]. binum nigrum ref(ertur) (?) ad prob(atum) a tunc pre-

f(ectis) iiii kal(endas) lanuarias Tittiano co(n)s(ule) cxxv
12

]
prioribus in albis in signata a L[icinnio Pjacatiano tunc

duce iii idus Aug(ustas) Tittiano co(n)s(ule)

D. P. 4. Length 0.30 m., height 22.5 m. (PI. XXX). Complete above

and below. A letter of Marius Maximus relating to the reception and
entertainment of one Goces legatus Parthorum. The letter formed part of

a roll; a few traces are preserved of a column of writing at the left

and of another at the right of the present text. A transcript of the

letter is given below. It has been published by Professor RostovtzefF in

the Comptes Rendus de VAcademie des Inscriptions 1933, pp. 309 If.

1 Marius Maximu strib(unis) etpraef(ectis) etpraepositisnn(ostris)

[or n(umerorum)] salutem.

2 quid scribserim Minicio Martiali pro(curatori) Aug(ustorum)

n(ostrorum)

3 et notum haberetis adplicui. opto bene ualeatis.

4 ex(emplum).
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5 curae tibi sit et quaesturae nn(numerorum) per quos transit

, ;
Goces

.

6 legatus Parthorum missus ad d(ominos) n(ostros) fortissimos

imperatores

7 secundum morem xenia ei offere. quid autem in

8 quoque numero erogaueris scribe mihi.

9 Gazica

10 Appadana
11 Du[r]a

12 Ed[da]na

13 Bi[— —

—

D. P. 5. Length o-i2 m., height 0*17 m. Complete below. In Greek.

The end ofa decision in a legal case signed and presumably delivered by
the tribune of the CohorsXX PalmyremrumAlexandriana, Laronius Secun-

dianus. It is dated April 20, A. D. 235. The subscription is as follows:

[irri Seoujqpou xai KwricxvoO urrocrcov irpo 5eKa6<io [KoAcxv-]

[6cov Mai]cov Aapcbvios ZekouvSiocvos x^iAiapxos cnTEi[pas ekoa-]

[Tfjs TToAJiJiupqvcov ’AAs^avSpiovfis it) darotpdaEi Trp[oye-]

[ypapuejy^ Orreypocq/a.

The nature of the case decided by the tribune is not clear, but the

result seems to have been confirmation of an earlier division (pspicrpos)

(of property or work?).

D. P. 6. Length 0.09 m., height 0.22 m. Complete on all sides,

though damaged, but perhaps from a roll. The column of writing does

not seem to give the beginning of the text. In Latin. Record of a
decision of the same tribune as in D. P. 5, delivered perhaps on the

same day. The subscription is as follows:

Severo et Quintiano co(n)s(ulibus)

a(nte) d(iem) du[odec?]imum Kal(endas) Maias
Laronius Secun^anus
trib[unus coh(ortis) x]x Palmyren[orum]
Alex[and]rianae s[enten]

tiae [a m]e datae sub[scrips!.]

The circumstances of the case are obscure. There is mention of a
fideiussio, and the text ends with the phrase, soluto omni contrcutu emptionis.
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D. P. 7. Length 0.17 m., height 0.26 m. (PL XXXI, i). Incomplete
on the right. A badly damaged fragment of a letter in Latin, written
in the official hand of the Roman chancery (cf. Pal. Soc. ii, 30). Only
a few letters at the beginnings of lines are legible. There is a reference

to the Twentieth Cohort.

D. P. 8. Length o. 1 7 m., height o. 185. Complete above and on the left

side. Many detached fragments. A letter of Marius Maximus approving
the purchase of a horse for the use of a soldier. The horse is described

as ecum quadrimum. The soldier’s name is lulius Bassus. The form of the

statement of approval suggests a comparison with D. P. 3 verso. It reads

:

probatum a me lulio Basso eq(uiti) coh(ortis) xx Pal(myrenorum)

The letter formed part of a roll; a few letters of a second column
of writing can be read at the right. The date of the letter is 208 A. D.

D. P. 9 and 14. These two badly damaged fragments (0.12 by

0.

255 0.185 0 26 m.) complete above and probably below
almost certainly formed originally one sheet. The writing of both
pieces recto and verso corresponds exactly. The recto of the original

papyrus contained a daily (?) register in Latin pertaining to the Co-

hors XX Palmyrenorum. Enough of the text is preserved to show that in

form the document resembled the record of this cohort found on D.
P. 3 recto. Two lines give each the total number of troops (cf. D. P. 3,

1 . i), first the number of pedites (DCCLXXXI), with their officers

ordinarii, duplicarii and sesquiplicarii; then the number of dromedarii. Ifone
rcdi^ng [G]ord(iani) principis is correct, the document falls between the

years 238 and 244. On the verso ofboth fragments are preserved parts of

a long list ofsoldiers’ names arranged in small groups from each century.

D. P. 10. Length 0.195 height o. 12 m. Complete above. Small frag-

ment of two columns of writing. Of the first only a word or two at the

ends oflines are preserved. The second contains the beginning ofa letter

:

lul(ius) Apr[o]nianus .no suo

yi kal(endas) lul(ias) Gentiano et Ba[sso co(n)s(ulibus)] sa[l]utero

peto domine frater Themar[sa —
da et hiereum ab[ ——_
de quibus tibi m[ —
meus [

— —
Appada[na —
[.]e[
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D. P. ri a. Length 0.29 m., height 0.255 m. Gomplete above. In

Latin. The recto contains parts of five columns of a list of soldiers

arranged by centuries. The roll of each century is headed by the cen-

turion’s name with the date presumably of his enlistment. Following

that are the names of the soldiers with the date at which each soldier

or group of soldiers entered the service. At the end of the list is found

the total enrollment of the century.

The form of the document is illustrated by the following ex-

cerpts :

Col. 2

22 (Centuriae) Marci Muciano C9[(n)s(ule)

23 Ord(inarius) lul(ius) Marcus

24 Erucio [Claro co(n)s(ule)

25 Malchus S[

Col. 3

9 Seuero III co(n)s(ule)

10 lul(ius) Domittius

1 1 larabolus Themarsa
12 Geta Seniore II co(n)s(ule)

13 Marinus Barachi

Col. 4
5 Sabino [II] co(n)s(ule)

11 Aurel(ius) Zabdas
12 Aurel(ius) Apollonius

13 Aurel(ius) Bassus

14 Aurel(ius) Flauius

15 LII

16 (Centuriae) Antonini Victorino co(n)s(ule)

1 7 Ord(inarius) Domittius Antoninus
18 Erucio Claro co(n)s(ule)

19 Malchus Anini

The date of this muster-roll would appear to be about 218. The
latest date cited is the second consulship of Sabinus (216 A. D.). The
earliest is the consulship of Erucius Clarus (193 A. D.). Since the

normal term of seryice in the auxilia was twenty-five years, the roll

was probably written between 216, the date of the latest enlistment,
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and about 218 A. D., when the oldest veteran should have finished

his serviee.

The verso contains parts of two columns of another list in Latin.

The names of the solders are given in small groups of four to six

headed by the name ofthe centurion. The list is dated : Pridie kal(endas)

Decembres Lupo co(n)s(ule). That is 232. Below the date as just given

the words Lupo et Maximo co(n)s(ulibus) have been erased and then

rewritten apparently at the beginning of another document, of which
only the tops of one or two letters are preserved.

D. P. II b. Length 0.13 m., height 0.23 m. Complete above. This

fragment appears to have formed part originally of D. P. ti a. The
recto contains parts of three columns of names in Latin arranged in

the same way and written in the same hand as the list of ii a recto.

The latest date cited is the second consulship of Extricatus (217).

The verso contains part of a list of duplicarii written in a flowing

hand which is apparently the same as that of D. P. 1 1 a verso. The
list begins as follows;

1 (Turmae) Tiberini

2 dupl(icarii) Lucius Actorius

3 [[Males Themai:[s]a]]

4 Aurel(ius) Mocimus

5 Aurel(ius) Isidorus

6 (Turmae) Antonini

At right angles to the list of duplicarii are three lines of figures

pertaining to an account of some sort.

D. P. 12. This is a large roll that was found in extremely mangled

condition. It has been sent to Germany to be opened. At the time of

writing only partial information is available regarding its dimensions

and contents. The roll appears to be complete above; the largest frag-

ment 2.25 m. in length and 0.24 m. in height; eighteen columns of

Roman cursive on each side of the papyrus. It contains, as far as may
be ascertained at present, a list of soldiers’ names with the following

particulars: (i) office; (2) date of enlistment (given as in D. P. ii a

recto)
; (3) opposite some names (in the left-hand margin) the name

of a town indicating, perhaps, the place of origin of the soldiers in

question. Photographs of two columns are at hand, from which the

following excerpts are taken:
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ol. V recto]

3 Victo[rino co(n)s(ule)]

4 Aurel (ius) lulius . [— ].[,.]us

5 offic(iales) Aurel(ius) lulius •[••]••[•••]••[

6
* Mucian[o] c[o(n)s(ule)]

7 Aurel(ius) Malchus ei

12 expl(orator) Aurel(ius) lulius Salman

17 vex(illarii) Aurel(ius) Bolanus Bolani

18 Aurel(ius) Themes Salm[a]n

19 Aurel (ius) Gaius Abiba

20 Aurel (ius) Seleucus Ier[h]aei

21 Appad(ana) Aurel(ius) Malabanas ^elacabi

24 Appadana Aurel (ius) lulius Marin[u]s

25 explora(tor) A[ur]el(ius) Zebidas Ier[h]aei

26 deccuri(ones) A[urel(ius)] lulius Barl[a]a

27 Aurel (ius) lerhaeus Zabda

3l. ‘x’ verso]

8 Geta Seniore I[I c]o(n)s(ule)

12 Laius Bassus

13 Cilone II co(n)s(ule)

14 Siluanus Mocimi

15 Maronas Ainei

1 7 Admanna Abbulas Bassi

18 Sing(ara) Bassus Bibi

19 vex(illarii) Domittius Arod[..]us

20 Abid Malchus Ai[a]nei

21 D(omino) N(ostro) Anton(ino) II

co(r

22 Lanius Siluanus

23 Aelius Fortunatus

A definite statement regarding the date of this list can scarcely be
made until the whole document is available for study. The latest

consulship cited in the portion of text covered by our photographs
is that of Messalla (spelled here Mesala) in 214 A. D. The roll prob-
ably falls between that date and 225 A. D. when the soldiers that enlisted

in the consulship ofVictorinus (200 A. D.) should have been discharged.

D. P. 15. Length 0.60 m., height 0.22 m. Also numerous detached
fragments. Apparently part of a roll. A much damaged fragment con-
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taining a few lines from two documents that appear to be copies of

letters. In each case address and subscription are wanting. The name
of Antonius Seleucus occurs in both. He is possibly to be identified

with Julius Antonius Seleucus, legate of lower Moesia under Elaga-

balus (cf. Dessau, Prosopogr. II, 167).

D. P. 16. Many fragments of a large list of soldiers. The largest

fragment is 0.73 m. in length and 0.23 m. in height. There are many
smaller pieces. All are in extremely damaged condition. The names
appear to have been listed in the same manner as in D. P. ii . The
dates of enlistment given are approximately the same also.

The material at present designated as D. P. 13, 17—72 inclusive,

consists of a few badly mangled rolls and innumerable minute frag-

ments of military documents of all sorts. This material is at present

in too damaged and disordered a condition to warrant a detailed de-

scription.

D. Pg. 13. Length 0.075 m., height 0.135 m. Complete and little

damaged, but the parchment has darkened and the ink has faded,

making reading difficult. In Greek. Apparently a contract of loan.

There can be read something of the clause of repayment: coroScbaEi

[Iv TCOl OiS t6] TTpOTEpOV Ipu' STei (A. D. 134/5), 5^ pf] CCTTobcp

iv TCOl copiCT[p£vcoi xp^^vcoi]. The phrase shortly before, Tois urrocp-

Xoucnv ccCncbi ttccctiv, has reference apparently to the security, e(p’ urro-

SrjKr) Tols CrirdpxouCTiv. The text is much shorter than D. Pg. 10

(Pep. //, 201—215), and there is no indication that it will throw

more light on the dvccvecocis problem. As drawn in the period of

Parthian control at Dura, the text begins [paCTiAsjdovros ^aaiAecos

paaiAacov ’ApadcKou.



THE COINS
BY A. R. BELLINGER

The sixth hoard of coins was found during the season of 1931—32,
complete with the jar in which it had been buried. It consists of 280

tetradrachms, badly corroded, beginning with Caracalla and ending

with Volusian. It is thus parallel to the second hoard and to the tetra-

drachms of the first, and since those two have been published in detail

(Two Roman Hoardsfrom Dura~Europos,Axatxic2txt Numismatic Society:

Numismatic Notes and Monographs, No. 49, 1931) a summary list will

suffice for the present collection, with notes on the few pieces not

appearing in the previous publications.

The capital letters refer to obverse, the numbers and small letters

to reverse types as there described; in parentheses are added the offi-

represented for each type. The most interesting aspect of the

find is that the coins give a means of dating the pretty gold necklace

which was found at the bottom of the pot.

The contents of the hoard is as follows:

1. Head r., laur. Eagle on leg and thigh, head r.* to 1 . and
r. A€. Cf. B. M. C. p. 195, No. 363 where the reverse has the

A€ which is always used under Elagabalus, but was not first

introduced by him. Cf. also the reverse of Dura, Hoard IV,

No. 179 {Macrinus).

Macrinus, 217—218.

2. Emisa. Symbol: bust of Helios L, radiate; behind it, A Hoard I,

No. 12.

Elagabalus, 219.

3. B I,

4. G I.

5. B 2.

Philip, Senior, 244, 245.
6. B 2.
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7, 8. D 7.

9. D 8.

10. M 2.

249.

Otacilia, 244, 245.

Philip, Junior, 244, 245.

11. Obv. M]APK10YAI0IAinn0CKeCAP Bust r., draped,

B. M. C. p. 217, No. 547.

12. P. 2.

248.

13. T 6 d.

14. T 7.

249.

Trajan Decius, 250.

laur. Rev. z.

15—20. B I (off. I, 2, 3, 8).

21—27. B 2 (off. I, 2, 5).

28, 29. C 1 (off s)-

30—38. C 2 (off. 2, 3).

39—77. D I (off. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).

78—132. D 2 (off. i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).

133, 134. E 1 (off. uncertain).

i35» 136- B 2 (off. 4).

251.

137. D s (?) 3-

138. D z (?) 3.

251.

139. Bust 1. Rev. 1 (off. 2).

Cf. Hoard II, No. 67 where the ojficina mark is not distinguishable.

Herennia Etruscilla, 249, 250.

140. F I (off. 1).

141— 144. F 2 (off. I, 8).

145, 146. G I (off. I, 4).

147. G2(off. 5).

Herennius Etruscus, 249, 250.
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251.

226. H vi 3.

Cf. Hoard I, No. 508, where a piece of Hostilian has the officina

mark vi.

Hostilian, 24.g, 250.

227—229. I I (off. I, 6).

230—232. I 2 (off. i, 7).

Trebonianns Gallus, 251.

233—238. B I (off. I, 3, 4, 6, 7).

239—244. B 2 (off. 2, 3, 4, 7).

252.

245—267. B 3 (off. I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7).

268—273. B 4 (off. i, 3, 4, 6, 7).

253 -

274—276. B 5 fo/. I, 6).

277, 278. B 6 (off. 3, 6).

Voltisian, 251.

279. D I (off. 2).

280. Ti ^ (off. 4^.
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SILVER LIBATION BOWL
BY M. I. ROSTOVTZEFF

AND C. B. WELLES

The discovery of this bowl in the season of 1931/32 was announced
by Professor Baur in Rep. /F, p. 23 1 . One of the measurements, however,
requires correction. The radius, not the diameter, is 0.12 m., making
the latter 0.24 m., and the circumference approximately 0.754
The bowl is of the usual omphalos type (9idAr| 6p<paAcoT6s or pecoircpa-

Aos) with the 6|i(paA6s itself capped by a badly eroded medallion on a

separate piece of silver. The medallion represents a head of a bearded
god in full face of the Zeus type, probably the local Zeus-Baal mention-
ed in the inscription. An dpcpocAos with such a cap is quite unusual. In
most of the libation-bowls the op^ocAos is not adorned by any figures

or ornaments.^ Very seldom we find on it a figure or ornament in

repousse work (see e. g. the silver bowl of the Zubov’s barrow in the

North Caucasus dedicated to Apollo
;
its omphalos is adorned with the

figure of the sacred animal of Apollo— the snake).® However on many
bowls the omphalos is replaced by a flat medallion with figures or

ornaments in repousse work, the so-called ip^Aripa.® Our bowl is a kind

of compromise between the omphalos and the emblema. The bowls

without any ornaments (AsTax) were bought in shops ready made
and in addition a special crusta with an appropriate image was ordered

to an artist— a caelator or anaglyptarius. This cap was then welded to

the We know ofno exact parallel to the emblema of our bowl.

It is well known that libation bowls were the most usual offerings

to the gods of the worshippers who performed a sacrifice in their

sanctuaries. Silver and gold vessels of this kind are often mentioned
in the inventories of all the sanctuaries both oriental and Greek. The
most general term used for them for example in the graffiti of the

Temple of the Palmyrene Gods at Dura is iroTripiov.^ The same

^ E. Pettier, art. Phiala in Daremberg-Saglio, Diet. IV, 1, p. 434 ff.

^ E. H. Minns, Scythians and Greeks (Cambridge, 1913), p. 231, fig, 136.

^ O. Rossbach, art. Emblema in Pauly Wissowa, R. E.y V, p. 2487 fF.; R. Zahn,
“Silber-Emblem der Sammlung Loeb’’, Festschriftfur James Loeb^ p, 131 ff.

^ Cumont, Fouilles^ p, 375 ff., Nos. 12, 14, 15, 21, 23, In the inventory No. 14

the expression TroTfipia SsoSv is used. The word <pidAT] was never used at Dura.

20 *
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word we have accordingly restored in the inscription of our bowl.

We may remind the readers of the fact that dedications of bowls with

an emblema which reproduced the image of the god-protector of the

worshipper were of common occurrence all over the ancient world.

We may quote an interesting instance of it. The mother ofthe Emperor
Aurelian was a priestess of the invincible Sun-god (Sol Invictus)

of her own village. The biographer of Aurelian in speaking about the

prodigia which foretold his future glory says: “furthermore when he

had gone as envoy to the Persians, he was presented with a sacrificial

bowl ... on which was engraved the Sun-god in the same attire in

which he was worshipped in the very temple where the mother of

Aurelian had been a priestess”.®

About the rim of the bowl, on the outside, cleaning disclosed a

text which occupied almost the entire rim. The letters were made up
of rows of dots, and average 0.005 height. They are of generally

cursive character, and resemble the third century alphabet used in

the Archives ofNebuchelus {Rep. IV, pp. 78— 145)-

Inscription 610. Fig. 13.

8TOUS 5|Ji<p’, priv[6s — 15 letters—] dv45T|K6v StittocPos ’A5a5id|3[ou

ToO SeTvos Toov] onro ’A5a3a oikcov sv [to iroTf|pio]v toOto
All Seco Tco 8V ’AbaSa crfiv ocyeiorr . . a.

The only difficulty in the reading occurs in the last word. Six letters

are clear; AfE . 2T . . A. The letter following E resembles I, but there

is room for something wider. The letter preceding the final A resembles

N, but the traces do not exclude another interpretation, most naturally

AI. There would be no difficulty in reading APEfSTAIA and we may be
entitled to interpret this as a misspelling (not phonetic) of dyeioreia®

® S. H. A., V. Aurel. IV, 2 and V, 5. The patera presented to Aurelian by the

Persian king was probably similar to the well known patera of the Hermitage with

the Sun and Moon chariot reproduced on the emblema,^. Smirnoff, Argenterie Orientak,

p. CXXI, No. 306.

® The word oyiorei'a is used in the singular by writers of the Koine, although
earlier it occurs only in the plural. The instances most closely approaching the present

use are the following: Plutarch, Romuhis, 22, 1 : ttiv irEpi to irOp dyioTEiav, “the

consecration of fire”; Strabo, 9, 3, 7: xPU9<5ctcov dtroKEipiivcov (at Delphi) iro/^Acov

Kci dwa3r|p<5cTcov (puAoKfjs Koi ccyioTElots SEoiisvoov pEydAtis; Julian, Oratio 5, 178 D:
5id Tfjs ocyicTTEias (of Asclepius) oux povov dAAoc Kai Tct crchporra porjSEias

TToAAfis Kai CTcoTTipia? d^ioOroa; Joseph., Apion., 1, 7: onTTiyopEurai ptitetoTs pcopois

irapicraaSai pfiTE petexeiv xfjs dAAris dyioTEias.
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(for ccyicrr-). The phrase ot>v dysioTeig would mean “with worship”

or “consecration”, the dedication was accompanied by some kind

of ceremonial. The formula is otherwise unknown, however, and

another possible interpretation of the end of our inscription may be

taken into consideration. We may interpret oCn; dysioTsig as a mis-

spelling ofdyxicTTeig
—

“kin”. The terms ocyxicnrsTs and ocyxit^sia are

used in this sense in the well known Dura-parchment which contains
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the law regulating the succession ab intestato, Gumont, Fouilles p. 310,

parch, V, 3 and 15, and 2.

The dedication of the bowl took place in the Seleucid year 544,

A. B. 232/3, in the period of the Roman control of Dura. Settabus

the son of Adadiabus’was not a resident of Dura. He defines himself

as one of Adatha, dwelling in Bethzena. The latter formation suggests

a district
;
in the uncertainty of the last letter one should perhaps read

BriS^rivri.® The place is quite unknown. Adatha, or Hadatha, is on
the other hand a common place-name, meaning “New”. The spelling

is not always the same in the Greek sources, but an ’A5aSa is mentioned

in the neighborhood of Palmyra in the JVotitia Dignitatum, XXXII, 18.®

In general, the places mentioned by the inhabitants and visitors

of Dura should be looked for in the immediate region. Commercial
relations in the third century did not reach far. It is not at all impos-

sible that the “Adatha” of this text is theAuScrrSa of Ptolemy (V, 18),

a town lying on the right bank of the Euphrates between AOjdpa
(Deir-ez-zor) and 'A56dpa (Dura),^® apparently on the site ofMeyadin.

The transaction is of a familiar type. Dedications made by travelers

to the god of their native village are common. Compare for example
above. No. 416. The Greek term “Zeus” ordinarily represents the Sem-
itic Baal.“

^ For the name Adadiabus see above No. 416. The name Settabus, apparently
a certain reading, is unknown.

® On the names of districts ending in riVTi or -ovr), W. W. Tarn, Seleucid-Parthian

Studies^ p. 24 fF.

® R. Dussaud, Topographic Historique de la Syrie (1927), pp. 270 fF. M. Dussaud
points out in a letter that this Adatha is too distant from Dura to be the Adatha
of the text.

Dussaud, op, ciL, 455—457.

Cf. for example the ZeOs 086s of Baetocaece, 0. G, L 5., 262.
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NEW MATERIAL FOR THE HISTORY OF DURA
BY M. I. ROSTOVTZEFF

The season of excavations described in this Report was by far the

richest in finds which throw fight on many problems in the history

of Dura. Most important in this respect was the excavation in the

center of the city around the market place. This business center of

Dura appears, at the present state of our knowledge, very like the

suks of the modern cities of Syria and Iraq. However, remains of older

constructions, perhaps of Seleucid date, with some pre-Parthian in-

scriptions have been found and further study of them may alter our

present conception of this area.

For the Parthian period the excavations in the southwest corner of

the city have added new and important information. New data on

the history and system of Dura’s fortifications are welcome. Still more
important for the history of religion and the history of Parthian art

is the completed excavation of the sanctuary of Aphlad, the Baal of

Anath, which dates from the early first century A. D., a striking

counterpart to the sanctuary of the Palmyrene Gods in the opposite

comer of the city wall. Contemporary with this shrine of Aphlad was

the Temple ofAzzanathkona, later incorporated in the military budd-

ings of the Roman garrison. It has yielded among other things a fine

set of step inscriptions in its sails aux gradins, which enable us to modify

and complete the history and genealogy ofthe leading families ofDura.

The excavations of many private houses in various sections of the

city bear on both the Parthian (and probably pre-Parthian) and the

Roman periods. These excavations have given us for the first time

a good idea of the plan and elevation of the private houses of Dura,

houses which apparently were typical for the whole of Mesopotamia,

including Babylonia.

During the Roman period the dominant influence in the fife ofDura
was the strong garrison composed of detachments of the Roman army.

The discovery this year of the center of this military occupation —
the praetorium, closely connected with the early Parthian temple of

Azzanathkona — and of a set of important inscriptions and graffiti

in and around the praetorium, enables us to give a much more

detailed and accurate account of the military occupation by the Ro-
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mans than was before possible. Still more important was the discovery

in one of the rooms of this temple of the military archives of the garri-

son at Dura, or perhaps only of the auxiliary detachments of this

garrison whose headquarters may have been located in the temple,

while the praetorium proper was reserved for the legionary vexilla-

tiones. The papyri found in these archives are listed in the present

Report; the complete publication of these texts will require a long and
careful study. This, at least, can be said, even before the final decipher-

ment and publication, that the discovery of these documents from the

military archives has certainly much more than a local significance.

This is the first time that a group— not mere scattered documents —
of this type has been found and, moreover, documents exhibiting such

a variety of contents.

For the last period in the history of Dura new information has been
gathered from the careful study of the city wall, especially of the

sloping mud brick and debris walls, which were hurriedly built on both

sides of the city wails at a time (about 256 A. D), when Dura was
momentarily expecting attack and siege at the hands of the Sassanian

Persians. It was this emergency wall which preserved for us within

the city the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods and the shrine of Aphlad,
the Temple of Azzanathkona with its military archives and most of

the minor finds of papyri and parchments, textiles and objects of wood.
This same wall partly preserved and partly destroyed the most im-

portant building found last year at Dura — the Christian chapel with
its frescoes, located in a private house. The importance of this find

cannot be overestimated. Still more important are the frescoes. Like
the frescoes of the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods, like the papyri and
parchments of Dura, they throw a new and clear light on many vexed
problems of religion and art, the solution of which is vital to the

understanding both of antiquity and of the genesis of our own life

and art.
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Ap^PUTfS, Nos. 402, 418 1. 7, 601

Api5icrco|ios, No. 468

ApiBvapos, No. 499

ApicrouTis, No. 454

ApoOiAiii (?), No. 517

ApouiSi Nos. 418 1. 9, 438

Ayocyyau . . .

,

No. 395

Ayyas, No. 427

Aypivos, No. 408

A5 . . . , No. 408 a

A5ocyyap<5cpos, No. 601

A5a5idpos, Nos. 416 L 6, 610

A5a5iot5pos, No. 4181. 12

A6aTos, Nos. 519—521, 529, 534, 535,

543

A56aios, Nos. 4181. 13, 459

A55650S (?), No. 507

A5eTa, No, 544

A5^o$, No, 454

ASSapPa, No. 439

ASi . .
. ,

No. 425 a

A5ia, No. 542

A^ . . . . ,
No. 407

A^avos, No. 372

ASevoSdrris, No. 390

AStivoScbpa, Nos. 535, 536, 543, 545

ASi^voScopos, Nos. 444, 450 463, 465,

505, 514, 515, 521, 529, 530, 535—

537, 543, 545

AST)v6q>iAa, No. 548

AiTTcxvai (?), No. 393

A!coaaps» No. 516

Akkos, No. 383

AAaiiavydAa, No. 438

AAs^ocvSpos, Nos. 388, 429, 450, 568

AAouAaios, No. 379

AfJiaSKdva, Nos. 526, 532

AfJiiiJiiJirjAos, No. 601

AuiJiiai . . . , No* 513

AiiiJicbvios, Nos. 450, 515, 530, 534, 538,

539, 548, 549

AvpourapKas, No. 568

Avivis, No. 459

Avvaios, Nos. 460, 507

’Aweos, No. 459

AvraTos, No. 541

Avriuccyos, No. 531

Avrbxos, Nos. 399, 464, 538, 543, 544,

587,605
Antiochus (Aur.), No. 560

AttoAA , No. 417

AttcAAocs, No. 420

ATToAAocpdvris, No. 421

ATroAA65copos, Nos. 391, 424, 430

AiroAAoovia, No. 514

AiroAAcbvios, Nos. 419, 448 a and

450, 510, 515, 518—521, 524, 526,

529, 532, 533—4, 536, 537, 545, 555,

600

ATToAovaiTis, No. 577

Ap ..... Kri5, No. 460

ApaP (?), No. 499

Apoc£{pf|Aos, Nos. 496, 505, 507, 509

Apocvycros, No. 499

ApioToSripios:, No. 510

ApTepiiScbpoc, Nos. 514, 543

ApTSpiiScopos, Nos. 429, 463, 505, 607

ApTOios, No. 569

Apcpiaa ...» No. 438

Apx^Aaos, Nos. 431, 550, 553

Aa . . . ,
Nos, 436, 439

Acria, Nos. 520, 539

AaAocy . . . . ,
No. 460

Aurelius Antiochus, No. 560
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Aurelius Maximianus, No. 575

Aupr|Xios, Nos. 396^ 582, 607

Aurelius magnus, '

No. 560

^AfaAaSos, No. 426

Afpaorris, No. 590
'

Afcpocwis, No. 460

AxocpouSf No. 517 .

AxAsicp ( ?) , No, 506

AxAsos, Nov455 :

Ba ..... ,;No, 397
.

BaaiaapT] (?), No. 437

BaSiAas, No. 506

Bai . . . , No. 454
Bap .... jjip, No. 415 c

BapaS, No. 419

Bapox, No. 497

Bappais, No. 454

Bapyocs, No. 502

BapaSaSas, No. 454
Bapipcxyvalos, No, 418 I. 6

Bapipo . .
. ,

No. 602

BapiaSapari (?), No. 437

BapAdag, No. 383

Bapvdpas, Nos. 453, 454, 497

BapvaTos, Nos. 450 454, 552

Bapvovaios, No. 506

Bapv^pous, No. 506

Bapveios, No, 460
Bapvios, No. 459
BapxoAp, Nos. 402, 601

BapxdA^ous, Nos. 450, 478, 542,

Ba^aSaaS, No. 439

BepuAAos, No. 497 a

Bti8i56, No. 450 h

BTiAadKapo5 , No. 454

BripuAoy, No. 573
BiSva . .

. , No. 507
Bo ... (3, No. 392

Bo . os, No. 419

BoT|8eios, No. 433
BoKocyaia, No. 531

Boup . . . No, 447

BouSrios, No. 415 A

BouSoTToas, No. 484
BoujJiaios, No. 504
BoOcros, No, 454

fapA . . . , No. 415r
;

; Taois (Gains), No.' 491 .

rsppovos, No. 578

Gnaius, No, 580

FoAiaS (FoAi^a), No. 597

Fopaios, No, 379

Fdpas, No. 378

FopTTialos, No. 418 1. 1—2
Fpuari . . No. 507

Aa55, No. 387

Aa55ds, No. 448 ez and b

AaSAiov, No. 450
AaiiJiovdSsos, No. 450 e

AdvuiJios, Nos. 385, 510, 523, 524, 525, 533
AaouiS, No. 597

AaodpEKos, No. 383

AamAAa, No. 435
As^ioviKOS, No. 419
Arj|jiT|Tpia, No. 514

Ar||jif|Tpios, Nos. 450, 552, 586
Aioyopas, No. 532

Aioyivris, Nos. 450, 467, 519, 534, 535
Ai65otos, Nos. 450, 518
AioScopos, Nos. 421, 550, 552, 553

AioKAfis, Nos. 523, 525
AiovOcnos, No. 589

Ai(|)iAos, No. 492
Domninus (Julius), No. 560

AoiJivos, No. 583

Domnius Pasia, No. 560

Aoumos, No. 459

AcopoSsos, No. 593

’Ek . . . T|aaa, No. 549
"EttIvikos, No. 576

‘Epi.ifis, No. 600
EvpouAa, No. 549
Euyavsia, No. 521

EuSuvikti, No. 536

Zal3i5a6a5os, No. 418 1. 12

Za^Baios, No. 454
Za|35ip«Aos, Nos. 416 1, 7, 418 L 8

and 13

ZdpSouis, No. 475
Zapisivds, No. 513

ZapiSpovos, No. 459
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ZapiSyocTris,; No. 450

ZaPiSKovoSy No. 453

ZapiKKiva^ No. 460 ,

ZapivT\, No. 437

Zep . .
. ,

No. 446

Zs^iSaas, No. 392

Zspwos, No. 443

Zev65&opos» No. 479

Zriipa, No. 576

ZiivoSoTos, Nos. 396, 450, 505

ZT]v65oapos, No. 492

Zo5os/No. 473

‘HAsioBcopos, No. 493

‘HAi65oopos, Nos. 387, 392, 407 a, 450,

468, 472, 528, 571

"HAioaivifiviKos, No. 574

'HAiotpdbvTTis, No. 464

‘HpaKAd5T]S, Nos. 387, 450, 554

‘HpcxKAfis, No. 465

©diiios, No. 394

©sjjiapaas, No. 406

©eoy^vris# No. 418 1. 11—12

©soSoTos, No. 396

©soSdbpa, Nos. 519, 541

©eoSoDpos, Nos. 380, 381, 468, 535

©s6iiVT]0Tos, Nos. 538, 544

©eoTTpcoTos, No. 374

©oKocvaios, Nos. 542, 546

’loKapos, No. 458

’lapais, No. 454
’IkoSi, Nos. 434, 438

loAis, No. 450

loOAios, No. 487

'’foOAis, No. 459

lulius Domninus, No. 560

’foriSoopos, No. 513

KaAAiQTporros, Nos. 374, 441, 505

Kdiitis, No. 506

Casius, No, 580

Kdaais, No. 401 1, 2

KoTcoriyas (?), No. 452

Kspo5o5 (?), No. 495

Kij3'nAos, No. 449

Kporraas, Nos. 380, 381

KupiAAa, No. 404
Kcovoiv, No. 484

AeKooTjs, No. 583

AicraiJis, No. 421

Afaaiicros, No. 408 b

AiCTios, No. 454
Aou . . . i, No. 460

Luppus, No. 570

Au0ccvias, Nos. 421, 426, 499, 530, 539

Auaias, Nos. 388, 520, 523, 525, 538

Aumirrra, No. 547

Mappicov, No. 466

Magnus (Aurelius), No. 560

MocKipeos, No. 459

MocAixocaSos, No. 440

MdAyos, Nos. 405, 567

MapaTos, No. 454

Mdvios, No. 462

Maximianus (Aur.), No. 575

Mapivos, No. 603

Mapicov, No. 397

Haxxio'aios, No. 522

Msyiorcb, No. 544

Msifjisv, No. 583

M^ocySpos, No. 388

Mr)KKocvEOS, No. 507

Mlr|v69iAos, No. 514

MiAAaios, No. 389

NlnrovaTos, No. 392

Mvaasoj, No. 514

Moyapog, No. 391

MouKiavog, No. 502

Napova^^dvti^, No. 418 1. 11

NapoupdpocKos, Nos. 386, 397, 542, 546

NapoupapdxTiSt Nos. 505, 508

NapouSdpaos, No. 418 1 . 8

NaPouvis, No. 454

NapouaaiiSos, No. 418 1. 7

Nai§u5, No. 460

NauKpdrrjS, No. 374

Neocpaixos, No. 417

NIapxos, Nos. 372, 373, 423

NsiKOTcop, No. 474

NiKocvcop, Nos. 450, 513, 541

NiKoaios, No. 576
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NiKooTpocTOSr No. 547 :

NiKO(poSVj No. 464

NivaiaSi No. 506 :

SgvoKponrris, Nos. 433, 539

"'OKpdvTj, No. 454

"OAuiiTTo?, No. 538

'’Ovovris, No. 454

''Ovcov, No. 454

^OpocTO^ (?), No. 392

’OxaivsTOs, No. 516

OuaAsvTivos, Nos. 401 1. 1, 487

OuoAspis, No. 502

Oupdj3vr)S, No. 378

OuAtticcvos, No. 584

OuppocKOS, No. 565

No. 418 L 10

riarnrias, No. 383

Pasia (Domnius), No. 560

nocTp09iAa, Nos. 5I65 534

nccuaocvfas, No. 531

no(pi . .
. (?), No. 384

npoppovaos, No. 372

TTpoKAoS; No. 596

Tapovivaos, No. 380

Tapopydrris, No, 375

TocygOriAos, No. 522

Tocyr|a5d5os, Nos. 397, 450, 542, 546

TcxeiPtiAtis, No. 453

TaT)5a5os, No. 438

Taiiiis, No. 552

Tocxilivocios, No. 418 1. 6 and 11

Tsys^lJ^ocvvaia, No. 517

‘Pexipvaios, No. 504
‘PT^TTKuiJirjs (?), No. 456

‘Pf|T0(ySos, No. 541

Tiyaias, No. 415 a

ToupaSiAAsus^ No. 476

‘Pounds, No. 418 1. 10

ZapccuAaouA, No. 438
2ap5icra}iaos, No. 418 1. 7—

8

Ilapia (?), No. 604

HaBap . . .. s, No. 449

Ia55a55a3os, No. 401 1. 5

SaAaivos, No. 522

SaAaiJiccvaioSy No. 377

ZaAapiiAais, No. 511

laAainvas, No. 507

IdkcxuiSs No. 418 1. 10

SocAaiiiidpa, No. 522
laAi, No. 450
IocAi9a; No. 438
Salvianus, No. 471

Zajjicrpocvas, No. 468
ZocvoSaios, No. 454

ZsAevss, No. 423

leAsuKos, Nos. 372, 373, 417, 418 1. 14,

421, 429, 445, 450, 520, 523, 525,

536, 537, 538, 548, 555
Septimius Sigilianus, No. 560
SrjSicraiAiaiog (?), No. 382

SiiAocyvaia, No. 542

SrjAdvvios, No. 512,

IriTTdpos, No. 610
Sigilianus (Septimius), No. 560
liTOiOi, No. 416 1. 8
IiAo, No. 425 b

Simus, No. 585
Zivvavaios, No. 517

Iiasos, No. 595
iKop (?), No. 384
iKplTHTS, No. 484
loKoicpa, No. 499
SopccAccKos, No. 426
IcoanrdTpa, No. 524

Tip£pio:v6s, No. 400
Tipcovdacrr], Nos. 515, 523, 525, 529,

530, 537, 555

Y65 . . . IS, No. 422

OocAa^ocygis, No. 418
cDoAoTivapos (?), No. 375
OiAninrros, Nos. 450 ^,516
OiAoTrccTpa, No. 538
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!

B. Religion

(Names of' DivinitieSj mystical formulas etc.)

"apAaSocyotXpa (d^AavaMApa), No.

413, ..

’A6d6os No. 425^1

^A^^ocyaSKova, Nos., 453j 504 ,

.

’AtrdAaSoSr No. ,410

"ApTsiiiSj '
No. 4'53

,
,

’AfAd8,,Nb. 4I6:L^2 .,„:'

Zeds/ No. 610
;

Zeds ' Kupios, No. 483 '

’lapdpcdA, No. 473

lapapdbArioSf, Nos.,4735 475
, ,,

Juppiter Optimus Maximus^ No.^ 561

MdAxoty No. ,473 ,,

Toura, [xd fi€pr| :Tou] :2dp^^ No. 414
,

,Tux'n», No. 376

,

..XpiarroSy Nos. 595, 596, ,,
,

G. Names of Emperors

Alexander Severus, No. 564 Geta, No. 558

Caracalla, No. 556 Septimius Severus, Nos. 556, 558, 561

D. Geographical Terms

’A5a9a, No. 610 EOpcoiraios, Nos. 374, 387, 429, 433

’AvaS, No. 416 1. 4 EOipp^S, No. 416 1. 5

BTi9?Tiva No 610 Colonia Aurelia Antoniana Europaea,
’

'

No. 559

Aoupovos, No. 505
KoAcovioSoupcxvos, No. 396

EOpcoTTcxia, No. 544

E. Calendar

’ApTeplaios, Nos. 440, 516, 533, 536— ’OAobios, Nos. 374, 468, 511, 541

; 539,- 542, 546/
; :

'

nspiTios, Nos. 517, 529

AIos, Nos. 442, 449, 453, 522, 534, 535,

549 ‘YtTEppspHTaios, Nos. 449, 504

SovStKos, Nos. 397, 452, 518—520,

523—525, 530, 543, 553
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F. Dated Texts

Nos. of InscriptionsSeleucid era A. D,

G. Administrative and Military Titles and Terms

actuarius, No. 561 Legio III Gallicaj No. 562
adiutor, Nos. 409, 560 1. 12 Legio IV Scythica, No. 560
dyopavopos, No. 388 Legio X Fretensis, No. 563

librarius, No. 560 1. 7

Cohors II Uipia equitata, No. 561

Gommilito, No. 564 criipia^opos, No. 470
Cos. (consules), Nos. 500 561, 570
KovropspvdAios, No. 401, 1. 2 uttottos, No. 471

Legio III CyrenaicaAntoniana, No. 557 ovrj^iAAonricov (vexillatio), No. 483 <2

dyaSos, No. 376
ocyopd3co, No. 401 1. 6

ayyaicnrsia (dysioT . . a), No. 610
d6aA9f|, No. 537

d56A96s, No. 469
aicbv. No. 412
dvayivcbcrKco, Nos. 401 1. 3 and 4, 450 a

dvonrOriiJii, Nos. 416 1. 5, 552, 610
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dvSpcbv, No. 41^
ocvsyeipcoj Nos. 418 1. 4, 468, . 504, 510,

513, 516, 522, 533, '536, 537
;

No.
' 453

dy-SpcoTTos, No. 375

<3rrr6, No. 477
a^6s, Nos. 416 1. 11, 438, 449, 513,

516, 522, 533, 536, 537, 539, 542,
546,' 552,, 554 -

d<|)i5puais (dfeiSpVCTis), No. 416 1. 1

pios, No. 404

yspcov, No. 490

ypapiuocTsds, No. 454
ypd^ca, Nos. 401 1. 3, 480, 579

yuvfi, Nos. 491^, 513, 515—526, 529,

531, 534, 535, 537—539, 541—543,
545_547, 552, 555

Sava, No. 610
61KOC10S, No. 389
Sdjjios, No. 488

5opK(5i, No. 501

SoOAos, No. 583
5do, Nos. 401 1. 2, 500 i

SoSpov, No. 457

§ccuTou, Nos. 418 1. 15, 453, 468, 504

lyob (^01), No. 499
sipi (laaotiEvos), No. 533

sis, No. 594
£wte, No. 491 a

lirdvco, No. 551

Itri, Nos. 449, 468
lirtKocAloo, No, 468
Ipxojjiai, No. 449
^aipsfa, No. 418 1. 3

gTos,Nos. 374, 397, 398, 4181, 1, 428, 432,

442, 453, 468, 504, 514, 517—525,
527, 529—532, 534, 535, 538—539,

541, 543—545, 552, 555, 593, 610

No. 468

suTuxia, No. 404

euX^i No. 416 1. 8

321^

Ssos, Nos. 375, 404, 416 1. 3, 418 I. 5^

426, 503, 594, 610

Suydrrip, Nos. 511, 514, 536, 540, 542 ,

543 (?), 553

i5ios, Nos. 453, 468
kpov, No. 416 1. 2

KOI, Nos. 375, 378, 388, 401, 410, 416
1 . 12—13, 418, 419, 421, 433, 435,

436, 439, 440, 450 453, 457, 468,

505,514,536
KA^TTrris, No. 457

Kpdros, No. 412

KOpios, Nos. 412, 483 a, 583, 588

KcbSiov (k65iov), No. 440

Kcbfjirj, No. 416 1. 4

Asyoo, No. 416 1. 3

Nos. 440, 442, 468, 610

IJiipivi^crKco ({iVTiaSiJ), Nos. 372—375, 378,

380, 384, 385, 387, 388, 399—401,

408, 417, 419, 420,* 422, 423, 424,

426, 427, 430, 433, 441, 444, 445,

450 a and/, 455, 457, 458, 463—466,
473, 475, 487, 492, 494, 505, 574,

577^579, 584, 586, 588, 593, 595, 596

vsos, No. 442

olKico, Nos, 401 1. 3, 610

oiKoSojJisco, No. 609

oIkos, No. 416 L 14

6pi6voia, No. 41

1

dpioTTocTpios, No. 537

ouapva, No. 401, 11. 5, 6

ouapvaios, No. 401, 1. 7

oupocvos, No. 594

oChros, Nos. 401, 416 1. 2, 418 1. 5

TTds, Nos. 405, 416 1. 13, 494

TTicrrauco, No. 477

ttAoiov, No. 401 1. 6

TTOieco, Nos. 449, 542

TTOTTIpiOV, No. 610

Trpos, Nos. 375, 407 b, 426, 433, 436,7C01^ (36T1), No. 41

1
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trcoAto, No, 40i I. 6

mTldficct, No. 401 1. 3 .

cnrporrT|y6s, No. 418 1. 14—15

anrpomci)Trjs, No. 454

acb^co, No. 483 a

0coTT|pfa, Nos. 416 1. 10, 418 1. 16, 453, 504

TOTTHivds, No. 595

T6KVOV, Nos. 416 1. 12, 418 1. 16, 453,

;504 533
-

TIKTCO, No. 491 «

tiMiios, No. 457

Tpsis, No. 477
.

iii6s, Nos. 396, 401 1. 5, 449, 542
'

Oueis, No. 596
Otrip, Nos. -416 I 9, 418 ' 1. 14, 453,

504
i^TToypdcpoo, No. 418 1. 2—3'

fiAos, Nos. 433, 499

p/ 'S'l
|g (New

;j

1
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PLAN OF THE TEMPLE OF APHLAD (THE S. W. TEMPLE) (DRAWN BY H. PEARSON)



PLAN OF THE MARKET CENTER (DRAWN BY H, PEARSON)



PLAN

OF

THE

PRAETORIUM

AND

THE

TEMPLE

OF

AZZANATHKONA

(DRAWN

BY

H.

PEARSON)



IV

PLAN OF THE TEMPLE OF THE PALMYRENE GODS (DRAWN BY R. DEIGERT)



V

DETAILS

OF

THE

CHEMIN

DE

RONDE

(DRAWN

BY

H.

PEARSON)





vir

PLAN OF THE INTERIOR OF THE S. W. TOWER



VIII



IX



X

f

SHRINE OF APHLAD. 2. PRAETORIUM FROM THE WEST (BEFORE EXCAVATIONS)



XI



XII







XV

RELIEF HEAD FROM Gi. 2. HEAD FROM MISHRIFE IN THE MUSEUM AT ALEPPO



XVI

PARTHIAN HEAD FROM Gi. 2. SEMITIC BUST FROM G6. 3. PARTHIAN HEAD FOUND ON THE SURFACE.

4. TERRA COTTA HEAD FROM THE S. W. ANGLE



XVII



XVIII

I. RRUEF OF HERAKLES FROM Cz. 2. PARTHIAN RELIEF OF WARRIOR FROM Gi. 3. RELIEF OF FIAND AND THUN-
DERBOLT FROM Ji.





liiiliil

^ i‘- ;

I- bronze foot >.. SMALL RELIEF OF ATARGATIS.

PACK (T



BRONZE LAMP (DRAWING). 3. FAIENCE ALTAR (THYMIATERION)

4. IMPRESSION OF MOLD
1. TERRA COTTA LAMP WITH RELIEF





4 -

MINOR FINDS (DRAWINGS) : i. BRONZE FIGURES OF GAZELLES. 2. SCABBARD BUTT. 3. BRONZE THYMIATERION

.. BRONZE HAND OF HERAKLES HOLDING CLUB AND LION SKIN



XX





XXVI

i' j

^
.

INSCRIPTION FROM SANCTUARY OF APHLAD, NO. 41

S



XXVII

PAINTED inscription FROM THE PRAETORTrrw ^M i HE PRAETORIUM, NO. 5fo. 2. LATIN REBUS INSCRIPTION.



XXVIII

C ETDrCirr/r

SI' r'.-'/V'i0.4'_t“iM J,.?5r^
U'-#

^
'

^^H.r- e AV T a t'g rAi* T/~ f

r*wi Y 14 Jf*
^

"'.
'V .Ydili^iflilttlilii^rili^itL^^ . ..iJ' i‘i

INSCKIPTIONS FROM THE TEMPLE OF AZZANATHKONA : 1-2. HELIODOROS, NO. 46S. 3. PHECHIMNAIOS, NO.
4. BARNABOUS, NO. 433



XXIX



XXX

PAPYRUS



-^4/







XXXIV

TRACINGS OF GRAFFITI: i. CULT SCENE FROM BS, G6. 2, DANCING FIGURES FROM THE SANCTUARY OF APHLAD
3. RIVER BOAT. 4. MAN WITH ARROWS (?) WALLED CITY







XXXVII



i-. PAINTED FRAGMENTS FROM THE TEMPLE OF APHLAD (COPIES). 3, INK DRAWING OF GAZELLE
(PHOTOGRAPH WITH TRACING)





details

of

THF

CHAPFI.

(DHA\TN

1!Y

r.

dfiger-



OF

THE

NICHE

AND

N

WALT

OF

'tmr

r'tjAr.T-x

WAEL

OF

THE

CHAPEL

(CONSTRUCTED



PART

OP

THE

N.

WALL

AND

THE

NICHE

XLII



THE

NICHE

DURING

EXCAVATIONS



THU

GOOD

SHEPHERD,

ADAM

AND

EVE

XLfV





XLVI

THE WOMAN AT THE WELL



THE WOMAN AT THE WELL. 2. DAVID AND GOLIATH (DRA%.
[NGS)





flA'lX'

I

'i:

PART

OF

THE

N.

Vi^ALL





the

good

shepherd,

ADAM

AND

EVE







^W


